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ABSTRACT 

 

Since the time immemorial the buying and selling of the sexual favors are the part of 

the human culture. Evidences are found in mythology, drama, art, sculptures, 

literature, music and many more. The evidence has also evolved that this celebrated 

profession has became necessary evil from the most reputed profession in the society. 

The most catastrophic thing about this profession is that everyone wants to visit that 

place and the person who visit them actually enjoy but in the society they pretend 

otherwise. Nothing has been changed in last 1000 years about the profession except 

the mode through which it is done. Previously it was brothel homes from kota and 

now on the Internet. If we have to define the word prostitution then we can say that 

the prostitution means the pleasure of physical need commonly sex in lieu of money 

or any favor in kind. According to the Act- “prostitution” means the sexual 

exploitation or abuse of persons for commercial purpose, and the expression 

“prostitute” shall be construed accordingly. According to American Heritage 

Dictionary defines prostitution as “the act or practice of engaging in sex acts for hire.” 

The question stills the same in spite of the oldest and righteous profession in the olden 

days why the people don’t want to talk about it and don’t want to think about them as 

because they are not the vote banks and they doesn’t involve in any type of direct 

work to the economy. India which is most emerging economy of the world and so 

called very rich in culture has to think again about this and decide that the prostitution 

was the part of the Indian culture or not? If yes, then why we are not ready to accept 

them as citizens of our society and as a mere human being sometime. Prostitution is a 

business carried by the prostitutes which are generally the women. The majority of 

prostitutes are females in India. This is generally an illegal work in the world; in India 

the prostitution is lawful but the associated works with the prostitution like running 

brothels, devadasi system, car picking, and working as pimps are illegal. A woman 

may simply choose to work as a prostitute based upon her personal choice and free 

will. I argue that the realm of prostitution is like a coin which has two faces to it. On 

the one side of this coin there lies freedom; this is where women have the choice of 

working as prostitutes based upon free will. The other side of the coin is where there 
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does not lay any freedom for women to choose whether or not they wish to work as 

prostitutes. On this particular side, women are forced, abducted or deceived into 

prostitution. The prostitution basically leads towards the disease which caused due to 

the sexual contamination, the problem of STD’s including HIV, unwanted 

pregnancies, abortion and many more are very common in these women and the 

meaning of government drives against these issues is the drives against these women.  

If we talk about the modern day prostitution then the most popular form of 

prostitution is the Internet Prostitution or Online prostitution in which the women 

offer herself as an independent call girl or as a part of the call girl agency. The 

internet has become the most popular venue to find his match which remains 

anonymous. There is no need to visit the brothel homes and bargain with the agents. 

The best example for this is the online auctions website called Gesext offers the 

possibility to make a bid just like on ebay but on any kind of sexual services. It mostly 

contains the picture of a women along with the price, it also describe the sexual 

services a women offer to the men’s. The website got famous when a 19 year old girl 

sold her virginity to 6.650 euro with a doctor’s certificate. This website is also famous 

for the single mothers who offer themselves in order to become pregnant. The online 

prostitution is also very common because of the women who choose prostitution as 

their part time career option. The one more quality why this internet prostitution is 

famous is because of the role-play they offer to their clients. It is on the client that 

what they want from there to pretend like Girlfriend, Wife, any anonymous character 

or anyone. In short we can say that it is more than the prostitution, it is overall 

experience the girl take care of everybody needs of their clients. The main motive for 

this kind of services is that they make believe to the customer that they are making 

live not the only sex and they are not involve in any prostitution but they are 

genuinely a great couple.  

In my view the person who visited these websites for the sex is basically nor happy 

with their sexual life or those persons who wants to try something new in their lives 

and the best place to visit is the Internet because everything will be in one click 

without any sociological barriers. There is no doubt that this has changed the 

prostitution system all over the globe and it has also made the prostitution very 

approachable. So, it is up to the states that how they control this issue before 

becoming a social problem or the state give free hand to their citizens to decide their 
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own fate for the online prostitution. Whatever the policy will be it is on the state but 

the state has to make sure that they have to separate internet prostitution from human 

trafficking.   

India is the second largest country in terms of use of internet after China. So, it is very 

evident that the rate of crime in cyberspace will also high in India. The crimes like 

fraud, harassment, bulling in cyberspace is very common in India and there are laws 

for them but the problem lies with those issues which is very much alien to the 

legislation and doesn’t have any laws against its, online prostitution is among them. 

Prostitution or sex work is not a new concept for any country in this globe and India is 

not an exception to this. Prostitution is as old as our civilization, it is carrying out 

from the vedic period, the example of Ramba, Urvasi in the Vedic books are the 

examples of the prostitution in Indian mythology. However, it was not closely related 

to the sex work in that period, and but not prostitution has changed its role from dance 

to sex work and from courtyard to the brothel homes.   

Now, the prostitution has taken one step more toward our doorstep by going digital or 

in a cyberspace. The technology has not only beneficial in the free advertisements to 

the sex workers and their pimps but it also saves them and their customers from arrest 

and humiliation in the society. This is a win-win condition for both the customers and 

the sex workers. The prostitution in a closed wall circle within adult women and men 

and outside 22 yards of public place with full consent. It is allowed in India according 

to the laws but the related acts like brothels and pimps and of course advertisement 

for it is illegal in India.  

The basic problem with the online prostitution is that it has changed its structure from 

sex to physical arouse and this form of prostitution is not only affecting the hard-core 

sex addicts or the adult persons but it is hampering to the teenagers or adolescent 

children because everything is in the figure tips and within 4 walls of the home. So, it 

is very easy for them to participate in these types of play. This is the most destructive 

social problem in India now a days because it has the capacity to destroy not only the 

family system but also the future of the society. However, the role of the 

intermediaries, the so-called service providers is very important in this regard, they 

have to identify between legal and illegal content and comply with strict policy not to 

tolerate the illegal content in their IP address. However, government should take 
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necessary step and make strict liability on intermediaries. Now, the social media, 

dating app, Instagram, twitter, private chat room, the advertisement for the 

prostitution in one way or another way is very common in India.  

The research work started with the historical evolution of the sex work and its 

changing role till it reaches to the internet. However, in this regard the researcher has 

also discussed the human trafficking because human trafficking is one of the basic 

elements of prostitution in India. This researcher is a purely a doctrinal research in 

which the researcher from its extensive study of laws from different states and 

precedents from different states try to make a model law in this regard. The primary 

work of the researcher is to study the present scenario of the prostitution of India in 

cyberspace and what are the causes for its increase and challenges of the government. 

The aim of the researcher is also to decide the role of every blocks of the society 

namely courts, governments, police, citizens, NGO’s in attempting this issue. The 

researcher has also done a profound study on the existing laws of the country 

regarding the subject importantly ITPA and IT act and what are the changes it 

requires and most importantly the comparative analysis between India, USA, 

Bangladesh and the important judgments of the Supreme Court in this regard. Last but 

not the least the conclusion and recommendation according to the study of the 

researcher.  
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction  

Prostitution is a business carried by the prostitutes which are generally the women. 

The majority of prostitutes are females in India. This is generally an illegal work in 

the world; in India the prostitution is lawful but the associated works with the 

prostitution like running brothels, devadasi system, car picking, and working as pimps 

are illegal. A woman may easily choose to work as a prostitute out of her own volition 

and free will, the only requirement is that she must be more than 18 years.  I believe 

that the world of prostitution is like a coin with two sides. On one hand, there is 

freedom; where women can choose to work as prostitutes based on their own free 

will. On the other hand, when women don‘t want to work as a prostitute and they are 

pushed, abducted, or persuaded into prostitution on this side. 

The prostitution basically leads towards the disease which caused due to the sexual 

contamination, the problem of STD‘s including HIV, unwanted pregnancies, abortion 

and many more are very common in these women and the government drives against 

these issues is the drives against these women.   

If we talk about the modern day prostitution then the most popular form of 

prostitution is the Internet Prostitution or Online prostitution in which the women 

offer herself as an independent call girl or as a part of the call girl agency. The 

internet has become the most popular venue to find his match which remains 

anonymous. There is no need to visit the brothel homes and bargain with the agents. 

The best example for this, is the online auctions website called Gesext offers the 

possibility to make a bid just like on ebay but on any kind of sexual services. It mostly 

contains the picture of a women along with the price, it also describe the sexual 

services a women offer to a men. The website got famous when a 19 year old girl sold 

her virginity to 6.650 euro with a doctor‘s certificate. This website is also famous for 

the single mothers who offer themselves in order to become pregnant. The online 
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prostitution is also very common because of the women, who choose prostitution as 

their part time career option. The one more quality why these internet prostitution is 

famous now a days among the yongsters is because of the role-play service they offer 

to their clients. It is on the client that what they want from them to pretend like 

Girlfriend, Wife, any anonymous character or anyone. In short we can say that it is 

more than the prostitution, it is overall experience of a real life to there clients and the 

girls who indulge in this have to take care of everybody needs. The main motive for 

this kind of services is that they make believe to the customer, that they are not 

involve in any prostitution but they are genuinely a great couple.   

In my view the person who visited these websites for the sex is basically not happy 

with their sexual life or those persons who wants to try something new in their lives 

and the best place to visit is the Internet because everything will be in one click 

without any sociological barriers. There is no doubt that this has changed the 

prostitution system all over the globe and it has also made the prostitution very 

approachable. So, it is up to the state that how they control this issue before becoming 

a social problem or the state give free hand to their citizens to decide their own fate 

for the online prostitution. Whatever the policy will be it is on the state but the state 

has to make sure that they have to separate internet prostitution from human 

trafficking.    

The trafficking and prostitution in India are not a new concept but of course the one of 

the most controversial and toughest question which the Indian society has ever 

answered due to its partial and religious structure from ages. The journey of the 

prostitution in India has downgraded from very agreeable to the discarded population 

in the society. My research work basically focuses on every aspects of the 

prostitution, whether is cultural aspects (Nagar vadhu), religious aspects (Devdasi) or 

the political aspects (mentioning in the party manifesto) and again the modern-day 

prostitution called cyber prostitution. This thesis work has also taken the aspects of 

the role and liabilities of the intermediaries in the process of online prostitution. So, in 

this regard this first chapter is the complete introduction of the research work. Which 

basically focus on the trafficking in India and how the trafficking leads to the 

prostitution and what are the implementations of this. My first chapter focuses on the 

origin of computer and the internet which has provided the platform for online 
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prostitution. I have narrowed down my research by focusing only on female 

indulgence in the online prostitution.  

1.2  Problem Statement  

Since the time immemorial the buying and selling of the sexual favors are the part of 

the human culture. Evidences are found in mythology, drama, art, sculptures, 

literature, music and many more. The evidence has also evolved that this celebrated 

profession has become necessary evil from the most reputed profession in the society. 

The most catastrophic thing about this profession is that everyone wants to visit the 

place but no one wants to talk about them in public. Nothing has been changed in last 

1000 years about the profession except the mode through which it is done. Previously 

it was brothel homes from Kota and now on the Internet. If we have to define the 

word prostitution then we can say that the prostitution means the pleasure of physical 

need commonly sex in lieu of money or any favor in kind. According to the Act-The 

term "prostitution" refers to the sexual exploitation or abuse of people for a profit, and 

the term "prostitute" has the same meaning.  

According to American Heritage Dictionary defines prostitution as ―the act or practice 

of engaging in sex acts for hire.‖ The question stills the same in spite of the oldest and 

righteous profession in the olden days why the people don‘t want to talk about it and 

government don‘t want to think about them as because they are not the vote banks and 

they doesn‘t involve in any type of direct work to the economy. India which is most 

emerging economy of the world and so called very rich in culture has to think again 

about this and decide that the prostitution was the part of the Indian culture or not? If 

yes, then why we are not ready to accept them as citizens of our society and as a mere 

human being sometime. The society in India has been trapped between the morality 

and their fast changing lifestyles and online sex work in India has become a part of 

changing adulthood in India. However it is widely acceptable and normal in the most 

of the metropolitan in India but still India has to re-think on these sex workers and 

about their life‘s and recognising this as a full time work and as a profession with 

Fundamental rights.  
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1.3  Hypothesis  

H1- There is a need for separate laws and investigating agencies to combat the issue 

of prostitution on internet and mere De-criminalization of prostitution will never solve 

the issue of prostitution on internet. 

H2- The Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act is not sufficient to combat the problem 

of prostitution on Internet. 

1.4 Research Questions 

1.   What are the dimensions of trafficking which leads to the online prostitution. 

2.  Who are responsible for ordering sex work on internet, whether physiological 

factors or changing technology. 

3. What are the changes required in ITPA act for Online Sex work in India. 

4. What is the role and liabilities of Internet service providers in India. 

5. What are the differences between the developed, developing and under developed 

countries regarding the cyber sex work? 

1.5 Aim and Scope of the study 

The Aim and scope for studying in this matter is vast and enormous as in every Indian 

States; there are many women and girls who are indulge in this new social problem in 

the society, fighting every day for their basic needs and for their basic self-respect. 

Even the study will touch the constitutional safeguards, the Indian Penal Code, 

various other Indian and International Laws, Bills and committee report, comparative 

analysis and case laws of India and abroad can be analysed in this context.  

1.6 Objective 

The Objective of the Study is as- 

1. To analyse the emerging dimensions and present scenario of Human Trafficking in 

online Prostitution. 

2. To analyse the legal rights of sex workers in Cyber Space. 
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3. To study the role of Cyber Space in the sex work. 

4. To study the regulatory challenges in the regard of cyber prostitution. 

5. To analyse the liabilities of the Internet service Providers in this regard. 

6. To do a comparative analysis with developing, developed and under developed 

countries. 

1.7 Literature Review 

1.7.1 Sex 2.O-pornography and prostitution influenced by internet- Carsten 

Glockner 

This book is written in the form of essay, writer has assimilated the different topic 

related to online prostitution like Psychological aspects of prostitution, emerging 

dimensions, porn and prostitution, client motivation for using internet and many more. 

This book is more concentrating on the side of emerging dimensions of prostitution 

which includes internet prostitution not as a social problem. It also connected with the 

human trafficking and what authorities have to play in dealing with the prostitution. I 

had chosen this book because of its wider nature and the lucid language which writer 

has used to make understand the basic concepts of online prostitution. The book also 

makes a short comparative analysis between the countries and their role on the 

prostitution.   

1.7. 2. Selling sex from the suite to the street: Prostitution in the Digital Age 
1
 

This book is a wonderfully written from the point of view of digital world. It gives 

emphasis on the history part of the prostitution and most importantly its 

transformation from Brothels to websites, reason for the shift and its pros and cons. 

This book has also given emphasis on the new way of prostitution like male hustlers, 

Escort services, street walkers and finally a debate that whether it should be allowed 

or not. 

  

                                                           
1
 R. Barri flowers, ISBN 978-0-313-38460-8 (hardback: acid-free paper) — ISBN 978-0-313-38461-5 

(ebook), Available at-https://www.questia.com/read/124091106/prostitution-in-the-digital-age-selling-

sex-from. 
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1.7.3 Co-modification of Sexual Labor: The Contribution of Internet 

Communities to Prostitution Reform
2
 

The goal of this study is to show that some online prostitution venues contribute to 

acceptable prostitution reform by encouraging members to trust and respect one 

another. As a result, the goal of this research is to show that prostitution may be 

facilitated online with trust and respect, as well as to identify the social and economic 

factors that influence these attitudes and to explain this occurrence using a suitable 

social science model. This research identifies a non-legal enforcement technique for 

facilitating cooperative exchanges based on participant trust. A reputation mechanism 

is at the heart of the cooperation system, encouraging participants to submit honest 

ratings of their interactions with one another in order to create trust amongst potential 

partners. The mutual trust and respect that players have for one other can be explained 

by viewing the social order as a cooperative game in which individuals publicly signal 

each other in an attempt to identify the most attractive partners. According to this 

study, prostitution reform that is acceptable to many feminists is conceivable. 

However, for significant reform to succeed in practise, it must be accompanied with 

legislation that safeguard women's sexual autonomy while not stigmatising 

prostitutes. 

1.7.4 Prostitution and Beyond: An Analysis of Sex Workers in India
3
 

The first portion examines the place of prostitution among women in mainstream 

feminist discourse in India, as well as how it has changed through time. The second 

portion focuses on the diversity of sex work practises, including historical relics, 

modern expressions, and urban-rural disparities. The third segment looks at how 

society and prostitution interact, tracking economic and social undercurrents, as well 

as health issues and legal regulations. The final portion examines the impact of 

prostitution on literary, linguistic, cinematic, theatrical, and media cultures.  

  

                                                           
2
 ISBN-13: 978-1612334158, Publisher: Dissertation.com (January 4, 2016), Available on-

https://www.amazon.com/Commodification-Sexual-Labor-Contribution-

Prostitution/dp/1612334156/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr= 
3
 Rohini Sahini, ISBN-13: 978-0761936381, Publisher: SAGE India; First edition (23 June 2008) 

Available at- https://www.amazon.in/Prostitution-Beyond-Analysis-Workers-India/dp/0761936386 
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1.7. 5 Dot.Cons
4
 

The consequences of these major developments in information and communication 

technology for the growth of criminal and deviant identities and conduct on the 

Internet are explored in this book, which crosses the boundaries of sociological, 

criminological, and cultural discourse. This is a book about people and the new 

patterns of human identity, conduct, and association that are evolving as a result of the 

communications revolution, not about computers or legal arguments over cyberspace 

governance. 

1.7.6 Internet and Prostitution Activities
5
 

The use of communication technology in prostitute operations and the optimization of 

internet technology for prostitution suppliers and users are two of the topics covered 

in this article. New media, according to this article, can allow open and flexible usage, 

but it can also cause turmoil and confusion. New media offers some advantages, but it 

also has some disadvantages. The findings suggest that the Internet has made 

prostitution more accessible; transactions have become easier, cheaper, more 

practical, and more efficient in terms of time and energy. Technology has been 

optimised to the point where it has become a promotional tool for the lower classes, 

while the upper classes use it to book plane tickets, hotels, and transfer payments for 

prostitution services. 

1.7.7 Online Prostitution and Trafficking
6
 

Beginning with the emergence of social networking sites, discussion forums, message 

boards, and online chats, the author has outlined the history of online trafficking and 

the astonishingly effective use of the Internet for advertising prostitution locally, 

regionally, and worldwide. This paper also highlights the role of organised crime in 

online trafficking, as well as a number of successful prosecutions of online traffickers. 

  

                                                           
4
Yvonne Jewkes, Publisher: Willan; ISBN-13: 978-1843920014 1 edition (1 January 2003), Available 

at- https://www.amazon.in/Dot-cons-Yvonne-Jewkes/dp/1843920018.  
5
published in 2018 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 1114 012153, Available on-https://iopscience.iop.org/ 

6
 Farley, Melissa; Franzblau, Kenneth; Kennedy, M. Alexis, Albany Law Review, 

https://www.questia.com/ 
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1.7.8 Status of Prostitution and Related Crimes in India
7
 

This article has discussed the prostitution into Indian aspects as their history, 

importance, case laws and Psychological factors behind the prostitution. The articles 

have specially focused on the victims of the prostitution and the role played by the 

agencies and Ngo‘s in combating this problem.  

1.7.9 Sex and life politics are established as a result of online and offline dating. 

Young women's perspectives.
8
 

This research aims to comprehend China's and other Asian countries' rapidly evolving 

sexual and social cultures. It will focus on young women's sexual encounters online 

and offline, as well as how they deal with a fast-changing, modern city in the digital 

age of the twenty-first century as women. This article also looks at how women 

develop new virtual networks for themselves, as well as how they adapt these virtual 

networks into so-called "real" social networks and use them to achieve their personal 

goals. This article looked at how women use 'hidden activities' to establish new social 

spaces and possibilities for themselves, as well as how they use the Internet to 

enhance their lives. 

1.7.10 Trafficked women and girls are sold online
9
 

This article basically concentrates on the European region and the thing which makes 

this article important is the relationship between human trafficking and prostitution 

and online is only the new tool but this old age problem. 

  

                                                           
7
 Available on-http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2513/Status-of-Prostitution-and-Related-

Crimes-In-India.html 
8
Women and the Cyberspace,KhunEngKuah-Pearce, Amsterdam University Press. (2008), Available 

on-https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt46mvqc.14 (last retrived-20-12-2019) 
9
 By Hannah Bondi, posted on-18/01/2019, Available on- 

https://www.youngfeminist.eu/2019/01/trafficked-women-and-girls-sold-online/ (last retrieved- 

17/12/2019) 

http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2513/Status-of-Prostitution-and-Related-Crimes-In-India.html
http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/2513/Status-of-Prostitution-and-Related-Crimes-In-India.html
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt46mvqc.14%20(last
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1.7.11 House of Commons, home affairs committee Report on Prostitution
10

 

Key findings of the committee 

• Around 11% of British men aged 16–74 have paid for sex at least once, equating to 

2.3 million people. 

• Around 72,800 sex workers are estimated to be employed in the UK, with roughly 

32,000 working in London. 

• Sex workers see an average of 25 clients every week, with each visit costing an 

average of £78, and the internet plays an important part in client management. 

• There were 456 sex workers prosecuted for loitering and solicitation in 2014–15. 

• Between 1990 and 2015, an estimated 152 sex workers were murdered. In one 

survey, 49 percent of sex workers stated they were concerned about their safety. 

• In 2014, there were 1,139 victims of human trafficking for sexual exploitation, and 

in April to June 2015, there were 248 victims. 

1.7.12 the nature and prevalence of prostitution and sex work in England and 

Wales today.
11

 

This paper is an important step toward understanding sex work, the various types of 

sex services, and why people become attached to it. Researchers from the University's 

School for Policy Studies interviewed over 500 people now or formerly involved in 

prostitution or sex work, solicited input from over 90 organisations, and analysed over 

1,400 relevant papers published since 2000 between May 2018 and June 2019. Their 

findings reveal a multifaceted picture, with people from all walks of life participating 

in a variety of activities, ranging from street labour to web-camming, for a variety of 

reasons. The paper also discusses how the internet has transformed the sex industry by 

providing new ways to advertise and find sex. 

                                                           
10

 Published on 1
st
 July 2016 by house of commons, Available on- 

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmhaff/26/26.pdf,(last retrieved- 21-12-

2019) 
11

Professor Marianne Hester, Dr Natasha Mulvihill, Dr Andrea Matolcsi, Dr Alba Lanau Sanchez and 

Sarah-Jane Walker for the Home Office and the Office of the South Wales Police and Crime 

Commissioner ,published on-30 October 2019, Available on-

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/news/2019/october/sex-work-report.html,(last retrived-22-12-2019) 

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmhaff/26/26.pdf,(last
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/news/2019/october/sex-work-report.html,(last
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1.7.13 Final Report on Prostitution and Sex Trafficking Demand Reduction 

Efforts across the United States 
12

 

This paper is intended to provide a descriptive overview of initiatives in the United 

States aimed at increasing demand for commercial sex. It explains how the data for 

this (and subsequent) reports was gathered, examines specific projects, and spotlights 

chosen communities to show how and why their members have attempted to combat 

prostitution and sex trafficking by reducing demand. The paper is designed to serve as 

a primer for individuals exploring anti-demand measures in their communities, as well 

as those considering policies, regulations, and infrastructure expenditures to assist 

local efforts at the state level.
13

 

1.7.14 Committee on prostitution, child prostitution and children of 

Prostitution
14

 

This report is basically a reformative report for the prostitution and their children. 

After the case of Gaurav Jain vs. Union of India &others
15

, the debate has been 

increased for the re-establishment of the prostitute and their children. So, this report is 

basically the outcome of this case. This report has been talked about their health 

rehabilitation, their retirement schemes, housing, shelter and their civic immunities, 

legal reform and law immunities and the role of the government in this regard. The 

role of the Ngo‘s is also very important in the regard of the awareness and the other 

social security. This report has also talked about the economic empowerment and 

establishment of separate machinery in this regard.  

1.7.15 Justice Verma Committee
16

 

The Justice Verma Committee was formed to recommend changes to the Criminal 

Code that would allow people convicted of sexual assault against women to be tried 

                                                           
12

 Michael Shively, Ph.D., Kristina Kliorys, Kristin Wheeler, Dana Hunt, Ph.D.Document No.: 238796, 

Date Received: June 2012, Award Number: 2008-IJ-CX-0010, Available on-

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/238796.pdf,(last retrieved-22-12-2019) 
13

 ibid 
14

 Published by- Ministry of Women and children, Government of India, 1998. Available on-

https://feministlawarchives.pldindia.org/wp-content/uploads/Report-of-the-committee-on-Prostitution-

child-prostitute-and-children-of-prostitute-by-DCW-and-MHRD.pdf(last retrived-22-12-2019) 
15

 09/07/1997 
16

 Available on-

http://prsindia.org/uploads/media/Justice%20verma%20committee/js%20verma%20committe%20repor

t.pdf 

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/238796.pdf,(last
https://feministlawarchives.pldindia.org/wp-content/uploads/Report-of-the-committee-on-Prostitution-child-prostitute-and-children-of-prostitute-by-DCW-and-MHRD.pdf(last
https://feministlawarchives.pldindia.org/wp-content/uploads/Report-of-the-committee-on-Prostitution-child-prostitute-and-children-of-prostitute-by-DCW-and-MHRD.pdf(last
http://prsindia.org/uploads/media/Justice%20verma%20committee/js%20verma%20committe%20report.pdf
http://prsindia.org/uploads/media/Justice%20verma%20committee/js%20verma%20committe%20report.pdf
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more quickly and receive harsher penalty. On January 23, 2013, the Committee 

submitted its report. On January 23, 2013, the Committee submitted its report. It 

presented recommendations on rape, sexual harassment, human trafficking, and child 

sexual abuse laws, as well as victim medical examinations, police, electoral, and 

educational reforms. We summarise the Committee's principal recommendations. 

1.7.16 Law commission sixty fourth Report on the suppression of Immoral 

Traffic in women and Girls, 1956
17

 

This report has clearly suggested that no government can stop prostitution it is related 

with the human existence. So, the prostitution can be only reduced, not over and this 

can only be done with the harsher law and the strong rehabilitation method. This 

report has also given the example of the city of Rome in order to tackle this problem. 

So, this report has suggested numerous amendments like the harsh law, separate 

ministry, police and court and the award for those persons who are giving information 

to the brothel homes and many more. 

1.7.17 Early Childhood Development and Legal Entitlements
18

 

This law commission report has been basically focused on the childhood of the child 

of sex workers and the role of the government. This report has also talked about the 

introduction of the lessons of the human trafficking and prostitution in the course 

curriculum just like sex education in the school. This report has been also focused 

from the point of view of the Fundamental rights and the human Rights development 

in the nation.  

1.7.18 A report on the trafficking in women and children in India
19

 

This report has been made in the collaboration of NHRC and it talks about the 

emerging dimensions of the trafficking including the love propaganda which is 

running under the syndicate. The study revealed the multi-faceted nature of the 

problem, as well as legal loopholes, shortcomings in law enforcement, organised 

mafia involvement, and victims' anguish. It also revealed that India serves as a source, 

transit, and destination for the exploitation of thousands of women and children on a 

                                                           
17

 Published in 1975, Available on-http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/51-100/Report64.pdf 
18

 Law commission report no-259, Published in 2015, Available on-August 2015, Available on-

http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/reports/Report259.pdf.  
19

 Available on-https://nhrc.nic.in/sites/default/files/ReportonTrafficking.pdf 

http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/51-100/Report64.pdf
http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/reports/Report259.pdf
https://nhrc.nic.in/sites/default/files/ReportonTrafficking.pdf
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daily basis. It also demonstrates that efficient coordination of what appears to be a 

dispersed activity is a crucial element of the trafficking network. Actors in the human 

trafficking network cooperate together and protect one another.
20

 

1.8 Research Methodology 

This is an interdisciplinary research basically focuses on socio-legal aspects of the 

subject. The Method of Doctrinal would be used to complete this Research work. So, 

basically this research work would be purely in Doctrinal form with the 

interpretation of all the secondary data best available.  Data would be collected 

through Secondary sources, which includes books, articles, case laws, commentaries 

etc. A systematic way to assess the possibilities provided in the chosen research 

method forms the study's doctrinal preposition. The problem's complexity 

necessitated a multi-pronged approach to handle it from several perspectives. Each 

of the research problem's ancillary questions is addressed separately using the proper 

research method. 

A period of three to maximum four years is desired as necessity for the study 

especially for comparing the authentication of the source. The first one year for 

studying the existing legal framework and important cases along with that of the rest 

of the world whereas the major part of time starting from the second year can be 

devoted for the research interpretation and writing down the thesis.   

1.9 Significance of the Research 

The advent of the human kind has opened the avenues of the different social and 

moral events; the sex work is also among them in the society. The present research is 

the journey of sex work in India from the oldest way of sex work to the latest way of 

sex work that is online sex work. The form of sex in India and the globe has changes a 

lot. The motive of the present research work is to highlight the area of online 

prostitution which is still not digged and which are not find out by most of the people 

in the society. The Online prostitution has still not had much researched. So, this 

study in a form of research work is an attempt to fill some of the gaps of the present 

research problem.   

                                                           
20

 ibid 
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1.10 Limitations of the study 

The present research work has limitations like it is the vast area of research in which 

the researcher is focusing basically the factors of online prostitution and role and 

liabilities of Internet service providers. The researcher is only focusing in India 

however; a valid comparison has also been done with the other developed and under 

developed countries in the form of comparative analysis. The problem lies that there 

is very little research has been done in India on the said issue. As a result of a time 

limitation, the researcher‘s findings may only be suggestive rather than definite. For 

legal and ethical considerations of sex work in India, the researcher must consult 

previous relevant and authentic studies. 

1.11 Scheme of the study 

The research study is having the following chapters: 

Introduction is the first chapter, and it provides an overview of what the research is 

about and how it will be conducted. Research questions and hypotheses are outlined 

in this section along with the purpose of the study and any limitations it may have. It 

also includes an overview of the technique and instruments used to conduct the 

research as well as any implications that may result from it. 

The second chapter that is Historical background and development of sex work in 

India, researcher will be dealing with the introduction of trafficking and sex work and 

how they are connected with each other. Researcher is also focusing on Ancient, 

Medieval, Modern-Pre-Independence and Post-Independence era of the Prostitution. 

In which the Devadasi system and prostitution in the colonial period will be specially 

taken care and transformation from brothel to online prostitution. 

The third chapter that is Existing laws on sex work and need for change examines 

the existing laws of the country specially the IT act 2000 and other committees report 

and law commission report and special drafting pertaining to internet prostitution and 

need for changes in the existing laws. In this segment the reasons and the factors of 

internet prostitution will also be discussed.  

The fourth chapter that is Online Sex work- The players, roles and liabilities of 

Intermediaries in India will deal with the research part in which the questionnaire 
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and interview method will play a major role and the sample which is collected will be 

elaborated through the percentage method. The liabilities and role of intermediaries 

and service providers will be also seen in this segment. 

The fifth chapter that is Judicial Approach towards online Sex work will discuss 

the judicial approach and Important Precedents regarding these Issues. A thorough 

study of judicial decisions and other enforcement mechanism will be done. 

The sixth chapter that is Comparative analysis, this section will discuss the existing 

laws of developed, developing and underdeveloped countries (USA, India, and 

Bangladesh) and try to compare those laws among themselves. 

The last chapter and seventh chapter would be of the Recommendation and 

Conclusion and suggested model laws, in which the researcher will suggest some 

important aspects for combating this issue, and the role of Government, Media. The 

researcher will also provide some changes in the present ITPA act and a Model Law 

in this regard. 
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CHAPTER- 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF PROSTITUTION IN INDIA 

 

2.1 Introduction  

The prostitution is not a new concept of India as well as for the Indians. The growth 

of the sex work and workers is as old as the human civilization in India. India as a 

country has seen almost ever aspects of the sex work in its country from good to bad 

to worst. The ancient history is full of the stories which actually show the good 

situation of the sex workers at that time. They were given proper respect and revenue 

to grow in the society. The concept of the Nagar vadhu is the best example for this. 

The interference of the prostitutes in the policy making of the king can be traced from 

the writings of the Chanakya at the MauryanEmpire. As the time flow the situation 

has been changed from good to worst. The Mughal period or the medieval period is 

the period from which the situation of the prostitutes getting worse. As the rise of the 

temple culture in the society, the authority of the prostitutes in the king‘s courtyard 

has been started degrading.  

The present chapter is the brief over-view of the historical development of sex work 

in India. The prostitution in India has grown in India with the society; it has shown 

every possible aspect. The irony of the Indian society is that the people in the ancient 

India is much more open minded than in the 21
st
 c. regarding the topic like 

prostitution and transgender. As the society change in India from Metrical to 

Patriarchal the subject like prostitution has its worst impact. However, the reality is 

far from the mindset of the general class in India. Basically, the prostitution is used to 

keep the balance in the society to keep the crime graph done but eventually it has 

submitted as a very evil profession for the society. However, in every phase of the 

society this vulnerable section of the society is the center of attraction.  

In the present chapter the researcher has focused on all ages of the prostitution and try 

to find the link that how this profession has changed their dimension. The researcher 

has also focus on the invention of the technology and how this has been given birth to 
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the online prostitution and most importantly the researcher in this segment has also 

discussed the future change which might possible that will come in the online 

prostitution.  

The modern period or the British era is the worst period which researcher consider for 

the sex workers. They have been only understood as the commodity of the either 

British troops or the big bureaucrats. The bruisers exploit these sex workers also to 

show the authority on the Indians. However, after the independence the situation has 

been changed a bit with the coming of new laws and indulging the NGO‘s in this 

regard but still more to improve because they are still fighting to meet their daily 

needs. 

Researchers in this segment highlighted the work of the prostitution in all the ages 

like in Ancient, Medieval, and Modern and after independence. Basically, the 

researcher has focused on their situation how it is degraded in the society. Last but not 

the least the researcher has focus on the invention and change in the technology 

system which is the computer and internet and how this change leads to the online 

Prostitution.  

Prostitution is one of the oldest professions in the world and India is not an exception 

to this. As the time change, sex workers are recognized by different names such as 

Devdasi, Tawayaf, Nagar Vadhu and many more but the profession remains same. In 

the early days it had different aspect in which the sex workers have different way of 

life and different reputation in the society. As the time changes the life style of the sex 

workers has decreased with every passing decades and now, they are in this phase that 

no one even wants to talk about them. The emerging dimensions of human 

Trafficking have lighted the matchstick in this gun powder. 

If we conclude about the situation of women as a whole then we can say that today 

female is generally considered the weaker section of the society. The universal social 

structure holds that she must be safeguarded by the powerful, however this was not 

the case during the Vedic period, since women in India had great social position 

during the Rig Vedic period. Women were given the opportunity to reach a high 

intellectual and spiritual level. 

During this time, there were a lot of female Rishis. Though monogamy was the norm, 

the wealthier members of society practised polygamy. There was no sati system in 

place, and there were no early marriages. Girls are treated and revered as Goddess 

Lakshmi in Hinduism. Though boys are not treated in the same way as Rama or 
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Krishna, girls in the Sindhi, Punjabi, and Nepali communities are not allowed to touch 

their parents' feet, everyone - including parents - touches the feet of the girls on 

occasions like Navaratri.   

Discrimination against women began following the Vedic period, particularly in the 

areas of education and other household privileges and amenities. Child marriages, 

widow burning, the purdha, and polygamy exacerbated the situation for women. 

Women were equated with property in the epics and purans, and Buddhism did 

nothing to help women, but the Mauryan Kings frequently used female bodyguards, 

spies, and stri - adhyakshamahamatras. However, their social standing was still 

harmed because upper caste women are required to adopt purdha. Men were 

polygamous throughout this time, and widow burning was a common practise. 

Women were subjected to even harsher stigmas in Arthashastra, as Kautilya denied 

women's liberation, and they were not allowed to leave the house without the 

permission of their husbands. During the Gupta period, women's conditions and status 

deteriorated.
21

 The Smritishastras abused them; Manu dictated women would be 

dependent on her father in childhood on her husband in youth and on her children in 

old age. Apart from child marriage and sati, prostitution and devadasi system became 

widespread. In a welfare State constitutionally, every crime should be reported, and 

every person whose rights have been violated should get justice. There have been 

attempts in India, since independence to improve the status and condition of women 

through various modes and legal enactments. For example, equality before law is now 

a fundamental right and discrimination based on sex is legally prohibited under the 

constitutional scheme, there is also equal pay for equal work.  

In 2010 a bill was passed through Raj Sabha to reserves 33% of the seats for women 

at the lower house of the Parliament but unfortunately never voted in Lok Sabha. Now 

due to social change, women especially in urban areas, have to work in different 

sectors, thus there is likelihood of their sexual harassment, incidences of sexual 

offences and violence against women in India is high and have been on the increase 

and continued to be a constant feature in the media in the shape of ―Breaking News‖,  

data available on the incidence of sexual offences and violence against women in 

India is a cause of worry because this is despite the introduction of stiffer punishment 

for culprits.   

                                                           
21

Afifi Macmillan Turner (et.al), Relationship between Child Abuse Exposure and Reported Contact 

with Child Protection Organizations, Child Abuse and Neglect, 146, 198-206 (2015). 
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The profession of Prostitution starts with the organization of the man‘s in the society. 

According to the oxford dictionary-the act of engaging in sexual activity with another 

person in exchange for money. According to me, the most frequently recognised 

definition is found in the Encyclopedia of Social Science, which defines prostitution 

as "the practise of a female offering her body for promiscuous sexual intercourse for 

hire or other purposes." According to legislation in India, ―Sexual exploitation or 

abuse of persons for commercial purposes. ‖Prostitution Practiced in almost every 

country in the globe including India. In olden days of Vedas, the court rooms of Indra 

(lord of Gods) use to keep the ladies like Urvasi, Menaka and Rambha for their 

entertainment as well as to test the resolve of sadhus to make sure them and their 

thoughts are implacably pure and are fit on all moral pedestals.  Indian culture of 

Prostitution is full of Entertainment, dance and crime.  

Kautilya a famous economist and writer of Mauryan times recommended appointing 

prostitutes for the courtyards to keep on eyes on their bureaucrats and from time to 

time they are invited in the court room to entertain and money, land, jewelry as a 

remuneration were given to them from time to time for their work. They were paying 

taxes to the kings at that time and they were first class citizens in the society. Many 

girls were trained from very childhood only to dance in the courtyard and to become 

Nagar vadhu at that time; it was very proud work to many women at that time. The 

Concept of Nagar Vadhu is famous during this period. The Nagar Vadhu is 

considered as one of the most important ladies of the area and she enjoyed all the 

protocols and immunities which kings gave to her from time to time.  

In the Jatakas, a collection of Buddhist stories written in the ancient period, there are 

numerous references to prostitutes indicating that they were tolerated and even 

esteemed to a certain degree. The fees paid to them were exceedingly high.   Ram 

Mohan Das, an eminent sociologist states that Manu had a very low opinion about 

such women. He states that the patriarchal double standards of allowing the institution 

to prevail while at the same time, looking down at these women as ‗fallen women‘ 

and calling them ‗harlots‘ is reflected in Manu‘s Philosophy.
22

 

In the famous book Kamasutra, talk about the profession of the prostitutes and said 

that they are profound in all the 64 postures of sex. The Mitakshara states that the 
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SkandaPurana, ancient scriptures, regards the prostitutes as the fifth caste beyond the 

four recognized ones. It adds that such courtesans who are not maintained exclusively 

by any particular person do not incur any sin if they have intercourse with men of the 

same or the superior caste. The king punishes neither them nor the men having 

connection with them.  

The Mugal period is the most advancing phase of this system. The emperors keep the 

women‘s in their harams for the physical pleasure and after sometimes they change all 

the women‘s in their harams with the young and beautiful women. The women who 

came outside the harams of the Mugal emperor are associated with the prostitution 

because they don‘t have any option other than this.  The G.B road of New Delhi is the 

best example of this custom. It was once thought to be an art form reserved for the 

royal or upper classes of India. We can all relate to this from the popular Bollywood 

film Devdas, in which it was eloquently depicted how girls participating in 

prostitution are solely designed to entertain the people of their society and have no 

other existence.
23

 

The trace of Prostitution is also witnessed in the South India in the form of Devdasi 

system, in which a girl of Lower caste is given to the higher caste of Bramins to 

became his mistress and after some time they are send to the brothels to live their 

remaining lives. The irony is, its entire stake in the shadow of the religion but the fact 

is that it happens because of the poverty. A whole organized system is working 

behind this, a celebration is there when a girl attained her puberty and the highest 

bidder gets the girl. However, the government had tried a lot to stop this system 

through legislation but failed in its major part.   

From the ancient era of the 'Dasi system' to the present era of the 'Prostitute' system, 

India has come a long way, not only in terms of how we view prostitution on moral 

grounds, but also in terms of how we as a society have rejected prostitution as a 

career. It is also mandatory to mention here that the women who entered into this 

profession are not by his will but by force. Sometimes it is because of the poverty or 

the illness of the family members.
24

 

To summarize the basic history of prostitution in India, the practice of prostitution has 

long been a part of Indian culture. Prostitution was closely associated with the 
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performing arts throughout the Mughal era, which lasted from 1526 until 1857. The 

Mughals favored prostitution, elevating the position of singers and dancers to new 

heights of prostitution. King Jahangir's harem, for example, had 6,000 mistresses who 

symbolized authority, money, and power. Prostitution flourished during the British 

rule in India, with the popular kamathipura, a red-light district in Mumbai, created for 

the refreshment' of British troops. This was eventually taken over by sex workers 

from India. 

The Hindu mythology is full of the examples of the prostitution, the sculptures like 

Ajanta and ellora has an image in their walls. India is a country which gives the 

concept of Kama sutra. The Vedic or early age India is very much modernised in this 

regards and they openly accept the concept of Sex as an important part of the life and 

they feel that there is no harm in the openness in this regard, even at that time the 

people feel the importance of this sex in the life of the people and they considered that 

it is their duty to pass the knowledge to the coming generation.
25

 

The new concept which emerged in India is the concept of sex tourism and the 

religious places like Varanasi, Puskar and many more is the new favourite to the 

foreigners. The concept of seasonal Prostitution is also their Mela in khubh in 

Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh is the best example of this. In which the people gather in the 

month of January every year for bath in Ganga. The frequent transitions of one into 

the other, as well as their ongoing relationship, are explained by the identity of 

religious and sexual perceptions. The unusually interesting history, of the complicated 

and remarkable sexual, if renders clear to us individual processes of their kind and 

certain peculiarities of racial psychology; and thus we are led to understand the 

powerful after-effects of the phenomenon in the customs, morals, and conventions of 

our time, and we are enlightened as to the role still played.
26

 

2.2 Trafficking- Meaning and Nature 

The term "trafficking" is defined in several sections of the Immoral Trafficking 

Prevention Act, the most pertinent of which being Section -5. It discusses obtaining, 

capturing, and even inducing a person for the purpose of prostitution. Even attempting 

to obtain and attempting to take or cause a person to engage in prostitution is 
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considered trafficking under this clause. As a result, the term "trafficking" has been 

given a broad definition. According to Section 2 (z), of Goa Children‘s act 2003, 

trafficking‖ means ―the procurement, recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring 

or receipt of persons, legally or illegally, within or across borders, by means of threat 

or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the 

abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of giving or receiving payments or 

benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for 

monetary gain or otherwise”. The Trafficking Protocol, which had 117 signatories 

and as of November, 2018 there are 173 parties, defines human trafficking as: 

1. Recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons for the 

purpose of exploitation by the threat or use of force or other types of coercion, 

abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of authority or vulnerability, or the providing or 

receiving of compensation or benefits. The exploitation of others' prostitution or other 

types of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices comparable 

to slavery, servitude, or the removal, manipulation, or implantation of organs are all 

examples of exploitation.
27

 

2.  "Trafficking in persons" includes the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 

harboring, or receiving of a child for the purpose of exploitation. "  

3. Child" shall mean any person less than eighteen years of age.
28

 

Trafficking in simple terms means the use of force, fraud, coercion to obtain the 

unpleasant favour like commercial sex or bonded labour. The trafficking is very 

common for whole globe and India is not an exception to this. The most challenging 

problem in trafficking is the person who is victim and the person who is culprit they 

generally know each other and they have personal relations between themselves. So, it 

is very difficult for the agencies and family of victim to stop the crime before it 

happens. 

2.3 Prostitution- Meaning and Nature 

In one sentence, if we have to define the word prostitution then we can say that the 

prostitution means the pleasure of physical need commonly sex in lieu of money or 

any favour in kind.  
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According to Act-The term "prostitution" refers to the sexual exploitation or abuse of 

people for a profit, and the term "prostitute" has the same meaning.
29

 

According to American Heritage Dictionary defines "The act or practise of 

participating in sex acts for hire" is defined as prostitution.
30

 

According to Merriam Webster- the act or practise of having multiple sexual 

relationships for the purpose of making money.
31

 

Prostitution is a business carried by the sex workers which are generally women. The 

majority of sex workers are female in India. This is generally an illegal work in the 

world and in India the prostitution outside the 22 yards of public place is legal in India 

but the associated works with the prostitution like running brothel homes, devadasi 

system, car picking, and working as pimps and many more, which are closely related 

to the prostitution are illegal in India. A woman may easily choose to work as a 

prostitute out of her own volition and free will. I believe that the world of prostitution 

is like a coin with two sides. On one hand, there is freedom; this is where women can 

choose to work as prostitutes based on their own free will. On the other hand, where 

there is no freedom for women, only humiliation and exploitation, is the other side of 

the coin. Women are pushed, abducted, or persuaded into prostitution on this difficult 

side. In this sense, force does not only relate to the force used on women by exploiters 

or traffickers; it also refers to economic and social circumstances that may lead to 

prostitution.
32

 

These individuals doesn‘t have any option or choice other than sex work due to their 

social and personal issues like poverty and many more. Exploiters or traffickers force 

them to perform sex jobs. Women and children who are exploited in the sex industry 

are members of society who are socially, economically, and politically marginalised. 

Women and children who are exploited or trafficked into prostitution are unable to 

exercise their right to self-determination because the exploiters and traffickers do not 
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care about their permission. Every year, millions of young children and women are 

pushed, deceived, or abducted into prostitution in countries like India.
33

 

2.3.1 Prostitution vs. Trafficking 

The trafficking and the Prostitution are not synonyms to each other, According to the 

Act, prostitution is only punishable when the money or any transaction involved in the 

process.
34

 In India, commercialisation of prostitution is not allowed. It is only allowed 

into a private place outside the 22 yards of public place with the consent of both the 

parties and not involved minor. The trafficking is the process for appointing, 

transacting, exploiting and completing the commercial sexual exploitation.
35

 So, we 

can say that trafficking is the original and the prostitution is the by product. CSE 

demand creates, supports, and sustains human trafficking. This is a never-ending 

circle. Other forms of breaches could include generating pornographic material, 

promoting sex tourism, sexual exploitation under the guise of bartending, massage 

parlours, and so on, or even exploitative labour where sexual abuse may or may not 

occur. Immoral trafficking Act only envisaged the trafficking for the commercial 

purposes and that too in the public places like brothel homes and others. It is also 

correct that the main purpose of trafficking is the prostitution; however this is the only 

one outcome of the many, which trafficking has provided. The country like India, this 

is the most important aspect of the trafficking. However, any police officer working 

under the ITPA Act can arrest any person from any place whether private or public, 

anyone has been exploited in lieu of money. 

2.3.2 Human trafficking in India 

Human Trafficking in India is vast issue and it is generally done in India for sexual or 

bonded/forced labour exploitation. Human trafficking is a vicious circle, the men or 

women of Bangladesh and Nepal exploited and bring to India and the Indians go to 

the Arab countries and Arab Nationals into European countries. Human trafficking 

occurs in India for the purposes of sexual slavery, commercial sexual exploitation, 

organ or tissue extraction, forced marriage, forced labour, or domestic servitude. 
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Human trafficking is the world's third largest organised crime behind drugs and the 

arms trade. Human trafficking is mostly carried out for the purpose of sexual 

exploitation of women and children all around the world.
36

 The ITPA
37

 act is only 

taking care about the human trafficking and prostitution but if the purpose of human 

trafficking is different than we have to look into IPC
38

 and other related laws.  

As a result, in order to prevent human trafficking in India, the legislative laws relating 

to human trafficking as a whole must be improved. Many countries, including India, 

have ratified international accords aimed at curbing human trafficking. Individuals' 

human rights are violated as a result of human trafficking, and they are also 

victimised. Human trafficking laws must be strengthened to ensure that they meet all 

standards for preventing human trafficking. The girls especially in their adolescent 

age must understand about the consequences in order to prevent them from 

victimisation and the role of the government and the NGO‘s has been increased up to 

great extent in this regard.  

Human trafficking is one of the most serious problems in today‘s modern India. Men, 

women and specially children are trafficked for various reasons in India and 

especially for the prostitution. Many boys and girls are trafficked in India for 

commercial sexual exploitations and forced marriage especially in Haryana, Bihar and 

Rajasthan.
39

  The trafficking is also for the purpose of household work especially in 

Delhi and Mumbai.
40

 A considerable number of children are compelled to work as 

factory labourers, household servants, beggars, and agricultural labourers, and certain 

terrorist and insurgent groups have also utilised children as armed combatants. 

Women and girls from Nepal and Bangladesh are also trafficked to India for the 

purpose of commercial sexual exploitation. Nepalese youngsters are also trafficked to 

India to work in circuses as forced labour. Indian women are trafficked to the Middle 

East to be sexually exploited for profit. Every year, thousands of Indian migrants 

freely move to the Middle East and Europe in search of work as domestic servants 
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and low-skilled labourers may end up as victims of human trafficking. Basically, the 

persons who want to go to the middle-east and different European countries in search 

of good jobs and good life‘s end with the fraudulent recruitment process by the 

agencies. These people generally struck down by the debt-bondage of recruitment 

fees, unlawful withholding of passports which generally leads into physical and 

sexual abuse.
41

 

Mental issues include disorders such as PTSD
42

, depression and anxieties are common 

in these cases. Women who have forced into trafficking are at a higher risk for HIV, 

TB and other STDs. Condoms are rarely used and therefore there is a higher risk for 

victims to suffer from STD diseases. Trafficking in India means a trade which is 

illegal and punishable. Human trafficking is carrying out as a trade on humans with 

the motive of abnormal, unethical exploitation. Humans are trafficked for a variety of 

reasons, including sexual slavery, commercial sexual exploitation, organ and tissue 

extraction, forced marriage, forced labour, and domestic servitude. After drugs and 

the arms trade, human trafficking is the world's third largest organised crime.
43

 

Human trafficking is mostly carried out for the purpose of sexual exploitation of 

women and children all around the world. Human trafficking can be done for a variety 

of reasons, but in our country, the only law that prohibits it is the Immoral Trafficking 

Prevention Act (ITPA), which only prohibits it if it is done for the purpose of sexual 

exploitation. As a result, in order to prevent human trafficking in India, the legislative 

laws relating to human trafficking as a whole must be improved. International 

conventions exist to combat human trafficking, and India is a signatory to one of 

them. Individuals' human rights are violated as a result of human trafficking, and they 

are also victimised. Human trafficking laws must be enforced. 

The Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act (ITPA) of the Indian government punishes 

trafficking for commercial sexual exploitation, with penalties ranging from seven 

years to life imprisonment. The Bonded Labour Abolition Act, the Child Labour Act, 

and the Juvenile Justice Act all prohibit bonded and forced labour in India. To 

apprehend traffickers, Indian authorities apply Sections 366(A) and 372 of the Indian 
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Penal Code, which prohibit kidnapping and selling kids into prostitution, respectively. 

The maximum penalty under these laws is ten years in prison and a fine, or both. 

Corruption may enable bonded labour and the mobility of sex trafficking victims in 

general, which is the basic issue in this regard.
44

 The one of the significant drawbacks 

of the ITPA Act is that it is only punished the sex workers or the pimps but it doesn‘t 

have the provisions to punish the customers involved in the prostitution.  

2.3.3 Legal framework to counter Human Trafficking in India 

The Indian Penal Code 1860: The Indian Penal Code which came into existence in 

1860 addresses the problem of human trafficking in India. It is addressed in Section 

370 and 370 A of the Indian Penal Code. It prohibited trafficking of women and girls 

and prescribed ruthless punishments for the criminals. It lays down that anyone who 

buys or sells the person under the age of 18 years for the purpose of prostitution and 

for sexual exploitation and for other immoral purposes shall be liable for the 

imprisonment up to 10 years and also be liable for fine. It also recognizes cross border 

trafficking into prostitution and whoever imports into India from any country outside 

India. Any girl under the age of twenty-one years with the intent that she may 

knowing it to be likely that she will be, forced or seduced to illicit intercourse with 

another person shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to ten years 

and shall also be liable to fine. 
45

 

The Constitution of India, 1949- The Indian Constitution of India prohibits trafficking 

in persons and guarantees many of the internationally acknowledged various human 

rights norms such as the right to life and personal liberty, the right to equality, right to 

freedom, the right to constitutional remedies. The right to be free from exploitation is 

also assured as one of the fundamental rights of any person living in India. 

The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000- According to this 

Act there is no difference between a minor and a child. All the persons under the age 

of eighteen years are considered children.  
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The Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, 

there are many victims of trafficking belong to the marginalized groups. The 

traffickers specially target those areas, which are backward in social and literacy 

sense because generally in these areas people are not aware about their social rights 

and doesn‘t have much knowledge about this social problem. If the offender has the 

knowledge that victim belongs to these communities then this Act can be effectively 

used to counter the offence of trafficking. Section 3 of this act deals with atrocities 

committed against people belongs to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes. It covers 

some forms of trafficking such as forced or bonded labours and sexual exploitation of 

women. A minimum punishment of six months is provided which may extend to five 

years if the offence is covered under section 3 of the said Act.  

Immoral Traffic Prevention Act 1986, the government of India ratified the 

Convention
46

 in persons and the exploitation of the Prostitution of others in 1950. The 

Government of India passed the Suppression of Immoral Traffic in Women and Girls 

Act (SITA) in the year 1956. In the year 1986 the Act was further amended and 

changed which is now known as the Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1986.
47

 This is a 

very important law in this regard as this can be evident from its preamble only; the 

purpose of this Act is to give effect to the Trafficking Convention and to prohibit the 

immoral human trafficking. This Act dealt with trafficking and it has its objective as 

to abolish traffic in women and girls for the purpose of sexual exploitation. The 

offences included are taking persons for prostitution, detaining persons in premises 

where prostitution is carried on, seducing or soliciting for prostitution, making life on 

the earnings of prostitution, seduction of a person in custody, keeping a brothel or 

allowing premises to be used as a brothel, prohibits employment of children in certain 

conditions of work of children.
48

 

2.3.4 International Conventions to prevent Human Trafficking 

Article- 4 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights- This article provides that a 

person should not be detained under slavery or servitude. Slavery or servitude trade 

must be prohibited in all its forms.  
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Articles 8(1) and 8(2) of ICCPR 

respectively states that the person should not be apprehended under bondage and 

servitude. The trade which is done for domestic slavery and servitude must be 

prohibited.  

International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights Article 10(3) of the 

Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) provides that every 

children and young people should be given a protection and assistance without any 

discrimination or biasness on the basis of caste, for reason of parentage and any other 

condition. They should be protected from economic and social exploitation.
49

 

ILO Convention concerning forced Labour, this Convention basically calls for the 

suppression of forced or compulsory labour in all its forms. Forced labour is defined 

as ―all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any 

penalty and for which they said person has not offered him voluntarily‖. This 

convention is the most ratified convention among all the ILO conventions.
50

 

Convention for the suppression of the traffic in persons and of the exploitation of the 

prostitution of others, The Convention specifically declares that the main reason 

behind the commercial sexual exploitation of women and children is their 

dependency, mostly in Asian, African and Arab countries women are basically 

depended on their men and the men are the bread earner in the society.
51

 The 

Convention provides a number of activities aiming at preventing commercial sexual 

exploitation and at restriction on pornography through criminalization and 

punishment of all forms of acquirement. Member States commit themselves to 

eliminating all forms of discriminations that ostracize victims of commercial sexual 

exploitation. Member States should cooperate in the identification of international 

networks of procurers and, if they are members of the International Criminal Police 

Organization in order to cooperate with that Organization then suppression of the 

human trafficking should be their one of priorities.
52
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International convention for suppression of white slave traffic, 1910, This convention 

criminalized procurement, enticement or leading away of a woman or girl under the 

age of 21, even with her consent for immoral purposes irrespective of the fact that the 

various acts constituting the offence may have been committed in different countries. 

United Nations convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or Punishment, 1984, This Convention specifically provides that, if any 

person returns to his or her state under substantial ground of being in danger of torture 

then compensation is also predetermined under this convention. 

United Nations Convention against transnational organized crime, the United Nations 

Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) was adopted by the 

Assembly resolution of 15 November 2000, is the first International instrument 

against transnational organized crime. A high-level conference was convened in 

Palermo, Italy on 12-15 December 2000 for signature of the Member states and 

entered into force on 29 September 2003. Three protocols were further supplemented 

which target specific areas and manifestations of organized crime. One among them is 

the protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons, especially women 

and children. This Convention consists of forty-one articles that require States Parties 

to criminalize, inter alia, participation in an organized group
53

 the laundering of the 

proceeds of crime
54

 and corruption
55

 States Parties are additionally obligated to adopt 

measures for the prosecution of offenders
56

 and for the confiscation and seizure of, 

inter alia, the proceeds of such crimes (articles 12 to 14).
57

 Each protocol sets out a 

number of obligations for each of the three specific sub-areas of transnational 

organized crime that are focused upon. The convention represents a major step in the 

fight against transnational organized crime and emphasizes the seriousness of the 

problem posed by it to be recognized by the Member States.  

It also signifies the need to nurture and enhance close international cooperation for the 

purpose to tackle the problem posed by it. The States who have ratified the 

convention commit themselves to take action against these crimes. Their action 

includes creating domestic criminal offences, the adoption of new frameworks for 
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extradition, mutual legal assistance and law enforcement, for building or upgrading 

the necessary capacity of national authorities. The International Journal of Pure and 

Applied Mathematics Special Issue 50 protocol to prevent, suppress and punish 

Trafficking in persons, especially women and children is the first globally legally 

binding instrument with an agreed definition of trafficking in persons.  

The intention of this definition is to facilitate National approaches for the purpose of 

establishment of domestic criminal offences. This would help to support for 

international cooperation in investigating and prosecuting trafficking in person cases. 

One more additional objective of the Protocol is to protect and assist the victims of 

trafficking in persons with full respect for their human rights. 

2.4 Prostitution-A step forward 

1. Risk of Substance Abuse- 

The use of alcohol and other drugs is higher among sex workers than the general 

Population. Sixty percent of the sex workers have sought out treatment for crack 

usage, 30% for cocaine, and nearly 20% for heroin with 40% of sex workers 

admitting to arterial drug use.
58

 

2. Risk of Physical Harm- 

With the rates of higher substance use, predictably, so are the rates of sexual assault. 

Research has found that 82% of sex workers have been the victim of a physical 

assault and 68% have been raped. The risk of contracting sexually transmitted 

diseases is also serious in nature.
59

 

3. Risk of Psychological Harm-  

The risks to sex workers are not contained to just physical harm; psychological harm 

is a serious risk as well. Farley and Barkan (2018) found that 68% of sex workers met 

the criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder found over 60% of sex workers had 

depression, nearly 30% suffered from anxiety, and over 40% had attempted suicide at 

some point in their life with 14% recently attempting suicide.
60
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wants to do prostitution by his own will, it is the situation which motivates them and 

left with no other choice, other than to indulge in this profession. The factor which 

leads to prostitution is divided into various factors like sociological factor, 

Physiological factor, Economical factor and so on. 

Once Amnesty International has observed that the human trafficking is an umbrella 

term and many other crimes are under the human Trafficking
61

 Prostitution is the 3
rd

 

largest profession after drugs and arms and one of the oldest professions of the world. 

The 1
st
 and foremost causes of the prostitution are the money or financial crisis which 

the family faces, especially in big cities like Mumbai and Delhi.  

In many cases after the break down of marriage or the death of husband, the women 

found difficult to carry out the daily expenses and the expenses of their children. So, 

they leave with no other option other than to indulge in this profession and support 

their family. If we talk about the trafficking, then trafficking is the most significant 

cause for the prostitution. Women are exploited and sold for different reasons, which 

all includes with the exploitative purposes. Among these are forced labour, including 

forced domestic labour, and sexual exploitation, including sex tourism and forced 

marriage. Some are completely ignorant about the nature of work and falsely 

misunderstood by agents and then forced to carry out and some are aware of the 

nature and condition of the work but left with no other option they see no viable 

economic alternate then this.
62

 

Economic inconsistencies have created a chaos situation in the society, which leads to 

the prostitution. The migration of the rural female villagers to the urban in the search 

of good jobs, are also the major reason of prostitution in urban areas and this will not 

only stop till prostitution but also get to the many venereal STDs diseases specially in 

the villagers because they are illiterate. The worst victim of this problem is the 

adivasis women, who came in search of the good jobs and end with the sex work in 

urban areas. 
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2.4.1 Types of Prostitution 

The prostitution can be categorized in many aspects; few forms of the prostitutions 

are as follows- 

1. Call Girl- This is the mostly commonly types of prostitution in the metropolitan cities 

of Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata. This type of girls is commonly living in the high 

societies and they meet their customers in some farm house or big hotels, they are 

highly professionals, they have fixed clients and charged high amount generally. 

2. Bar Prostitution- It is like side business to the girls who are working in the bars as a 

bar tender. Again, they have fixed clients and they charged generally high. They don‘t 

have any fixed place to meet. 

3. Street Walker- This is the most traditional way of prostitution in India. Generally, 

they have fixed places the customers have to go to them. They lived in the confined 

walls and they don‘t have high charges. However, this may vary according to the age 

of the prostitutes. The G.B Road of Delhi and the sonagachi of Kolkata is the best 

example for this. 

4. Gimmick Prostitute- What we have in mind here are special techniques of marketing 

prostitution and unusual modus operandi of prostitutes. These include auctions and 

raffles, billboard and newspaper advertisements and call girl directories, credit card 

scheme, travelling brothels, window displays of harlots, and so on.
63

 

5. Adolescent- A great deal is heard today about high school girls living at home with 

their parents and perusing prostitution as an evocation, sometimes for ―kicks,‖ 

sometimes for money, probably most often for both.
64

 

6. Child Prostitution- the Child Prostitution is one of the earliest prostitutions 

sometime in the temple or sometime in the name of the religion by the priest. Now the 

demands of the virgin girls or the children are very high in the metropolitan cities. 

The big businessmen are basically interested in this type of prostitution.
65

 

7. Online Prostitution- Online Prostitution or internet prostitution means the digital 

prostitution through the internet or smart phone or other connecting method. This is 

the safest mode of connection of prostitutes and clients. 
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2.4.2 Factors leading to the Prostitution 

It is very difficult to identify the causes of the prostitution because of the social 

factors presented in the country and the factors of the prostitution is scattered on the 

various factors and the worst part is that for every region it is different. 

1. Kidnapping- In my view Indian Prostitution market has largest intake from the 

Kidnapping and this kidnapping of a young girls are also leads to some other crimes 

like organs transfer and drugs. 

2. Poverty- As referred to earlier, the poverty is the main economic factor responsible 

for prostitution. A woman who is unable to get any profitable employment and who 

has no family support must either starve to death or earn her livelihood through 

prostitution. 

3. Under-age employment- Many females have to work in hotels, officers, industry and 

shop at immature age, at this impressionable age they are easily misled by lust-

seekers.
66

 

4. Devadasi System- The inhuman system of prostitution with religious sanction. 

Devadasi System‖ still continues to flourish in the so called progressive and 

democratic country like India. Every year thousands of girls are dedicated to goddess 

Yellamma, ‗Renuka‘ (mostly in the State of Karnataka and Maharashtra) and after a 

brief period of concubine, they become accessible to urban-prostitution. Within these 

mechanics we find, that three socialized instruments perpetuate the fates of these 

women, name Economic organization, brute force and the religious rituals.
67

 

5. Rape- Most of the girls entered prostitution after the incidence of rape. Rape on the 

girls is a great social stigma and, in some circumstances, the victims of rape are not 

even accepted at home. Apart from the delay or even absence of justice, the victims 

have to face similar incidents every now and then.
68

 

6. Marriage- Though the problem of prostitution is not directly related with marriage 

and the outbreak of marriage leading to the prostitution is not very much common in 

India, a few cases were noticed through this source also. 

7. Social Factors in Prostitution- The view of women as a commodity is prevalent in 

popular appearances of Indian culture. Women who have had sexual experiences are 
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considered to be ‗used goods‘ and are unlikely to ever marry. Without a husband, a 

woman has no source of income; she also cannot wear the marriage bindi. She is an 

impoverished cultural outcast.
69

 

2.4.3 Effect of Prostitution  

 STDs and other venereal diseases 

 High risk of unwanted pregnancy 

 Risk of injury from violent clients 

 Risk of alcohol/drug addiction to deal with the lifestyle 

 Depression/guilt 

 Can no longer be a part of general society 

 Shunning from anyone who realizes her profession or social status 

 Possibly never gaining a proper education 

 

2.4.4 General Dynamics of Prostitution 

The Concept of mutual respect and sexual ethics is not a very new concept in India 

but still it is most unheard concept in terms of prostitution in India. The Indian sex 

trade is one of the largest sex trade markets in the globe and especially in the Asia, but 

still it is highly unorganized. If we discussed the term sex ethics then it means that it 

is an adequate between human and their sexual relations, moral conduct of inter-

related sexual activities.  

Sex occurs in mutual respect and within the atmosphere of love, affection and respect 

among the male and female. The Sexual desire of sex and the prospects of agreements 

are necessary for the sex ethics. The concept of prostitution is not an exception to this 

but the modern-day prostitution had blurred all its ethics of the prostitution and 

prostitutes are no more than an unwanted thing in the society. Although verbal 

consent is the most appropriate thing to indulge in an activity but this verbal consent 

must be a free consent. Without mutual consent, desire, and concern, potentially 

pleasing, bodily acts become sexual interruptions that is not possible or 

incomprehensible the distinction between a human body and a thing in the Indian 

society.  Other standards might be necessary to determine that a sexual meeting is 
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ethically right, personally filling, or sensible, and also the respect for persons in the 

sexual context requires these minimum criteria.  

Prostitutes used their body only for the purpose of gaining monetary profits. She 

engages in the act for reasons other than her own sexual desire and hence, her 

toleration of sex in the prostitution encounter occurs without expressing a desire to 

relate to her client sexually.
70

The prostitute has only one intention to earn more and 

more money for herself and for family, she knows that she don‘t had whole life to 

earn, even more than half of the time she is ready for unnatural sex also for the extra 

income. Many liberal prospects are also there for the prostitution like many 

philosophers compares this as a mere and necessity physical needs like hunger, cold 

and smell. It is just like buying a dinner for yourself because you are hungry. 

The prostitute does not satisfy the need for a woman or even the demand for a 

particular sort of woman. She accommodates the client‘s desires for a woman who 

ceases to exist when she is no longer wanted. A man seeks a prostitute in order to 

avoid the inconvenience of sexual relations with another subject.
71

 Indeed, he pays her 

to disguise the subjectivity expressed through her individual needs, interests, and 

desires. With a prostitute, a man can have sex when and how he wants it.  

Both the prostitutes and their clients have one thing common that they both want to 

achieve something in lieu but they don‘t achieve anything neither they are correct on 

the statement of morals because both goals are self-contrary to each other. In my view 

both are guilty towards the society, Indian society is not too advanced that it will not 

judge the theory of prostitution on the grounds of morality and religion. However, 

there are few exceptions regarding the human trafficking and forced prostitution but 

what about that persons who wants to take it as his career. Should be allowed them? 

The question is vague and very confusing but still we have to answer this question 

because we can‘t leave the large number of populations on their own will and destiny, 

as because they are not a vote bank, we can‘t leave them to live a miserable life. 

 

2.4.5 Prostitution-A Modern day Slavery 

When people talk about slavery, they thought that it had been abolished. 

Unfortunately, this is far from the truth, the truth is that slavery and the global slave 
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trade continues to flourish up until this day. In fact, it is more likely that ―people are 

being trafficked across borders now than any point in the past‖ Contemporary slavery 

―involves women and children being forced into servitude through violence and 

deprivation‖. Enforced prostitution is considered to be slavery-like practice. This 

distinction has been formalized under International Law, the exploitation of 

prostitution was equated with slavery and an international convention was drawn 

under the United Nations.
72

 These instruments regard prostitution as human rights 

violation only if it involves exploitation and coercion. For the Special Rapporteur of 

the United Nations Economic and Social Council, prostitution is a ―form of slavery in 

which the alienation of the person is far more- reaching than with slavery in its usual 

sense, where what is alienated is labor, not intimacy‖.
73

 

Once entered, prostitution results in a ―state of servitude which may be maintained 

through overt coercion and physical abuse but is more frequently the result of 

emotional blackmail, economic deprivation, marginalization and the loss of identity‖. 

This demonstrates that coerced prostitution is not something which the prostitute can 

easily leave; rather coerced prostitution is maintained by enforcing abuse upon the 

victim. Under International Law, coerced prostitution is slavery. The UNESCO 

experts concluded that enforced: prostitution is a violation of Article 1 of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (―All human beings are born free and equal in 

dignity and rights‖, of Article 4 ―No one shall be held in slavery or servitude‖, and of 

Article 5 ―No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment‖
74

 

Therefore, when a human being is enforced into prostitution, one is not only being 

deprived of their basic human rights, but they are also degraded to slaves in society. 

Approximately 800, 000 women and children are trafficked each year across the 

international borders and 80 per cent of these individuals end up in forced sex work 

human trafficking for CSE is a gross violation of human rights and has been described 

as a modern form of slavery.
75

 The United Nations estimates that the trafficking of 

women and children in relation to CSE in Asia has victimized over 30 million people 

India has been identified as one of the Asian nations with a severe CSE trafficking 
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problem.
76

 The U.S Department of State has placed India on the Tier- 2 Watch List 

for the fourth consecutive year. The U.S has warned India that it may be downgraded 

to a Tier 3 category, exposing itself to international sanctions, unless there are 

improvements and changes on its record of trafficking. The Department of Women 

and Child Development (India) has estimated the number of persons specifically for 

the purpose of commercial sexual exploitation in India to be around 2.8 million, an 

increase of 22% from the past.
77

 The vast majority of trafficked persons in India are 

young women or children who have been forced into the sex trade as a result of 

poverty, often before the age of.
78

 

Child prostitution is a multi-billion-dollar industry where greed outweighs the best 

interests of the child. Another form of sexual exploitation in India which can be seen 

as slavery includes Sex Tourism (ST). ST includes the sexual exploitation of young 

girls by international and Indian tourists; street children are the most vulnerable to this 

type of sexual exploitation. It is said that sex tourism is more prevalent in the ‗pink 

triangle,‘ this includes the ―Agra-Delhi-Jaipur belt, as well as south and south-west 

India; Goa, Maharashtra (Mumbai), Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and in Orissa‖. 

Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan are also Indian states where sex tourism is 

emerging.
79

 

In India, sex tourism can be facilitated by travel agencies, hotels, associated business 

and tour operators. It is believed that within the last 15 years, CSE
80

 has been 

recognized by two major changes. Women from upper castes are becoming victims of 

CSE and also prostitution is no longer confined to traditional brothels and can be 

found in new avenues such as dance bars, massage parlors, friendship clubs and huts 

or bath establishments along the national highways such as the, Kolkata- Siliguri- 

Guwahati- Shillong highway, the Delhi-Kolkata- Chennai-Mumbai highway, the 

Sholapur-Hyderabad highway; the Grand Trunk Road between Bangladesh and 

Pakistan. Sex tourism is a key element to the sexual exploitation of the child. Nations 

in Asia have highly populated child prostitution industry.    

The consumers of this industry include clients who are American, German, Swedish, 

European, Australian and also Japanese men. Men from the western, industrialized 
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nations are the ones who are contributing in exploiting children in prostitution.
81

 This 

is not only unfortunate, but also disgusting because it is argued that sex tourism 

remains so popular among these peoples because it ―allows patrons to engage in 

illegal acts and escape without punishment‖ I as a researcher wants to ask question, 

why should these individuals be allowed to escape without punishment? Why should 

the innocence of a child be put on the line for a western man to sexually exploit? Why 

should the child have to place its human dignity in the hands of a potentially 

psychologically disturbed individual? I use the term ‗psychologically disturbed‘ in 

this context because I believe that a mentally and a psychologically healthy individual 

will not think of, or support the idea of sexually exploiting such young, innocent 

human beings. These exploited children are helpless because there is no one in the sex 

industry to look after their mental and physical well-being, while their bodies are 

constantly being sexually utilized by individuals. 

In an impartial society, there should be a concern about punishing criminals who 

commit crimes. Even for minor traffic violation; one receives a fine which must be 

paid, otherwise there will be consequences for not abiding by the law for the 

committed crime.
82

 Yet people are traveling to Asian countries to sexually exploit the 

bodies of young innocent women. The consumers are not punished for sexually 

exploiting these children. Rather, one can argue that the patrons are given the 

permission to do whatever they wish to do with someone‘s body, as long as the body 

has been paid for. Where is the justice for the young children, girls and women in this 

context? In cases like these, what happens to law and justice? If someone commits a 

minor traffic violation and does not pay his or her fine; one will suffer with harsh 

legal consequences which lead to imprisonment. This lack of justice is unjust for the 

millions of children who are being sexually exploited against their will on a daily 

basis.
83

 

In all forms of slavery, girls and women are subject to physical and mental abuse 

because of their gender. Exploitative employers often prefer children in contrast to 

adults because children are more vulnerable, easier to control, cheaper and less likely 

to demand higher wages and better working conditions. Millions of children all 
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around the globe are forced into ‗work‘ that is extremely exploitive and damaging.
84

 

These children are being denied their basic right to education and their mental and 

physical health and their lives are being placed in great risk. Despite the scale of 

slavery today, in the 21st century, change is possible Anti-Slavery International, 

which is a human rights organization, works at the local, national and international 

levels to eliminate different forms of slavery around the world.
85

Globalization in 

today‘s world directly means the control of developed countries increased in 

developing countries. The reason behind this is the lack of political will of the 

government. There exists no ‗natural‘ way to abolish slavery and any productive 

policy must start by acknowledging this fact When it comes to politics, Abraham 

Lincoln said it best: ―in giving freedom to the slave, we ensure freedom to the free‖.
86

 

The government is always augmenting, that they are doing best to eradicate the 

prostitution but I doubt because if it could happen then India is not leading in human 

trafficking in Asia. The government has to play it role with honesty in order to 

eradicate this problem. So that it will not became one of the social problems in India.  

 

2.5 Cyber Sex Trafficking   

Cyber Sex trafficking is different from the normal trafficking, as the children or the 

teenagers have been trafficked and bring to the cybersex den. In this type of 

trafficking, the women bring to the place where the all establishments like web-cam, 

audio player and all the items used to foreplay has been kept in advance. The most 

common and famous or we can say the higher demand is of the teenager‘s video and 

the rape videos. The websites like hamster.com is promoting the webcam sex in 

which the girls are showing their private parts on the webcam to arouse the man who 

is sitting next to the webcam and for every minute they have to pay the agency for 

which the girl is working and basically these payments are through virtual mode 

except in few trusted or regular customers. 

It is different from the traditional or the old trafficking, in this type of trafficking the 

girls don‘t have do sex with the customers like in brothel homes except in few cases 
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like if the customer is trusted or paying very high amount but they have to perform the 

act of sexual arousing on the webcam with the customers and help them in satisfying 

their clients. This is basically done through the webcam facility with internet facility 

and with video sharing software in a very secret place.  

The invention of the video call has changed the life in many ways. The urge of 

meeting with friends and family has been decreased to at many extents. The 

exploitation of women has got a new space in the society with the invention of Audio-

Video technology. However, in this type of exploitation the victim doesn‘t have to 

sleep with the random customers but they have to perform the sexual act on 

themselves or on the actors with them in the agency. The Victims has to follow the 

commands of the customers and it is most of the time commercialized on that network 

or some other network. This is nothing but the cyber form of forced prostitution.  

Only the modes of the prostitution have been changed in these days but the reason for 

the prostitution has been not changed yet. The major source of the internet prostitution 

is still the Poverty. The Children and women from the village area has been trafficked 

for the purpose of cyber prostitution because they are vulnerable and below the 

poverty line. There is no data available about the sex crime every year and there has 

no software developed till now that indicate about the live streaming of sexual activity 

on the internet. It is a billion-dollar industrial which is working freely and very high 

magnitude because of the lack of proper laws in many developed, developing as well 

as underdeveloped countries and India is not an exception to this. It is a business 

which is brought by the technology to the globalization. 

Basically, in the developing countries it is run on a changing network, using of 

encrypted networks and private software‘s and above all to hide the transactions 

crypto currency has been used. The transnational nature of the crime has been proved 

that it has a wider dimension and need to be combat together, all the nations including 

the NGO‘s and enforcement agency need to tackle this problem together and in the 

urgency.
87

 

The planning of the work needs to be done at very base level. The seminars, the 

informative schemes and the mock drills should be taken care of very carefully and 

minutely and specially among the villages or small cities among the population who 

are below the poverty line and above all every country now in a globe either need an 
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effective law against this crime or need to change their laws with the present scenario 

otherwise the situation would be worse for the female child in the entire globe and the 

civil society of every country would be responsible for the same.  

The most interesting thing about the online sex is that the partial exploitation happens 

in the virtual world and the partial exploitation is real. The exploitation is without the 

permission of victim most of the time but like the real brothel trafficking, they don‘t 

have to face the unknown and enormous strange people. They have to do sex only 

with the actors of the agency in order to arouse the person sitting over on the video 

conferencing call and who is paying for this act. In India, basically the people from 

the Arabian countries or the people from the European countries make these types of 

international call.
88

 

Basically, the Women and children are the victim of this trend; they are threatened, 

deceived, abducted or drugged. They have locked in a room with no window, doors 

and curtains all around and with a webcam and no permission to get out from a room. 

They face physical and emotional trauma in the captive and sometime the nature of 

the world will ashamed of the act like Gang rape in a video camera. Victims were 

denied food, not allowed to sleep properly and they have to work also in extreme 

sickens or in the infectious disease also. They have been assaulted and tortured till last 

breath.  

Victims can be exploited in any place with the software of video capture and internet 

facility. Commonly, these places have been called as the cyber-sex den, these dens 

can be any were like homes, hotels, cyber cafes, offices, shops etc. basically the 

agents tries to take this out from the eyes of enforcement mechanism.  The major 

issue for the enforcement agencies is to identify these places because without 

identifying these places, it is very difficult to mark a figure about the women or girl 

who has been trafficked in this business.  

Most of the girls has been trafficked and transferred to the brothel or to the other 

location or cybersex den. So, it became very difficult for the enforcement agencies to 

break this chain. It is interesting to know that some children or girls are not trafficked 

but they are bullied or webcam blackmailed and online torched to make of a film of 

them and send it through the internet. Victims are also forced to self-penetrate 

themselves and to what they called is the rape at a distance.  
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These videos are filmed and uploaded on a website and can also be used for the 

private sell. There also many videos which are made by the agencies through the boy 

who are actually working for the agencies and pretending to love the girl and make 

sex MMS or they coerced the victim girl to send the nude videos to the boy and the 

boy upload those videos or pictures on porn websites in lieu of money and also sell to 

some private persons or to some adult magazines.  

Basically, in these types of crimes the marginalized sections of the society like below 

the poverty, conflict, discrimination, conflict, social exclusion etc. are the real target 

or they have the chance to doing these types of work because of the ignorance of 

internet power and the need of money.    

It is interesting to know that the agents change their places very frequently with 

webcams and according to the need and location they established themselves. It is 

also interesting to know that in few cases the person sitting behind the screen is the 

real master and not the person who is directing the movie. The person who is paying 

the amount will decide the moves of sex, cloths of the character and also the 

background view.  

Internet platforms used in this process is very much famous among the teenagers in 

India as well as rest of the world the platforms like Facebook used to chat with the 

victims or to get the details of the victims. The video calling system like Skype or 

Zoom videos are used for recording or filming the sex work. They used telegram and 

cloud or other instant messaging app for the quick communication. Moreover, they 

used virtual private software and Tor network to continue the work with anonymity.  

This is the latest and most emerging crime in the cybersex world and the most 

dangerous part is that it is popularizing at a very high rate and every person wants to 

see this once in his life time. It generally shares the similar characteristics with other 

sex crime in real world or it overlaps also sometime.  

According to attorney Joshua T. Carback, it is 'a unique development in the history of 

sexual violence and 'distinct in several respects from traditional conceptions of online 

child pornography and human trafficking. The United Nations Office on Drugs and 

Crime has also identified the cybercrime involving trafficked victims on webcam sex 

shows as an emerging problem. The online webcam shows are sometimes also 

referred as the webcam rape.  

This is the worst emerging social issues against the younger generations in today‘s 

world.  
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Despite the number of investigating agencies in India and the globe, this problem has 

arisen very fast and tremendously, the major reason behind the rise of this issue is the 

unprofessional approach of the investigating agencies. Mostly in India the police 

officers see the victim as the offender and of loose character and they start their 

investigation with examining the girls. This is the reason that most of the women or 

girls do not register this type of crime. The second basic problem is with the 

knowledge of the investigating agencies; they are not well trained with the computer 

technology. So, they investigate on the old method which is not applicable in these 

types of crime. 

Further, it is also to note that the role of the victim‘s family is also very important; 

they have to concentrate on every minute crime happening on the internet against 

their daughter. The approach of the family members especially in India against the 

small cybercrimes like Cyber bulling, Cyber defamation is very negative. The 

Guardians and parents basically thought that they are the trafficking acts among the 

friends of their daughters. So, this approach should be controlled in order to archive 

the harassment free society in India.  

Every single body of the society like Guardians including family, Society, NGO‘s, 

Enforcement agencies, Government should play their part very neatly, honestly and in 

dependably, so that the most vulnerable section of the society that is women should 

gain faith in the society and this is the only way to become a fully developed society 

in every prospect.     

 

2.6 Cyber Prostitution- A new way of Exploitation 

Today world is facing new challenges in the form of internet, the real world is all 

similar to the virtual world, the ratio of crime is almost similar and the treacherous 

people are in both worlds. There is no doubt that the initiation of internet has created 

more opportunity to develop then what was in past but it is also not deniable that the 

use of internet has also created threat to human being and especially to children‘s and 

adolescents. The 21
st
 c. is the digital century everyone is sharing his idea, thoughts 

and messages on via internet or electronic gazettes. The use of technology to deal 

with various daily matters is inexorable. In such a scenario, the sensible use of techno-

products is highly demanded in order for it to be more effective. Ignorance of its 
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potential threats and traps has been resulted the terrible consequences, especially in 

the lives of children and teenagers. 
89

 

As every nation believes that the children‘s and young generations are the assets and 

future of any state. So, in order to make the future strong the government should 

ensure that their younger generation will know the pros and cons of the internet use. 

The younger generations and specially children are actively indulged in e-shopping, 

education, social interaction, entertainment on the internet but the concern is when 

they bet trapped in unsocial work like cyber stalking and bullying, child pornography, 

sexual exploitation, online harassment, identity theft, morphing etc. they also didn‘t 

know. This is generally because of the less awareness and proper knowledge in the 

younger generation and proper care of the parents. The fault lies on citizens as well as 

government. The government is equally responsible for not educating their citizens in 

cyber-crimes and doesn‘t make aware about it.  The virtual world is as full of crimes 

as the real world.  Everything that we see, listen and read in Digital World are not 

true, sometimes it is misleading. The criminals in cyber world driven by the same 

motives as they driven in real world but here in digital world provides great 

anonymity to the criminals.
90

 

Educating the children about practicing safe online behavior in order to enjoy the gifts 

of web world and safeguard from the potential danger of online criminals is of pivotal 

importance. At the same time, it is important that the government, together with the 

law enforcement agencies, epistemic community, school teachers, parents and 

children should actively work to, build safe environment for the innocent minors as 

well as mitigate and combat the cyber pedophiles. It is a need of the hour for a multi-

layer approach to address, the online risks, which carries different challenges and 

require broader international collaboration to find innovative solutions.
91

 With the 

rapid spread of computers and internet, cyber-crimes have emerged as a major 

challenge for law enforcement agencies and civil society. In India, almost 440 billion 

children are below 18 years and it serves home to 19% of the world children‘s.
92

 As 

per one of the reports released by Ericsson reveals 30 Million urban Indian kids and 
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teens own mobile phones and 3 Million use broadband on phones and parents using 

mobile broadband are more likely to introduce their children to the technology
93

 

The younger generation which use the internet and online technologies extensively for 

staying connected for all his day to day works and entertainments, including 

information, e-mails, social networking, e-banking, e-shopping, web-TV, news, 

education, home-work research, online gaming, downloading music, videos, movies 

and other contents etc., are more vulnerable to targeted cybercrimes.
94

 This often 

happen in the form of cyber stalking, cyber bullying, child pornography, online 

harassment, hacking of email or social networking account, identity theft, unwanted 

exposure to sexually explicit material, in appropriate contents, etc.  These risks are not 

confined to their local area but occur from people all around the world. Parents and 

teachers do not have direct experience with the risks posed by new media 

technologies. Addressing the risks online therefore carries different challenges and 

requires broader collaboration to find innovative solutions. The need for a 

multilayered approach to internet governance in India is highlighted by a comparative 

study of the various measures available internationally to make communications over 

the information and communication technologies safe.
95

 

The most alarming and destructive phase of the internet has been started in recent 

years, when the internet has become a new method of prostitution as it has very less 

chance of arrest and assault. It is the best mode of connection between clients and sex 

workers as it is cheap and not easily anyone can locate. Before the rise of the internet 

the newspapers, magazines, pamphlets in telephone booths, train toilets, posters in 

subways were the primary sources of the advertisement for the prostitution services. 

By the end of year 2000, the internet has become the primary source of advertisement 

because of its vulnerability for less arrest and assault. The prostitution was a part of 

civilization but then thanks to internet that it is now like a blood to the society almost 

from 15 year to 50-year men everyone knows it and has tried even once. The use of 

the internet for advertisement has become a necessary evil and it is used through the 

advertising agency also. There are commercial websites which are open for 

advertising the sex workers and their services only. However, most of the times these 

sex workers advertised through their personal domain name.  
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The Social media has become the top most advertising agencies for the sex workers 

especially face book and Instagram and the best part is the online payment mode, 

everything is on the internet, enabled the sex workers and escorts to take online 

payment. When PayPal had been launched in 2001, the escorts were the first 

customers. Subsequently with the changing time the PayPal has change their policies 

in order to restrict the unauthorized online transactions. In 2013, the Escort agency 

VIP of England has become first agency to accept the Virtual Currency, Bitcoin.
96

 

The modernization has made the resource available and the teenagers are using the 

internet more to access the bodies of the women and girls then on other valuable 

resources. This is not only a fun game but it eventually became a habit and destroyed 

the creative minds of the teenagers. It is not hard to realize that the teenagers who use 

more porn websites in their daily life are more violent than other teenagers and their 

way of thinking about girls and women has also changed. The behavior of these 

teenagers is much more aggressive than the other non-user teenager.   

The world of crime is associated with each other, the major role of trafficking is 

Prostitution and the prostitution ultimately lead to other crimes specially crime against 

women. Advertising is the most important part of any organized crime and the 

prostitution is one of the best organized crime run by mafias. Escort agencies, 

brothels, and strip clubs are advertised on websites and chat rooms, enabling pimps 

and traffickers to sell women for sex.  The organized crimes not only sell the sex but 

also other related services with sex like massage parlors and other online services.  

The organization or mafia understood that in order to have more business, the 

advertisement should be more and the only advertisement which is very easily 

available and reach to the masses is the online advertisement. For example, a sex 

buyer may first look at free pornography downloads, then be offered hardcore 

pornography for sale, and then he might see a pop-up advertisement for prostitution in 

his zip code.
97

 Web-based advertising happens daily in all areas of business enterprise 

on the World Wide Web. While traffickers use the same online sales model as other 

businesses, they also use Internet technologies usually not accessed by other 

businesses such as online forums, Skype, and gaming technology such as Xbox Live, 
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Sony Online Entertainment, or real-time games such as World of War craft.
98

 The 

organized crimes are not only depends on each other but it is also have each other‘s 

influence like the money of prostitution are used for drugs and illegal weapons 

smuggling. 

The access of internet has proved accurate to use the body of the young women‘s and 

girls‘ then it has access to employment, education and other meaningful things. Every 

man wealthy enough to own a computer and pay an ISP can enjoy an infinite virtual 

arouses in the silence of their home.
99

 Advertisement is the most significant part of 

the prostitution business. The thing which looks good have the chance of sell easily, 

this is the simple rule of any industry and the sex industry is not an exception to this.  

The advertisement has gone on next level with the services like strip clubs shows, scot 

services, personal chat rooms etc., every were the photos and videos have been used 

with girl‘s description of personal and professional substance and specially the body 

structure and with a promise that the information of customer have been kept secretly. 

Furthermore, with the coming of mafia‘s in this business it has got an un-official 

status and it is more planned and structured now. The mafias are very well understood 

that the advertisement not only promote sex industry but it has become a habit for the 

young and especially teenage people, which can eventually be in cashed by pop up 

messages in the private email. The mafia is using the same old model of 

advertisement, they first make a feeling of special one for the customers by giving lots 

of offers and discounts and once the man get trapped and addicted then they charged 

high rates from them or provide less services. The next level thing which is used by 

the mafias now days is the sexual attraction through gaming.
100

 

 

2.7 Prostitution in Ancient Period 

Prostitution is one of the oldest professions in India since the birth of the structured 

civilization.  The sex workers let hires her body for the sexual satisfaction of the client 

in lieu of money generally but sometime gifts or payment in kind also. For our 

country, prostitution is not at all new thing. The origin of Kama sutra and the 
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sculptures of the sex positions on the walls of the Ajanta and Ellora caves are the 

examples that the prostitution was still present in the Vedic age in our country and the 

sex work is not a taboo in India. The courtyard of the Indra, the king of gods is filled 

with the dancing girls like Rambha, Meneka and Urvasi are the authentication that the 

prostitution in the form of the dancing girls are existed in the Indian mythology and it 

is before the starting of the Vedic period. However, there are no documents which 

support the existence of prostitution in Pre-Vedic Indian society.   

Before the sunrise of the civilization there was no concept of marriage. In this phase 

the men and women live in a cave like animals and they frequently change their 

partners. In the pre-Vedic age the archeological survey of India has found the proof of 

urbanized cities but they had not found the evidence of prostitution in that period.
101

 

In the phase of Indus valley civilization, this phase is known for economic prosperity 

and its wealthy merchants and they can easily afford the wine and women but there is  

nowhere in the history has been discussed about the places of the prostitute or any 

places which belong for the prostitute work. 
102

 

It is well established in the Vedic era that the prostitution is the bye product of the 

marriage with the introduction of the polygamous and polyandry marriage the women 

is treated as a mere commodity and the women of these outburst marriage need to sell 

their body in order to take care of themselves and their children with the outburst of 

the family system in the Vedic Period. The agrarian society has been developed in the 

Vedic age which contributed towards the establishment of the family system which 

ultimately ends in the relationship outside marriage.  

However, we can‘t call this as the prostitution but mere promiscuity. At the journey of 

later Rig and Yajurveda marriage institution established. But it took hundreds of 

years. In order to demonstrate the prostitution is the by-product of marriage 

institution. 
103

 In the period of Rig Veda, the only thing which gave knowledge about 

the prostitution is the dancing girls but that dancing girl is very much related to the 

religion, at the same time, we can‘t deny the fact that there was a concept of the 

Religious Prostitution.
104
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The primitive Non-Aryan phase has also witnessed the concept of the Guest 

Prostitution in which a king of one state gave another king a beautiful girl as a token 

of love to build his relationship stronger and better diplomatically. In that period there 

is a concept of Vedic sabha and that Sabha has served many functions and the 

prostitution is one of the functions among many. Rig Veda refers these Sabha as 

which happen in the private bedrooms. There is also mention in the Rig Veda about 

the visit of the women in the Sabha hall and if this concept stands correct then this 

visit of women in the Sabha hall must belong to the visit of the prostitutes in the 

Sabha hall for the entertainment purpose. There is the evidence in the Rig Veda that 

the gamblers are gathered in the Sabha hall and if this observation is correct then we 

can say that the gambling, drinking and prostitution were going in hand with each 

other and the society has already connected with the prostitution and alcohol.
105

It is 

important to mention here that the reason for degrading the life styles of prostitution is 

alcohol at a large extent. 

The history shows that during Brahmana period prostitution was accepted profession 

by society. The term Vaisya has already been introduced in this period and the real 

clients of these Vaishyas is the merchants of the town. Vaishyas gradually changed 

into ―Beshya‖ which means approachable by all and lost its honour and pride and only 

used for the entertainment purposes. These women had started losing their identity 

and not have any value than a mere commodity.   The prostitutes were variously 

known as Ganika, Bandhki, Rupjiva, Varangana, Kultani, Sambhali, Pumscali etc. At 

this period the concubine relationship started the marriage as a sacred relation falls 

and the merchants and the Kings and others started keeping other women for the 

entertainment purpose primarily for the sex and for the Music, these are the women 

who engages in the sex and dance and never get the status of wife to that man who is 

visiting his place. 

In this period when the marriage as an institution started collapsing and the 

monogamous marriage started ending in many ways and the women as a living being 

losing her identity. The girl who is virgin or pure has higher value in the market. So, 

the hunger for the women body has started in this phase. The kings and the maharaja 

were generally corrupt and the people don‘t start questioning or revolting. So, they 
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started making the houses for the sex workers and the arrangement of the dancing live 

shows was very common at that time. It was the daily practise at that time that the 

persons in the village will meet sex workers once in their daily life. Every village has 

its place were the people see their dance and drink. However, till that time sexual 

relation with them for the general people is not the common phenomena and people 

are not started thinking to marry those girls. The great sage Vasishta, was the son of 

women engaged in prostitution. There is not an account about elucidation the life of 

the prostitutes, their habits, modes and manners and the laws relating to and 

regulating them in Brahmana literatures.
106

 

Dharma sutras and Dharma shastras are the law books at the time of the Ancient 

Aryans. The Aryan period is the most successful period for the sex workers. They are 

called as the Ganikas
107

 at that time and generally have a very reputed place in the 

society. Generally, they have a separate place in the society and special place in the 

courtyard of king. The ganikas has a proper training from the childhood and the 

women who became ganikas as a matter of pride for those women. The dancing 

women have a special personality at that time and the people of the society are much 

keener towards the dancing then the sexual life. The culture of drinking and dancing 

has been started in this phase only. The marriage among the ganikas and the Brahmins 

and other higher caste of people are common at that time and the ganikas generally 

preferred to do this to obtain a higher class in the society. However, the society had 

never accepted this type of marriage in the society.  

They have also chance to uplift themselves from the ganikas life to the life of 

courtyards of any king. Generally, in the courtyard the struggle for basic stuffs has 

end and the dancing performance can be only done before the king or in the courtyard. 

The time of the Vedic age is very much in the favour of the sex workers. The women 

are not used primarily for the sex work. The society considered them artists instead of 

uncast women. The society is full of the stories or fairy tale of the heaven including 

god at that time. These women also considered themselves as the goddesses like 

Ramba and Urvasi. They also considered themselves as the property of the king and 

their only duty is to serve the courtyard. These ladies are also used to spy the 

neighbouring states which generally help in the war. At that time many stories like 
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Purarava and Urvasi is very common and the sex workers are very much taking this in 

their life.
108

 

The later part of ancient India is full of religious innovation. At this phase the two 

most popular religion of the world Jainism and Buddhism has been emerged and 

Mauryan Empire is one of the most important kingdoms in terms of power and 

revenue has been emerged. Pataliputra was at the time of Chandra Gupta Maurya a 

flourishing centre of prostitution and it was the first time the attention of the State was 

drawn to the colony of prostitutes for its effective control and to bring it under the 

obligation of a stabilized taxation system. Brothel keeping was looked upon as a 

source of Govt. revenue. Kautilya has used the words such as Ganika, Praganika, 

Dasi, Devadasi, Rupijiva etc. for the prostitutes and courtesans.
109

 

The kautilya adhashasta is also described as one of the basic books for prostitute at 

that time; it describes how the life of the prostitute is and how prostitute should 

behave. In this phase of the society the prostitutes have given high status and they 

have a special place in courtyard of any king but the most recognized development 

has been taken place in the work of prostitutes at this time only when the prostitutes 

has been used not only for the entertainment purpose but also for the espionage 

purpose. The second most shocking development in terms of the nature of king 

towards these prostitutes at that time, the kingdom start collecting taxes from them 

also in order of their services and given them the rights in the state‘s property. This is 

one of the best periods for them they were not considered as tainted and the work of 

prostitute is described as the work for creating balance in the society. In short it was a 

necessary evil and everyone has accepted with full affection to this as a profession in 

the society.
110

 

In Gupta period the institution of the courtesan became fully evolved and played a 

very important role in the social and cultural life of the people.
111

 In the city, the 

courtesans and the prostitutes had separate quarters assigned to them. The Gupta 

period has also maintained the same philosophy as what at the time of Mauryan. 

However, they have given the special privileges to courtesans then to normal 
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prostitutes but at least no one exploiting them at that time and they were given a 

special place in military and in cultural festivals.  Ujjain in that period was great 

centre of learning Gandharva Kala. This art was also included all kinds of information 

on courtesans appears to be current because in this period the quarters where the 

courtesans lived had their own importance. The intimate contact between the dancing 

girls and temples and the courts gave rise to difference sorts of rules and regulations 

which governed and regulated their relationship with these institutions.
112

 

 

2.8 Prostitution in Medieval Period 

In the early medieval period the empires like Pala, Rastrakuta and Pratihara Empire 

has been emerged in India. This period had witnessed the emergence of agriculture, 

focus on literatures and temples. The Sanskrit language is the most popular language 

among the people. If we observe minutely then, we will find that this is the time when 

the decline of the life style of the prostitutes get started and they are considered as the 

loose character lady who only wants lust and exploit their clients for money and this 

is generally happened because in past years the kingdoms had fallen down because of 

the sex workers. The priests of the temples were also against them because it was 

directly hitting on the Hindu culture and against the concept of Monogamy system of 

marriage in the society.  The synonyms like vasya has been emerged at this time and 

the culture of drinking alcohol became the necessary arrangements at their places 

which actually degrade the status of these places and the lower, middle- and high-

class arrangement of the prostitute has come into picture.The people who have more 

money visits the higher class and then accordingly the clients-based arrangements and 

area-based arrangements was also get started in the society at that time.
113

 

In the Medieval period temple emerged as the source of power in the society and it 

was also above the king in many of the state affairs. The temples were the owner of 

vast land property and the managers of a large number of religious and non-religious 

functions. The religious functionaries included the priests, dancing girls, dancing 

masters, singers and others. The temple pidariyar in kolar had twenty-four dancing 

girls.
114

 The concept of Devadasi as became very famous at that time, the low-class 
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girls specially the non-brahmins has performed the work of dancing and singing in the 

temple. Temples also purchase slaves and the parents of lower-class girls generally 

offer their girl for the services of god and priests and due to the immoral approach of 

the priest these girls were exploited. Under the grab of religious dedication of girls to 

temples the prostitution developed without the religious recluse because it is a service 

to the god not the prostitution. The priests and temples are so powerful at that time 

that the kings can also not indulge in these matters and they are bound to support 

these types of activity.  

At that time the temples are the most important source of revenue generation for the 

kings and the temple are acting as the banks for the states and kings and most 

importantly the temples at that time is playing the role of state face to the outside 

world for that particular state. Temples has the primarily role to control the state 

population in case of revolt. In short, we can say that the temples are acting as the 

catalyst among the society and the kingdoms.  So, now we can say that it is the 

religious prostitution which has emerged and playing important role in the state at that 

time.   

According to Huen – Tsang
115

 in his famous book Great Tang Records on the Western 

Regions he described that there were several dancing girls in the Sun temple of 

Multan. The work of these girls is to perform in the rituals of the temple on the order 

of the head priests and every evening they have to perform either dancing or play 

some music. They have proper training in this regard and the training was arranged by 

the priests only with the money of offerings. The girls were generally indulged in the 

prostitution for the priests of the temples and even buying of the girls for the temple 

are very common at that time and very much recognised and legal in fact the girls are 

much more higher status in the society than other girls specially that girl who became 

the personal deity of the head priest in any temple.
116

 

In the middle of 12c and 13c, there was time of the Delhi sultanate; the Muslim rulers 

were in the Delhi crown. The great sultant has its rise under Qutub Din Abaik, 

Mohammad Gori and many mores; they will be leading a high standard probably 

highest at that time in the globe.  Due to the rapid expansion of the empire, large 

salaries and allowances were given to the nobles by Sultans also. The nobles tried to 
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imitate the Sultans in flashy living. They are living very high standards and they are 

surrounded by the servants and the many officers including transgender guards also 

for the queens. The concept of private prostitution house has been emerged at that 

time and keeping concubine is a matter of pride and strength at this time as this was 

considered as the shameful act till the time of rising of middle age. The concubines 

and haram in the houses are the regular practice in the society and they didn‘t feel any 

shame in keeping this in their home. In fact, this was also used as the source of 

entertainment for the guests. It is also correct to say that the many nobles turn their 

houses in the private brothels and they are responsible for degrading the lives of the 

sex workers. The dancing and the music became the secondary for the people now the 

drink and sex became the primary refrain for these girls. Now at this time the pride is 

no more associated with this work and only those women come in this profession, 

who are either very poor or sold by her family. There was very little difference 

between such harems and modern-day brothels. Harem was reserved for few men‘s 

while brothels are visited by many but in brothels there were the freedom to sleep 

while in haram there were no freedom to sleep. They are forced to sleep with their 

masters.  

In Muslim rulers‘ period, many of the prostitutes were foreigners and were slaves 

recruited from Persia, America and even Europe. There was great demand for these 

foreign girls. These prostitutes procured from the Christian and other Non-Muslim 

races were obligatory to declare themselves converted in the Muslim religion. It is 

very common to present women in gift to the neighbouring countries for keeping 

good relation among themselves. It is not incorrect to say that these ladies have no 

more a right than an animal. The concept of kept mistress is also very common among 

the neighbouring rulers, commonly the women who are most beautiful are generally 

distributed among the rulers as a symbol of peace and harmony among them.   

During the period (1526 - 1707) the Mughal Empire was ruled by Akbar, Jahangir, 

Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. Generally, the Mughal emperors-maintained harams and 

these harams have nearly 5000 ladies at a time and the women are taken forcefully for 

this purpose, it is very common phenomena at that time. It is of no concern that these 

women are unmarried, married or having kids and the rulers are very much protective 

about their harams. These harams are guards by the best guards of the rulers which 

specially includes the transgender. Akbar is the first emperor among the Mughal who 

started this system at a large scale. He is very fond of his harms and especially with 
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Non-Muslims girls. Meena Bazar at the Red Fort area in Delhi is the best example of 

this, the Akbar established this Meena Bazar to pick girls for his harams because the 

kings and his guards were the only men‘s who allowed to visit the Meena bazar
117

 

However, Akbar made some regulations so that the services of prostitutes might not 

be available very easily to the public.
118

 

The prostitution houses were generally outside the city Agra and Delhi became one of 

the major centres for this type of work. The nobles has also followed the same pattern 

and didn‘t concentrate on the good governance of their states and only leads lavish 

life and spent lots of tax money in the harams. The governors of the kings and their 

nobs has understood that the most important way to make their masters happy is to 

make changes in the harams on daily basis and they also started exploiting their 

citizens and specially to those families who have girls. Kidnapping is the most 

common phenomena at that time and especially among the Non-Muslims. In Mughal 

period the concubines and favourite slave girls led a pleasant life.
119

 The major time 

of the rulers is getting in these harams and the life of their citizens is degrading every 

day, which ultimately results in the higher tax and exploitation in the society. There 

was also competition among the lady of the harams to became a chief lady or the 

favourite lady and gain the respect of primary women after the queen
120

 the chief lady 

live a splendours and lavish life and the women who is not able to please or not 

manage the lives of the harams had killed by the soldiers at that time and this was the 

most common phenomena at that time in the society.  

 

2.9 Prostitution in Modern Period 

After the advent of the British rule in India, the face of the prostitution has been 

changed in India. The Prostitution has not been considered as the noble profession 

anymore, the prostitute has been no more the jewel in the crown of any king‘s 

courtyard. This profession was considered as the dreadful profession and not required 

for the society. The British government is using prostitutes to keep vigilance on the 

king‘s and they use the prostitute against the king‘s, so that kings can‘t keep their 
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administration strong and indulge in these activities only. Not only the prostitution 

has been influenced by the British rules and policies but also change from their laws 

and policies. Colonial supremacy, cultural misunderstanding and the want of 

exploitation play a vital role in British regulation of prostitution in 20
th

 c. The British 

has deep effect on prostitution both legislatively as well as socially also. 

Although there were regulations present before 1864 in India for the prostitutes but 

first of its kind was introduced by British government, when The Cantonment Act 

1864 came into force. This Act is only for the British soldiers and the living of the 

prostitutes in the cantonment for the British soldiers. There were around 12 to 15 

prostitutes for every regiment of about 60 to 100 troops and there were also 

arrangements of special hospitals for soldiers for the venereal diseases. They have to 

check themselves every week for this and the prostitutes have to also check every 

week for the diseases. These girls were basically poor and don‘t have the opportunity 

other than the prostitution to support themselves financial. During this period the 

chakala had been come into force, chakala is basically the place where the prostitutes 

take rest.   

However, when military personnel were increasingly struck down by venereal 

diseases, more regulations were demanded. This is basically because of the unsafe 

sex, unhygienic condition, personal hygiene by the soldiers and prostitutes.  This 

eventually led to the Indian Contagious Disease Acts.
121

 The Contagious Disease Acts 

sought to prevent venereal diseases in military personnel through several regulations. 

The Acts required the registration of women engaged in prostitution. These women 

were often required to carry a license in the form of a card. Furthermore, it mandated 

the regular medical examination of female prostitutes. If any of these women were 

found to be infected during an examination, they were required to undergo in-patient 

treatment. If they refused such treatment, they could be penalized by imprisonment. 

Once cured of their diseases, they were released.
122

  

However, it is not mandatory for the soldiers and other officials to go for a medical 

check-up. After the enactment of this act, the British soldiers start exploiting these 

prostitutes more and there was mass spread of diseases in those areas. However, the 

voice was raised against this by many writers and socialist revolutionary and feminist 
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including Josephine Buter
123

. Feminist see the prostitute as against the equality, so 

they demanded to end the prostitution in any form and especially state sanctioned 

prostitution. The groups were made in against of this act and in 1883 finally this act 

got repealed. 

The most important change which took place in 20
th

 c. is the immigration of European 

women for prostitution in India. The officers were not discouraging this because due 

to this there were no danger of cultural imbalance in Europe and further, they can‘t 

deny the state-owned prostitution because they required this to motivate their soldiers 

and sailors in India. Although Britishers were more interested in the state 

administration but there were clashes between British government and Indian religion 

the best can be understood is the devadasi system. The British were against these 

rituals and till the time Britishers came to India, it became the integral part of custom 

in India. The British viewed the traditional Hindu practice of devoting certain young 

women to the temple as the exploitation of a minor for the purposes of prostitution 

and from the 1860s onwards convictions for ―temple prostitution‖ became 

increasingly common. The clash between British and Indian culture became 

increasingly apparent as the British legislators enforced more laws against Devadasi 

practices. Eventually, the Indian Penal Code included the Devadasi practice as a 

punishable offense.  

The British government had allowed the prostitution in very limited manner, 

especially in the cantonments, they believe that this controls the problem of 

homosexuality among troops and give dominance over the Indians through Indian 

prostitution and save them from boredom. It was common believe that the British 

government is controlling the religion through prohibition of devadasi custom. 

However, at this period only the English reformist like Amy Carmical,
124

 with the 

help of her missionary fought against this evil custom and against the British policies 

of prostitution. She fought specially for the child of the prostitution and against the 

devadasi rituals.  

After India get independence in 1947 the first and foremost question was that how to 

strengthen these weaker sections of the society. However, the constitution makers 

have tried to justify by providing them the basic Human Rights and Fundamental 

Rights and the DPSP but still the situation has not been changed too much. According 
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to the survey of UNAIDS,
125

 in 2016 there are 657829 registered prostitutes are 

working in India and these figures are only for the registered prostitutes. However, 

Government organisations like MDACS (Maharashtra District AIDS Control Society) 

have played a very prominent role in generating awareness on HIV/AIDS through the 

assistance in providing free literature and organising street campaigns. There are 

several NGO that feed on funds for protecting STI/STDs spread to common 

population NACO (National AIDS Control Organisation), a government agency leads 

these NGOs. 

The prostitution is more than a profession in now a day; it is a way of life. The teens 

are entering in the prostitution to fulfill their high increasing demands and to fulfill 

their sexual pleasure. The human trafficking is fully attached with the prostitution 

now a day and with the advent of the online prostitution the work has become more 

and more easy. The method of taking pleasure has been changed there is no 

requirement of meetings of the prostitute and the clients. The teenagers who don‘t 

have the guts to face the real prostitute because of social stigma attached to it, she is 

involved in the virtual sex and pays online to play the sex content game to give 

pleasure to himself. Many philosophers have been argued that it is not the real term of 

prostitution but according to my study this is the first step of the prostitution. 

However, the government has playing many important parts like awareness and 

blocking of porn websites but due to lack of proper provisions and education 

especially to the parents this is growing day by day.  

 

2.10 Evolution of Computer and Internet vis-à-vis its impact on 

promoting online Prostitution 

Carless Babbage of England is considered as the father of computer and with every 

going year, it became more and more perfect. From teletype to Digital Computer and 

from Pascal code to Super computer the journey of computer is almost a century old 

but the only one thing which has not changed is the invention, its growing better and 

better with every passing years. Historically we are in the fifth generation of computer 

technology. The first generation starts in 1940 in the 2
nd

 world, which was based on 

valves. The second generation in 1950‘s with the advent of integrated Circuit. In the 
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early 1970‘s the integrated circuit changed into VLSI.
126

 In the early 1980‘s the IBM 

has come and in the 1980‘s only the concept of small personal computer had come.  

The computer as a commercial stuff can be only seen in the 80‘s before this it was 

only used in the Universities and Government departments but the real face has been 

shown in 1990 with most portable computers at that time and with the invention of 

Microsoft and Internet everything has been changed, now the computer is not only the 

calculator or programming device, it can do what not human think till date. The 

invention of Internet is the game changer in the history of technology and with the 

invention of Internet it became the most important invention of Humankind. Now, 

everyone is connected to everyone in this world it was opportunity as well as threat to 

the mankind. There are opportunities in the matters of making a globe commercial 

village and promoting research and talents but the form of Prostitution and e-fraud 

and many more. The internet has undoubtedly made our life happier and easier but at 

the same time it widens the gap between child and family and in many cases, but we 

can‘t deny the fact that it is the cause of death to many innocent lives also. 

With the advent of Worldwide Web by Tim Berner Lee the whole new industry called 

technology industry has been emerged in the globe and the whole method of business, 

research, study, health etc. and even the method of taking revenge by one person from 

another has been changed and even the exploitation method has been changed, the 

globe has been emerged as a large market for business.  

The Internet makes our work easier by mixing computing and communications 

technologies. It makes information immediately and conveniently accessible 

worldwide. It makes it possible for individuals and small businesses to get worldwide 

contact. In the last decade, the Internet and World Wide Web have altered the way 

people communicate, conduct business and manage their daily lives. They are 

changing the nature of the way business is done. As per current data there are more 

than 147534966375 live on internet every second. 
127

 

The advertisement for sex and Pornography is not a new concept for today‘s world it 

is a classification of 18c, with the advent of Printing press the advertisement and role 

of media had increased to promote sex work. Paintings, mosaics and lampshades were 

also used to promote the sex industry in the globe. The printing press meant that 
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sexual material previously available only to the European aristocracy became 

accessible to larger numbers of common folk. Despite the fact that everyone wants to 

see the content but no one wants to discuss or talk about this, it had divided the 

European classes into two groups, the persons in the society who want to see the 

content and the person who don‘t want to see the content. The 1784 Louis XV as a 

sultan with a magic ring that has the power to make women‘s genitals talk or the 1525 

sexy political satire La Cazzaria, which translated into English as ―The Book of the 

Prick‘ are the perfect examples of the advertisements.
128

 

In 1817, the collection of porn museum has been set up and known as ‗Secret 

Cabinet‘, in which only the high class officials and aristocrats has been given 

permission to see the first ever porn collection.
129

 The scenario continues till late 18c, 

the European masses don‘t want to spoil their cultures and specially the churches 

don‘t want to spoil their culture and with the basis of this the first ever Anti-porn 

stated came in 1857 by British House of Commons. In the year 1893 Swiss 

International Bureau against Immoral Literature categorized porn as an international 

problem and advocated for a union of civilized nations to fight against the 

phenomena. In my view, if we connect the basis of porn and their advertisements then 

we should not forget that we belong to the land of Kamasutra and our Khajuraho 

sculptures. However the concept of porn and their advertisements were still an alien 

concept to the Asian people till that time but thanks to colonization that it could 

happened in India also and at the beginning of 19
th

 c. the concept of video has been 

emerged and it gives a pornography a new life, the books and magazines on India gate 

is a normal phenomenon in India till then. As at the end of 1894, the photo turned into 

video and video into peep-booths, peep booths became VCR and VCR into CD-ROM 

and CD-ROM became internet and the rest is browser history.
130

 

The 20
th

 c. has seen the most developed technologies ever human race had witnessed. 

The internet has given a vast land to play to the prostitutes especially with the advent 

of emails and private messaging apps and with the origin of online payment option 

they have tasted the real fun of the technology without getting easily trapped and 

humiliated. Those were the days when the people go the prostitute houses and choose 
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one among them by seeing their face. Now, it is all on the figure tips, the only thing 

required is Money, everything will be on the personal message every minute details 

including body structure to private parts to address.
131

The strangest thing is that the 

women who are less sexually active has more income and especially for those girls 

who are virgins.  

Entering into techno of internet it has given the space to the pimps a new of sexual 

exploitations to the innocent girls. Bulletin boards were used to download the porn 

before the advent of the internet during 1970s. Since the advent of pager and cell 

phones in 1990s this has been used as the primary technology for the pimps and the 

prostitutes. 
132

 Online prostitution was evolving then since, first they have AOL then 

yahoo then came the live video, then cam sex and now the personal board messages 

and the strange thing is that the websites like Fuck book which have 1000 plus girls 

registered to have sex instantly all you have to do is to make you a card payment for 

the service and the girls is at your doorstep within an hour. The dating websites and 

the popular social messaging apps like face book are very familiar for online 

prostitution now days. These apps have an option that you want one-night stand or 

live partner and everyone knows how to enjoy that service with fake accounts but no 

one wants to talk about it and in publicly they act as they don‘t know anything or the 

situation doesn‘t exists.
133

 

With the development of Netscape‘s Web browser in 1994, transmission of Web 

pages with text, images, sounds, and video made it possible to traffic women on the 

World Wide Web. ―The first web-based prostitution business, A Personal Touch 

Services, from Seattle, WA, U.S.A., appeared in late September, 1994‖ and was 

described as the year‘s ―most significant Internet marketing innovation.‖ 
134

these are 

the few alarming examples of beneficiary business between the web technology and 

trafficking industry. By the year 1999 the web developers for pornography has 

developed the techniques of page jack URL‘s sites. In this process when a user wants 

to open a website then a hardcore porn website emerged and in order to close this 

URL you have to open this and either wait for few seconds to close the ad or enter the 

cookies so that you will get the notifications regularly. This method had generated 
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many customers as the need of the hour; the website developers are still using this 

method as their best tool to make the customers.  

The most recent development in this segment especially in India is the Smartphone‘s 

which bring the pimps and prostitutes at the figure tip and in the pockets of masses. 

The best example is the 2011 I-phone version application which advertised 

―SugarSugar.com is for generous men looking to spoil, and dynamic women looking 

for financial support with bills, or who just need some excitement in life. 

SugarSugar.com which ‗‘provides a staff of sugar dating experts to help you find the 

perfect equally advantageous arrangements.‖ 
135

 

The Prostitution market in 20 years has changed drastically in every phenomenon. 

The prostitutes are no more required to stand in a queue of a street corner in a red-

light area in order to get their advertisements. At that time men choose them by seeing 

their physical appearance but now this happen in a very limited form due to the 

possibility of harassment and unnecessary torture by the administrative persons. 

Prostitution is like a wholesome business where you have ethics and regular 

customer‘s base, and the internet has expanded the horizons of pimps to reach to all 

the potential buyers. Women may be sold in 5 minutes for 15 minutes or for a week, 

like a rental car or it is as easer as buying a Pizza. The pornography has also played a 

major role in expanding the mind setup of every teenager towards the women. The 

most alarming thing in this regard is the concept of marriage on which the society is 

basing their roots is blurring day by day. The prosperity of marriage is exchanged by 

the sex between male and female only.  Eighty-eight percent of sex buyers in a 2019 

research study had bought women and children for sexual use indoors via Internet-

advertised escort agencies, strip clubs, gentlemen‘s clubs, brothels, and massage 

parlors.
136

The internet has exploited to give sexual pleasure to men and exploitation to 

women in every part of the globe now. The internet has been useful for the pimps to 

provide the women all over the globe.  

The internet has fantasized the world of the sex industry. Earlier it was a need and the 

only method to grown own generation later, it became the hobby and now for the rich 

people to show their money. The thing are getting worse when the people used as a 

business and for the business they started exploitation of innocent girls and now the 
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situation are more than worse because it has no privacy as a subject matter and the 

teenagers have the habit of sex and the thing which make it more than worse is the 

entry of mafia into trafficking industry. Internet websites provide contact information, 

specifics on sexual acts that will be performed, pornography of the woman to be sold 

for sex, coded prices, and reviews by sex buyers.  

The internet, Smartphones and other digital platform has made very easy to have the 

excess of women, who is in this business and not only for the local area but all over 

the globe. The most devastating thing about this industry is now the bitcoins. Bitcoins, 

an unregulated online currency that unlike credit cards provides the anonymity of 

cash, is being used to pay for web access to sites containing extremely violent or 

illegal images of real women and children, including online auctions of them.
137

 

The main concern is not only the increase of the sex industry but it also increased the 

human trafficking in the globe. The internet has facilitated men to shift the base of 

prostitution from outdoor to indoor that what we today called massage parlor, strip 

parlous, call girl or strip or phone sex. The development of the Internet requires new 

prosecutorial strategies for arresting pimps, traffickers, and sex buyers, a challenge 

that requires law enforcement officials and prosecutors to keep up with trafficker‘s 

familiarity with, and skills in, web technologies. Internet has blurred the boundaries; 

the content can be published and can be accessed from anywhere.  

It makes the life of the agencies more difficult. Social networking media such as Face 

book, classified advertising websites such as Back page, message boards, and dating 

sites all provide platforms for prostitution marketing with relative anonymity and 

impunity.  Sex buyers and traffickers benefit from the relative lack of accountability 

of Internet service providers for their websites‘ content, despite token gestures 

described below.  At the same time, online prostitution results in an online record that 

can be used as an evidence in prosecutions but it is hard to achieve and if someone 

knows the technology better like in many cases, the teenagers are well versed with the 

technology then it is hard to get their jaws by the state agencies. 
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2.11 Conclusion 

The prostitution in India is not a new concept for the Indian civilization nor was its 

existence is from the human civilization. However, it has changed its role from the 

concept of Nagar Vadhu to the concept of online. It is always mentioned that if sex 

workers were not there then the streets of the cities will be never safe for the women 

in India and this concept is also correct to few aspects. The prostitution was seen as a 

noble profession in ancient India. The sex workers were the important stakeholders of 

the society but not this concept has been changed totally and they are treated as the 

evil of the society. it is always considered that they had destroyed the basic family 

structure but the truth is that their existence is few the existence of the family system 

in India and of course the most bitter truth is that due to our acknowledgment this 

system exists. Everyone in the society wants to experience or satisfy their physical 

and emotional need with the sex workers but no one is ready to talk about this system.  

The Indian society is going in the wrong direction, we have to rely that we can‘t 

ignore this structure of the society or rather than ignoring we should try to regulate 

this system. The society and technology have changed a lot in 20 years so does this 

system and the online prostitution is the byproduct of the changing technology in the 

society. We have to understand that the online prostitution is affecting not only the 

adults but also the teenagers and specially the girl child. So, every unit of the society 

likes parents, governments, NGO; s, administration etc., has to play their part in a 

serious way to curtail the evil effects of the online prostitution.  
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CHAPTER-3 

EXISTING LAWS ON SEX WORK AND NEED FOR A 

CHANGE 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Prostitution is legal in India until and unless it is done in a private space, not in a 

public place and with a free will. The numbers of activities associated with the 

prostitution like Pimps, running brothels, kerb crawling, child prostitution and many 

more is illegal in India. In short, we can say that the organized prostitution is illegal in 

India. The prostitution has always changed his way in order to attract the clients, first 

it was in the brothel homes and very few has the right to indulge in this business but 

with advent of new world of business it has changed from brothels to streets to scouts 

services and now the most dangerous that is the online prostitution. We can say that it 

is more than a choice because the prostitutes who are dealing online has less chance 

of arrest and humiliation and internet is all at personal things. We can control the data 

and we can modify the data. The clients have not required going on brothels and 

searching for women on street late night, it is all available to you in just one click. 

The law regarding prostitution in India is formless in its nature, the primary law 

dealing with the status of sex workers is the 1956 law referred to as The Immoral 

Traffic (Suppression) Act (SITA). According to this law, prostitutes can practice their 

trade privately but cannot legally solicit customers in public.
138

The customers can also 

be punished for indulging in prostitution until and unless the prostitutes sell their body 

voluntarily and individually and not in the 200 yards of public place. Unlike as the 

case with other professions, sex workers are not protected under normal labor laws, 

but they possess the right to rescue and rehabilitation if they desire and possess all the 

rights of other citizens.
139

 

In practice the SITA act is not commonly used, it is the IPC who is taking the up-front 

seat by charging for public indecency
140

 and public nuisance.
141

In the year 1986 the 
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SITA act has been transformed into Immoral Traffic prevention act, with the intention 

to penalize the clients also but it was opposed by the health ministry.
142

 In the year 

2006, the ministry of women and child produced a bill in order to reduce the human 

trafficking but it never came into existence and scrubbed in the legislative process.
143

 

In the year 2009, the Supreme Court ruled that prostitution should be legalized and 

convened a panel to consider amending the law. In 2011 the Supreme Court held that 

"right to live with dignity" is a Constitutional right and issued an order relating to 

"creating conditions conducive for sex workers to work with dignity". The court 

directed the Central Government, States and Union Territories to carry out a survey to 

determine the number of sex workers in the country willing to be rehabilitated.
144

 

However, in 2012 the Central Government made a plea to the Supreme Court arguing 

that sex workers should not be allowed to pursue their trade under the constitutional 

"right to live with dignity". Government counsel contended that any such 

endorsement by the court would be ultra-virus of ITPA which totally bans 

prostitution. Opposing counsel submitted that the Act only prohibited brothel 

activities and punitive action against pimps. The Supreme Court agreed to examine 

the plea.
145

 

The present chapter discuss about the legal framework of the laws and provisions in 

Indian statues. The present chapter basically focus about the cyber laws and the sex 

work which is pertaining to the cyber-crimes in India. The chapter basically criticized 

and need for a change in IT act and ITPA act in India and in implementation policy. 

 

3.2 Indian Legal Framework of sex work 

The prostitution is still an unsolved mystery by the law framers, but time to time the 

question has been raised and the law makers tried to solve this. Other than the ITPA 

act and IPC, the Constitution has a great discussion on equality, right to work and live 

with human dignity. Apart from this the constitution has also ensured freedom from 

human trafficking and forced labor. As mentioned in the preamble of constitution of 

India. It gives equality of opportunity, status, and dignity to every citizen. Apart from 
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only being secular, social, republic and democratic and irrespective of gender, caste, 

religion. Indian constitution has provided some basic provisions which make the 

constitution unique and ensure the equality and freedom between every citizens of 

India in spite of their work and occupation also.  

Some of the rights ensured in constitution are- 

Article 14
146

 – This article provides the equality before law and equal protection of 

law. It ensures that every person has the equal right of no discrimination and in no 

case the citizens should be discriminated on any ground. The state not deny to any 

person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within the territory 

of India and the protection prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, 

Caste, sex, or place of birth. Prof. Dicey, explaining the concept of legal equality as it 

operated in England, said: ―with us every official, from the prime minister down to a 

constable or a collector of taxes, is under the same responsibility for every act done 

without any legal justification as any other citizen.‖
147

 

The phase equality to the law, find a place in all written constitutions that guarantees 

fundamental rights. All citizens irrespective of birth, religion, sex, or race are equal 

before law; that is to say, there shall not be any arbitrary discrimination between one 

citizen or class of citizens and another. All citizens shall, as human persons are held 

equal before law.‖ ―All inhabitants of the republic are assured equality before the 

laws. 

According to Patanjali shastri, CJI. has expressed that ‗‘the second expression is 

corollary of the first and it is difficult to imaging a situation in which the violation of 

laws will not be the violation of equality before laws thus, in substance the two 

expression mean one and same thing.‘‘
148

 

According to Dr. Jennings: ―Equality before the law means that equality among 

equals the law should be equal for all‖. And should be equally administered, that like 

should treated alike. The right to sue and be sued, to prosecute and prosecuted for the 
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same kind of action should be same for all citizens of full age and understanding 

without distinctions of race, religion, wealth, social status or political influence.‖
149

 

Article-15
150

 –This article ensures that there must not be discrimination on the basis 

of caste, sex, race, religion and place of birth. It is the state who should not 

discriminate on these criteria and treat every citizen equally irrespective of their 

nature of work and profession. Actually, Article 15 acts as an extension of Article 14 

which talks about the fact that every person should be equal before law and should be 

treated equally by the law. But, in the Indian context, like should be treated alike and 

not unlike should be treated alike. It states that the State shall not discriminate 

between citizens based on their religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them. 

Furthermore, there must not be discrimination on the access of public places-shops, 

public restaurants, hotels and, places of public entertainment.
151

The most important 

thing in this regard is the places were must be either of a state or the state sanctioned.  

Article-21
152

 – This article is one of the most important fundamental rights of the 

India people. This article is the most common and fundamentals among fundamental 

right. Supreme court had used this article many a times in the prostitution case like of 

Gaurav Jain and Bazee.com when supreme court said that the women who is working 

as a prostitutes or the women who trapped in the online prostitution must have a basic 

right to life and personal freedom and the right to life include lives with human 

dignity not just a mere animal existence.
153

 The article 21 carries many fundamental 

rights among him and this is the beauty of this article and it is expanding and 

increasing with every decisions of the Supreme Court of India. 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India, 1950 provides that, ―No person shall be 

deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by 

law.‖ ‗Life‘ in Article 21 of the Constitution is much wider meaning it includes 

everything life fresh air, clean environment, healthy food, free movement, everything 

which is required for the healthy human existence. It includes everything which 

completes the living of man and women as a human being on earth. It is different 
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from the living of the animal existence on earth. This article is also important because 

it received the broadest probable interpretation and it is increasing every day with 

every decisions of the S.C in India. 

Moreover, Under Part IV of directive Principles of State Policy: the states have the 

duty to secure justice and have a policy framework for the equality between men and 

women in terms of work, their health, in terms of working condition, for the rise of 

weaker sections, payment of wages and promoting economic and social strength to 

the weaker sections of the society, Protecting them from the exploitation. However, 

all these are just mere guidelines and not enforceable in the court of law but a state 

government should always make provisions or even their day to day administrations 

are also in conformation with these points.  

Section 370
154

 and 370 A
155

 has been inserted by the Justice Verma committee in 

2013 which states the human trafficking and punishment for human trafficking. 

Section 372
156

 and 373
157

 makes punishable of selling and buying of minor girls for 

the purpose of Prostitution. Moreover section 354
158

 which discuss the outraging 

modesty of women and punishment is of 2 years. 

In the chapter of 22 of criminal intimidation, insult or annoyance, commission act, 

any kind of words used or intentional gestures to insult the modesty of a women or to 

hurt her privacy is an offense which is cognizable, bailable and triable by any 

magistrate and can be punished by way of fine or sentence up to 2 years of 

imprisonment or with both. The Indian Penal Code has at least 20 provisions that 

make trafficking punishable. Most of them deal with abduction for illicit intercourse, 

wrongful confinement after abduction inter alia. A large portion of them deal with 

unlawful intercourse, wrongful confinement after abduction inter alia.
159
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3.3 Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956 

The Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 (hereinafter ITPA) is the supreme 

legislation in India for the purpose of trafficking and prostitution in India. The Act 

primarily makes pimping and different exercises culpable, and they are primarily 

responsible for the abuse of the individual for the prostitution in India. 
160

The Act 

prohibits commercial activities of flesh but it does not prohibit prostitution per se. It is 

held that in order to prove prostitute a woman or girl is required to show that she has 

offered her body for sexual intercourse for hire. Section 3 of the ITPA provides for 

punishment of any person who allows or is in charge of the premises, uses such 

premises or knowingly allows someone else to use it as a brothel or conducts any 

activity prohibited by the act. According to this act, even a single incident is enough 

to prove that prostitution was being help in a particular place.  

Offenses under ITPA are provided from section 3 to section 9.
161

 In a couple of 

judgments it was explained that ITPA aimed at abolishing the commercialized 

trafficking in women.
162

 In one of the cases in Gujarat, The High Court refused to 

recognize prostitution as a legitimate means of living.
163

 This is because, such 

recognition by law would give an open invitation for women to be trafficked and also 

recognize such recognition to be misunderstood as their right of profession. The 

restrictions which were imposed in section 7 under the Act were held not to be 

discriminatory. Under the Act if ITPA, a Magistrate has a right to remove a prostitute 

from any place for the purpose of public good. It is also important to know that; this 

act does not punish the client whatsoever.  

This law expresses that prostitutes are permitted to carry out their work in private they 

can't do their business in the public place. Despite the fact that trade of sex for cash is 

allowable only on an individual limit, a woman can't do it in inside a traverse of 200 

yards of an open place. Sex works are not inside the ambit of ordinary labour laws but 

they have all the rights to rehabilitates and approach to the government for the 
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betterment of their life‘s and the government is bound to help them and provide every 

right as an individual citizen of this country have in the normal situation. 

 

3.4 Problems in Implementation 

The main loophole of this act does not lie in the Act but instead it lies in the 

implementation of this Act by the enforcement agency. The corruption riddled 

implementation is one of the main impediments in this Act. This is the reason for 

limited outreach of the laws in our country. It is pretty evident that the attitude of the 

police and also the judiciary has not been changed after independence. The IT act 

require quick implementation, the old court framework doesn‘t work in the modern IT 

act. Corrupt officials in law enforcement agencies are highly corrupted and non-

cooperative specially the lower courts. Another problem is the reformative and 

rehabilitation homes which are provided for these prostitutes are inadequate. These 

homes are inadequate and cannot accommodate large number of prostitutes who are a 

victim of crimes. There are shortages of number of homes and the victims are large in 

numbers.
164

 

Hence, this creates a problem and does not provide homes for many of them, driving 

them again to the same activity and became the victim of such activities. One of the 

solutions is that they must increase the number of homes and provide training and 

development to such victims. They must work on counselling them and providing 

trainings for jobs. The aim of decriminalization is that instead of the sex workers, 

customers would be held responsible and we all know that in these types of cases 

always the number crimes registered are less then compared to the real crimes 

committed. In simple words, the numbers of crimes are more in numbers but such 

crimes reported are very few and this happens basically because the menace of 

humiliation and arrest by the police officers and because many of them are unaware of 

the rights and laws which exists in our country for them. In some cases, the victim 

come to report the case but it doesn‘t able to make it because of the corrupt officials. 

For this, sensitization of the police is a must opined by Justice Ramaswamy in a 

renowned case said
165

  that ―women found in flesh trade should be viewed more as 

victims of socio-economic circumstances and not offender of the society, some police 
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authorities have already set out the process of sensitization towards the sex workers 

and their treatment.‖ 

In India, with diverse societal ingredients, prostitution is usually looked down due to 

the nature of the profession. Sex workers lives in a community formed by their own. 

Through the course of research, it can be observed that legalizing prostitution would 

benefit the people, prostitutes as well as the state. Though prostitution has been taking 

place in our country since many years it is still looked down in our society. It would 

benefit the prostitutes in many ways like, better health facilities, impose rights and 

duties on them, the working conditions would be improved etc and it would benefit 

the state by means of earning income through which the state would have better 

control over such activities. It also imposes a right on the state to have control over 

such activities and also by giving them the power to regulate these activities. With 

legalization, the sex workers problem will be reduced at least the trafficking with the 

purpose of prostitution will decrease to an extent. There must also be a distinction 

made between sex workers who have taken up this profession on their own will and 

sex workers who have been forced to do this job. The enforcement agencies must look 

into both these aspects and work accordingly. Sex workers must also be given life 

insurance and rights and for such rights, prostitution must be legalized. Instead of 

punishing the prostitutes the brothel owners and customers must be punished as in 

most of the cases they are responsible for the acts of the prostitutes. It is suggested 

that sex workers must be rehabilitated with the help of states and it must be seen that 

such deprived women have to be provided with sufficient income and be reallocated 

to another sector with proper training and development.
166

 

 

3.5 Cybercrimes against women in India  

The concept of crime is not new for India; it had its emergence since time 

immemorial. However, its structure had changed from time to time; firstly it was 

crime against society then white-collar crimes or economical crime, now it is cyber-

crime. The most amazing thing about this is in most cases, the parties has doesn‘t seen 

each other ever in his/her life. In the 20
th

 c, with the advent of the crime the concept 

of communication to victim has been also changed from conventional source to 
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computer-based sources and with the coming of the smart phones in recent years it 

has all total increased drastically.
167

 

As Prof. Allen rightly said that‖ the law is not the mere command of the sovereign but 

it is something more than that.‖ This theory has now rightly taken its place in the 

society now and the law should well versed and ready to take the challenges of the 

changing society. In this age of technology everyone is connected to everyone and the 

cyber law is the need of the hour or a necessary evil and every legislature should 

make a law which deal with this changing scenario of crime. If we define cyber law 

then we can say that the crime law means the law which dealt with the cyber-crime or 

the crime which is done with the help of the computer or other electronic media. The 

term cyber-crime has not been defined any were, not it can be possible to define the 

term cyber-crime because if we define the term cyber-crime then we restrict the mode 

of crimes and the persons who are indulge in this type of crime always think of doing 

crime out of the definition box which in long run hampered the interest of the society.  

The cyber-crime almost dealt with all the aspects of electronic crime and the aspects 

of internet but in long run there must be need to define the cybercrime in IT act 

because in my view it helps the judges and the enforcement agencies to solve the 

cases. In other word we can say that the crime which has been done with the help of 

communication source or were any type of technology involved is come under the 

purview of cyber-crime. With the advent of the digital world, it completely destroyed 

the boundaries and jurisdiction of any country and with the invention of e-commerce, 

e-contract, paperless applications, digital signature the things got more critical and the 

legislation and judiciary has to be revolutionaries himself in order to attain the pace 

with the crime of new generation. 

A person staying in any corner of the world can communicate to other person without 

disclosing his identity. Due to this nature of internet, it raised various challenges not 

only to the government but also to the trade and individual of the entire world. 

Therefore, the legal system awakens and required to make certain legislations to 

protect the interest of the entire society. Therefore, this new branch of law is emerged, 

because the conventional procedure to prevent the crime is useless for offences 

committed through the computer or internet. The rules and regulation, which deals 
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with the cyber space internet and its regulation, are subject matter of the cyber 

laws.
168

 

India steeped toward the digitalization in 20
th

 c and open its arms to make its citizens 

globalized but in order to became globalized and make life easy the Indians are 

indulging with different people on internet in which most of them are unknown to 

them. These people make use of this opportunity and taking the advantage of this, 

exploit the vulnerable sections of the society specially women and children. Offenders 

usually harass them for voyeuristic pleasure in India and the legislature of India no 

doubt remain behind from these offenders. The traditional matriarchal society has 

very much influenced by the men in the society, women was the bread earner and 

protector of the family from all odds and in Vedic period also they were given a very 

high status in the society and even the prostitutes had also treated with a high 

respect.
169

 

The concept of Nagar Vadhu was emerged during this period only and the women 

who were Nagar Vadhu had high status and back then a permanent chair in the king‘s 

courtyard and no one can touch her without her permission. 

With the advent of the internet in 21
st
 c. everything has been changed and the 

condition of the women became more miserable and the women became nothing but a 

vulnerable class or just a mere sex object, which can be used as per the wish of the 

men. The thinking of a men has been change completely towards the women, the men 

treated themselves as a superior class and they feel that whatever I will do towards 

women will not be penalized and the internet has played a major role in this regard 

because it gives a major setback to the authority to arrest and penalized the wrong 

doer and wrongdoer has sufficient time to escalate. The cyber world is a virtual word 

which works as a virtual layer towards the wrong doer to fake his identity and to hide 

him by destroying the electronic gazettes.  

Cyber Crime is the most recent acknowledged way of crime through electronic 

devices. In cyber-crime the young women or the children are basically targeted by the 

wrong doer for the physical and emotional or some time monetary losses through the 

cyber telecommunication network called Internet. However, there are many types of 

the cyber-crimes which are present in India. Few of them are discussed below- 
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a) Cyber Harassment 

Cyber harassment or cyber bulling or online bulling is very common among the 

people who are using the internet and especially among the teenagers because of the 

advancement of the technology and less chance of humiliation and getting caught by 

the authority, this has become a common tool to take a revenge for the teenagers. 

Cyber bulling is the publication of hate speech, making sexual remarks, posting 

rumors or posting the personal information‘s of the victim not meant for the public, 

especially on the internet or some social media platform especially by teenagers.
170

 

Cyber bullying or harassment can be understood by the repeated post and by the 

tendency to harm the victim. The irony of this type of crime in India is that the parents 

of the victim don‘t support the victim and they thought that this is gag amongst their 

children and their friends. However, the persons who are bullied are observed as tilted 

more towards the depression, ill health, lower self-esteemed, low confidence and 

more suicidal tendency.   

A frequently used definition of cyber bullying is "an aggressive, intentional act or 

behaviour that is carried out by a group or an individual, using electronic forms of 

contact, repeatedly and over time against a victim who cannot easily defend him or 

herself."
171

 There are many variations of the definition, such as the National Crime 

Prevention Council's more specific definition: "the process of using the Internet, cell 

phones or other devices to send or post text or images intended to hurt or embarrass 

another person."
172

 

However cyber bulling has its traditional definition only except few changes like in 

internet cyber bulling, one can‘t know the offender but the one dangerous aspect is 

that it has a mass reaching effect on the victim and other dangerous affect is that the 

Indian society is not ready to accept this as a crime because of the generation gap and 

not advancement of the technology in small towns. The word cyber harassment and 

cyber bulling has been used interchangeably for the same crime; the later word is 

generally used in the case of teenagers.
173
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The most dangerous and discussed type of cyber harassment is the sexual harassment 

and unfortunately the number of cases in the cyber harassment is more of the sexual 

harassment in India. The new act
174

 defined sexual harassment as the physical contact 

and advances involving unwelcome and explicit sexual overtures; or   

(i)    A demand or request for sexual favours; or   

(ii)   Making sexually coloured remarks; or   

(iii)  Forcibly showing pornography; or   

(iv) Any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of sexual nature
175

 

The IT act
176

 has also provided the sexual harassment as the publication of the sexual 

content in the electronic form of any person and specially the child pornography as a 

sexual harassment. The next very common type of sexual harassment in India is 

through E-mails, hacking someone‘s email and retrieved all the personal pictures of 

the victim and blackmailing the victim for the same.
177

However, it is very difficult for 

the authorities to crackdown these cases because the people who are indulge in these 

types of crime use their fake profile and fake id.  

The provisions in IT act like sec-66A, 66B, 66C, 66D, 66E, 67, and 72 are sufficient 

in combating the problems in Cyber Harassment but the main problem lies in the 

enforcement agencies and in the judiciary. Now is the time when a special cyber 

protection group and the different cyber court is required from very low level and 

cyber police is well tainted will every minute details of the cyber-crimes.   

The revolution in the internet has not affected as much as the affordable data has been 

affected the cyber bulling in India. The rise of the cyber bulling is increasing as the 

alarming rate in India and the most important thing is that it increases because of the 

pornography, the pornography which is widely and easily available on the internet has 

not only changed the prospect of women in society but it also changed the meaning of 

the sex in the society. According to research conducted by Symantec
178

, nearly 8 out 

of 10 individuals are subject to the different types of cyber bullying in India. Out of 

these around 63% faced online abuses and insults, and 59% were subject to false 
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rumors and gossips for degrading their image.
179

 The same study ranks India as the 

country facing the highest cyber bullying in the Asia Pacific region, more than 

Australia and Japan. In fact, 50% of women residing in prime Indian cities are a 

victim of online abuse, according to a survey by Feminism. 
180

 With increase in the 

cyber traffic, the exploitation method has also increased and India is not an exception 

to this the time has come that India should also realize this problem among the 

teenagers and with all the possible means it can be combated, the role of the 

government agencies, NGO; s and especially parents has been increased and this has 

to be combated through awareness in order to save the young generation of the society 

of India.
181

 

 

b) Cyber Stalking 

Internet communication is both shield and sword, when used wisely you will grow 

personally and professionally and your life will be easier but when used carelessly 

then it might destroy your professional as well as personal life. The most common and 

destructive type of internet maltreatment is the cyber stalking and it is one more step 

forward then normal cyber bulling or harassment. Cyber bulling or harassment 

includes the harassment on the internet like false publication, allegation, accusation 

only but in cyber stalking include monitoring, identity theft, bullying, interruption, 

solicitation for sex, or flock information that may be used to terrorize or harass. Cyber 

stalking is a continuing offence, it is the interruption of the life of the victim without 

permission or unwontedly with the person to whom he has no connection or might be 

some connection in the past. The whole continuing process is an offence. Cyber 

stalking is technological based control on the victim for the reasons of anger, revenge, 

habitual offender or control or might be some other reasons. It includes- 

1. Annoyance, humiliation and disgrace to the victim. 

2. Theft in the victims‘ bank account and to its credit and debit cards. 

3. Distressing family, friends and employers to isolate the victim. 

4. Playing a scare tactics to feel fear in the victim.
182
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With the increase in the technology and the new method of stalking, the stalking 

became the bitter truth of the Indian society. The parents often stalk their children‘s 

social media account to keep track on them and it is also very often that the spouses 

keep track on each other‘s to check their loyalty. The police enforcement agency 

always keeps a track on the offenders to keep the society safe and it is also very 

common for the police agencies to keep track for the terrorist attack but these are 

lawful stalking and it doesn‘t crime against the society as well as individual.
183

 It is 

basically described as a behavior in which other persons also wants to keep track on 

the other person either for the harassment, terrorizing or for the benefit of that person 

like in the case of family relations. The most important thing is the mode of 

harassment; on what mode the offender has its control like chat rooms, emails, open 

publishing websites or many more. It is very difficult to punish the offenders because 

basically they are well worsted in the technology and basically, they stalk through 

fake profile and very cleaver to keep their profile anonymous and most of the 

countries and India is not an exception to this, they don‘t have the specific laws for 

cyber stalking. Like in India, the offender of Cyber stalking is punished under the 

section 441, 509 of IPC and 72 of IT act.
184

 

The one very important debate which needs to be especially disused is that Cyber 

stalking is different from social media stalking. Cyber stalking must include serious 

crime with legal implications, it not a mere normal or friends stalking. The cyber 

stalking is equally dangerous as dangerous the physical crimes are there. It doesn‘t 

mean that just because the offender is not in a physical contact, it is not dangerous it is 

equally dangerous and in terms of physically, professionally and socially also and the 

irony of this type of crime is that even the parents are not ready to considered as a 

threat for their children‘s, this is because of the technological gap between the parents 

and the children. The victim always receives a mental trauma, physical and emotional 

disturbance in the society which leads to suicide sometime and depression and anxiety 

many of the times. The most common type of problem faced by these persons is 

anxiety, sleepless nights, safety issue, loneliness and tendency to suicide.  
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In India, Ritu Kohli case
185

 was the first case of cyber stalking in India in which the 

lady personal information has been theft and publish on a website after that she 

receive more than 40 calls within 3 days and most of the calls are usually on the odd 

time and the caller wants the sexual favor in lieu of cash. The offender has been 

tracked down with the help of the I.P address and booked under section 509 of IPC 

due to the separate inability of law on cyber stalking; this is the first case of cyber 

stalking which is reported in India.  

The most important way to protect yourself from cyber stalking is that one should 

must keep their social media profile very low and if not then must check their friends 

lists and keep track on suspicious contacts, the next way is to keep educating or 

updating yourself about the cyber stalking. The next way is to keep update your 

software and other connections regularly and do not trust on suspicious network. Last 

but not least and most important share your problem of cyber stalking with any one 

you trusted, he/she might be friends, siblings, teachers or if parents then it is very 

good. This will save your social as well as physical harassment and also guide you 

correctly through your turbulence period; they will keep you positively and hopefully 

so that the anti-social thought will not come in your mind. This is the most common 

issue in the virtual world and especially within teenagers and the time has come to 

think of these issues with a great grudge and have specific laws on this issue to create 

a fear among the wrong doer. If we want to save and cherish our younger generation 

then this has to be tackled and on a priority basis.
186

 

 

c) Cyber Pornography 

Internet is the most efficient and viable form of information provider; the best part is 

that it has access to all the information worldwide in a single click on your mouse and 

it is very cheaper at the same time. Pornography is not a new concept for any nation, 

its emergence is from 14
th

 c. only with the emergence of printing press but initially it 

was political pornography but with the passing of time it is not emerged as 

pornography or obscenity only. Pornography is nowhere defined in Indian laws but in 

general term pornography means the showing of sexual acts through books or films or 

any other communication medium in order to cause sexual pleasure or 
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excitement.
187

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines Pornography as - "the explicit 

description or exhibition of sexual activity in literature, films etc. intended to 

stimulate erotic rather than aesthetic feelings." The Little Oxford Dictionary defines 

pornography as - "an explicit presentation of sexual activity in literature, films, etc"  

Often the word obscenity is misunderstood by the concept of pornography but 

obscenity is much broader concept, it includes every act which is immoral and 

offensive to modesty of any person or society. In the much more wider sense we can 

say that Cyber pornography define as an act of using cyberspace to initiate, design, 

expose, circulate, introduce or advertise pornography or indecent items, especially 

material depicting children engaged in sexual acts with adults.
188

 Naturally, 

considering the moral aspects pornography it is a criminal offence and has been 

classified as amongst the factors causing harm to persons. The pornography has been 

available on very wider range on the internet started from pictures, videos, cartoons, 

animation, 3D animation, stories and many more.  

The most shocking is the child pornography in which the children are publish to 

create sexual desires and these types of porn‘s are very famous and high rated among 

the porn industry. The users generally watch porn to fulfil their sexual desire for very 

short span of time but this brings the most drastic change on their sexual and social 

life and sometime on personal life including within body also.
189

 

The porn excites the users for few minutes and this will lead to the masturbation many 

times which not only effects the inner body but also harm the marriage and social life, 

the person who is addicted to the porn think of his life as it was shown in the porn 

films. The value of his life partner is not more than the sex toy and if his desire 

doesn‘t full fill, which generally doesn‘t full fill in most of the cases then he start 

abusing his partner which many a times lead to the divorce or breakup with 

girlfriends. The porn has also the long-lasting effect on the society at large it lowers 

the societal value of the women as a gender. Women are treated as no more than a sex 

toy or things to obtain the sexual pleasure. 
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Cyber pornographer‘s uses cyberspace for ease dissemination and distribution to sells 

in their products to paedophiles.
190

 While purchasing child pornography, thus 

paedophiles visit online chat room in attempt to engage children into spot for sex.
191

 

That alone constitutes an offence as an act of luring a child into situation of sex, thus 

is prohibited and in some instance a paedophiles engaged chatting with a teenager on 

the internet whereby suggesting a meeting or visiting a minor‘s home in the name of 

sex engagement.
192

 

Online pornography is the most destructive type of cybercrime against women. The 

women don‘t know whom to talk and whom not to talk because they also don‘t know 

which actions of there will be on internet and they will be in trouble. The DPS school 

scandal case is the very important case in this regard. The woman was in the 

compromising position and it was spread on the internet and many people viewed this 

and girl has to face humiliation including social boycott. This case is also very 

important because the role of intermediaries is also fixed in this case i.e. 

Bazee.com.
193

In another incident, at Mumbai, a Swiss couple gathered slum children 

and then forced them to appear for obscene photographs, which they took and then 

uploaded those photographs to websites specially designed for pedophiles. The 

Mumbai police arrested the couples for pornography.
194

 

The most recent example is of Delhi Metro CCTV footage leaks case, where the 

CCTV recording couples getting intimate in metro station etc. which has been 

recorded by police security cameras has been leaked on internet.
195

 Unlike the 

different crimes like cyber stalking, defamation, spoofing and many more this has to 

be considered as the most wicked and heinous cyber-crimes against women. In spite 

of different provisions like 67 of IT act and Section 290 for committing public 

nuisance, section 292 for sale of obscene books etc., and section 292A for printing or 

publishing grossly indecent or scurrilous matter or matter intended to blackmail, 

section 293 for sale etc. of obscene objects to young persons and then section 294 for 
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doing or composing, writing etc. of obscene songs and finally under section 509 for 

outraging the modesty of women in IPC act.
196

 The heinous crimes against women are 

not only exists in India but also growing at the drastic rate and this is mostly because 

the people are losing faith in the concept of respect for women.  

The teenagers and adolescent generally click there private picture and send to their 

mates and then they delete from there gallery thought that they had deleted the 

pictures but in the cyberspace nothing is deleted once created always remain there and 

this usually came into the hands of the wrong doer or their mates also sometime 

upload to different sites in order to take revenge after their breakup and divorce as 

what happened in the case of Ritu Kohli when a person hack the email address and 

retrieved all the private photos of Ritu Kohli. Whatever the reasons would be and 

whoever is doing in spite of the fact the state has to think of this problem otherwise in 

the coming years this has become a social problem which will affect the society as a 

whole. The concept of revenge porn has been increased at a very immense level in 

India. This is very common method of taking revenge from the ex-gf and ex-wife‘s 

especially in India.
197

 

 

d) Cyber Defamation 

The internet has provided an extraordinary space for the speakers who want to express 

his views to the world. It was never that easy in the world but with the advent of the 

internet, this is a work of a minute most easy and cheaper. For the person who is in 

the politics or artist or the social workers this is like a wish come true but with the 

advent of cybercrime in the society, the mode of communication has been changed 

and this has been laid down defamations also sometimes.  

Defamation is defined as a publishing of any defamatory or false statement online and 

distributing among the relatives or among their known persons in order to defame him 

with the motive of revenge generally or sometimes for the sake of fun among the 

friends. Defamation is of both libel and slander in tort but in the cyber world it is 

mostly in the form of libel or publication. This is also the most common type of 

cybercrime against the women.
198

 The defamation means publishing of any wrong or 
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false statement on the internet in order to defame the reputation of the victim. The 

nature of defamation is both civil and criminal in India, so it is both punishable and 

compensatory in nature in India.  

There is no doubt that with the invention of the internet, the people gets more freedom 

to read, write and express their opinion freely and with more assertively but many 

time in the name of the freedom of speech and expression and India is not an 

exception to this but this has not only given right to the rightful people but also to the 

people who are not rightful in their mind, who comes with a revengeful mind and with 

an ulterior motive. Cyber defamation is a new concept but is not very much varied 

concept from the old defamation. The only difference is that in the modern form that 

is cyber defamation the publishing of the defamatory words is on the internet or in the 

cyber space.  

However, there are many provisions are there in the IPC (sec-499
199

, 500
200

, 469
201

, 

503
202

) and IT act (previously 66A)
203

Now, anyone can complaint defamation to 

cyber unit cell in the cyber investigation department. The problem doesn‘t lie in the 

intention of the legislature but it lies in the mechanism of the complaints, the victims 

are generally the women who have the thread of society, so they choose to be 

exploiting in private then to raise the voice against the wrong doer. The second 

problem lies with the attitude of the police officers and the society specially the 

parents they consider this as a trifling act and doesn‘t allow their children to indulge 

in the legal affairs and this is because of the hectic nature of case disposal in India and 

the society approach on the girl, usually the Indian society always feel the women 

who is the wrong doer.    

The most distressing problem with this issue is to track the person who is making the 

statement in the internet because generally this type of people doesn‘t do these types 

of things with their own account but with fake id and profile. It is very difficult to 

track that person who is seeing the content or who is leaving the comment on that 
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content because generally people use their nick name or famous names to use the 

social media like Face book and also if it is published on the popular social media like 

Face book then it get spread and reach to the last people on earth within a fraction of 

seconds. 

As per the Indian Evidence Act, this is called defamation – 

1. Any electronic record printed on a paper or recorded or copied in optical or magnetic 

media shall be considered as a document and shall be admissible by court. 

2. Online chats are also admissible. 

3. Electronic mails are also admissible.
204

 

The very first instance of cyber defamation in India was recorded in the case of SMC 

Pneumatics (India) Pvt. Ltd. v. Jogesh Kwatra-Jogesh Kwatra
205

, in which an 

employee start publishing the derogatory words about his Managing Directors in 

order to lower the reputation and the good will of the company. Another famous case 

was the State of Tamil Nadu vs suhaskatti
206

, in which the obscene and private photos 

has been circulated by the person through the emails, which results in derogatory 

phone calls to the victims and generally in the odd hours.   

The technology is changing with every passing hour and in order to maintain the 

significance of the society, the provisions and the method to combat these problems 

has to be changed at a regular interval of time. No society can claim his full growth 

until women are safe in the society, so we need to change the structure of the internet 

in order to make the women safe on the cyber world and this structure can only be 

changed by making strict laws, training to the authorities, establishing separate courts 

for this types of crimes and most importantly by changing minds of the people 

through education or other societal aspects 

e) Cyber Morphing 

Cyber morphing or online morphing is also known as photo shopping, this is the most 

common type of cybercrime against the women on the internet, the wrong doer can 

download the picture from any social media like face book and edit that picture with 
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other pictures and generally in a compromising situation and blackmail the women to 

publish the picture. The victim generally does whatever called by the wrong doer in 

order to save his life and prestige. Morphing is editing the original picture by an 

unauthorized user. When unauthorized user with fake identity downloads victim‘s 

pictures and then uploads or reloads them after editing is known as morphing.
207

 It 

was observed that female‘s pictures are downloaded from websites by fake users and 

again reposted/uploaded on different websites by creating fake profiles after editing 

them. 
208

 

The recent Air Force Balbharati School case (Delhi) is a recent case comes under this 

category where a student of the School was teased by all his classmates for having a 

pockmarked face.
209

 He, who is tired of the cruel jokes, decided to get back at his 

tormentors and scanned photograph of his classmates and teachers, morphed them 

with nude photographs and put them up on a website that he uploaded on to a free 

web hosting service. The father of one of the class girls featured on the website came 

to know about this and lodged a complaint with the police.
210

   Section 43
211

 and 46
212

 

of IT act and 509
213

 of IPC can attract in this case. 

 

3.6 Reasons for the growth of cyber prostitution in India and related 

provisions  

Thirty years ago, there was a time for street prostitution and the prostitutes have very 

limited space to advertise their services. There are limited print media and few streets 

in a city for them to stand and attract their customers. Those were the days the 

prostitution was considered as the individual works and the mafias had not entered in 

true sense, there were small syndicates run in every parts of the city. Now the things 

were changed completely, mafias have been entered in this business and also make it 

a complete regularized business. The money which is earned from the prostitution 

business is used in terrorism and mafias have full control over the business starting 
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from advertisement to taking cash and internet service has given this Industry a boost 

like it was never.  

The internet has provided a free and most reachable way to advertised in a single click 

of mouse. Now every social media platform to buddies‘ chat room to games websites, 

everything is used to advertised their services. The payment method is also changed 

from the hard cash to online payment. When PayPal was first introduced, the Scotts 

were the first customers. Now, the things have been changed completely and not only 

the physical sex but also virtual sex has come into picture and 3D games were also 

introduced to trigger the desire of the teenagers. It is whole of an organized crime now 

with proper business plan and motive. The internet has brought the prostitutes from 

virtual world to the door step in a single mouse click and the most shocking thing in 

this regard is that the prostitutes are now accepting virtual money like bit coin instead 

of real money.  

Prostitution is a business which is advertised on the internet and to reach of every 

possible sex buyer. Cities like New York estimated that 95% of that city‘s prostitution 

trade had gone online between 2016 and 2018.
214

 Ninety two percent of sex buyers in 

a 2018 research study had bought women and children for sexual use indoors via 

Internet-advertised escort agencies, strip clubs, gentlemen‘s clubs, brothels, and 

massage parlors.
215

 

Internet has provided every minute details of the prostituted starting from eyes colors 

to the special sexual moves performed by her during the sex. Most of the websites 

kept the names and other details of the client private and the reviews that are given by 

clients and can be seen only by the members. The internet has changed the way of 

prostitution in every aspect; the street prostitution is changed into the massage 

parlous, strips shows, hotels sex, residential brothels and many more. Now, ninety 

percent of the customers didn‘t go to the sex workers, the sex workers will reach to 

them via virtual advertisement on internet.   

The most important reason for this is the emergence of residential prostitution is much 

safer than the street prostitution and there is very less chances of caught and 

humiliation by the state agency but there is little evidence to show that the residential 

prostitution is safer in terms of the abuse of women and girls. Internet has provided an 
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opportunity to the buyers and the prostitutes to keep their work in full pace with 

anonymity but at the same time it gives a drastic challenge to the state agency and to 

the legislators in the state to tackle the prostitution.  

The problem before the agency is not only the anonymity but also its organization 

because it is now an organized crime and it is very difficult to crack the organized 

crimes. The mafia is generally targeting the adolescent and the teenagers. Firstly, they 

send some soft porn then some hard porn and then some sexual games to entice the 

sexual pleasure and they generally choose children from age group of fifteen to 

twenty-five because, this is the time when hormonal sexual; growth increases in the 

body. So, it is very difficult to track any person seating in their rooms and indulging 

in the prostitution through their personal computers or laptops.  Every country is 

trying to combat this problem with one or another mechanism and India is not an 

exception to it. India is largest user of internet and smart phones in Asia after China 

and this problem is increasing with drastic rate in India. There are few reasons 

discussed below for increase in online prostitution in India as follows- 

 

1. Capacity to store more data 

The computer has un-comprisable power to store millions and millions of data in a 

very small space. A small microchip can contain lakhs and lakhs of data including 

videos, pictures, sound recording, 3D images or many more. Before the advent of the 

internet advertisements were on the magazine but this paper publication has limitation 

that they can‘t advertise anything and everything. The most amazing feature of 

internet advertisement is that it is permanent in nature; it is not deleted until once 

want to delete or overwrite on it intentionally.  The prostitute can advertise anything 

starting from their pictures to videos to their full bio data, each and everything can be 

advertised. 

The internet is non-volatile electronic devices which are basically run on a software 

and technology other than the manual function, it provides connectivity to the masses 

within a second and easily any one can chat with anyone and his/her chat will be 

complete private in nature. Information dissemination through World Wide Web has 

created new resources for faster and cost-effective easy access to information 
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throughout the world.
216

 It has created new environment of e-mails, chats, downloads 

etc. However, wider access to information creates some problems like protecting and 

guarding any computer system against unauthorized use. 
217

 

 

2. Wider access of the information 

In the late 80‘s the advertisements of prostitution are largely depends on mouth 

publication and through standing of a girl on a Red-Light Street but that too was very 

limited because of the state agencies. The persons who are the possible customers of 

the place have to visit that place and bargain with the prostitutes but now the thing has 

been changed. The person sitting in India can see the entire possible prostitute in New 

York and fix a date with them or call them to their doorstep in just a single click of 

mouse. This all happens because of the internet; whole globe has become a part of this 

game and anyone sitting in their home can easily access any one‘s profile. The 

payment is also from the internet, there is no requirement to get out of the house. With 

the advent of the www
218

, it has made the lives of the people very simple but at the 

same time it has open the advent for the exploiters. Generally, the girls or women who 

are innocent doesn‘t know when they get into this trap and all it starts with a chat 

room message to innocent talks and the familiar talk and ends up in the prostitution. 

The internets and smart phones have disgraced the rights of privacy at an alarming 

rate. The small fault in protecting passwords can lead anyone to jail or to hell of their 

life. So, we can say it is sword and shield at the same time, which can be used wisely 

and nicely.        

 

3. Less chance of arrest and humiliation 

The most important role of the internet in prostitution is that it has provided the least 

chance of getting caught by the state agencies and this is also one of the important 

reasons that it is very much popular or very trusted source of advertisements. 

Generally, the in every state the prostitution is illegal and has the very less chance of 

open advertisement and always in the eyes of the agencies. The internet is the solution 

for this. Internet has the capacity to reach to the masses in a very less time and it is 
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very easy to delete the evidences if there is any problem regarding the illegality with 

the state rules.  

Generally, who are dealing in the prostitution business, run their businesses with a 

fake id and with fake profile? It is win- win situation for both prostitutes as well as 

client. The customer‘s specially the teenagers also don‘t want to reveal their identity 

and of course don‘t want to be caught and humiliate by the society. They also want 

their name to be kept secret that why they in most of these cases they are also using 

the internet with fake profile and fake account. However, this is not the only reason 

for internet prostitution but also its accessibility from any part of the country at any 

time makes it more famous and viable.  

 

4. Cheaper than other source of advertisement 

The advertisement of prostitution on the internet is not a new concept now and it is 

now in almost every part of the country now. The internet is always a free and most 

easy source for advertisement of the prostitution. It‘s also became important because 

of its efficiency to reach at the last on every corner of this earth. Generally, the 

websites like x box charged very limited in terms of money and the information 

anyone can upload is millions and billions in number, in short there is no limitation of 

uploading information on the internet and most suitable thing is that the information‘s 

can be uploaded in various methods like photos, videos, games, 3D images etc.  

The information on social media like face book, twitter, and dating sites like tinder is 

free and the most important advantage is that the targeted audience that is teenagers 

and the adolescent‘s groups are generally members of these social. On the other hand, 

the newspapers and magazines charges very high and the information content is also 

very low in them and it can‘t be reached to the masses and the threat of arrest and 

humiliation is also very high in them. So, the mafias always relied online platform to 

access the prostitute services. Another set of benefit other than the price is that anyone 

can update the information anytime sitting from home only.  

The mafia is following the corporate business model in this regard, they offer the soft 

porn to the teenagers then the hard core one and then they triggered the links in their 

personal chat boxes which give the details of the many prostitutes or we can say 

options to choose along with the prices and the body structure starting from the hair 

color to the performance of sexual position during the sex time and these types of 

information‘s can be possible only on the internet.  
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5. Destruction of evidences very easily 

The most important benefit of using online prostitution to both the customers and the 

prostitutes are that they can delete or overwrite the discussion very easily. So, this is a 

viable source that can be destructed easily. Whether it is the customers or the 

prostitutes both of them are using the internet from their own personal computers. So, 

it is always upon them to destroy the possible evidences. Firstly, the users whether the 

customers or the prostitutes can‘t handle any personal account with their real name, 

they handle with fake ids and fake names and if the government agencies got their 

hold also then they can easily destroy the evidences. However, in few cases it is 

retable but it is very limited because the access is basically through fake e-mail id and 

if e-mail id is destructed then almost all information get destructed. The country like 

India is not very much well versed in technology specially their investigating agencies 

and In India, reporting of the cases of online prostitution is itself a challenging 

process and the work became more difficult because there is no direct provisions 

which attract this crime and the real victim in these types of cases are the teenagers, 

who doesn‘t come up because of the societal pressure and the and parental 

involvement.  

The cyber-crimes in India is increasing day by day but the crimes which is against the 

women or against the teenagers are not reporting in India because of the societal 

values and family honor, the parents of the children‘s are also preferred not to expose 

this type of crime because of the societal stigma attached to it but they forgot that 

these are the crimes which have the most devastating effect on the teenagers life 

starting from anxiety to depression and sometimes it ends with suicide. 
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6. Jurisdictional issues 

Cyber prostitution and cyber-crimes have cut across territorial borders which 

undermine the feasibility and legitimacy of applying domestic laws which are 

normally based on geographical or territorial jurisdiction, Cyber prostitutions are 

committed through cyberspace network inter connectivity and therefore, they do not 

recognize geographical limitations because of their transnational in nature.
219

 There 

being no uniformity in law and procedure among the different nations for handling 

cyber criminals, jurisdictional conflict a serious problem for a nation to deal with the 

cyber offenders. In many cases, it so happens that create particular cyber activity is 

recognize as a crime in one country but it is not so in the other country where the 

criminal or the victim resides with the result the criminal easily escapes from 

prosecution.
220

 

In the absence of a single internationally recognized code of law and procedure 

governing cyber-crimes the law enforcing authorities of individual countries find it 

extremely difficult to tackle cyber-crimes and criminals while applying their territorial 

law.
221

 Briefly stated, reporting and conviction in cyber cases is far and few due to 

paucity of cyber jurisdiction of the country investigation or trying these offences and 

this uncertainty of law encourages the cyber criminals to continue their notorious 

activity unabated.
222

 

Cyber prostitution is not a new concept for any state now; it is the need of the hour 

that the most heinous and most destructive type of cyber-crime that is the online 

prostitution should be need to be reviewed in great detail by the countries and 

international communities of the globe. The countries where the internet has been 

more used has the more responsibility and it is the need of the hour that there must be 

a model law for every country and UNO will deal this problem in their special session 

and the countries have to make their  system more citizen friendly and their authorizes 

well trained to combat this issue and before it becomes a social problem in the 

society, every country has to take this issue seriously because this issue has power to 

destroy the culture as well as customs of any country. 
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3.7 Law commission and other committees report on brothel and 

online prostitution  

1. Law commission sixty fourth Report on the suppression of Immoral Traffic in 

women and Girls, 1956
223

 

This report has clearly suggested that no government can stop prostitution it is related 

with the human existence. So, the prostitution can be only reduced not over and done 

with and this can only be done with the harsher law and the strong rehabilitation 

method. This report has also given the example of the city of Rome in order to tackle 

this problem. So, this report has suggested numerous amendments like the harsh law, 

separate ministry, police and court and the award for those persons who are giving 

information to the brothel homes and many more. This committee report has issued its 

concern on various subjects like- 

A) The provisions of the act operate within the limited spares. They do not penalise 

prostitution in general but deals only with the commercial prostitution or open 

prostitution in general. So basically, it has a very limited scope. 

B) There are needs to take male participants also in the purview of the act but with a 

limitation. 

C) There is a revision in the definition of prostitution, protective homes and corrective 

institution. 

D) Special provisions for rehabilitation of girls and women 

E) Special attention to the children brought in the prostitution business. 

 

2. Justice Verma Committee Report
224

 

The committee report summarized as follows- 

A) The committee have widened the scope of rape and suggested the higher 

punishment for rape and also considered the rape within marriage and outside 

marriage. The committee had recommended bringing the marital rape under the 

provisions of IPC.  

B) The Committee recommended that non-penetrative forms of sexual contact should 

be regarded as sexual assault.  The offence of sexual assault should be defined so as to 

include all forms of non-consensual non-penetrative touching of a sexual nature.  The 
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sexual nature of an act should be determined on the basis of the 

circumstances.  Sexual gratification as a motive for the act should not be prerequisite 

for proving the offence.  The offence should be punishable with 5 years of 

imprisonment, or fine, or both and use of criminal force to disrobe a woman should be 

punishable with 3 to 7 years of imprisonment.  

C) The Committee has suggested that use of words, acts or gestures that create an 

unwelcome threat of a sexual nature should be termed as sexual assault and be 

punishable for 1year imprisonment or fine or both.     

D) The Committee noted that the Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act, 1956 did not 

define trafficking comprehensively since it only criminalised trafficking for the 

purpose of prostitution.  It recommended that the provisions of the IPC on slavery be 

amended to criminalise trafficking by threat, force or inducement.  It also 

recommended criminalising employment of a trafficked person.  The juvenile and 

women protective homes should be placed under the legal guardianship of High 

Courts and steps should be taken to reintegrate the victims into society. 

E) The Committee has recommended that the terms ‗harm‘ and ‗health‘ be defined 

under the Juvenile Justice Act, 2000 to include mental and physical harm and health, 

respectively, of the juvenile.  

 

3.  Early Childhood Development and Legal Entitlements
225

 

This law commission report has been basically focused on the childhood of the child 

of sex workers and the role of the government. This report has also talked about the 

introduction of the lessons of the human trafficking and prostitution in the course 

curriculum just like sex education in the school. This report has been also focused 

from the point of view of the Fundamental rights and the human Rights development 

in the nation.  

4.   A report on the trafficking in women and children in India
226

 

This report has been made in the collaboration of NHRC and it talks about the 

emerging dimensions of the trafficking including the love propaganda which is 
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running under the syndicate. The research laid bare the multi-dimensional nature of 

the problem, loopholes in the law, gaps in law enforcement, involvement of organized 

mafia and the agonies of the victims. It also revealed that India serves as a source, 

transit and destination where thousands of women and children are exploited day in 

and day out. It also reveals that an important feature of the trafficking is the network 

because it is an efficient coordination of what appears to be a fragmented process. The 

actors in the trafficking network collaborate and protect each other.
227

 

5. Status of Sex workers in India
228

 

This committee report has been submitted by various NGO‘s as stated in foot note-

120 to Government of India on 1
st
 April 2014. The main points of arguments are as 

follows- 

a) Avoid conflation of sex work with trafficking 

b) Decriminalise sex work and all related activities 

c) Ensure participation of sex workers in policy making 

d) Develop mechanisms to recognise and act against violence faced by women in sex 

work 

e) Strengthen sex workers‘ access to justice through NHRC
229

 

f) Implement Supreme Court recommendations on social entitlements, identification 

documents  

6) Report of the Adhoc committee of the Rajya sabha to study the alarming issue of 

pornography on social media and its effect on children and society as a whole
230

 

Observation of the committee at a glance- 

a) Necessary separate provisions need to be there in the IPC, IT, POSCO regarding 

pornography. 

b) Broaden the definition of Pornography specially child Pornography. 

c) Include Provisions on Cyber Grooming 

d) Prepare code of conduct for social media 

e) Amend IT act  

f) Require to broaden the duty of ISP for the strict monitoring of pornography.  
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g) Strict action if seeing obscene content. 

h) Mandatory app to be installed in all the internet connected device to monitor 

pornography specially child pornography 

i) Age verification and restricted to children or another minor group. 

j) Nationwide campaign  

k) Committee to keep a watch on social media. 

l) Guideline and training campaign all over the country. 

 

3.8  Role of international bodies on internet prostitution 

1. Report on women experience of abuse on Twitter
231

 

This is a research by amnesty international on online abuse of women. Violence and 

abuse against women on social media, including Twitter, includes a variety of 

experiences such as direct or indirect threats of physical or sexual violence, abuse 

targeting one or more aspects of a woman‘s identity targeted harassment, privacy 

violations such as doxing – i.e. uploading private identifying information publicly 

with the aim to cause alarm or distress, and the sharing of sexual or intimate images 

of a woman without her consent. Sometimes one or more forms of such violence and 

abuse will be used together as part of a coordinated attack against an individual which 

is often referred to as a pile-on. Individuals who engage in a pattern of targeted 

harassment against a person are often called trolls.
232

 

It is important to note that violence and abuse online can take place in many different 

contexts. In November 2017, Amnesty International commissioned an online 

poll with Ipsos MORI about women‘s experiences of abuse and harassment on social 

media platforms across eight countries including the USA and UK. 

The findings showed that nearly a quarter (23%) of the women surveyed across the 

eight countries said they had experienced online abuse or harassment at least once, 

including 21% of women polled in the UK and 1/3 (33%) of women polled in the US. 

In both countries, 59% of women who experienced abuse or harassment said the 

perpetrators were complete strangers.
233

 

Although most of the women interviewed for Amnesty International‘s research 

received violent and abusive tweets from strangers or people unknown to them, online 
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violence and abuse can also be used as a tactic by current or former intimate/domestic 

partners of women to control women and instil fear. A survey conducted by the US 

organization National Network to End Domestic Violence found that, 97 percent of 

domestic violence programs reported that abusers use technology to stalk, harass, 

and control victims. It also found that 86 percent of domestic violence programs 

reported that victims are harassed through social media. In the UK, research on 

domestic online abuse by domestic violence organization Women‘s Aid found that 

85% of respondents said the abuse they received online from a partner or ex-partner 

was part of a pattern of abuse they also experienced offline. Additionally, 50% of 

respondents stated that the online abuse they experienced also involved direct threats 

to them or someone they knew. Of the women polled by Amnesty International who 

experienced abuse or harassment on social media platforms, 18% of women in the UK 

and 23% of women in the US said that the perpetrators of the abuse were current or 

former partners.
234

 

 

2. Ending violence against women
235

 

This committee report has given a brief discussion about the violence against women 

including physical violence and cyber violence. This report has divided the its 

submission on 5 points or we can say that the 5 points the committee want to achieve 

in order to end the violence against women. 

a) Women access to justice, in which it was discussed that women should get extra 

rights in policy making of any government and especially when it comes to their 

rights. The legislation, the executive and judiciary have to give extra consideration to 

achieve the access to justice and there must be also free flow of justice to women. 

b) Marriage, family and property Rights, there must be an equal right in the marriage, 

property and family as par with the men. 

c) Ending violence against the women, the state has to play the important role in 

ending the violence against the state by their laws and enforcement agencies. 

d) Women in conflict with the laws, the state has to take special care to those laws 

which hampered the rights of the women. 
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e) Programming at the country level, every state has advised to programmed and 

combat the violence whether physical or online against women.     

 

3. Cyber Violence against women and Girls
236

 

The committee‘s suggestions are as follows- 

a) There need for the self-regulation, specially the gaming, digital and the 

pornography industry. 

b) Telecom and search engine should be responsible for the content. 

c) End up of violence in main stream media. 

d) An ‗open-source‘ approach to changing behaviours is needed with the help of an 

enlightened networked society. 

e) Need for social movements with the help of white collars people in the society 

includes bureaucrats, judges and others. 

 

4. Protection from Sexual Exploitation, Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment.
237

 

This report has been focused on the online and offline both types of harassments and 

especially considering the abuse in developing and developed nation because of the 

more internet availability in these nations. However, it has also discussed the failure 

of under developed nation to make the good laws for the internet abuse. The report 

has discussed that the state has to come upon with the stricter and stricter laws on this 

issues and state has to work in order to change the mentality of their citizens and the 

state has also have to work in order to educate their citizens through policies and their 

through campaigns in their respective countries. The report has clearly mentioned that 

the UNDP has zero tolerance level against sexual abuse it is whether in their office or 

outside world and the women available on the internet is not a material object to 

exploit. 

 

5. Countering sexual exploitation and sexual abuse online
238

 

This report has been presents by Economic and social council to the General assembly 

to attract the urgent attention on this matter, summarized as follows- 
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a) Urges member state to encourage public awareness. 

b) Urges member state to take legislative measures. 

c) Encourages member states to share the information on the women and child abuse 

with the UN and other nations. 

d) Encourage member states to involve government and private players. 

e) Further urges Member States to establish and implement public policies as well as 

proactively share information on best practices including on support programs for 

victims and the mainstreaming of a gender perspective, in order to protect and defend 

children from child sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, including online, and the 

non-consensual, exploitative circulation of material depicting victims.
239

 

f) Urges member state to support and encourages victims of sexual online abuse. 

g) Requests the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime to assist Member States, 

upon request. 

h) Invite member states to exchange the best practices, 

i) Encourage member states to demonstrate their good work in combating this 

problem on international forums. 

 

3.9 Conclusion 

The prostitution in India is always a centre of attraction in the society. In the Medieval 

period it was assumed that only high-class people can achieve this luxury but after the 

coming of the British and the establishment of the brothel homes by the British for 

their soldiers and gradually it is shifted to the common Indians, it was assumed that it 

is for any adults depending on the amount they paid. Now, with the entry of 

technology in the prostitution and its invasion by the internet in place of the physical 

prostitution, it has gone to the teenagers also. The prostitution in the online mode is 

safe, easily destroy evidence and of course it has less chance of arrest and 

humiliations. The most important part in the internet prostitution is that till now it has 

many jurisdictional issues which need to be settled. However, the government through 

their ordinances and through their committees has approached this issue but due to the 

lack of proper act in this regard, it is increasing with every passing of the days in the 

society. Although in India, there is a problem of a proper law in this regard but the 
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most important delinquent which in my regard India will face is the process of proper 

implementation to these laws in our society. The proper society is not made by their 

laws but by the process of proper implementations to the society and India is not an 

exception to this rule.   
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CHAPTER-4 

ONLINE PROSTITUTION- THE PLAYERS, ROLES AND 

LIABILITIES OF INTERMEDIARIES IN INDIA 

  

4.1 Introduction 

The role of intermediaries in connecting one device to another is not a new concept 

for the country like India. The best can be understood with the illustration of the 

postman, the postman is the person who delivers the letter or other relevant things 

from one person to another but he doesn‘t have any control over the content of the 

letters or the person who has send the letter and neither he modify the letters other 

than the fixed reimbursements in lieu of safe delivery of letters. Likewise, in the field 

of digital world the intermediaries mean through whom the information is passed and 

network enabled. The work of intermediaries is same as the work of postman; he is 

only the medium to deliver the information. He doesn‘t have the control over the 

content neither he modifies or change the content. Network service providers, internet 

service providers and hosting providers are all illustrations of the online or internet 

intermediaries. However, the things are not simple as it was illustrated in the example 

of postman. The intermediaries in the online forum play a very vital and dynamic role, 

which are as follows- 

a. Network operator- The work of network operator is to provide technical support for 

the broadcast of the information. 

b. Access providers- Providing access or entry to the internet. 

c. Search engines- online tools to search the websites. 

d. Host service providers- users rent the space of the websites to upload texts, graphics, 

sounds, bulletins and other contents.
240

 

With the growth of the internet the expanse of the media and online platform has been 

increased. The role and liabilities of the ISP
241

 has been increased to a great extent, 
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the self-proclaimed liability is that they will take necessary action to the illegal 

content and help in all possible ways to the state authorities to combat the situation. 

With the increasing online dependency and the role of the media in the society the ISP 

has started centralizing itself the best example can be understood that face book has 

been acquired Instagram and wats up also in the year 2014 and control the major 

portion of the world online content.
242

 

Today there is a healthy competition in almost every country regarding ISP but with 

the growth of the ISP market and the online users, it is also very difficult at the same 

time to control every information, which is going through their channels. The misuse 

of the data is very common in today‘s world, which leads to the violation of the third 

party rights sometimes in the form of copyrights, harassment calls, abuse to the 

women and many others which not only makes these service providers liable but also 

create the violation of the privacy contracts to the users and on the other side these 

service providers will be a real failure in controlling their channels content. 

In India the regulation of the intermediaries has been seen in various legislation other 

than the IT act,
243

 like the copyright act also discussed the role of the 

intermediaries.
244

 

There are also the guidelines from the Indian government which specifically 

determine the role and liabilities of the intermediaries
245

 and especially clause 33 of 

this said guideline, which specially provide the do lists to the intermediaries. The 

regime of the ISP in India is not up to the mark other than the few laws and the few 

landmark cases like Kamlesh Vaswani v Union of India, where websites operating 

child pornography were required to be restricted.
246

The enforcing policy of the agency 

is also very week and sometimes the issue of the subject based jurisdictions is also 

there that whether the particular case will come under IT act or under copyright act. 

The second problem which the legislation is facing is the role of intermediaries and 

fundamental rights like in the case of Shreya Singhal
247

case when the provisions of 

the IT act has become null and void because of the clash between Fundamental rights 
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and other laws and in that case fundamental rights should prevail. In the above-

mentioned case the question arises on the liabilities of the intermediaries that ISP 

should verify the content before publishing but it can‘t be possible because of the 

privacy policy with the customers and the mass viability of the content.  

The country like India is also facing the issue of technical advancement, the enforcing        

agency or the judges are not technically sound and feeling difficulties in determining 

the liabilities of the intermediaries. The problem lies in the content, the section 79 of 

IT act said that the liability of the intermediaries is restricted to the illegal content but 

in many cases, it is seen that the content when uploaded was legal in the very first 

nature but with the addition of the more content to the original content by the open 

chat or the outbreak about the original content it became illegal. The time has come 

that in order to restrict the online sexual offences we have to restrain the basic issues 

like fixing the liabilities of the ISP by making more restricted laws and more 

technologically advance judiciary and enforcement agency. The society has to also 

accept that this is a major issue with the future generation and this has to be addressed 

in a great detail with more caution and care. The present chapter talks about the role 

and liabilities of intermediaries in cyber-sex work, the present chapter also inclined in 

the direction of the structural prospects of executive bodies towards the implantation 

of data and communication in cyber space. The present chapter also talks about the 

implementation of approach of manila principles in India with special reference to 

Information Technology act 2000.  

 

4.2 Who are Intermediaries? 

The intermediaries can be understood in the context of the internet is the facilitator for 

the vast network of internet. The intermediaries are acting as a catalyst in the internet 

system between the internet and the service providers. The role of the service 

providers is not so clear, it can be understood in either of one or two ways like it 

provides channels for data travelling between internet hosts and customers. It can also 

refer to the Network service provider or the telecom services who provides the 

infrastructure for the internet services like optic-fibre, which is use to connect the 

internet between the public and the internet service.
248

 But in the larger sense the 

myriad online services which empower the end users to enlarge their efficiency of the 
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internet like face book, e-commerce, social networking sites, education, and 

entertainment to a name of few. My concern is the last one who is the real 

intermediaries of the public, their role and challenges.  

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in April 

2010 proposed that ―Internet intermediaries‖ be defined as follows:
249

 

 ―Internet intermediaries bring together or facilitate transactions between third parties 

on the Internet. They give access to, host, transmit and index content, products and 

services originated by third parties on the Internet or provide Internet-based services 

to third parties.‖ 

 The OECD has also identified few services like to fall under this category- 

a. Internet service providers 

b. Data Hosting and Web-hosting providers 

c. Search engines 

d. E-commerce, entertainment, education 

e. Internet payment systems 

f. Participative networking platforms like libraries.
250

 

However, if we talk about the Indian laws, then section-2(w) of IT act is the best 

definition of intermediaries. The act has defined the term Intermediaries in detail as- 

―Intermediary, with respect to any particular electronic records, means any person 

who on behalf of another person receives, stores or transmit records or provides any 

service with respect to that record and includes telecom service providers, network 

service providers, Internet service providers, web-hosting service providers, search 

engines, online payment sites, online-auction sites, online-market places and cyber 

cafes.‖
251

 

However, this is non-exhaustive and the section 2(w) also includes social media 

platforms, blogging platforms, message boards, consumer‘s reviews and many more. 

In other words, we can say that any ISP which provides any type of user generated 

content and large number of internet service provider then it will come under the 

definition of 2(w) of IT act 2000.
252
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There are basically two models through which liability lies on intermediaries, the first 

is the strict liability on the platform providers like in China, the platform providers are 

responsible for the whole content irrespective of the editorial content. The 

intermediaries are liable to filter all contents which are going on internet. However, 

countries like India doesn‘t host such liability, the intermediaries are only liable for 

the illegal content which is illegal from the very beginning and if the intermediaries 

have not the full editorial control then after receiving complaint if the action is not 

taken from the side of the intermediaries then only, he is liable. According to these 

divergent models, ―Internet Intermediaries: Dilemma of Liability‖ has come up with 

three models.
253

 These are as follows- 

 

a. The strict liability model- The intermediaries are strictly liable for user generated 

content; they have to keep the remote access of the editorial content. They can‘t free 

from their liability of illegal content by only saying that they have not written the 

content. The intermediaries are strictly liable for all the illegal content on internet 

which had passed through his channel they are strictly liable and they have strict duty 

to keep an eye on the content. They can‘t differ from their duty; otherwise they can 

face the consequences like withdrawal of their working license or the penalty in some 

grave cases. In this type of the model the liability is of 100% and the platform 

providers can‘t deny any liability of any of his content. This is like absolute liability; 

you have to check and edit every content before it goes viral and to the access to the 

general public. The countries like China and Thailand is the best example for this type 

of practice.
254

 

 

b. The safe harbor model- The safe harbor model gives the immunity to the 

transmitters; they are only liable for the illegal content and that too when they called 

upon to remove the content and if they removed the content, they are not liable. This 

is a type of conditional liability on them. In this type of the system only the immediate 

host intermediaries are liable not the service providers for illegal contents. It is also 

called ‗notice and take down‘ process, in which a notice has been received and the 
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content is legally taken down from the website. The government gives reasonable 

time to take away the content from the website and if this process follows then there 

will be no charges or consequences against the host intermediaries but if not taken 

down in the prescribed time then the intermediaries may have to face consequences 

like cancellation of license or compensation. In this model the intermediaries are also 

encouraged to use the self-filter mode to bifurcate the illegal contents. The E.U and 

India is the best example for this type of model practices. This model is further 

divided into vertical and horizontal model. In the vertical model, the liability of the 

intermediaries has been defined according to the content in subject. The horizontal 

model, in which the liability of the intermediaries has been determined according to 

the function he is performing in distributing the content.
255

 

 

c. The broad immunity model- This model gives the intermediaries every immunity 

and not make liable for any type of illegal content. The broad immunity model lays 

that the intermediaries are the only service providers of the internet they only act on 

behalf of their customers and doesn‘t have any type of command over the content of 

the unlawful content and this model also doesn‘t levied any type of duty over the 

intermediaries for the monitor of the unlawful content. The United states of America 

are the best example for this.
256

 

Irrespective of the model whether intermediaries are liable or not but one thing any 

nation can expect in this regard is that when asked to crack down the illegal content 

the intermediaries will do that and, in that time, they will not think of their revenues. 

Google‘s transparency reports show that there has been a sharp increase in the number 

of content takedown requests received from governments in recent times. While 

Google received 1,031 such requests in the second-half of 2009, this number climbed 

to 15,961 in the second half of 2016, representing a fifteen-fold increase
257

 

The most and foremost problem lies in this regard is the freedom of speech and 

expression which is the basic fundamental rights of any country and in order to make 

a balance between the illegal content and the fundamental rights the states authority 

and the intermediaries has to work side by side.         
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4.3 The provisions, role and liabilities of intermediary’s in India 

India has changed many laws in IT act and in the IPC also due to the model law on 

electronic commerce issued by the United Nation commission in which India is the 

signatory member. The motive of the UN is to fasten the growth of International 

Trade within the entire globe.
258

 The Provisions like 2(w) and 79 has explained the 

intermediaries but actual meaning and role, liabilities are fixed in the year 2008, when 

the IT amendment act 2008 has been passed. The Avinash Bajaj vs. States
259

 is the 

most famous case in the regard of Indian online prostitution and due to this case, 

intermediaries get immunity and widening the protection of intermediaries and the 

guidelines passed in 2013. Mr. Bajaj was the director of bajeej.com
260

 at that time; it 

is an online selling portal which generally sells households and electronic goods. One 

MMS clip was listed on the website (e-commerce website) for sale, which contain 

sexually explicit content, especially meant for Adult person, over 18 years of age. For 

keeping and selling of the sexual content on the website the Managing Director of the 

Bazee.com Avinash Bajaj was arrested under IT act and under IPC for promoting 

obscenity. In this case Mr. Bajaj was personally liable to sell the sexual content on the 

website under 67 of IT act.  

The High Court in this regard stated that the Managing Director is liable for the act as 

they might use some filter to prove that the they have used all the means to dis allow 

the content and he is not negligent in his act. Mr. Bajaj has appealed to Supreme 

Court in 2012 against the High court decision and S.C clearly stated that the 

Managing Director is not liable until the company is a party to this case. The court has 

disallowed the proceeding and rejected the plea by stating that the vicarious liability 

doesn‘t arise as the accused company is not a party to the case, and reject the petition 

subsequently.   

After this case, the scope of the act has been enlarged and basically the definition and 

the scope of intermediary. The IT act has enlarged the scope from intermediaries to 

the service providers and to all service providers including telecom sectors, search 

engines, market places like cyber cafes.
261

It also widened the safe-harbour protection 

given to these intermediaries under Section 79 from only network service providers to 
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all intermediaries and protected intermediaries from all unlawful acts rather than 

offences and contraventions covered under the IT Act itself.
262

 

However, the protection is only available to those intermediaries who are only giving 

the access to the internet system to the common people and the information which is 

shared on internet will be provided by the third party and neither the intermediaries 

has initiated the information or nor he has right to control any information. In short if 

he can‘t change or modify the information then only any intermediaries can claim 

benefit in the IT act 2000. The most important and crucial aspect of this protection is 

that it is available to those intermediaries who- 

a. Observe due diligence and not ignorant in their act. 

b. Follow all the guidelines of the central government in this regard 

c. Not add, induce or conspire the unlawful act or neither help in uploading the illegal 

content 

d. After actual knowledge of the unlawful act, the unlawful content must be structed 

down from the websites. 

The Government is very much clear in his approach and rightly stated in the IT act by 

2008 amendment. After the amendment of 2008 IT act, Government of India on 

11
th
April 2011 issued an intermediary‘s guideline, in which all intermediaries have to 

follow the rules for the safe harboring.
263

 

a. Publishing of privacy policy and user agreement and other guidelines. 

b. Terms and condition must specify the obstruction of those contents which are harmful 

for society, minors, infringement of copyrights.  

c. Strict notice and take down process must be there and must specify. 

d. Help to the Government agency in case of emergency. 

e. Appointment and notification of grievance officers.  

On 24th December, 2018, Ministry of information Technology released the Draft 

Information Technology Intermediaries Guidelines (Amendment) Rules, 2018 (―the 

Draft Rules‖) to amend the existing Intermediaries Guidelines. These Draft Rules 

sought to introduce requirements on intermediaries like - tracing out of originator of 

information for assistance to law enforcement, deployment of automated tools for 
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proactive filtering of unlawful content, takedown of illegal content within 24-hours, 

and mandatory incorporation of companies having 5 million + users in India.
264

 

Other than this the most important provisions of the draft are the traceability 

requirement
265

 in which it is the duty of the intermediaries to trace the originator of 

the message when asked or required by the Government agency. This is basically end 

to end encrypted services which are very common in watsup and facebook now a 

days. However, in the case of K.S Puthusamy vs Union of India
266

, this move has 

been criticized and Privacy has been made as a fundamental Right. The second 

important aspect is the proactive filtering tool
267

, the intermediaries can deploy a 

proactive filtering tools which filter the illegal content of the customers, the role of 

the intermediaries is neutral and to keep out of himself from the discussion. The 

intermediaries have only role of mediator between the internet users and the 

government agency. 

The second and the most important case of the intermediary‘s liability is the Shreya 

Singhal case
268

, in this case a number of provisions of the IT Act were challenged - 

Section 66A (punishment for sending offensive messages), 69A (power to block 

websites) and 79 (safe-harbour provision) for severely affecting the fundamental right 

of free speech and expression as guaranteed under Article 19(1) (a) of the 

Constitution of India.
269

This case has been strut down the section 66A, as it oppose 

the primary fundamental right that is Freedom of Speech and expression in Article-

19(a) of the constitution of India.  

This is the first case in which the court has spoken about the freedom of speech and 

expression of Indian citizens on internet. However, on the part of the intermediaries, 

the court has interpreted the term ―Actual Knowledge‖ in which the S.C had stated 

that there must be actual knowledge to the intermediaries of the illegal content and the 

order must receive from the government authority or the court to struck down the 

illegal content and this limitation must be restricted towards article 19(2) of the 

constitution. Other than this all the guidelines and the due diligence policy, privacy 

policy (as discussed above) will be remain same.   
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The intermediary‘s liability is primarily governed by the IT act in act section-79 as 

discussed above. However, the copyright act 1957 is also the act in India whose 

provisions broaden the scope of the intermediary‘s liability.
270

 The section specifies 

that the technical process used for the storage or the transmission of the public is not 

an infringement of copyright and providing links and storage of any public shows or 

anything which is not barred by the right holders will not come under the 

infringement of the copyright. However, in the Shreya Singhal case the court had 

given higher obligation to the intermediaries for the IP act in uploading and taking 

down the content by the order of the court or by any state agency. The intermediary‘s 

guidelines also specify that every intermediary shall notify and discourage their user 

to upload those contents which are in contradiction with any IP act.  

However, still the laws in India are not very much clear about the intermediary‘s 

liability in India. The intermediaries in India is busy with taking complains about the 

content and the requirement to take it down is really not in a process. The big players 

of the digital world like face book, twitter, you tube use automatic filters which 

definitely harm the freedom of speech and expression of Indian citizens in digital 

world. The work of these automatic filters is to catch the key words like Bomb, 

Religion, Private body parts etc. The court has not only tried to determine the role but 

also tried to mark the liabilities by saying that the intermediaries can‘t only judge the 

content that whether it is legal or illegal but it has also a duty to send notices and take 

down the contents.
271

 

In a recent draft policy document issued by the Department for Promotion of Industry 

and Internal Trade, the government has raised issues around the liability of e-

commerce platforms for counterfeit and pirated products. The draft policy has 

recommended that if the trade mark owners require, e-commerce platforms shall not 

list their products without prior consent. On the copyright front, the draft policy has 

recommended that, ―Intermediaries shall put in place measures to prevent online 

dissemination of pirated content.‖
272

 

There is a growing need that intermediaries should became more liable is very much 

evident from the content of the draft. The Government of India knows that the future 
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of India is very much based on the digital world and the digital world must be safe 

and viable for every citizen.  With the growing business of these intermediaries, the 

duty of social responsibility has also been increased towards those customers who are 

loyal to their connections and the liability also goes to the country as a whole. 

Another very much requirement of the states is that the authenticity and geniuses must 

flow from the intermediary‘s pipeline. So, in order to mature these requirements more 

harsh and tough laws need to be there.
273

 

Today is the world of information and in this world of information, most of the 

information is available on the internet and every person who is working in building 

the world economy is dependent on the internet information. Generally, states don‘t 

compromise with that information and to make it genuine and flow from proper 

pipeline, states need to implement more responsibility on the intermediaries. 

However, the states are doing its best from time to time in order to make more viable 

and the courts are also playing important role with numbers of renowned judgments 

like in the case of Google vs. Vishaka case,
274

 

In 2009, vishakha on asbestos manufacturing company filed a criminal defamation 

case against the ban Asbestos Network India (BANI) and on Google. The vishakha 

company has alleged that the Bani Company has posted a blog owned by the Bani on 

criticism of the company which will harm the reputation of the company in the market 

and the Google is also made a party to this case because the Google is the host 

website on which the post has been transmitted. The Google then moved to the 

Andhra Pradesh High court and contended that he enjoyed the safe harbor protection 

under section -79 of the IT act. The Google further contended that the Google is only 

the service provider only, he is not the content writer or he doesn‘t have any editing 

rights, so can‘t be held liable.  

The Andhra Pradesh has rejected the contention of the Google and said that the 

intermediaries has liability to take down the content if it brings to them through 

proper channel and in this case the petitioner has bring the matter to the Google and 

Google failed to curtailed down the illegal content, so hence held liable. The Supreme 

Court on 11
th

 December, 2019 had decided that the Google can‘t take a plea of section 

79 because the case is of 2009 and it is not applied on 2009 case and specially the 
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defamation case. The Supreme Court had ordered the magistrate of the district court 

to inquire the matter and go ahead with the case of defamation on Google and decide 

the case.  

In the Kent Ro case, the Supreme Court has rightly used the section 79 of the IT act 

and give the immunity to eBay company which is only a third party who publish the 

content and doesn‘t have any right over the publication and modification. 
275

 

In the case of My spaceInc,
276

this case is important from a copyright perspective as 

the division bench of the Delhi High Court in this matter reversed a single judge 

decision holding Myspace liable for copyright infringement. The division bench held 

that if intermediaries are tasked with the responsibility of identifying illegal content, it 

could have a chilling effect on free speech. The court had clearly stated that the 

intermediaries has the duty to take down the content once complaint by the authority 

or by the court or any other relevant party and it is now the intermediaries to show 

that the complaint is not up to the mark to take down the complaint otherwise the 

intermediaries will lose the rights of the safe harbour.  

The section-79 of the IT has given the save harbor protection to the intermediaries 

against the content of third party. The content has been only taken down by the order 

of the court or by the order of governmental agency, however from time to time 

number of cases has been filled in S.C as well as H.C to enlarge the scope of the 

intermediaries. The Supreme Court has widened the scope of intermediaries to a very 

minor level with introducing the term of proactive monitoring of content, and Right to 

be forgotten.  

In the case of Kamlesh Vaswani vs union of India
277

the PIL is filled by the Indore 

based advocate against the sexual content on the internet and against the pornography. 

The section 66,67,69,72,75,79,80 and 85 are argued to declare unconstitutional as 

they are failed to restrict the pornography on the internet. The petitioner also 

demanded to declare watching of porn as a non- bailable crime and draft a national 

plan and a task force to tackle the distribution and watching of the porn.  

The petitioner had also argued to enlarge the role of the intermediaries as they are 

failed to filter the pornographic content. The S.C in this case has ordered the ministry 

to restrict the pornographic content which have child content or Rape content or any 
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other content which harm the sexual or natural rights of the women. Interestingly 857 

pornographic sites have been removed by the government of India. The S.C had in 

this regard said that whatever citizens do in their four walls is not the look out of the 

authority but the more harmful porn like child pornography need to be restricted and 

the intermediaries has self-proclaimed duty to proactively monitor content as like 

everything should not be explained in this dynamic world of technology, where 

technology chances on a daily basis and every intermediaries has to use this content in 

order to claim the harbour right under section-79 of the IT act.   

The right to be forgotten means the right of any person to erase from the internet. This 

is basically a civil right enlarged its scope from the Right to Privacy. The right to be 

forgotten gives the right to demand from the intermediaries to delete the personal 

content vis a vis personal information from the internet.  This right has been emerged 

in E.U and Germany in the year 2006 and followed till then. India has not accepted 

this law officially till now, however the draft of Protection of Data Bill 2018, cover 

this act but it is still a bill and has not able to pass from the parliament.  

The first case in this regard is Laksha vir Singh vs Union of India & others, the 

petitioner has claimed that the criminal case which is going between their family and 

their wife always show in the Google search engine which hampers their social as 

well as professional life which includes the employment opportunity. So, the 

petitioner has contended to restrict the information of the case from the website. The 

H.C of Delhi has passed the decision in the favour of the petitioner in the year 2017 

but the case is still pending and need to be immediate attention. 

 

4.4 The manila Principle and its approach 

On the internet every communication can be made by the intermediaries only. All the 

social networking websites like Face book, Twitter, Instagram can be only done by 

the intermediaries. The policy which governs the right of the intermediaries will also 

impact on the rights of the customers like freedom of speech, freedom of privacy, 

freedom of expression. In order to protect these rights and safeguard the policies and 

giving a rightful platform to the intermediaries, a stakeholder conference has been 

called by coalition of the civil society organisation, internet rights activists in Manila 

in May 2015 to discuss the rights in liabilities of the intermediaries and specially in 

the work of 3
rd

 party, where the intermediaries have no control over the content. The 
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Main Object of conducting Manila principle is to make a harmonious relation between 

intermediaries and the government and make an ideal law which is friendlier for both 

states as well as intermediaries.
278

 

The Main Purpose of the Manila Principles is to encourage the development of inter-

operable and harmonized liability regimes that can promote innovation while 

respecting users‘ rights in line with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the United Nations Guiding 

Principles on Business and Human Rights.
279

 

The six broad principles are as follows. 

 (1) Intermediaries should be shielded by law from liability for third-party content.  

(2) Content must not be required to be restricted without an order by a judicial 

authority.  

(3) Requests for restriction of content must be clear, be unambiguous, and follow due 

process. 

(4) Laws and content restriction orders and practices must comply with the tests of 

necessity and proportionality.  

(5) Laws and content restriction policies and practices must respect due process.  

(6) Transparency and accountability must be built in to laws and content restriction 

policies and practices.
280

 

In India by introducing section 79 in IT act the first principle has been complied that 

intermediaries are not liable for third party content. However, the immunity in law to 

the intermediaries is conditional and dependent on the policy of a nation. Yet the 

immunity never the less is provided in one or different ways to these intermediaries.  

The second principle that the content is not removed until the permission from the 

court, this principle has also been cherished in India and after the ShreyaSinghal case, 

the intermediaries is no more liable to take down the content on the request of any 

third party. The content is only taken down either by the order of the judiciary or by 

the action of the executives. The previous principle of blaming the intermediaries for 

third party content is no more in a motion and government has also understood that 

the liability on intermediaries is indirectly liability on the citizens pertaining to the 
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digital rights. The intermediaries are no more liable from the 3
rd

 party notice for the 

content and the court had also freed the intermediaries to make his mind for removal 

of the content.  

The 3
rd

 principle that is order for restriction on data is clear, unambiguous and follow 

due process of law, the Indian system is also in support of the 3
rd

 principle and 

judiciary and executive who give an order for the content removal issue an order in 

writing with proper content, laws in contravention with content and the content at 

what extent be need to be removed.  

The 4
th

 principle that is necessity and proportionality must comply within its laws, 

content restrictions and its practice, the Indian system is not much comply with this 

principle because it is always seen that the Indian Judiciary system has been ordered 

the restriction of websites on a large number. It is very obvious that these 

investigations have not been done properly before closing of these websites and on 

the basis of similarity these websites have been closed. Like in the case of the 

Kamlesh Vaswani vs union of India
281

total 897 websites has been locked down by the 

government of India in which most of the websites are not actually the porn websites 

but they are selling adult products or registered massage parlours in which only few 

contents are sexually motivated on the websites, which may be actually need not to be 

struck down totally are need to be struck down totally but the government had struck 

down the whole  website and the matter became even worse if it is for the 

infringement of the IP laws, most of the time it has been seen that the court became 

biased and there is only need to change the language of the content or to punish the 

original author but court order to struck down the whole websites. The taking down 

the websites became so popular in Judiciary that it originally discourages the literary 

invention in the society and the decisions are also arbitrary in nature. 

The fifth principle that is the law and restriction policies must respect the due process 

of law; this principle is also not followed by Indian legislature up to the mark, because 

the content developers or the other party has not given opportunity to justify his 

content. The principle of Natural Justice has not been followed properly and the 

struck down of the content and fines are quickly levied by the court and the situation 

is getting worse when the matter is of infringement of IPR laws. 
282
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The final principle that transparency and accountability will be maintained, this 

principle has also doesn‘t found place in the Indian laws, especially under section 69A 

of the IT act. The government never disclose the reasons, action taken, and URL‘s 

struck down, who is the complainant or any other information regarding this.  The 

request under RTI act also failed because of the confidentiality clause and the section 

69A directly said that the information receives from the central government, which 

doesn‘t have any source. 
283

 

India has improved a lot in the technology system in recent 10 years and with its 

services and with its laws and regulations but with every improvement comes with the 

liability, liability of content and the infringements of digital rights. No, doubt India 

has improved their laws and judiciary system in order to combat the issues but the 

physical rights are none the less important than the digital rights. So, in order to 

became a rightful democracy, India need to sustain hundred percentages of freedom 

and rights guaranteed to its citizens. India has improved due to the manila Principle 

but it required more attention towards the principle to raise the role of intermediaries. 

The content, intermediaries, government are the three pillars of the internet and 

everyone should need to be in a respectable state. The role of government is more 

because they are the state actors. So, the government has to achieve the manila 

principle in near future to increase the role of the intermediaries on internet for safe 

and prosperous digital world. 

 

4.5 Intermediaries liability and Sexual offences against women in 

Digital world Vis-a-vis online prostitution 

The online crime and the intermediary‘s liability are always in a debate because of its 

changing structure with the changing technology. The intermediaries are generally 

referred as the internet service providers or the content providers. Section-79 of the IT 

act has given certain immunity to the intermediaries in India, when the intermediaries 

have no control over the content. However, the intermediary‘s liability is not 

restricted to this only because they are the main content transfer unit and the option of 

last resort lies to them only. Their role is always in the term of debate and especially 

when it comes to violence against women. The internet is always a tussle field for the 

expression and private rights. However, it needs to be balanced and there must be a 
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harmonious balance between bad content and the rights infringed in order to bring a 

healthy social media atmosphere in a country.
284

 

There are generally two types of intermediary‘s regime in the intermediary‘s liability. 

First the safe harbour policy that is followed widely in countries like India and EU 

countries, in which the intermediaries are not liable for the unknown content or those 

content which he is not an author or he doesn‘t have any right to change or modify. 

The another one is the strict liability which is basically followed by China and 

Thailand, which lead to the contributory liability of the intermediaries with the author, 

this includes heavy censorship and content blocking which unjustified verges the 

rights of expression of the citizens. Both mode of liability has its own pros and cons, 

no mode is perfect and the best way is to change the mode according to the need and 

situation of the society because of the ultra-dynamic nature of the digital world.  

In short if we classified the intermediary‘s regime then we get these three 

approaches
285

- 

1. The internet intermediaries need to take down the content only on the request of the 

judicial body and on the request of the proper executive body (India and Chile) 

2. The intermediaries and the user have the vast responsibility this is called the notice 

and take down regime in which the notice has been given by the user and the content 

must be taken down by the intermediaries if the nature of the content is violence, 

sexual, harassment or if it infringes any state laws.(U.S.A)
286

 

3. The third approach is the notice to notice approach in which, if any notice has been 

received from any users and that notice must be send to the writer of the content and 

if any suitable answer doesn‘t received from the author like why the content should 

not be taken down from the internet, then the content has been struck down by the 

intermediaries. However, this process takes times but follow the principle of natural 

justice which is also the very basis of the Manila Principle as discussed above. (New- 

Zealand). 

India has adopted the Safe harbour technique, which provides immunity to the 

intermediaries, especially in section-79(3) (b), It talks about the actual Knowledge of 

the content, order from the judicial authority or any administrative authority and if 

any intermediaries fails to comply with this then only he is punished under the 
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intermediaries liability, actually this is the exceptional clause to the intermediaries and 

the term actual knowledge is also discussed in the Shreya Singhal case.
287

 

The two important aspects- 

1. The struck down of sec-66(A) of the IT act struck down because of the violation of 

basic fundamental rights like Freedom of speech and expression in digital world. 

2. The intermediaries should act on the unlawful piece of the content
288

 only on the 

advice of proper judicial and executive orders 

These two-obiter dictums have been come from the above -mentioned case. 

The cases of VAW
289

 is very much misogynistic in nature in the digital world, the 

most popular social media platform that is face book has allowed a number of pages 

like sexy girls, fun for men, I wanted sex, virgin girls etc. which is degrading the 

status of women in the society but they usually block those pictures which have boobs 

feeding by a mother to his child or women giving birth to a child which are very 

natural in the nature. So, we can say that they are very arbitrary and illogical approach 

of nature in this regard. Another issue is the privacy policy the trolley knows that the 

face book will never reveal their identity because of the privacy policy between them 

and the face book. However, this is the situation with more or less every online social 

media platform including Instagram and Twitter.
290

 

Basically in India it has been seen that the user of these social media platform only 

knows the basic things like sharing pictures, chatting but they didn‘t follow or know 

about the licences, user guide to handle the prescribed social media platform or 

specially what to do in the crisis whom to approach and report in the social media 

websites. The problem doesn‘t end here, the users of the country like India also faces 

the linguistic problem. Language is the barrier for them to solve the disputes relating 

to the social media. The 77% of the male total population in India uses the face book 

and total literacy rate in India in March 2020 is 72% including women. So, number 
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speaks for itself.
291

 The method of complaint solving by these social media platforms 

are also not open to anyone and it was also claimed sometimes that they are biased 

towards those accounts who shares the most posts and advertisements on the social 

media and suspend those accounts on a very severe charges only and sometimes make 

delay in problem solving in order to avoid the problem. 

The research has shown that where the liabilities to curtailed down the content is on 

courts basically; the violation of the legal content is more in the country and it is 

obvious that in strutting down the content the state will take more time because of the 

nature of the court procedure and specially in India. On one hand the intermediaries 

like face book, twitter, you tube has been encouraged to perform the Zero tolerance 

level over the illegal content by the U.N guiding principles on Human Rights and 

Business. 
292

But one the other hand these social media platforms which are the most 

important connecting platform in society will run their business on the basic of profit 

and lost and least concerned about the unlawful content. However, there is another 

method required to make a submission between zero tolerance and profitability of 

these social media. The states like New Zealand has adopted the third approach like 

assigning the arbitration body to limits the work of the intermediaries and see the 

unlawful content and specially related to the sexual offences against women and 

online prostitution. The intermediaries if found any complain about the content can 

ask a report from the author in this regard within 48 hours that why your content 

should not struck down on internet and if the permission is given by the author then 

only the content is struct down, in this case the complainant has to go to the judicial 

arbitrator who is specially assign to see this type of case. If the author has not reply 

within the prescribe time that is 48 hours then the case is transferred to arbitrator only 

and he is the last authority to decide whether the content will sustain or struck down. 

However, this method is also not very much approachable and good in the context and 

doesn‘t help much to restrict the unlawful content. 
293

 

The debate is still a valid and open for discussion that which method will be used or 

which method will not be used but one thing which is very much clear is that the role 

of society, intermediaries and government are very important in this regard. None of 
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the role is less than anyone. If we want to attempt this problem then the approach of 

all three will have to be change together. The society has to take the very first crime 

like abusing online very seriously from the very beginning, the authority has to take 

stalking and other online crime as a real-life crime then only there will be change 

towards a better generation.  

It is true that the liability of the non-states actors like intermediaries has not been 

defined anywhere properly and specially in India but it is also true that their actions 

are very much important for society. The states actors like the police authorities 

whose actions has been cleared defined but it is also true that they don‘t take this as a 

serious offence. The police authority has to take this a serious offence and specially 

the VAW offences as par with the real-world offences. Despite of the many trainings 

and the awareness camps by different NGO‘s and other organisations the police 

authorities are still indulged in the victim blaming game. The making of the special 

cyber cell has not sufficed the matter up to the mark and the meaning of consent in the 

digital world has been changed completely. 

In the 2019 study, Violence Online in India, out of the 500 respondents interviewed 

about their experiences of online VAW, 1/3 reported that they had approached the 

police. Among those who went to the police, 38% expressed the view that ―they were 

not at all helpful‖ and over half (52 percent) said that officials do not take complaints 

of online harassment seriously. 
294

 

However, the small steps like in 2014, the National women commission has advised 

the government for the necessary recruitment of the women in the cyber cell and the 

cyber cell will function under the home ministry both the recommendation has been 

taken by the government but these changes had barely make any differences in the 

cases of the online harassment and the cyber prostitution. The exploitation of a girl or 

women in the online platform has been increasing every day and it is also very 

evident that these steps are not very helpful. So, there are two important changes 

which need to be done in this regard are as follows- 

(1) The Police Complaints Authority must function more effectively to be able to 

address complaints of police in action. A Police Complaints Authority needs to be set 
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up in every state, an agenda that is long pending, despite the decade-old Supreme 

Court order mandating this. 
295

 

(2) Police and Cyber Cell officers who fail to take cognizance of incidents of 

technology-mediated VAW brought to their notice must be penalized.
296

 

It is also mandatory by the Ministry of Child and Women to make a separate 

adjudicating body with all the powers of the Judiciary body to specially tackle the 

technology matters, specially pertaining to the offences against women on internet 

with special power to take suo-moto action. In India, the intermediaries have been 

understood in two ways, the first one is the Network, which provides access to the 

internet and the other one is the 3
rd

 party content provider like Google, who doesn‘t 

have the control over the content but only transmit the 3
rd

 party content to the 

customers. The internet and the role of the intermediaries are changing their 

perspective every day and the amendment which is more than 9-year-old can‘t suffice 

every need of the dynamic society in India. One fit formula for any problem of the 

society is the main approach of any legislation but here the problem is different 

because of the everyday technological advancement in the country. The notice and 

take down approach might suit the other digital issues but the online prostitution 

issues specially child prostitution doesn‘t suit the notice and take down approach. 

There must be removal when uploaded, approach only suits the assigned problem and 

for this the intermediaries have to be more cautions in his liability and must use better 

content filter approach. This problem needs a better attention in more positive and 

abrupt way because of its serious nature. The Facebook or the Google when invented 

they were acting as the mere content translator but with passing of times, they are now 

the main caretakers against the government to express the fundamental right of 

Speech and Expression and many more. 

There are the different stages of players on the internet, on the first stage, the big 

companies like Amazon, Apple, Google, Face book and on the second labels the 

dating websites like tinder‘s and some small online grocery or Pay tm and so on.  

The law always prefers to approach one problem with a single act but the liability has 

been changing on the different levels, more customers more liability approach. Like in 
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India 76% of the total youth population is on Facebook. So, the liabilities and duty of 

Facebook is far more than the different other small websites. However, this approach 

is difficult to follow in the context of state in India but in present situation. There is no 

other option to tackle the same problem and in somewhere or other, the ISP has to 

also understand the concern of state and profit maximization has to compromise on 

some point. 

The online prostitution in India and specially the child prostitution is no doubt the 

most emerging exploitation in India and most heinous in nature. The most important 

aspects in this regard is that the government should not interfere under the 4 walls of 

the house but to make the good moral of the society and well-being of the others this 

has to be done somehow with good approach. The right and well-being of the 

vulnerable class of the society is the out most priority of any nation and India is not an 

exception to this. However, watching pornography in private is not an unlawful 

offence, except the child pornography. Basically, publishing and transmitting the 

obscene material in electronic form is punishable offence. 
297

 

Child Pornography is an extent where there is a need of special attention and no doubt 

the government as well as the social media websites has given a special attention to 

filter the website with these types of content. Google has spoken about how they have 

been using machine learning algorithms to block 40% of such content and Microsoft 

is also working on a similar process. 
298

 Some of disbelieve is that the social media 

companies based on the foreign land is liability of that land only but this is not the 

reality. The companies should act according to the laws of the land in which it is 

working.  

The recent trend in the media is completely different in the world. The media is 

divided into traditional media and the new media. The traditional media is still 

playing the blame game in between the intermediaries but the new media has started 

changing their content according to the need and substances and making use of the 

content filter mechanism to filter the illegal content on the social media platform. 

Taking the example of the rape victims and the sexual harassment victims, there is a 

special need to be taken care of like in the case of the Katua rape 2018, the High 
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Court of Delhi had given notice to both twitter and the Facebook for disclosing the 

details of the case, which will ultimately hamper the victim in getting justice. 

Further and most important question which arises is that what these intermediaries do 

to prevent the online prostitution and what are his liabilities.  

Registration and other obligations of Internet service providers  

(1) Every Internet service provider shall  

(a) Register with the Board in the manner prescribed by regulations made under this 

Act; 
299

 

(b) Take all reasonable steps to prevent the use of their services for the hosting or 

distribution of advertisement of prostitution and pornography and precisely the child 

pornography.  

(2) If an Internet service provider has knowledge that its services are being used for 

the hosting or distribution of illegal content, such Internet service provider shall 
300

 

(a) Take all reasonable steps to prevent access to the illegal content by any person;  

(b) report the presence thereof, as well as the particulars of the person maintaining or 

hosting or distributing or in any manner contributing to such Internet address, to a 

police official; and  

(c) Take all reasonable steps to preserve such evidence for purposes of investigation 

and prosecution by the relevant authorities. 
301

 

(3) An Internet service provider shall, upon request by the authority shall, furnish the 

particulars of users who gained or attempted to gain access to an Internet address that 

contains child pornography.  

(4) Any person who fails to comply with the provisions of this section shall be guilty 

of an offence."
302

 

The liability of the intermediaries is needed to be monitored very carefully because of 

the nature of the content and the haste to which the content is circulated among the 

social media account holders. Uploaded, downloaded and at a mass rate, it is 

impossible to control the data and filter the illegal content. Another problem with the 
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intermediaries is that the content is at the most of the time come with the private files 

or with some very confidential documents which are very private in nature. Say for 

example it is not possible for the intermediaries to check every one‘s emails. It is 

morally and ethically not corrected as well as it infringes the fundamental rights of the 

privacy. However, the S.C in Shreya Singhal case has given reasonable steps to be 

followed by the intermediaries in case of the illegal content.  

One more issue is there with the government that is the issue of the Jurisdiction, the 

internet is a border less concept, so it is very difficult for the government to identify 

that when the crime has been committed and what will be the proper law which 

applies on the crime. It is also not possible many a times to say that where and when 

the crime has been committed. The virtual surface is always used by the criminals. 

The concept of online brothel is very famous in which the materials are uploaded 

from any other country and the real girls are provided in some other country and the 

process became even more confusing when the country in whose the content is 

uploaded has the policy of legalisation of the prostitution then the matter became very 

tough for the intermediaries as well as government to identify and punish the 

offenders. Another question arises in the same context is that if some foreign citizens 

has uploaded the content in some other foreign servers but maintained in India then 

who would be liable and whom to be punished and under whose country‘s laws. 

The technologies are very dynamic in nature, they change its dimensions from one to 

another every day and with changing technology the society is also changing. The 90; 

s kids were fascinated by television but now a days the kids are not gratified with the 

smartphones. The 10-year boy/girl knows much more about technology then his 40-

year father. The role of the state as a government has been increased to a great extent 

because of the changing moral values; the state has to keep the pace of society in a 

positive way by changing the laws which specially pertained to the moral laws 

without interfering in the privacy rights of their citizens.
303

  It is very clear now that 

the crimes such as rapes, outraging the girl‘s modesty and other types of crimes be 

committed not only by physical means but also on the virtual world. It was previously 

understood that these types of crimes which are mentioned above required the 

physical contact but a boy and girls can be humiliated by anyone in his private chat 

room and this too is equally dangerous, because it hampers the minds of the child and 
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make him anxiety patient and less confident person.
304

 These things are very common 

in these cases and the situation even get worse, when the parents doesn‘t feel the 

seriousness of the crime because of their generation gap and many a time it has seen 

in many of the cases that the police authority has also not taken the matter very 

seriously and make fun of the incident, they also denied to lodged an F.I.R sometimes.   

Presently in India the intermediaries are not purely liable because they are not 

considered as the writer of the content but on the other hand, we also can‘t deny that 

the content is increasing every day. The contents are increasing with a rapid rate 

which not only hampered the ethical and moral values of the Indian society but also 

hampered the generation to come. So, the government has to think about some solid 

rock stand solution for this problem. The government has to make a balance between 

the freedom of speech expression, privacy and the illegal content. However, the 

problem is big and everyone including parents, intermediaries, government and other 

non-states actors would have to unite and fight with this problem in order to save our 

next generations.  

It is also interesting to note here that, the sex workers had hard hit by the Covid-19 

pandamics in India, Sex workers are among the world's most marginalised and 

downtrodden people, and because of the stigma attached to their line of work, they are 

forced to live outside the law. The vulnerable group of sex workers is neglected in the 

COVID-19 reaction, particularly in the COVID-19 vaccine effort, while the entire 

globe is focused on the derangements brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. Sex 

workers all around the world are calling for improved access to COVID-19 vaccines 

as they are further down the priority list for COVID-19 vaccines.  

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has brought attention to a number of social and 

health injustices that the community of sex workers must address. The virus requires 

physical and personal touch to spread, working puts people at higher risk of catching 

it. However, it might be challenging to live day to day if a sex worker decides to quit 

working. The English Collective of Prostitutes claims that moms make up the 

majority of sex workers.  More than 75% of sex workers in Chile are the only source 

of income, and most of them have at least one dependent.   

According to one study, the COVID-19 outbreak in India is predicted to leave 90% of 

commercial sex workers in red light districts in debt, which they will never be able to 
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pay off. In addition to being at risk of contracting COVID-19, sex workers are also 

more vulnerable because to their financial situation, the stigma, discrimination, and 

abuse they encounter in society, as well as a lack of information, services, resources, 

and support.  During this outbreak, the bulk of sex workers operate in person without 

any personal protective equipment; even wearing a mask is not preferred by their 

clients.  Female sex workers have been unable to negotiate sex terms because they are 

afraid of losing clients. Instead, they have worked without any personal protective 

equipment to get money. These worries have made people more likely to hide their 

illnesses and deter them from seeking care. As a result, an important "epidemiological 

bridge" is created. 

Therefore, it is the responsibility of the government to safeguard and immunise sex 

workers against COVID-19. Both the government and the broader public will gain 

from this action. The following measures could be used by governments to immunise 

sex workers: Add them to the COVID-19 vaccine priority list first. The WHO 

roadmap for COVID-19 vaccine prioritisation emphasises explicitly the need to 

include at-risk socio demographic groups like the underprivileged, members of racial 

and ethnic minorities, those who live in abject poverty, those who are homeless, low-

income migrant workers, vulnerable migrants in irregular situations, nomadic 

populations, and populations that are difficult to reach. 

 

1.6. Conclusion 

Online prostitution is the reality of today‘s world, not a single country denies this fact 

including India. India is considered as the new democracy that means the population 

is not so mature and not so open minded in this regard. Other than this we have the 

social and religious stigma attached to this. However, the major stakeholder in this 

regard is the government but the role of the other agencies in the society is also major 

in this regard specially the parents of the teenagers. However, the government is 

trying to regulate these things at a major part, in this regard the Government of India 

has also issued many guidelines to the intermediaries the Section like 2(w) and 79 in 

the IT Act is specially for the role and liabilities of the intermediaries in India. 

However, these sections need to be a broader aspect and need to be elaborated 

because with the changing technology this need to be change. If we talk about the 

international level than the Manila Principles in this regard is the father law for the 
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intermediaries. However, which countries are following which principle in the 

liabilities of intermediaries is also very important in this regard. So, we are in the 

stage of fixing the liabilities of intermediaries and regulating the content and this has 

to be done quickly and on part of government as well as the judiciary.   
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CHAPTER-5 

JUDICIAL APPROACH TOWARDS ONLINE SEX 

WORK 

5.1 Introduction 

''The judiciary is one of the most important sectors that need to be sensitised on 

gender issues and violations of rights of women due to trafficking. An analysis of the 

attitudes of judges reveals a protectionist approach rather than a substantive approach 

in their judgment of criminal cases against trafficking."
305

 

In democratic rule administration of India viz-viz world where it exists, Judiciary 

assumes a significant job which is best in class. Truth be told, by righteousness of its 

significant errand of sitting on judgment on the activities of the two different 

constituents - and getting a charge out of the benefit of deciphering the protected 

arrangements, the legal executive accept a prime and exceptional significance. The 

researcher in this chapter wants to discuss the courts verdicts on the online 

prostitution and how the verdict of court has been changed from the Physical 

Prostitution to the online prostitution. In this regard, the foreign case has also been 

taken into consideration while discussing this chapter.  

5.2 Online Prostitution, law and Judiciary 

The point of making sure about an equitable society is one such point which has been 

with us some time before, It is also the role of the judiciary to change the society 

according to the changing societal customs and traditions. As an establishment, the 

Indian Judiciary has consistently instructed impressive regard from the individuals of 

this nation. Law set somewhere around the Legislature can't guarantee total equity in 

all reasons for our general public. Legal authorities with their imaginative vision have 

tried to top off the clear existing among law and just by method for articulating their 
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new understandings. Incomparable Court in the process set out a few new lawful 

standards to alive and initiates the arrangement of equity so as to guarantee assurance 

of human rights and social equity. 

One very significant structure of the legal system is represented by the courts. Courts 

are a body that is in authority to take decisions. Provisions in various laws, which are 

presently in practice, guide these decisions. 

Sex worker have over some undefined time frame gained a negative picture and a 

mediocre status in the general public. The state of ladies in this calling began 

disintegrating sifter the approach of British in India. A calling which was once viewed 

as good at this point procured a disgrace to itself. In spite of the fact that the strategy 

of British was to condemn the exercises related with sex-work yet in reality it was 

simply the British officers who were the driving power behind the development of 

this calling during the British that is all. These two fold principles received by the 

British as it were brought down the previously intensifying picture and state of ladies 

engaged with sex-work. When our nation drew closer autonomy, the state of ladies 

when all is said in done and of ladies in sex-work explicitly had gotten hammered.
306

 

Dealing of ladies from nations, for example, Nepal and Bangladesh only for the 

reason of sex-work had brought about further disintegration of status of ladies in this 

calling. The composers of our Constitution were mindful of this situation. 

The founding fathers of our constitution were very much aware of the more fragile 

situation of female sex-workers in the calling just as in the general public; hence, 

certain arrangements were remembered for the Constitution to improve their parcel. 

Subsequently, it turns into even more important to allude to the constitutional 

approach on the issue picked. 

The Constitution of India requires positive steps to be taken by policy-makers for the 

protection of weaker sections of the society.  

The Fundamental Rights enshrined in the Constitution also take care of the special 

position of women. The Directive Principles serve as a guiding star for various social 

welfare legislations passed in favour of women. They assert that all the citizens have 

the right to adequate means of livelihood. The philosophy underlying the Directive 
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Principles of the State Policy is very progressive. It endeavours to prohibit every kind 

of exploitation of women and children in all walks of life.
307

 

Articles 14, 15(3), 19(l) {g), 21, 23, 39(e), 39(f) and 51(a) is directly or indirectly 

involved in respect of women, prostitution of matters concerning them. Article 14 

which guarantees the fundamental right to equality provides that, the state shall not 

deny any person equality before law or the equal protection of law within the territory 

of India.
308

 

Article 15(3) of the constitution empowers the state to make special provisions related 

to women and children.
309

 

Article 19(1) (g) again laid down on same footing, and very important article of the 

constitution of India, provides the right to citizens of the country to practise any 

profession or to carry on any occupation, trade or business.
310

 Article 21 which is 

most significant article and is strength of the constitution of India says that ―No 

person shall be deprived of his life and personal liberties accept according to the 

procedure established by law‖.
311

 

The most important Art- 23 of the constitution of India directly deal with the problem 

of trafficking of sex workers. Art. 23 Article 23(1) of the Constitution says that, 

"Traffic in human beings and beggar and other similar forms are prohibited and any 

contravention of this provision shall be an offence punishable in accordance with 

law."
312

 

The main thrust of Article 23 is thus, to make trafficking in human beings a 

punishable offence. Moreover, Article 35 of the Constitution provides that law 

punishing Acts prohibited by this Article shall only be made by Parliament and 

extends protection to the existing laws. 

Apart from Article 23 there are certain other provisions in the Constitution which 

though not directly touching the problem of trafficking do provide for women welfare 
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and up liftmen. Article 39(e) and (f) in Part IV of the Constitution, touch the problems 

of women in general. Article 30(e) requires the state to protect the health and strength 

of its workers and especially children and to ensure that children do not enter into 

professions which are not suited to their age. Article 39(f) directs the state to protect 

the children and youth against moral and material abandonment.'
313

 

Article 51(a) which contains fundamental duties also contains in its clause (e) which 

specifically aims at up liftmen of women. Thus, the Constitution of India contains 

many important provisions meant for betterment and up liftmen of women.
314

 

 

5.3 Judicial Activism regarding Cyber Prostitution Vis-à-vis its 

Origin and Establishment 

Advancement in technology introduced a new role of prostitution in the 21
st
 century 

worldwide. In the late nineties, form of entertainment known as cyber pornography 

and cyber prostitution emerged on a great level worldwide and a new form of sexual 

advancement arose. Cyber pornography is the prohibited or unlawful representation of 

human body or human sexual behaviour with the goal of sexual stimulation over a 

new medium called the internet, Such as social networking sites which allows users to 

create a personal profile for watching pornography, sex chat, and shares it with their 

friends, it also enhances the chance of sexual exploitation through internet.  

Often the term ―pornography‖ is used in context of obscenity. However, it has to be 

understood that obscenity is broader concept, which includes all those acts that are 

offensive to modesty or decency.  

It has been traced back to 1893 when Justice Mahmood Allahabad High Court 

delivered a dissenting Judgment. 

It was a case of under trial prisoner who could not afford to engage a lawyer, so the 

question arose that the case can be decided by the court, merely looking his papers, 
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Justice Mahmood held that the pre-condition of the case being ―heard‖ would be 

fulfilled only when somebody speaks. 

Meaning: - 

The word activism means ―being active‖ ‗doing things with decision‘ and activist is 

the ‗one‘ who favours intensified activities Justice Krishna Iyer observed ‗every judge 

is an activist either on the forward gear or on the reverse‘. 

In India, online pornography has been prohibited indirectly through different sections 

of Information Technology Act 2000, Like Sec. 66E, 67, 67A, 67B.  

Janhit Manch & ors. v. The Union of India
315

 A Public Interest has been filed by 

the Petitioner by the present petition and he approached to the court in relation of, 

seeking relief to direct the respondents to make coordinated and sustained efforts, to 

have a blanket ban on websites which according to Petitioners are displaying material 

pertaining to sex and which is harmful in their opinion to the youth of the country in 

their formative years. Mr.Jalan, Petitioner No. 2 appearing in person drew the 

attention of the court u/s Section 67 and 67A of the Information & Technology Act, 

2000. U/s 67 Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in 

electronic form.–Whoever publishes or transmits or causes to be published or 

transmitted in the electronic form, any material which is lascivious or appeals to the 

prurient interest or if its effect is such as to tend to deprave and corrupt persons who 

are likely, having regard to all relevant circumstances, shall be punished on first 

conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to 

three years and with fine which may extend to five lakhs rupees
316

and in the event of 

second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to five years and also with fine which may extend to ten lakhs 

rupees.  Section 67A pertains to publishing or transmitting or causing to be published 

or transmitted in the electronic form any material which contains sexually explicit act 

or conduct can be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend 

to ten lakhs rupees The Act therefore, makes provision for punishment of a person 

against whom a complaint is filed, if such person commits the offence which falls 

within the purview of section 67 or 67A as the case may be. Such person can be tried 
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and convicted. For that prosecution will have to establish that an offence has been 

committed. 

In the light of the above circumstances, the court set the petitioner at liberty to the 

petitioners whenever they come across any websites which according to him 

publishes or transmits any act which amounts to offence under section 67 or 67A of 

the Information & Technology Act, 2000
317

, it is up to him to file a complaint. 

Accordingly, the high court of the Mumbai step forward, curbing the online 

prostitution, setting at liberty to the petitioner for filing petition/ complaint against the 

pornography sites. 

 

Ritu Kohli Case
318

 

Ritu Kohli‘s case is the first case in India which is cantered on cyber stalking, wherein 

issues were raised as to what cyber stalking is; why India doesn‘t have a law 

regarding it. Recently, the Delhi Police apprehended Manish Kathuria, the culprit of 

the case. In the said case, Manish was accused of stalking a woman named Ritu Kohli 

on internet by illegally chatting on the website www.mirc.com with the name of Ritu 

Kohli. He used to frequently interact with her using obnoxious language, and was 

distributing her on her telephone number. Later on, Ritu started receiving calls from 

various persons, prompting her to report the matter to Delhi police. The police 

registered the case under Section 509 of the Indian Penal Code for outraging the 

modesty of Ritu Kohli. However, section 509 of the Indian Penal Code only refers to 

words, gestures or acts intended to insult modesty of a woman.  

However, the section didn‘t apply to virtual world Ritu Kolhi‘s case was an alarm to 

the government, forcing it to amend the section and enlarge the ambit of it. As a 

result, Section 66A of the Information Technology Act, 2008 (ITAA 2008) states, 

―Punishment for sending offensive messages through communication service. 

Any person who sends, by means of a computer resource or a communication device, 

 Any information that is grossly offensive or has menacing character; or 

 any information which he knows to be false, but for the purpose of causing 

annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, 
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enmity, hatred, or ill will, persistently makes by making use of such computer 

resource or a communication device, 

 any electronic mail or electronic mail message for the purpose of causing annoyance 

or inconvenience or to deceive or to mislead the addressee or recipient(Baltrusaits 

2017) about the origin of such messages (Inserted vide ITAA 2008) shall be 

punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with 

fine. 

Explanation: For the purposes of this section, terms ―Electronic mail‖ and ―Electronic 

Mail Message‖ means a message or information created or transmitted or received on 

a computer, computer system, computer resource or communication device including 

attachments in text, image, audio, video and any other electronic record, which may 

be transmitted with the message. 

 

The State of Tamil Nadu vs. Suhash Katti
319

 

The case pertained to posting of obscene, defamatory and annoying messages about a 

divorcee woman in the yahoo message group. E-Mails were also forwarded to the 

victim for information by the accused through a false e-mail account opened by him 

in the name of the victim. The posting of the message resulted in annoying phone 

calls to the lady in the belief that she was soliciting. Based on a complaint made by 

the victim in February 2004, the Police traced the accused to Mumbai and arrested 

him within the next few days. The accused was a known family friend of the victim 

and was reportedly interested in marrying her. She, however, married to another 

person. This marriage later ended in divorce and the accused started contacting her 

once again.  

On her reluctance to marry him, the accused took up the harassment through the 

Internet. On 24-3-2004 Charge Sheet was filed u/s 67 of IT Act 2000, 469 and 509 

IPC before The Hon‘ble Addl. CMM, more by citing 18 witnesses and 34 documents 

and material objects. The same was taken on file in C.C.NO.4680/2004. On the 

prosecution side 12 witnesses were examined and entire documents were marked. The 

Defence argued that the offending mails would have been given either by ex-husband 

of the complainant or the complainant herself to implicate the accused as accused 
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alleged to have turned down the request of the complainant to marry her. Further the 

Defence counsel argued that some of the documentary evidence was not sustainable 

under Section 65 B of the Indian Evidence Act.  

However, the court based on the expert witness of Naavi and other evidence produced 

including the witness of the Cyber Cafe owners came to the conclusion that the crime 

was conclusively proved. The court also held that because of the meticulous 

investigation carried on by the IO, the origination of the obscene message was traced 

out and the real culprit was brought before the court of law. In this case Sri S. 

Kothandaraman, Special Public Prosecutor appointed by the Government conducted 

the case. (Owen) Honourable Sri. Arulraj, Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, 

and more, delivered the judgment on 5-11-04 as follows: ―The accused is found guilty 

of offences under section 469, 509 IPC and 67 of IT Act 2000 and the accused is 

convicted and is sentenced for the offence to undergo RI for 2 years under 469 IPC 

and to pay fine of Rs.500/-and for the offence u/s 509 IPC sentenced to undergo 1 

year Simple imprisonment and to pay fine of Rs.500/- and for the offence u/s 67 of IT 

Act 2000 to undergo RI for 2 years and to pay fine of Rs.4000/- All sentences to run 

concurrently.‖ The accused paid fine amount and he was lodged at Central Prison, 

Chennai. This is considered the first case wherein the accused got convicted under 

section 67 of Information Technology Act 2000 in India. 

 

Avnish Bajaj vs. State
320

 

The case pertains to an IIT Kharagpur student named Ravi Raj, who secured 

placement in baazee.com – a listing company engaged in offering obscene MMS 

video clips for sale with the username alice-elec. Despite the fact that baazee.com had 

a filter for posting of objectionable content, the listing, nevertheless, took place with 

the description, ―Item 27877408 – DPS Girls having fun!!! Full video + Baazee 

points.‖ The item was listed online around 8.30 pm in the evening of November 27th 

2004 and was deactivated, around 10 am on 29th November 2004.  

The Crime Branch of Delhi police took cognisance of the matter and registered a FIR. 

Upon investigation, a charge sheet was filed showing Ravi Raj, Avnish Bajaj, the 

owner of the website, and SharatDigumarti, the person responsible for handling the 
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content, as accused. Since, Ravi Raj absconded; the petition was filed by Avnish 

Bajaj, seeking the quashing of the criminal proceedings.  

Contentions- 

Petitioner 

 Since the MMS was transferred directly between the seller and buyer without the 

intervention of the website, they can at most be responsible for the listing placed on 

the website which by itself was not obscene and did not attract the offence under 

Section 292/294 IPC or Section 67 of the Information Technology (IT) Act. 

 Due diligence was taken by the website to immediately remove the video clip once it 

was brought to its knowledge that it was objectionable. 

 The scope of Section 67 of the IT Act is only restricted to publication of obscene 

material and does not cover transmission of such material. 

State 

 Offence under Section 292 of Indian Penal Code (IPC) includes not only overt acts 

but illegal omissions within the meaning of Sections 32, 35 and 36 IPC. 

 The failure to have adequate filter in a system which is entirely automated entails 

serious consequences and a website cannot escape such legal consequences. 

The fact that payment was made to the seller even as on 27th December 2004 shows 

that no attempt was made to prevent or stop the commission of the illegality by the 

website. 

HELD  

The court observed that a prima facie case for the offence under Section 292 (2) (a) 

and 292 (2) (d) IPC is made out against the website both in respect of the listing and 

the video clip respectively. The court observed that ―by not having appropriate filters 

that could have detected the words in the listing or the pornographic content of what 

was being offered for sale, the website ran a risk of having imputed to it the 

knowledge that such an object was in fact obscene‖, and thus it held that as per the 

strict liability imposed by Section 292, knowledge of the listing can be imputed to the 

company. 

However, as far as Avnish Bajaj was concerned, the court held that since the Indian 

Penal Code didn‘t recognise the concept of an automatic criminal liability attaching to 

the director where the company is an accused, the petitioner can be discharged under 

Sections 292 and 294 of IPC, but not the other accused. 
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As a regard to S. 67, read with Section 85 of the IT Act, the Court however, observed 

that a prima facie case was made out against the petitioner Avnish Bajaj, since the law 

recognizes the deemed criminal liability of the directors even where the company is 

not arraigned as an accused. The judgment, however, did not declare Avnish Bajaj 

guilty. 

Prostitution is morally insupportable as it treats girls merely as a way to guys‘ 

physical delight. 

Today, it has taken the face of violence due to commercialization and has emerged as 

a difficulty of human rights. Sexual interest is the mode to meet the sexual urge of a 

man or woman which is essential in preserving the intellectual fitness of dwelling 

being that's both organic and psychological in nature. It has also been proved that 

unfulfilled sexual urges ought to cause a spate of crimes. 

As far as the court is concerned, the Supreme Court has vast power of making the law. 

It is also pertinent to include that the court can give directions of making the law 

against the prohibition of online prostitution. As article 141 of the constitution gives 

the power to the Supreme Court, that the law declared by the Supreme Court be 

binding to all courts of India. 

Similarly, in the case of Vishal Jeet vs. Union of India
321

, the Supreme Court while 

taking this issue is very disappointed about the regular exploitation of the young 

women and children for the prostitution despite the stringent provisions and 

rehabilitation schemes the desired results has been not achieved till now. The 

Supreme Court ordered for an objective ―multi-dimensional study and a searching 

investigation into the matter relating to the causes and effects of these evil and 

requiring most rational measures to weed out the vices of illicit trafficking‖. 

The observation of the Supreme Court in this regard is very important and unique. 

The S.C had observed that this is not only a socio but also socio-economic problem 

now because the prostitution in India has already established them as a fully-fledged 

business. The S.C had also observed that the measure in this regard due to socio-

economic problem should be taken as more preventive than punitive. The S.C has 

given a very clear direction to the government in this case by stating that on one hand 

the government has a duty to punish the pimps, brothel homes owners and other 

associates and on the other hand the government has also duty to take measures, 
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medical facilities and rehabilitation schemes to the children‘s and to the women 

specially. The government has to make a survey to the brothel homes at a regular 

interval and must take care about the new joiners. 

The S.C had also given direction to every state to make an advisory body to every 

state and to the central for making programmes against the trafficking. The S.C in this 

case had also drawn attention to the laws available for combating this problem and 

well mentioned that the government has to give directions to their enforcement 

agencies to work best and fast in the prescribed provisions and a specially network 

need to be developed under the agency for this issue.  

The S.C had also given a structure of the Advisory board with the member of child 

commission, welfare board, secretary of law department, sociologists, criminologist, 

members of women welfare boards, members of various social voluntary services and 

such other members as the government deem fit. However, still this need to be 

achieved by all of the states in India. The main objective of the advisory committee is 

to make advice to the state governments for the welfare measures and for the 

rehabilitation measures and the child prostitution needs to be special taken care of. In 

this direction every state government should make a special force who only 

administers the working of trafficking and prostitution. The Advisory Committee can 

also go deep into Devadasi system and Jogin tradition and give their valuable advice 

and suggestions as to what best the government could do in that regard.‖ 

The S.C in this regard had also directed the central government to develop its own 

machinery for the proper implementations of the suggestion made by these 

committees. This case is basically a landmark judgement in this regard but due to bad 

enforcement policies in India this couldn‘t be implemented at all and the situations 

remain the same. 

In Madhu Kishwar v. State of Bihar
322

, this case is very renowned and can be 

remembered for the classic judgment of the Supreme Court in which the SC had said 

that the provisions of the CEDAW, 1979
323

 will be regarded in the basics of the 

fundamental rights and the Directive Principles of the state policy in every member 

country of CEDAW and India is the founding member of CEDAW. CEDAW is 

basically a multi-lateral agreement which works for the gender-based discriminations 

and for the empowerment of the women in the field of social, economic and cultural. 
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Basically, Article-3, 14 and 15 of CEDAW read with section 12 of Human Right act 

gives the powers to the human right council to ensure the proper care and take all the 

precaution for the smooth function and non-discrimination act. The act further 

prevents the violations of fundamental freedom and human rights. 

In Gaurav Jain v. Union of India
324

, this case is the eye-opener in the case of the 

prostitution in India. The SC had given various directions and guidelines to the 

government, before this the SC had never interpreted the matter of prostitution and 

trafficking in such detail. This case basically concentrates on the rehabilitation 

schemes of the child of the prostitutes and given a guideline to the central government 

to invoke a committee and do a thorough research in this regard and suffice the issue 

with urgent need.  

The SC in this case also discourages the prostitution as a profession and said that it 

can be claims as modern-day slavery and not as a full-fledged profession. In the 

country like India more than 90% women and girls adopted this profession because of 

poverty, humiliation, rape and by other means. The SC had also given the 

interpretation of Article-21 and said that it is available to each and every one and 

child of prostitutes or prostitutes itself is not an exception to this.  

The SC has recommended to set-up an all new committee only for the purpose of the 

prostitution in every state to make the policy for their rehabilitations, study, retirement 

schemes, shelter schemes and many more. The SC basically ordered the Central 

government to form the National plan of action and add them in the states mission and 

budget. 

A permanent body of secretariat is formed to review the present-day scenario and 

proposed the best rehabilitation schemes from time to time and a different scheme for 

them who want to come in the main society. The SC had basically focused on 

bringing the children of the prostitutes in the mainstream of the society. 

In Prerna v. State of Maharashtra
325

the division bench of Bombay High Court has 

given a direction or guideline while applying the role of the magistrate for the 

trafficking juvenile victims- 

1. No magistrate can exercise his jurisdiction until and unless it is determined by that 

magistrate that the child is a juvenile or not. If she is a juvenile than it must be 

returned to the juvenile board or if such child needs special care and protection than to 
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the child welfare and care board of the state. So, the magistrate must ensure the age 

before determining the child‘s jurisdiction.  

2. Any juvenile rescued from the brothel homes under the Immoral trafficking 

prevention act can be only released after the inquiry has been completed by the 

probationary officers.  

3. The said juvenile can be released to the prescribed Guardian only and after the inquiry 

of the child welfare committee that the found guardian/parents are fit for the child.  

4. If the Parents/Guardians are not fit for the care of the child then the process under the 

Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000 for the care of children 

should follow. 

5. No Private advocate should appear in this regard before the child welfare committee, 

only the parents or Guardians of such juvenile or the prescribed advocate by the states 

for such purpose can be appeared. 

6. An Advocate appeared for the pimps or the sex workers can be barred from appearing 

for the juvenile or victims under the ITPA act. 

The above observation is very important and meaningful for the smooth functioning 

of the Magistrate in the case of rescue of Juvenile. 

Similarly, in the case of Munni vs. State of Maharashtra
326

the abuse or kidnapping of 

a child for the work of prostitution is an old age phenomenon in India and this must 

be tackled by the Central and State government with outmost priority and precaution. 

Poverty, illiteracy and helplessness of the parents are the most important issue behind 

the prostitution. The government must play its minimum role at least and give at least 

basic education to these children so at least they realised that what is good and bad for 

them in the preliminary stage. Protecting these children from the real danger is 

necessary. It is like reducing any kind of vulnerability to the children. The S.C had 

further enhanced that the government must ensure that no child falls out of the social 

security and safety net and those who do, receive necessary care and protection to be 

brought back into the safety net by child-friendly measures.  

Further the judgment in this case has enhanced on the working of juvenile board and 

child welfare committee. The court had said that the working and the liabilities of the 

child welfare committee must be increased, and the government should give extra 

power on these bodies and the working of these bodies must ensure that every child is 
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special and need extra care and attention. So basically, the working of these 

committees will be on the care, protection, treatment, development and rehabilitation 

of the children as well as to provide for their basic needs, protection and restoration to 

their family. 

In the case of Kamlesh Vaswani vs union of India
327

the PIL is filled by the Indore 

based advocate against the sexual content on the internet and against the pornography. 

The section 66,67,69,72,75,79,80 and 85 are argued to declare unconstitutional as 

they are failed to restrict the pornography on the internet. The petitioner also 

demanded to declare watching of porn as a non- bailable crime and draft a national 

plan and a task force to tackle the distribution and watching of the porn.  

The petitioner had also argued to enlarge the role of the intermediaries as they are 

failed to filter the pornographic content. The S.C in this case has ordered the ministry 

to restrict the pornographic content which have child content or Rape content or any 

other content which harm the sexual or natural rights of the women. Interestingly 857 

pornographic sites have been removed by the government of India. The S.C had in 

this regard said that whatever citizens do in their four walls is not the look out of the 

authority but the more harmful porn like child pornography need to be restricted and 

the intermediaries has self-proclaimed duty to proactively monitor content as like 

everything should not be explained in this dynamic world of technology, where 

technology chances on a daily basis and every intermediaries has to use this content in 

order to claim the harbour right under section-79 of the IT act.   

The right to be forgotten means the right of any person to erase from the internet. This 

is basically a civil right enlarged its scope from the Right to Privacy. The right to be 

forgotten gives the right to demand from the intermediaries to delete the personal 

content vis a vis personal information from the internet.  This right has been emerged 

in E.U and Germany in the year 2006 and followed till then. India has not accepted 

this law officially till now, however the draft of Protection of Data Bill 2018, cover 

this act but it is still a bill and has not able to pass from the parliament.  

In GeetaKancha Tamang vs State of Maharashtra
328

The S.C while considering the 

fact that the traffickers should be released on Mercy ground that have been served the 

imprisonment of 14 months is that the Artcle-23 of the constitution says that the 

trafficking is prohibited and heinous in nature and the fundamental right of every 
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citizen that they will not trafficked by anyone. Such act constitutes the highest 

violence of human Rights against the children in India. 

Despite the specific provision under Section 18 of the ITP Act, the learned APP states 

upon instructions, that the prosecution has not taken any steps for closure of the 

brothel or for eviction of the offenders from the brothel premises. In fact, the 

Applicant‘s Advocate also stated to Court that the brothel has not been sealed, as 

required under Section 18 of the ITP Act. The same offence, albeit for violations upon 

other persons, including children, is liable to be committed if the Applicant is 

released, since she is the owner of the brothel which has not even been closed/sealed.‖  

 

5.4 The Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and 

Rehabilitation) Bill, 2018 

In Prajwala v. UOI, W.P(c) No. 56 of 2004, the Supreme Court in its order recorded 

the submission of Ministry of Women and Child Development, that the centre has to 

form a committee to address all the existing laws and loopholes in it and draft a 

comprehensive bill which must covers all the aspects of trafficking wholly. 

At present time the laws in hand which addresses the trafficking of persons were: 

1. 370-370A, 371, 372-373 of IPC, 1860 

2. The Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act, 1956 

3. The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 

4. The Bonded Labour system (Abolition) Act, The Contract Labour (Abolition and 

Regulation) Act, 1970; etc. 

The new bill which came into effect has much of those contents which already exists 

in our legislation, like Explanation 1 to Section 370 states what Exploitation means 

and covers all the aspects of the same and also section 370 of IPC prohibits all forms 

of exploitation for trafficking. Instead of covering the loopholes of other laws it 

defines a so-called new form of 

Offence named as aggravated forms of trafficking which is defined as trafficking for 

the purpose of bonded labourers, begging and marriage or bearing a child, while 

under the head 

Of aggravated form of trafficking it does not covers trafficking for purpose of sexual 

exploitation, slavery and practices identical to these ones. And the punishment for 

aggravated 
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Forms trafficking is proposed for 10 years which is similar to what is given under 

section 370 

Of IPC when trafficking results in pregnancy or with HIV and also, the offence of 

committing trafficking by administering alcohol or drugs or by administering 

hormones is similar to the offence being punished under Section 328 of IPC which 

says ― whoever administers to causes to be taken by any person any poison or any 

stupefying, intoxicating or unwholesome drug, or other thing with intent to cause hurt 

to such person or with intent to commit or to facilitate the commission of an offence 

or knowing it to be likely that he will thereby cause hurt, shall be punished with 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten years.‖ 

This bill has a number of vague provisions which are confusing also as to their 

applicability as it establishes a parallel framework, furthermore it authorises the 

closure of places used for trafficking, and for owner of such places it creates a 

presumption of guilt without providing any safeguard to them, while the same is being 

provided with safeguards for such owners under different laws. It also criminalises all 

that electronic information which may lead to an offence of trafficking. 

One of the major drawbacks of anti-trafficking organizations is associated with the 

problems of victims, such that they must not be treated as criminals or prosecuted for 

those acts done in furtherance of coercion or threat, but the bill fails on this part also 

as it has no such provisions regarding protection of victims or for distinction of 

victims and accused of those trafficking. And it only provides immunity to victims 

when they are prosecuted for an offence punishable with 10 years or more, they are 

also such victims who are charged for petty offences and those are unable to match 

themselves with this threshold and lack immunity and thus the purpose of the act gets 

defeated. It also punishes those who distributes or publishes materials which may lead 

to trafficking, like electronic publication or solicitation, taking or distribution of 

obscene photographs or videos and solicitation of tourists. 

  

5.5 Trafficking of Girls and Women for sexual abuse 

The 21
st
 c is the world of trade in Misery; the trafficking industry is more than 8 

billion each year. The trafficking business is one of the most organised business of the 

globe, it is not only organised the trafficking and prostitution business but also it 

organised the arm and terrorist industry. The funds and almost every profits of 
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prostitution in this globe have been referred to drugs and arms business in this world. 

The countries like Mexico, Cuba and some of the African countries are playing 

important role in this regard and in these countries the government is also making 

profits through non-state actors and in few cases the country is run by these non- 

state‘s actors also.  

Today almost every criminal organisation in this world has invested their money in 

this trafficking business and they are actively involved in the trafficking and 

prostitution. The organisation involved in these crimes are increasing every day 

because of the profit margin and the nature of work is very profitable and of low risk. 

The increase in demand and supply had emerged as the main reason for the increase 

of the prostitution and trafficking business. In India the one and only one reason for 

the increase in the prostitution business is the low rate of prosecution or the low risk 

of prosecution. The judicial system is India is relatively very time taking in India and 

of course the enforcement mechanism is also relatively very lethargic and not very 

much technological driven in this regard.  

The next important factor for the increase in the prostitution in India is the law or 

provisos which have many loopholes and they are not very much enforceable. Like in 

ITPA act which is the main act for the prostitution matter does not talk about the 

punishment to clients or it doesn‘t have a proper definition that talks about who is 

prostitution. So, in that case it is very difficult for the enforcement agencies to decide 

and corroborate. 

The internet has made the work easier and well planned and helpful in connecting 

every business with each other. Now, the women sitting in New-York can be easily 

trafficked for the person sitting in New Delhi and the old process of dumping is also 

followed in this business. The girls of Bangladesh and Nepal dumped into India and 

the Indian girls are dumped into Arabian countries and from Arabian countries to 

European countries. So, the chain is continuing as it was continuing in the dumping 

process. Many of the girls are from the Bangladesh and Nepal in the Brothels of 

Kolkata and Mumbai. They have been trafficked by the agents in the search of good 

jobs in India and same process goes with the agents of Arabian countries and 

European countries to India. The agents are basically trafficked for the good jobs, 

modelling and many more. However, the trafficking of girl child is more but the 

trafficking of Boy is also increasing in India.  
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The trafficking is all about the recruitment and misappropriation of a person. The 

trafficking is also modernised and well planned now a days. It requires a process of 

identification, selection and transportation. A whole network will work towards this 

process. Now a today‘s including in India, the trafficking business is all run by the 

mafia‘s and the person who is involving in helping the mafia‘s people will get the 

payment in cash instantly and rest of the person who all are part of the racket gets the 

share of percentage on the basis of profit. 

Basically, the first is the identification of a girl (whose family are poor and needy) 

then they trick their parents and guardian to send her with them or in a big city like 

Mumbai and Delhi to make more money. Then it transported to the cross border most 

of time outside the country and hand over to the brothel mangers. So, basically the 

brothel manager is the persons who make the most of the profits from the girl.  

The United Nations development fund for women maintains that every year seven 

million women and children are trafficked across the globe. The UN Development 

Programme, (1999) estimated that about 50,000 women and girls were trafficked 

annually for sexual exploitation to Western Europe alone. Though there is no concrete 

data on earnings from the sex industry, there are country reports that reveal significant 

profits. An analysis of the Thai economy shows that the earnings from trafficking 

Thai women to Japan, Germany and Taiwan are close to $3 billion. In the United 

States of America, available data suggest that the traffickers earn about $ 60 million 

per year from trading in women and children.
329

 

According to the central intelligence agency in Japan the organised mafia called 

Yazuka controlled the trafficking business in whole Japan. The local vendors only 

target the women and inform to the members of the syndicate.
330

 

The International organisation of Margi nation has also reported that the Russian 

Mafias controlled the half of the European trafficking business such as in Poland and 

Germany. One major Russian crime syndicate, Mogilevich, owns nightclubs in 

Prague, Riga and Kiev and are engaged in trafficking women and children and force 

them into prostitution in these clubs.
331

 Russian traffickers, according to one report, 

have gone so far as to set up career booths in institutes and universities that promise 
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work abroad. Traffickers also provide women with the necessary counterfeit travel 

documents.
332

 

The United Nations development fund for women maintains that every year seven 

million women and children are trafficked across the globe. The UN Development 

Programme, (1999) estimated that about 50,000 women and girls were trafficked 

annually for sexual exploitation to Western Europe alone.
333

 The increase in the Sex 

tourism in the countries like the Malaysia, Singapore, and in some part of India like 

Goa had played a major role in the increase of the trafficking and prostitution in the 

entire globe.  

The prostitution is all about entertainment in now a day, the public go to massage 

parlour to relax them or to the strip clubs to relax themselves. The prostitution has 

changed its aspects and now the latest is the online prostitution.  

 

5.6 Human Trafficking in Prostitution and the legal rights available 

to the Sex workers 

India is the largest democracy in the world and with the largest democracy it doesn‘t 

allow the exploitation of its citizens in any form in his constitution.
334

 It has enshrined 

in the form of Fundamental right in the constitution of India. India was one of the 

earliest parties to the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and the 

Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others of 1949.
335

 India has not only adopted this 

treaty but also made implemented in their domestic laws in the year 1956
336

 and 

subsequently amended in the year 1986.
337

 

Human Trafficking in India is vast issue and it is generally done in India for sexual or 

bonded/forced labour exploitation. Human trafficking is a vicious circle, the men or 

women of Bangladesh and Nepal exploited and bring to India and the Indians go to 

the Arab countries and Arab National into European countries. In India humans are 

trafficked for the purpose of sexual slavery, commercial sexual exploitation, 

extraction of organs or tissues, forced marriage, forced labour or domestic 
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servitude.
338

 Human trafficking after drugs and the arms trade is the third largest 

organized crime across the world. Human trafficking across the world is mainly done 

for sexual exploitation where women and children turn as victims to it.
339

 The ITPA
340

 

act is only taking care about the human trafficking and prostitution but if the purpose 

of human trafficking is different than we have to look into IPC
341

 and other related 

laws. In spite of these laws, thousands of these girls are trafficked and forced in the 

work which they don‘t want to do in their entire life. Most famously these works 

include the Sex worker, domestic helps, and child labour in factories. Most of the 

victims are in the age of 14 to 18 and they are basically from the marginalised 

sections of the society including sociological deprivation and economical depravation. 

They are basically from the secluded area and from the lower class of the society 

other victims in India are trafficked mostly from Nepal and Bangladesh.
342

 The 

extensive growth of the women and girls in the brothels in India has also questioned 

the legislature and executive body of the state and its commitment towards the 

international laws in India. Human trafficking is one of the most serious problems in 

today‘s modern India. Men, women and specially children are trafficked for various 

reasons in India and especially for the prostitution. Many boys and girls are trafficked 

in India for commercial sexual exploitations and forced marriage especially in 

Haryana, Bihar and Rajasthan.
343

 

The trafficking is also for the purpose of household work especially in Delhi and 

Mumbai.
344

 A significant portion of children are subjected to forced labour as factory 

workers, domestic servants, beggars, and agriculture workers, and have been used as 

armed combatants by some terrorist and insurgent groups also.
345

 India is also a 

destination for women and girls from Nepal and Bangladesh trafficked for the purpose 

of commercial sexual exploitation. Nepali children are also trafficked to India for 
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forced labour in circus shows. Indian women are trafficked to the Middle East for 

commercial sexual exploitation. Indian migrants who migrate willingly every year to 

the Middle East and Europe for work as domestic servants and low-skilled labourers 

may also end up their life as part of the human trafficking industry. Basically, the 

persons who want to go to the middle -east and different European countries in search 

of good job and good life end with the fraudulent recruitment process by the agencies. 

These people generally struct down by the debt-bondage of recruitment fees, unlawful 

withholding of passports which generally leads into physical and sexual abuse.
346

 

The most importantly the Indian judiciary has played a very weary role in this regard, 

it has always saved the higher class of the society and always punishes the sex 

workers and pimps only but the customers are never punished or call into action in 

any of the cases which are related to the Prostitution. It is not wrong to say in this 

regard is that the insensitive approach of the Supreme Court had make a growth of 

girls and women in the brothel houses.  

The first and last thing in this regard is we all know is that the all the 3 pillars has to 

work together in order to dismantle this inhuman problem in the society. The most 

drastic change in trafficking as according to my study in this regard is that now the 

trafficking is most organised in India as it was never this organised. The mafias have 

been entered into this profession. It has been divided into units and every unit will 

perform their work. The person who noticed every day function of the girl will pass 

the routine to the person who abduct that child then the person who abduct will pass 

to some other group of people and they will pass to the pimps and pimps will pass 

finally to the brothel managers of Mumbai, Kolkata, New Delhi. So, its s an ongoing 

process and it will work as a chain like making members in some organisations. This 

system not only protects from the enforcement agencies but also helps in not 

identifying from the victim. According to my study the most important work of this 

system is to spread the money from prostitution in the market very easily and into 

some other business and also most important through this system it is also difficult for 

the agencies to trace the revenue earned from the prostitution.
347
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The lives of the trafficked girls are all depended on the brothel owner and in the way 

that sometime they can‘t even refuse to have sexual intercourse with those men who 

are seriously ill by communicable disease. This result into STDs like Aid‘s/HIV‘s and 

it is very communally practice in the brothels of India that the sex workers are kept 

without adequate food and medical facility.
348

Many of the Indian brothels have given 

a single meal a day and for the second meal they have to rely on the tips from the 

customers. Every day they have to satisfy at least 20-25 customers a day and their 

work hours is also not fixed mostly from the 8 am to 2 pm which is very common in 

metropolitan cities and during the festivals or weekend the customers would come at 

any time. The exploitation from the abuse of the customer is very common in the 

brothels and they can‘t do anything about it.
349

 

This can be rightly characterised as the modern-day slavery; the lives of these women 

are purely depending on the owner of the brothels. The brothel owners control the life 

and fate of the women in the brothel. These acts directly violated the provisions of the 

constitution in India as well as the provisions of UDHR.
350

Literally thousands of these 

women and girls are trapped, sold, coerced in to the situation which ultimately leads 

to the prostitution and these girls are basically from the developing countries like 

India and in India basically from the Bangladesh and Nepal. Most of these girls are 

never escaped from prostitution in their entire life and hence victims of contemporary 

form of slavery. 

According to my study of case laws from SITA to ITPA act, the approach of the SC is 

discriminatory in nature starting from 1960‘s with regard to the sex workers in India. 

The SC had always shown as over protective to all the class in the prostitution 

business other than the victims. The Indian Judicial activism is very famous in the 

world but India has not received any guidelines in the regard of clients or pimps or 

any other persons included in prostitution. In my view the most punishable person is 

the clients but regarding the clients in the prostitution India doesn‘t have a single 

provision which deals with the client in this business.   

This has come at a heavy cost to the victims and marginalised the chance of getting 

justice to them. These girls are most discriminated in the form of socio and legal 
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structure. However, the most important aspect is the weak executive body or the less 

trained executive body or the most importantly the corrupt executive of enforcement 

agencies. Still, I believe that the role of the judiciary is very much important in this 

regard and judiciary should take a step forward in this regard and do all aspects to get 

justice to these marginalised sections of the society.   

It should protect the various rights of the trafficked women and girls, such as freedom 

of movement, the right to life, the right not to be deported, the right not to be 

discriminated against or stigmatized, and the right to essential services. The Supreme 

Court can effectively direct by constitutional norms and by the recommending 

changes if its feel that the present laws are not adequate. The poorest of the poor and 

the weakest of the week should get the justice; this should be the approach of any 

court. The Indian courts have lack in the seriousness of getting justice to these 

marginalised sections of the society and this is not only morally incorrect but also 

legally unsustainable.   

 

5.7 The Real face of Prostitution: The only women in India who owes 

her body 

The issue of prostitution in India is basically the socio-legal framework of the society 

which considers the body of a woman as a property of her husband. The body of a 

prostitute have no owner and can be used for the purpose to earn money. The women 

basically used a source of Income. The prostitute is the perfect opposite to the ideal 

house wife in India. The India society had changed drastically from Manu to 

Macaulay but the situation for prostitute and physiological aspect to see her as a beast 

of society has not changed since ages. There are many Sanskrit words such as 

pumscali (a woman who moves around among men), varavanti (a woman for many) 

and sadharni (public woman) has been denoted to them. There are many so-called 

intellectuals in the Indian society from ages have defined them as the only bad 

elements of the society. For Gautama, even the murder of a prostitute is no crime.
351

 

Manu believed all prostitutes to be thieves and swindlers.
352

 According to my study 
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and observation they are many among one most important element in the society 

which is necessary to keep peace in the society. 

It is worth exploring that the approach of the modern society has changed towards 

these prostitutes or not. So, in order to answer this question, the situation has been 

changed but very little bit. Now, due to the repeated S.C judgments the prostitutes are 

now seen as the victim not the wrong doer but again the percentage of punishment of 

the prostitute is very high then some other person related in the prostitution business 

like pimps and brothel owners. However, the prostitution as a profession is not 

punishable if it is carried outside the area of 200 yard from public place and with the 

consent of both the parties and both the parties should be major and until and unless 

the prostitute should perform some seductive behaviour in the public place provided 

in ITPA act. 

It is hard but true that the prostitution is directly related with the exploitation, often 

the prostitution is influenced by force, cheating, blackmail, and by other force and 

now the latest trend is by way of fake love. However, there are laws to protect the 

women and their children from these effects but it is very difficult to say that if any 

woman uses her body to earn more money or earn money out of the poverty then how 

she became immoral and exactly from what time she became immoral to the society. 

The physiology towards the prostitutes has to be change in the society and the only 

way according to my study is the literacy.  

Despite the denial of the civil society and stringent laws in India, the Prostitution is a 

harsh reality of every urban area and also few Un-urban areas. People know where the 

Red-light area is and how to operate that Red-light area. The social and original 

reality is bit different in India. The law enforcement agency as well as the other 

governmental bodies who have the responsibility in this regard knows very well about 

the prostitution in society but they rather choose to keep their mouth shut and see this 

as an opportunity to make money out of the exploitation of prostitutes. This is hard to 

believe but this is true that every brothel home gave a fixed share of its monthly 

income in their local police station to support them in their business and keep their 

eyes closed on the exploitation of the girls. 

Basically, according to my study today‘s Prostitution has been divided into two forms 

first the will of the women who wants to work or not (freedom of her body) second, 
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the exploitation in the hands of brothel owner. In India, the first type of prostitution 

has not been emerged till now. It exists but in a very nutshell, only in the high society. 

So, most of the prostitution business is still depends on the exploitation of the women 

and on the will of the men. Men always use its sociological and economy power to get 

the body of the female in the Indian society and again it is with the prostitution in 

India.  

The first part of my study, that the women not only enter this profession because of 

the exploitation but also because of the money attached to it. One think is very clear 

in this regard is that the prostitution business can give lots of money in an hour which 

other business can‘t pay. However, the Indian society is not very much full of the 

examples of that type of women who choose this profession independently but still if 

we study the autobiography of sex workers like Manoda Debi of early twentieth 

century Bengal, Nalini Jameela of late twentieth century Kerala, and Sapna Gayan of 

present-day Sonagachi in Kolkata.
353

These three women come from different times 

have chosen this profession for different reasons but unanimously their right of 

recognition is the same. 

Thus, Manoda Debi writes in her autobiography Shikshita Patitar Atmacharita (1929): 

“If we have to sell our beauty and youth, then why secretly like thieves…we will enter 

the market directly, bargain for the right price and sell it at a suitable price.”
354

 

She says that there is no wrong in selling the beauty because everyone sells his 

intellect and beauty is just an intellect. She has an education and she can easily live a 

normal life but she chooses this profession only because of quick and lots of money. 

Similarly, Gayan, in the Sex Workers‘ Freedom Festival, Kolkata (2012), said: 

“I chose this work. It’s like any other job, but still I have no rights because society 

judges me and prevents me from having recognition.”
355

 

So, she has also talk about the legal and social recognition like other normal work in 

the society. 

Manoda further writes: 

“I had to learn the art of getting to assess people side by side with being fake. Who 

has come with the aim of stealing, who was infected with ugly diseases, who was a 
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wicked man, who was a simpleminded good man, all we have to understand by 

looking at their faces, at times I had fallen into dangers also? There are groups of 

people who go to the houses of prostitutes for dacoity. Sometimes they even murder 

prostitutes. A fallen woman has to trade in this way with her life in her hands.”
356

 

Gayan also points out that police have repeatedly arrested her, and clients have hit her 

when she asked them to wear a condom. Sex workers have no freedom to protest the 

abuses they faced.
357

 

Whether it is Gayan and Mandona or someone else or whether they have entered this 

profession by themselves or by their reasons one thing which is common to all of 

them is the exploitation. The fate of these girls is in the hands of their customers and 

in the hands of their brothel owners. Therefore, now is the time to question the 

stereotyping of the society and we have to understand that any one will be there in the 

place of those sex workers, as because we born in the good family with no economic 

issue doesn‘t give the right to exploit the prostitutes or make a fun of them.  

However, the biggest question is still approaching the Indian Society, the question of 

rights- right to profession, dignity, equality and more. The mind-set of the citizens has 

to be changed in this regard and this can be only done by the acceptance of these 

women in the society and this acceptance can be only done by education and by 

knowing more about them. Now, the sex worker is a taboo for India. Everybody 

wants to know less about them. However, everybody wants to use them but nobody 

wants to talk about them in the society.  

It is not wrong to say that the change can be only come with the recognition to them 

in the society. The government have to include them in every house scheme, pension 

scheme, food scheme, the government and their agency must see that they have voted 

and used their all rights as a normal citizen. It is true to say in this regard that the 

change will not come in one day but the joint effort of citizens, government, judiciary, 

NGO‘s and other important members, the change will come and the sex workers will 

be considered as a normal citizen one day. The one thing which we can‘t deny is that 

the existence of the sex workers is important for our society because due to brothel 

homes, the crime against women has been controlled and we also can‘t deny that they 
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are present in the society. So, it is easy to change the wrong elements from the society 

than to change the whole society.
358

 

The legal rights of sex workers have now been transformed to the digital age. 

However, this has not only made business convenient but it also adds some rights to 

the sex workers. The rights of the sex workers are not a new question to the society. 

The sex workers are struggling from Vedic age for their minimum human rights also. 

According to my research the legal rights of sex workers in cyberspace has been 

increased and due to the technology, the sex workers became more informative 

towards her legal rights. The sex workers are not only mature against their legal rights 

but they also very caution about their hygiene and other health related issues. Many of 

the sex workers have the phone number of the lady police station and women cell of 

Human Rights and the NGO‘s and this all possible only through the invention of 

cyber space in prostitution.  

Human Right in the cyberspace is relatively a new concept in the UDHRC, 

The United Nations Human Rights Council has stated that the freedoms of expression 

and information under Article 19(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) include the freedom to receive and communicate 

information, ideas and opinions through the Internet.
359

 

The basic right of privacy in the cyberspace is encompassing with the right of speech 

and expression. The Privacy in the cyberspace means and includes the work which is 

done in the cyberspace without the fear of the third party. This right is very much 

embedded in Article-21 of the Indian constitution. The right of privacy also includes 

not to be abused by third party on the cyberspace.  

On the other hand, the right of expression in the cyberspace has also given the right to 

share the pictures, personal data on the internet without getting abused by some other 

person. The rights are the basics of any enjoyment. If the sex workers have to move 

their work on the digital platform, they need more rights, however it is not a business 

or profession in India but as it is truth that it is carrying in India. So, the basic thing 

that at least they should get the basic human rights in the cyber space in India. 
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However, the things have started changing in India a little bit although. The people 

have started understanding that they are also human being and they require a mutual 

respect. As because they are sex workers doesn‘t mean they don‘t have a basic right 

or they are the personal property of the clients or they don‘t have the right to say no to 

the client as only because you are paying her. 

However, there are many types of cybercrime against women or sex works in India 

but among many the cyber stalking is very common and most popular in India. The 

most dangerous and discussed type of cyber harassment is the sexual harassment and 

unfortunately the number of cases in the cyber harassment is more of the sexual 

harassment in India. The new act
360

 defined sexual harassment as the physical contact 

and advances involving unwelcome and explicit sexual overtures; or   

(i)    A demand or request for sexual favours; or   

(ii)   Making sexually coloured remarks; or   

(iii)  Forcibly showing pornography; or   

(iv) Any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of sexual nature
361

 

The IT act
362

 has also provided the sexual harassment as the publication of the sexual 

content in the electronic form of any person and specially the child pornography as a 

sexual harassment. The next very common type of sexual harassment in India is 

through E-mails, hacking someone‘s email and retrieved all the personal pictures of 

the victim and blackmailing the victim for the same.
363

However, it is very difficult for 

the authorities to crackdown these cases because the people who are indulge in these 

types of crime use their fake profile and fake id.  

The provisions in IT act like sec-66A, 66B, 66C, 66D, 66E, 67, and 72 are sufficient 

in combating the problems in Cyber Harassment but the main problem lies in the 

enforcement agencies and in the judiciary. Now is the time when a special cyber 

protection group and the different cyber court is required from very low level and 

cyber police is well tainted will every minute details of the cyber-crimes.   

The most common and destructive type of internet maltreatment is the cyber stalking 

and it is one more step forward then normal cyber bulling or harassment. Cyber 

bulling or harassment includes the harassment on the internet like false publication, 
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allegation, accusation only but in cyber stalking include monitoring, identity theft, 

bullying, interruption, solicitation for sex, or flock information that may be used to 

terrorize or harass. Cyber stalking is a continuing offence, it is the interruption of the 

life of the victim without permission or unwontedly with the person to whom he has 

no connection or might be some connection in the past. The whole continuing process 

is an offence. Cyber stalking is technological based control on the victim for the 

reasons of anger, revenge, habitual offender or control or might be some other 

reasons. It includes- 

1. Annoyance, humiliation and disgrace to the victim. 

2. Theft in the victims‘ bank account and to its credit and debit cards. 

3. Distressing family, friends and employers to isolate the victim. 

4. Playing a scare tactics to feel fear in the victim.
364

 

With the increase in the technology and the new method of stalking, the stalking 

became the bitter truth of the Indian society. The parents often stalk their children‘s 

social media account to keep track on them and it is also very often that the spouses 

keep track on each other‘s to check their loyalty. The police enforcement agency 

always keeps a track on the offenders to keep the society safe and it is also very 

common for the police agencies to keep track for the terrorist attack but these are 

lawful stalking and it doesn‘t crime against the society as well as individual.
365

 It is 

basically described as a behavior in which other persons also wants to keep track on 

the other person either for the harassment, terrorizing or for the benefit of that person 

like in the case of family relations. The most important thing is the mode of 

harassment; on what mode the offender has its control like chat rooms, emails, open 

publishing websites or many more.
366

 It is very difficult to punish the offenders 

because basically they are well worsted in the technology and basically, they stalk 

through fake profile and very cleaver to keep their profile anonymous and most of the 

countries and India is not an exception to this, they don‘t have the specific laws for 

cyber stalking. Like in India, the offender of Cyber stalking is punished under the 

section 441, 509 of IPC and 72 of IT act.
367
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The one of the most common type of the crime against the sex workers in now a day 

is the MMS, the clients go in the brothels and make a video of the sex workers and 

upload on the websites like X videos and X hamsters and make money from these 

videos. The most recent example is of Delhi Metro CCTV footage leaks case, where 

the CCTV recording couples getting intimate in metro station etc. which has been 

recorded by police security cameras has been leaked on internet.
368

 Unlike the 

different crimes like cyber stalking, defamation, spoofing and many more this has to 

be considered as the most wicked and heinous cyber-crimes against women. In spite 

of different provisions like 67 of IT act and Section 290 for committing public 

nuisance, section 292 for sale of obscene books etc., and section 292A for printing or 

publishing grossly indecent or scurrilous matter or matter intended to blackmail, 

section 293 for sale etc. of obscene objects to young persons and then section 294 for 

doing or composing, writing etc. of obscene songs and finally under section 509 for 

outraging the modesty of women in IPC act. The heinous crimes against women are 

not only exists in India but also growing at the drastic rate and this is mostly because 

the people are losing faith in the concept of respect for women. 

Another very important problem which a sex worker is facing is the defamation on 

cyberspace. The people thought that the girl who is working as prostitute is of bad 

moral character and this has given a right to defame her on the cyberspace. However, 

there are many provisions are there in the IPC (sec-499
369

, 500
370

, 469
371

, 503
372

) and 

IT act (previously 66A)
373

Now, anyone can complaint defamation to cyber unit cell in 

the cyber investigation department. The problem doesn‘t lie in the intention of the 

legislature but it lies in the mechanism of the complaints, the victims are generally the 

women who have the thread of society, so they choose to be exploiting in private then 

to raise the voice against the wrong doer. The second problem lies with the attitude of 

the police officers and the society specially the parents they consider this as a trifling 
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act and doesn‘t allow their children to indulge in the legal affairs and this is because 

of the hectic nature of case disposal in India and the society approach on the girl, 

usually the Indian society always feel the women who is the wrong doer.    

The most distressing problem with this issue is to track the person who is making the 

statement in the internet because generally this type of people doesn‘t do these types 

of things with their own account but with fake id and profile. It is very difficult to 

track that person who is seeing the content or who is leaving the comment on that 

content because generally people use their nick name or famous names to use the 

social media like Facebook and also if it is published on the popular social media like 

Facebook then it get spread and reach to the last people on earth within a fraction of 

seconds. 

The very first instance of cyber defamation in India was recorded in the case of SMC 

Pneumatics (India) Pvt. Ltd. v. Jogesh Kwatra-JogeshKwatra
374

, in which an 

employee start publishing the derogatory words about his Managing Directors in 

order to lower the reputation and the good will of the company. Another famous case 

was the State of Tamil Nadu vs Suhaskatti
375

, in which the obscene and private photos 

has been circulated by the person through the emails, which results in derogatory 

phone calls to the victims and generally in the odd hours. The other type of the 

cybercrime, which the sex workers have faced in the recent time in India, is the cyber 

morphing which are now become very common in India. Morphing basically means 

the face of one person is attach on the other person in the videos and in the photos of 

the person with the intention of either defaming that person or extorting that person. 

Section 43
376

 and 46
377

 of IT act and 509
378

 of IPC can attract in this case. Similarly, 

the SITA act as well as the ITPA act also talks about some specify rights to the sex 

workers which is discussed through the case laws- 

1. State of Uttar Pradesh v. Kaushalia, AIR 1964 SC 416 

Article 14 of our Constitution talks about equality i.e. equality before law and equal 

protection of law, and Article 19(1) (d) and (e) says citizens shall have the right to 
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move freely throughout the territory and to reside and settle in part of the territory of 

India, 

In the above case various appeals were filed before the court from the judgement of 

Kaushalia v. State (AIR 1963 ALL 71), where High Court struck down the Section 20 

of SITA Act, which violates fundamental rights granted under the Constitution, where 

Broomie J. said that when a profession is of such a nature that it is immoral and not 

socially acceptable, like prostitution then for carrying on such profession, no one can 

claim fundamental right over it, the state can impose a complete ban on it, but section 

20 of SITA imposes restrictions on the place of residence and controls the movements 

of prostitutes. According to this section the magistrate has the power to remove any 

girl/woman which he believed to be a prostitute from his jurisdiction and also prohibit 

from re-entering into his jurisdiction.   

Then in 1965, Supreme Court decided this case and set aside the decision of the high 

court and said that restriction imposed by section 20 of SITA is reasonable and in 

welfare of the society as a whole. Court said that it does not violate Article 14 as the 

classification is reasonable and based on the purpose of legislation which has the 

rational relation with the object sought to be achieved by the objective of SITA, 

because there is certainly a specific difference between a woman who is a prostitute 

and one who is not. And for the purpose of Article 19 there is reasonable restriction 

provided in clause (5) of Article 19 in the welfare of public at large, there reasons 

were such as removing prostitutes from public area is the only way to get rid of 

prostitution. 

2. Begum v. State, AIR 1963 Bom 17 

This judgement is also focused on Section 20 of SITA where Judge Patel suggested to 

amend the laws for the betterment of prostitution, instead of removing them from the 

place of their residence, because these victims doesn‘t volunteer voluntarily for this 

profession, it is already recognized that most of them were professing it against their 

will, they were forced to do it because of their social conditions. The Bombay High 

Court was of the view that this section not only violates Article 14 and 19 (1)(d) and 

(e) of the Constitution, but also Article 21, which protects the right to life and 

personal liberty of a person, they further added if want to put an end on the 

prostitution, then they must amend the laws which support victims and criminal laws 
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should be designed in such a way that it punishes those who were making benefits out 

of these. 

3.   Upendra Baxi and Lotika Sarkar v. State of Uttar Pradesh: The Agra Home 

Case, 1983 2 SCC 308 

In this case a PIL was filed in 1981 by Upendra Baxi & Lotika Sarkar to Supreme 

Court, which later on turned into writ petition regarding the deteriorated and inhuman 

condition of protective home, whose basic aim is to provide shelter to the victims of 

prostitution, established and working under section 17, 19 and 21 of SITA in Agra, 

India. The Hon‘ble court ordered an investigation to the superintendent of protective 

home and demanded a clear explanation regarding the allegation imposed by the 

professors. According to the letter, the place which is being used for the victims, 

which is basically a corrective and protective home for those who escaped from 

prostitution, has a strength of women more than its capacity, where there is no basic 

standard of living is provided, no proper ventilation or sanitation, the hell like 

condition of this protective home is beyond the imagination, as many of them were 

being held illegally and suffering from physical and mental illness without any basic 

medical facilities. While the hearing begins in Supreme Court a number of inmates 

disappeared from the home without any resources to maintain their life and livelihood 

further just to avoid the inquiry by the court, this act of superintendent to let go a 

number of victims clearly shows lack of professionalism towards his duty and his 

corrupt practices. And it clearly indicates the violence and torture faced by the victims 

in the place, where they need to be protected and live freely. There person living there 

has no connection with fundamental rights enshrined under the Article 21 of 

Constitution that is the right to live with dignity.  

The Court also ordered to transfer the mentally retarded inmates to health care‘s 

where they will be under medical surveillance and the expenses incurred will be 

covered the government of Uttar Pradesh and also said to keep mentally retarded 

inmates separate from normal inmates as it is not desirable keep them both together as 

it likely to give adverse effect on both the categories. Later on, in 1997, this case was 

transferred to the National Human Rights Commission for future observation.   

Supreme Court in the recent judgment on 22 May 2022, using its power under article-

142 converted into suo-moto cognizance the panel appointed for rehabilitation of the 
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Sex workers in India 2011. The S.C had strictly marked to the police authority not to 

forecully act on the consetual sex among the adult as sex work is considered as the 

profession and valid work as the sex workers have also Right to live with the dignity 

under Article-21 of the Indian constitution. The court pointed out that the sex workers 

should not harras in terms of search of brothel homes as volantary sex work is not a 

crime is illegal only the running of brothel is illegal. S.C has also issued few 

directives in this regard. The S.C has also pointed out that the administration should 

not discriminate among the sexual crimes and assult to the sex workers and the basic 

eminities like the health care should be provided promptly when required. Utmost 

care has been also taken during the arrest and the identity should not be revealed in 

the normal condition. However, the matter is still pending before the Supreme Court 

and court ordered the Central government to file their part of reply in the next hearing.  

5.8 Conclusion 

The Prostitution is not a new thing for the Indian society and for the judiciary, After 

Independence, the biggest question lies in the Indian judiciary is that the judiciary is 

not able to determine the blend of prostitution in many cases. With the changing of 

the time the mode of the prostitution has also changed but the question remains the 

same, the judiciary is still not able to determine the prostitution in many cases because 

of technical disadvantage to the judge in our judiciary system.  The lengthy and 

costlier process of court system is also one of the disadvantages in taking these social 

issues lies in the Indian society. This gave chance to destroy the evidences. Any 

society has to achieve two things, first is the Law making process and most important 

is the successful implementation of those laws in the society and judiciary is the part 

of the implementation process. The judiciary has to be strong in order to deal with this 

social evil. However, government has taken many steps to advance the judiciary but 

still the judiciary in India is lacking behind many ways.     
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CHAPTER-6 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS (INDIA, BANGLADESH, 

USA) 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Cyber sexual abuse in not a new concept for any country now a days and it is always 

changing its pave from might to teach with the changing technology. The changing 

technology has clearing the more streets for clever and smart abuse to the victim‘s 

especially young girls. In simple terms if we define then it means the harmful sexual 

abuse with the facilitation of technology. Such harmful behaviours can include non-

consensual pornography and other image-based sexual exploitation, online sexual 

harassment, cyber-stalking, online gender-based hate speech, and the use of a carriage 

service to arrange/attempt to arrange a victim‘s sexual assault. This is not a new 

phenomenon and from time to time is has changing its perspective. Initially it is 

physical and now it is digital but that doesn‘t mean the physical violence has been end 

but it has changed its perspective from physical to digital. In India the irony of the 

digital sexual abuse is that the relatives don‘t understand the concept and not agree 

that there is any type of exploitation. The states administrative are also very ignorant 

in lodging F.I. R
379

 and investigating the offences.
380

 In this chapter the researcher 

wants to do a comparative analysis between the developed, developing and under 

developed nation. For this purpose USA, India and Bangladesh has been taken into 

consideration. Both merits and demerits points of the countries has been discussed 

separately and lastly the points which they all have in common.  

  

6.2 General perspective of the globe and international agencies 

The invention of the internet has no doubt many positive points and especially with 

the invention of WWW.
382

Ithas given all together a new life to the revolution of those 

                                                           
379

First information report to the police in the police station. 
380

Especially cybercrime in India. 
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women‘s, who are fighting for the rights of the women. No doubt the internet has 

made world a global village and with the invention of the smartphones these works 

became more easier but we all know that every coin had its two face, the internet has 

also its negative face and sexually exploitation of women in cyberspace is one of the 

darkest face of the internet.  

With the invention of the digital platform the exploitation of the women and girls has 

been increased by many aspects like chat rooms, emails, social networking sites, 

blogs and through private messages, porn, private photos, photo shops, sharing 

personal details and many more. However, the elements of physical abuse are absence 

in the above-mentioned crimes but it is no less dangerous than the physical abuse.
383

 

It is very difficult to identify the offender in these cases because of the threat of the 

defamation to the victim and the lack of the evidence because any person who is 

technologically sound can erase the evidences. 

Women have been victim of the various types of sexual offences in the society right 

from the sati paratha to the most famous Nirbhaya case. The United Nations defines 

violence against women as "any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is 

likely to result in, physical, sexual or mental harm or suffering to women, including 

threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in 

public or in private life‘‘. Acc. to Swapna Majumdar, ―Violence against women is 

neither culture nor region-specific; it cuts across community and class. Shocking 

though it is, the fact is that violence against women has become an acceptable norm of 

life because women accept violence as a part of their married life until it becomes 

intolerable‘‘. 

The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 

General Recommendation 19 defines gender-based violence as ―violence that is  

directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women 

disproportionately. It includes acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or 

suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and other deprivations of liberty‖
384
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The UN General Assembly (UNGA) 2013 Consensus Resolution on protecting 

women human rights defenders contains language on technology-related human rights 

violations: ―information technology-related violations, abuses and violence against 

women, including women human rights defenders, such as online harassment, cyber 

stalking, violation of privacy, censorship and hacking of e-mail accounts, mobile 

phones and other electronic devices, with a view to discrediting them and/or inciting 

other violations and abuses against them, are a growing concern and a manifestation 

of systemic gender-based discrimination, requiring effective responses compliant with 

human rights‖.
385

 

We all proudly celebrate women‘s day to celebrate the contribution made by women 

in the society in every field and in the Hindu mythology also the place of women is 

very high but in reality, it is not so.  Actually, the women are no more than a mere 

animal in most of the parts of India and harassment of mental peace, physical abuse, 

emotional misbalance are very common in India and the situation are getting worse 

with the advent of the new technology. The constitution of India has provided laws in 

the preamble, F.R, DPSP and where not but in realties, these are only the dead letters 

of the constitution nothing else and in spite of these great provisions till now women 

are not treated as the par with the man and the situation in few states like Bihar, Uttar 

Pradesh, Rajasthan, Haryana are even worse.   

The number of cyber abuses is increasing with every day in India and in near future 

these numbers will not decrease. Almost 75% of the victims in cyberspace are women 

and girls but still the law is not very much strict towards the approach of victimization 

in cyberspace. The cyber-crimes are needed to be studied in great detail both by the 

citizens and by the authorities in order to tackle this problem. The most important 

aspect which needs a quick revitalization is the mentality of the citizens, specially 

guardian and parents of the girl child. They need a counselling and awareness in this 

aspect by the government and have to understand that these are also come under the 

category of the crime and the small crimes like stalking will leads to the bigger crimes 

like Cyber prostitution and this needs to be controlled in the very first stage only. 
386
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According to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against 

Women, discrimination against women includes gender-based violence, that is, 

―violence which is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects 

women disproportionately, and, as such, is a violation of their human rights.” The 

Committee also states that gender based violence against women includes (but is not 

limited to) physical, sexual, psychological or economic harm or suffering to women 

as well as threats of such acts.
387

  

Today‘s the online exploitation is basically the gender-based violence, these issues 

require comprehensive response because this is a societal problem not the individual 

problem. The violence against the women in online is not the limited to the one 

aspects only but it also includes the targeting and abusing words including comments 

on her race, caste, sex, identity but the most dangerous thing is the sharing of the 

videos and photos of private moments of any girls and women without her 

permission.
388

 

It is important to note that violence and abuse online can take place in many different 

contexts. In November 2017, Amnesty International commissioned an online 

poll with Ipsos MORI about women‘s experiences of abuse and harassment on social 

media platforms across eight countries including the USA and UK. 

The findings showed that nearly a quarter (23%) of the women surveyed across the 

eight countries said they had experienced online abuse or harassment at least once, 

including 21% of women polled in the UK and 1/3 (33%) of women polled in the US. 

In both countries, 59% of women who experienced abuse or harassment said the 

perpetrators were complete strangers.
389

 

These online messages are mostly used for the revenge after the breakup or marriage 

from the ex-gf and ex-wife. The plan is to keep them in fear and exploit them either 

monetary, socially or emotionally. More than 75% of these messages and exploitation 

is done by their family members, relatives or by their ex-boyfriend and husband.
390
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The advent of the internet and the World Wide Web in India has prejudiced 

significantly the distribution, watching and downloading of pornography. It has also 

made clear that there is a loophole in the legal system because the distribution of the 

pornography is increasing every day in India. Law enforcement investigations are 

among the most prominent means to combat online child sexual exploitation and 

abuse. National, Regional, and International law enforcement agencies investigate 

online child sexual exploitation and abuse and cooperate in the investigation of these 

cybercrimes. For example, in Operation Tantalio , INTERPOL, Europol, and law 

enforcement agencies from 15 countries in Europe, Central America and South 

America cooperated in the investigation of child sexual abuse material distributed via 

Whats app.
391

 

Undercover law enforcement investigations have also been conducted to identify, 

investigate, and prosecute perpetrators of online child sexual exploitation and abuse. 

A case in this aspect is the undercover operation of the Kids the Light of Our 

Lives Internet chat room, which served as a platform for live streaming child sexual 

abuse and to upload and share child sexual exploitation and abuse material.
392

 

Cooperation between the private sector government agencies is also essential in 

counterfeiting online sexual exploitation and abuse. There are many sociological 

reasons also which leads to the growth of the rise in the sexual exploitation of women 

in India. The most important reason is the fear of defamation of family members, this 

fear of defamation is commonly seen in most of the developing and underdeveloped 

countries. Most of the times, the women considered herself responsible for the crime 

which is done to her, this is because the non-supportive nature of her family members 

and society around her. Internet has proved sword and flower for the women in this 

21
st
 c. they have more chance to express themselves with more freedom and the 

women are the most vulnerable sections of society on the internet also because of the 

nature of the internet is very suspicious in nature.
393

 

IT is also because it is very difficult to identify the predator on the internet; the 

predators can blackmail the women or girl with anonymous account without revelling 

their identity because generally the person with this intention used the fake account 
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and fake name. The women are also in the fear that the anonymous persons may harm 

the family members or What the family members will say to her and these problems 

are basically arise in developing and under developed countries and because of this 

the case was not reported in a police station and nor supported by the society, which 

will ultimately lead to the rise in the courage of perpetrators and in number of cases it 

is seen commonly that it leads to the suicide also.   

In India and the other Asian countries, the police and the other enforcement agencies 

doesn‘t take the crimes related to the cyberspace seriously, which not only demotivate 

the victims but also increase the courage of the perpetrator. The government has to 

take a front seat in this regard and not only punish the police officers but also make a 

stringent law for the punishment of the perpetrator and make ISP more liable.
394

 

The chief problem of cyber-crime lies in the modus operandi, the police, judiciary, 

investigating agencies has to make them updated from time to time with the latest 

development
395

 so that they can identify and punish the perpetrator. It is the role of 

these agencies to see that these new technology does not become the mode of 

exploitation to the users. Government has to take superior care of this matter and 

especially with the rights of women.  

However, it is also the responsibility of the government to educate and aware its 

people about the cyberspace and specially cybercrimes to their citizens through 

different ways. On the other hand, it is also the responsibility of the citizens to 

became techno savvy and use the cyberspace in most useful and positive manner and 

must aware about their rights and duties in cyberspace and what steps should be taken 

in case of emergency in cyberspace.  

Now, the most important part which has to be played by the guardians or by the 

parents of a child is that they have to teach their children about the rights of the others 

and it is the duty to respect others rights in the cyber space and most importantly 

respect the girl and women in the cyberspace system.  

Hence to counter cybercrime against the women there must be requirement of huge 

changes and that change is made by everyone in the society and especially in the 

education system. This change will not come in one day, this is a multi-layer approach 

in it that will take a generation but if we try together then no doubt it will change and 
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in a positive manner. The day in which the women docent fear to talk to the strangers 

on the internet like men, then only both genders will be treated equally in real 

sense.
396

 

 

6.3 Position in United States of America 

Cyber Space is a boundary less territory which doesn‘t have the physical boundary. It 

is basically depending on the users of every country and it is unwritten ethical rule 

that the one user can‘t curtail the other user‘s digital rights. The states have only duty 

to protect his citizen‘s technological rights. Till the last decade the progress of the 

community is measured on the safety in the society but now the role of the state has 

changed and it is more than a police state. Now the state has to take the role of the 

welfare state and one of the important parameters of the welfare states is also depends 

on the sound and safe accommodation of its citizens in cyberspace.
397

 

Now, the time has been changed the countries which has more territory and the more 

powerful army is no more the strongest country. The small countries like Israel have 

hold a special position in the powerful lists of the country and this is only because of 

the development of its Information technology and the cyber security. There is not a 

single example that the Israeli government websites has been hacked. So, in today‘s 

world it is basically the cyberspace who decides the countries growth. 

Information and communication technology are the integral part of any one‘s life now 

and it is more than business now. Every transaction, whether personal like shopping, 

banking or any business transactions like purchasing selling of shares etc. involves 

internet services. The nations have also understood that the rights of their citizens 

have gone up to later stage from physical to technological rights and the government 

has to protect these rights and maintain their citizens‘ rights in cyberspace in order to 

maintain the growth of their country.
398

 

Cyber-crime is not a new concept for any nation and all the countries of this globe are 

going through the same issue of the cyber- crime and the most drastic problem of the 
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cyber- crime in every nation is to protect their women and girls‘ rights on internet, to 

make them free and safe on the internet. Every country knows that the aspects of 

cyber- crimes are way more dangerous than the conventional crimes. The impact of 

the cyber- crime is very wider in its aspects, the crime committed in one country and 

it affects the other country. The whole world has turned into a global village in this 

regard.
399

 

The other aspects of the cybercrime are the problem of the jurisdictions in the crime it 

may be legal in one country and might be illegal in other country. Say for example the 

online prostitution, the prostitution may be legal in one country but may not be illegal 

in other country. So here the problem arises about the jurisdiction.  

The countries like America, is not only leading the internet world but also prove to be 

the most efficient player in the technology. The internet is all depends on the 

invention, the safer the internet surfing, the good the technology of any country. The 

USA is always proved to be the king of the internet because almost 60% of the globe 

total websites has its origination from USA; however the first internet act has been 

passed in UK in 1990. The computer misuse act 1990. In the USA the main purpose 

of the internet is the transactions, whether it is bank, shopping, payments or any other 

thing. PayPal has been invented by the America in 1998; the first customer was the 

prostitutes. It gives is clear picture that how American‘s are very much dependent on 

the internet services for their economic growth. It is not incorrect to say that the cost 

of one day loss in internet connection may cause thousands of billion dollars to the 

USA. The economy of America is more or less 100% dependent on the internet, 

starting from share trading to the bank transaction everything is secured through 

internet password and username. 

In the 21
st
 century, the criminals have changed their mode of work especially in the 

developed countries like America, now the drug trafficking andspecially the 

prostitution has been carried on internet. The work of the human trafficking is all 

carried on the internet. The agents of the Middle East and the agents of the big cities 

like Mumbai and New Delhi contact to the victim with the help of the internet. The 

identity theft, card fraud, IPR frauds are very common in the America but in all these 

crimes the most dangerous is the sexual offences against women. The persons who 

generally target the women, who are in a need of money or drug addicted or the 
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adolescent girls, who wants money to fulfil her material desire. However, they target 

anyone but generally they follow this agenda.
400

 

The person first sends the images and videos of those items which is generally loved 

or liked by the teenager girls and it can be easily observed by the products which are 

liked on the social media platform. Say for example the girl is interested in expensive 

dress then the videos and photos of expensive dress, jewellery, watches is shown in 

the knowledge feed of her account and now the person who wants to trap that girls 

start talking to her in her personal chat box and start chatting according to the interest 

of that girl. Say for example the person will only talk about the expensive dress and 

jewelleries and if the girl doesn‘t like her father or family then he will also pretend 

that he also doesn‘t like his father or he doesn‘t have a good relation with his family. 

So basically, he tried to be one among them. Once the person get her faith then, he 

starts dominating her on the internet and make them feel that it is fine to take some 

pleasure on the internet and it is cool to have private chat and private shows, nothing 

wrong in it and everyone does that because it is in the fashion. 

Sometimes it also goes one step beyond and the person meet the women and girl and 

invite for sex in lieu of money and the girl who all started for fun ends up in the 

prostitution, humiliation, blackmail or porn industry sometime. For over three 

decades, Congress has been concerned about cybercrime and its related threats in 

America. Today these concerns often arise among a larger discussion surrounding the 

federal government‘s role in ensuring US cyber security
401

The US legal system has 

enacted various laws regarding cybercrimes because more than 60 % of the sites on 

the World Wide Web are located in the USA. To curb the menace of hacking the US 

Government has enacted various stringent legislations. The Wire Fraud statute being 

the first law used to prosecute computer criminals in USA. It was seen that the 

communication wires were used in international commerce to commit fraud.
402

 

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, deals with the issue of unauthorized access in 

the U S legal system. The legislation was first enacted in 1984, revised in 1994, and 

the last amendment was made in late 1996.
403
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The USA has passed several enactments because of its nature of the society in which 

almost 80% of its functions are carried out on the internet. The USA has also passed 

federal laws for the protection of cybercrimes; these federal laws had been bringing to 

introduce the amendment in the US federal code. The major laws in criminal cases in 

USA have been discussed in the following heads:  

1. Computer crimes in federal criminal code 

2. Intellectual Property Rights specially pertaining to Federal Statutes:  

a) Copyright Offences  

b) Copyright Organization offences  

c) Trademark offences 

d) Bootlegging offences  

e) Trade Secret Offences  

f) Offences concerning the integrity of IP System  

g) Offences concerning the Misuse of Dissemination system  

3. Cyber Stalking  

4. Search and seizure of Computers  

5. Guidelines concerning sentences Relevant to cyber crime
404

 

The USA has not only enacted the provisions with great due diligence but also made 

his police and investigating team more effective specially FBI and sound with the 

help of the general public. The number of cyber offenders in the country has been 

increasing every day because of the prevalence of the internet in a very large number 

in the country, but unlike India it does not have the issue of making understand the 

citizens about its seriousness and it is because the citizens are very much concern 

about their technological rights and the people are well equipped and aware about the 

basics of internet at least. The government had also played very important role 

regarding this in the late 90‘s. 

However, everything is not fine in the USA regarding the cybercrime or not it is 

possible. According to the report of the congressional service, the USA doesn‘t have 

the basic definition of most of the cybercrimes like cyber prostitution, phishing and 

many more and basically, they used interchangeably with real physical world 

definition.  Similarly, they have also the issue of the jurisdictions because in USA 

every state has different federal laws on every subject, which really have very bad 
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impact at the time of the investigation. The USA has also doesn‘t have the separate 

investigating agency, which is dedicated on the investigation of the cyber-crimes and 

that too specially with sexual offences against women and it also gives extra burden 

on local police and the FBI agents because they have to first solve the issue of 

jurisdiction. However, they have their special courts for the cyber-crimes in their state 

laws. 

The United States of America doesn‘t have the special strategy to combat the 

cybercrimes. However, they have strategies to combat the other organised crimes and 

in order to protect the other organised crimes they are using to combat the 

cybercrimes which are related with that organised crimes. Say for example, the 

authorities have guidelines and orders to stop the prostitution and if any prostitution is 

running on the internet, then they will control the internet and caught that prostitute 

and pimps but specially the USA agencies doesn‘t have the plan to combat the online 

prostitution or trafficking.  

However, there are many attempts has been made by the congress of the USA to make 

it in a structured and strategically wise but it has not achieved till date. Due to this 

lacuna several data and its impact is absent in the process of combating this problem 

in the society. Due to the lack of the pressure on the intermediaries, most of the 

crimes are not reported by the citizens and if some of the crimes are reported also then 

they are reported by the citizen and they don‘t understand the nature of the cybercrime 

committed. Sometimes, the crime is reported so late that the wrong doer has become 

non traceable by the agencies because generally the crimes are committed with fake 

names, id‘s and account number and if the devices are destroyed after committing the 

crime then they are non-traceable for their whole life by the state agencies.   

Some of the federal acts pertaining to the cyber security in USA have been discussed 

below- 

1. The Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984, 

specially made to protect the computers from attacks on federal computer systems, 

which are specially used by banks and in interstate and foreign commerce. 

2. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA) prohibits unauthorized 

electronic secretly listing to someone else conversation. 

3. The Computer Security Act of 1987 gave the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST), this act is basically responsible for security of the data except the 
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national security data including the military websites. This act basically sets the 

security standards for all the federal computers.  

4. The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 gave the Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB) responsibility for developing cyber security policies.
405

 

5. The Clinger Cohen Act of 1996, this act basically authorised the role of the agencies 

and authorities, information security policy, procedures and establishment of Chief 

information Officer.  

6. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 (HSA) gave the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) some cyber security responsibilities in addition to those implied by its 

general responsibilities for homeland security and critical infrastructure.
406

 

7. The Cyber Security Research and Development Act enacted in 2002, this act had 

established the role of the research in cyber security for National Science Foundation 

(NSF). 

8. The E-Government Act of 2002, this act has served its primary role as to guide federal 

IT management and inventiveness to make data and services available online, and 

includes various cyber security necessities. 

9. The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA), this act has 

made the NIST
407

 more powerful and establishment of central federal incident 

centre,
408

, rather than the Secretary of Commerce, responsible for promulgating 

federal cyber security standards. 

Till 1960; s computers and internets has been used by the researchers and 

academicians but after 1960‘s the United States of America invented Internet 

Corporation of Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and Protocol system.
409

The 

internet has developed significantly in United States of America from defence 

department to a global communication till 1969.  Basically, in USA there are three 

types of cybercrimes firstly one computer is used to commit crime from another 

computer like hacking. Second is computer and internet are used to commit some 

traditional form of crime like terrorism and prostitution and thirdly, the computers are 

used to store some illegal content or the stolen data.  
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On the 9th of February 2009, the President of United State Barack Obama has 

directed the National Security and Homeland Security Advisors to conduct a review 

of the plan, programs, and activities underway throughout the government dedicated 

to cyber security, including new regulations to combat cybercrime.
410

The cyber treat 

in the USA is more than any other threat, it is basically the intelligence game, in 

which one intelligence hack the other intelligence network for some secret messages. 

 

6.4 Online Prostitution vis a vis Online Trafficking in United States 

of America 

Prostitution in the websites may have different forms but the most dangerous among 

them is the child prostitution on internet. The child prostitution is most important 

market for the porn industry. They exploit the children and circulate it through various 

electronic media. These things can only deprave the minds of the society people 

specially children but also corrupt them. The pornography is widely used for exciting 

the sexual desire of any one through books, films, audio and many more, this not only 

effect the personal life but also the social life of the person who is seeing the content 

on a daily basis. Like many Asian and European countries, the USA is also very much 

focused on prohibiting the child pornography, doesn‘t have much recorded for other 

women exploitation. 

The USA has two laws against the child pornography, The Child Pornography 

Prevention Act, 1996 and the Child Online Protection Act, 1998. The first act 

basically focus on the computer technology involves in the production of the child 

pornography and latter basically focus on the role of the intermediaries to focus on 

these types of content and make filtration of those websites who are giving this type 

of illegal content. The Communication Decency Act, 1996 has been passed to protect 

minors from pornography. The CDA states that any person, who knowingly transports 

obscene material for sale or distribution either in foreign or interstate commerce or 

through the use of an interactive computer service, shall be liable to imprisonment up 

to five years for a first offence and up to ten years for each subsequent offence.
411

 

According to section 2256 child pornography prevention act 1996, child pornography 

means any depiction, including any photograph, film, video, picture, or computer or 
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computer-generated images or picture, whether made or produced by electronic, 

mechanical, or other means, or sexually explicit conduct, where the production of 

such visual depiction involves the use of a minor engaging in sexually explicit 

conduct; such visual depiction is, or appears to be, of a minor engaging in sexually 

explicit conduct; such visual depiction has been created, adapted, or modified to 

appear that an identifiable minor is engaging in sexually explicit conduct; or such 

visual depiction is advertised, promoted, presented, described, or distributed in such a 

manner that conveys the impression that the material is or contains a visual depiction 

of a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct. In 1998, the protection of children 

from sexual predators act, this act basically targeted the commercial pornographers 

and those persons who give the advertisements.  

In the USA the online prostitution is the part of the drug lord mafia, these drug lords 

are basically from the Mexico because the USA is the most important and biggest 

market for drugs in that region. So, the gangs which are basically involves in the drug 

businesses uses the girls for prostitution and internet for its online advertisement and 

the revenue which are generated from the prostitution again go in the drugs. So, 

basically the money rolls from drugs to prostitution and prostitution to terrorism in 

America. However, there are very few small gangs also, who only carries the 

prostitution business as their sole business but they are very few in numbers. 

The other part of the internet prostitution is the cyber stalking and the USA laws are 

also very much strict about the cyber stalking. Cyber stalking is the use of internet or 

online means to stalk someone and this term is interchangeably with online 

harassment and online abuse.
412

 Mostly cyber stalking involves following a person‘s 

movement across the internet by positing threatening messages to the victim or by 

entering the chat-room and abused to the victim or by constantly bombarding the 

victim with the e-mails etc.
413

 

Cyber Stalking is a criminal offence under anti-stalking, slanders and harassment 

laws. Cyber Stalking is basically addressed in U.S Federal laws, the violence against 

women made Act 2000, made the cyber stalking as a part of the federal interstate 

stalking statue, before then cyber stalking was never discussed. However, still in 
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America there are lacks of central laws to address this issue and cyber stalking is still 

a subject matter of state.
414

 

In USA almost every state is dealing with the cyber stalking, US federal Code 18 

under section 2261 A (2) states that whoever with the intent uses the mail, any 

interactive computer service, or any facility of interstate of foreign commerce to 

engage in a course of conduct that causes substantial emotional distress to that person 

or places that person in reasonable fear of the death of, or serious bodily injury shall 

be liable under section 2261 B (b) for a imprisonment which may extend up to life 

imprisonment if the death of the victim results; for not more than 20 years if 

permanent disfigurement or life threatening bodily injury to the victim results; for not 

more than 10 years, if serious bodily injury to the victim results or if the offender uses 

a dangerous weapon during the offense.
415

 

In USA there are many cases which are dealt by the federal agencies in which the 

paedophiles use the personal chat rooms, emails and other communication online 

services with the purpose of making sexual activities. However, the most important 

problem of USA has not lies in laws but it lies in the issue of their jurisdictions 

capacity, The Black‘s Law Dictionary defines jurisdiction as ―the power and authority 

constitutionally conferred upon (or constitutionally recognized as existing in ) a court 

or judge to pronounce the sentence of the law, or to award the remedies provided by 

law, upon a state of facts, proved or admitted, referred to the tribunal for decision and 

authorized by law to be the subject of investigation or action by that tribunal and in 

favour of or against persons (or res) who present themselves or who are brought 

before the court in some manner sanctioned by law as proper and sufficient‖
416

 

The jurisdiction is basically the jurisdiction of the court to define the aspects of the 

cases; the court must actively hear a case and render effective judgments. The very 

basics of the justice system are the jurisdiction is always threatened by the internet in 

the cyberspace. Everything is available on one click and from anywhere in this world. 

In a simple term, we can say that the cyber world jurisdiction is very fast-growing 

jurisdiction and it‘s a dynamic space. It is the ever-growing international law 

jurisdiction.  
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Cyberspace has no geographical boundaries and it doesn‘t have any aspects which 

depends on the boundary system as in traditional laws, it happened basically. Due to 

the globalisation also, this jurisdiction has been blurred everywhere in the globe. 

However, the General Assembly have adopted the United Nations Commission on 

International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law on Electronic Commerce in 2001 

but this has brought very slight change and doesn‘t solve much of the jurisdictions 

approach. The United States of America has divided the cybercrimes in two parts; 

firstly it is the criminal offence in cybercrime including the traditional crimes 

prostitution in cyberspace and other white-collar crimes in the cyberspace. There are 

many laws in the United States to control the cybercrimes in America; there are 

federal laws as well as state laws.  

However, the issues and offences well defined in both the federal and state laws but 

some time the jurisdictions overlap in these two courts, like mostly in the cases of 

white-collar crimes, it is very difficult to differentiate what crime has been committed 

and who will take charge of it. The most important mistake in this regard, it has 

treated the cybercrime as a normal federal crime. However, USA has updated with his 

cyber department but it has not updated with the judges and the trail system. The same 

judges are seeing the matter, as like it is a traditional federal crime and the judges are 

basically not well worse with the technicalities of the cybercrimes which ultimately 

hampered the basic nature of the crime. However, there is United States Sentencing 

Guideline (USSG) in this direction but it is not sufficient because it is only a guideline 

and not an enforcement document which has sanctions. 
417

 

In the case of Norway v. Tvedt
418

the post was there in the social media platform about 

the Neo-Nazism and about racist comment, the court had decided that the person who 

is responsible for the post is punishable despite of the fact that the post is not from the 

USA and the registered website is from another country.  

In Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Services Company
419

 case, the publisher of book 

claimed that the person who is publishing the re-print or making it published with 

some content change, is liable for the publication to the original publisher, the court in 
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this regard says that it is impossible for the intermediaries to monitor each and every 

publication in this large cyber world.  

In United States v. Hilton
420

the plaintiff was charged with the obscene CD and DVD, 

the CD and DVD containing the pornography, especially child pornography and some 

personal contacts which shows of the prostitutes.  The first time the plaintiff in any 

case has claimed his Right of privacy, and to check his private objects is 

unconstitutional. However, the federal court had decided that the protection of 

children and vulnerable class is the first priority of the USA and they will protect in 

every aspect, the court had also agreed that the definition of the child pornography is 

also very vague and need to be curtailing down.   

In United States v. Mathew‘s case
421

, the courts had given a historical judgment and 

make liable the offender with its each transaction as a separate transition and book for 

every transaction separately. The court is of decision that the transfer of each picture 

of child pornography and share of every female with details for the prostitution is 

considered as the single transactions and the offenders are booked for each 

transaction.  

 

6.5 Position in India 

In India the year 1992 was very important because in this year India had opened their 

economy and takes his first step towards the Globalisation. No globalisation can be 

done without technology so it also come into picture and more and more business 

were run by the computer system and with the invention of the internet, India had 

noticed the vast market of the e-commerce products and suddenly the emails are 

getting the momentum and everyone is conscious about the storing of their own data.   

The United Nation Commission on International Trade law has adopted the e-

commerce model law in 1996; the General Assembly had passed this model law on 

30
th

 January 1997 and suggested the member states to pass the same laws in their 

country with few modifications which suits to the respective countries
422

.   

As a result of this, India has passed its very first legislation regarding technology in 

2000, the Information technology act 2000. There are many other rules and 

regulations also which come from time to time after passing of the IT act 2000. These 
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rules and regulations are basically considered with one special area, these laws are 

mostly come from the parliament acts or also from ordinances from the ministry of 

technology. These laws and regulations are as follows- 

i)The Information Technology Act, 2000  

ii) The Information Technology (Certifying Authorities) Rules, 2000 

iii) The Cyber Regulations Appellate Tribunal (Procedure) Rules, 2000  

iv) The Information Technology (Certifying Authority) Regulations, 2001 

v) The Cyber Regulations Appellate Tribunal (Procedure for Investigation of 

Misbehaviour or in capacity of Presiding Officer) Rules, 2003.  

VI) The Information Technology (Other powers of Civil Courts vested in Cyber 

Appellate Tribunal) Rules 2003. 

vii) The Information Technology (other standards) Rules 2003. 

viii) The Information Technology (Qualification and Experience of Adjudicating 

Officers and manner of holding enquiry) Rules, 2003.  

ix) The Cyber Regulations Appellate Tribunal (Salary Allowances and other terms 

and conditions of service of Presiding Officer) Rules, 2003.  

x) Ministerial order on blocking of Websites  

xi) The Information Technology (Use of Electronic Records and Digital Signatures) 

Rules, 2004;  

xii) The Information Technology (Security Procedure) Rules, 2004.  

xiii) The Information Technology Amendment Act, 2008. 

xiv) Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguard for monitoring and 

Decryption of Information) Rules, 2009.  

xv) Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguard for monitoring and collecting 

Traffic Data or Information) Rules, 2009. 

xvi) Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguard for Blocking Access of 

Information by Public) Rules, 2009.  

xvii) Information Technology (Electronic Service Delivery) Rules, 2011.  

xviii) Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures, and 

sensitive personal data or Information) Rules, 2011.  

xix) Information Technology (Intermediaries guidelines) Rules, 2011 

xx) Information Technology (Guidelines for Cyber Cafe) Rules, 2011.  

xxi) Information Technology (Guidelines for Cyber Cafe) Rules, 2011.  
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xxii) Information Technology (Recognition of Foreign Certifying Authorities 

Operating under a Regulatory Authority) Regulations, 2013. 

xxiii) Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines (Amendment) Rules) 2018 

xxxiv) Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 

The Information and communication revolution have challenged the world system in 

every aspect whether it is monetary barrier, political boundaries or even the old fixed 

laws and India is not an exception to this. The cyberspace is challenging every aspects 

of the society and every aspect includes the social norms and established institutions. 

With the advent of the cyberspace, the mode of crime committing in India has been 

changed and it also increased the cybercrime in India. The Annual Reports of 

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) a security department under the 

Ministry of Communication and Information Technology has revealed that there are 

numerous increases in the cyber-crime after 2009.
423

India is still considered as very 

slow in the growth of the measures to combat the cyber technology attack and failed 

to come up with the aggressive technology to combat this problem.  

The problem of Indian cyberspace is little bit different from rest of the world. As 

India is facing the problem of cyberspace as well as the problem of generation gap, 

the invention of the cyberspace in India is very late, as a result of this there is a gap 

between the technological understanding of parents and the children. The PayPal is 

invented in America in 1998 and India started its payment app in 2015 by Phone Pay 

app. So, the basic problem lies here is the technological illiteracy. The guardian and 

parents do not want to understand that there is a crime called cyber stalking, cyber 

defamation, and cyber bullying which might take ultimately their child on the risk of 

depression, anxiety, low confidence and what not. They considered this as a fun game 

among friends; the parents don‘t understand this issue because of generation gap. So, 

they don‘t discuss with the children and if the children want to discuss also then also, 

they don‘t understand it as problem and called it as a trifling Act.  

The investigating agencies are not really experts in investigating, it has generally seen 

that in most of technologically driven crimes they are lack behind the wrong doer and 

it is generally observed that the authorities generally don‘t understand the importance 

of crimes and they start blaming the women and their family. However, there are no 
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issues with the jurisdictions on the judiciary in India like USA but still like USA, 

Indian judges are also not very much trained or advanced in this direction.  

However, the government have taken many initiatives to trianed the judges and the 

investigating officers and to promote awareness about the cyber-crimes among the 

general public through electronic and print media, campus and with the help of NGO; 

s and University students. However, the results are not up to the mark and we can say 

that the internet is still in its growing stage in India. Basically, the Indian laws have 

played its part and evolved constant change according to need and invention in 

technology in the society from time to time since 2000, India gets its first IT act under 

the obligation of General Assembly in 1997. However, India has also its reason for 

slow growth; firstly with the increasing online transaction on a daily basis, it is 

difficult to control the advancement of technology for country like India. Secondly the 

courts are facing the inadequacy in provisions while dealing with the laws which 

relates to the technology like most of the cyber -crimes are not discussed in IT act till 

now. The most important object for passing of this act is to facilitate e-commerce and 

tackled the cyber-crimes. The IT act 2000 has under gone under the amendment in the 

year 2008 and come with the Information Technology act, 2008. Being the first IT act 

of the country, it has many criticism and the loopholes, so in order to fill that 

loopholes, the IT act 2000 had gone under amendment in 2008, the main objective 

behind the amendment is to come in the parity with the increasing technological 

advancement and India is the most growing technological advanced country in the 

Asia. Bangalore was established as the cyber hub of the country till then and most of 

the country business involves the internet. Cyber Crimes are also increasing on a daily 

basis and new cyber-crimes were emerged on a daily basis. However, the increase in 

the sexual contents, cyber terrorism, and theft of data and to increase the prosecution 

level is the most important factors behind the amendment of the IT act 2000 in 2008. 

The enactment of these IT act has been solved the problem in many aspects but still 

there is need for the vast change in the provisions. Despite of the amendment in the 

Information technology act 2008, there is need for change in- 

1. There is no proper protection available in the IT act 2008 for the intellectual property 

rights in cyber laws. 

2. The IT act 2008, doesn‘t talk about the domain name related issues like rights and 

liabilities of domain name holders. 

3. The IT act doesn‘t talk about the Anti-trust laws. 
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4. The IT act doesn‘t talk about the regulations of the electronic payments.  

5. The IT act had not created any special police station for this act and the traditional 

police station system and the officers are not well equipped with the latest technology.  

However, there are separate IT cells in every district under the control of 

Superintendent of Police but again they are not so well worse and running on the 

same old traditional method of investigation which doesn‘t work in the cyber law 

cases. The condition of cyber cell in states like Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand 

are worse except their capital towns.   

 

6.6 Cyber Prostitution and other sexual offences against women in 

India  

The internet has become one of the essential ways of life to the teenagers in India. 

The teenagers in India can‘t think his life without the internet. The internet is a two-

way entity in India, it gives immense power of knowledge but also restrict the users 

with different cyber related offences. The most heinous among them is the sexual 

crime against women in cyberspace. The teens basically in India used to chat and 

develop the friendly relations with strangers on the internet, generally without the 

knowledge of their parents. The chats are basically cyber privacy protected and in 

their private chat rooms, which create difficulty for the intermediaries and the 

enforcement agencies to tackle these types of crimes. Hangouts in the chat rooms are 

the common place for the teenagers in India, everything in the modern India is more 

or less technological driven, starting from home works, assignments to online exams 

for the school going children‘s in India.  

This gives a good opportunity to the paedophiles and other utter motives people in 

India, so that they get close towards the teenagers and specially towards the girl child 

and used them for their bad motives. These persons generally used fake profile 

pictures, fake name, fake id‘s and chat according to the likings of the girls or women 

and they try to build a love and affection relationships. Which generally leads to the 

sex chats; video calling includes sharing of pictures and videos also. The person also 

tries to meet in person and have sex with the girl or women and the social media 

platform like Face book, Instagram, twitters are generally used to do such heinous 

acts. While personal sharing in cyberspace provides emotional support for some teens, 
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there is evidence that on-line peer support could reinforce off-line antisocial 

behaviour
424

 

The prostitution in India goes beyond the imagination in 2020, the prostitution in 

brothel homes are the legacy of old century. Now everything is technology driven and 

prostitutes are the first technology savvy in India because they know that technology 

not only save them from jail and humiliation but also give them more opportunity to 

spread their business free of cost generally and to the masses in any corner of the 

globe. Previously, they have access till their town only but now they have the access 

to the whole world.  

The websites like red light secret.com, hookers.com, Victoria Milan are used 

frequently and in most of the countries the dating apps are also used to share the 

information of the prostitutes. The prostitutes have been given a room in the websites 

to describe everything starting from their colour of eyes to the sexual position they 

perform during sex. The person sitting in New York can buy and have sex with some 

Indian girl sitting in New Delhi.  

The other most common way of prostitution in India is the marriage websites and the 

massage parlours, the advertisements of massage parlours are actually the modern 

brothels of India. Prostitution in India is well defined and formally acknowledged 

everywhere now days in India. It is also correct to say that the mafia is controlling the 

prostitution market in most of the cities like in Mumbai and Delhi and is it very 

common and everyone knows that most of the brothels are run by the D company in 

Mumbai and the money which are gained from these brothels are gone to different 

countries and used in the terrorism. So, every crime is related to each other and the 

prostitution is the main and easy way to make the investments. However, it is always 

claimed that the police know everything about the prostitution but they are corrupted 

so they don‘t take action against them. This presumption is not totally wrong. 

However, there are many sections like 67,67A, 67B, 67C, 67E, in IT act and 354A, 

354C, 354 D in IPC against the sexual offences against women in cyberspace but 

most of the provisions in India focuses on the cyber pornography and specially child 

pornography. No provisions in Indian laws basically focus against the prostitution in 

cyberspace, which is the most growing and heinous crime in India.  
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One of the recent reports has been shown that the person who has chosen their 

partners trough internet have the higher rate of transmitting sexual diseases.
425

The 

younger generations who uses the internet and online technologies extensively for 

staying connected for all his day to day works and entertainments, including 

information, e-mails, social networking, e-banking, e-shopping, web-TV, news, 

education, home-work research, online gaming, downloading music, videos, movies 

and other contents etc., are more vulnerable to targeted cybercrimes.
426

 This often 

happens in the form of cyber stalking, cyber bullying, child pornography, online 

harassment, hacking of emails or social networking accounts, identity theft, unwanted 

exposure to sexually explicit material, in appropriate contents, etc.   

These risks are not confined to their local areas but also occur from people all around 

the world. Parents and teachers generally in India don‘t have the direct experience 

with the risks posed by new media technologies. There must be some innovative 

solutions for these problems now because of daily growing websites in India. The 

Multi-layered approach must be taken care in this regard to monitor the growing 

dimensions of the internet in India. The more dependency on internet requires more 

modern approach to safeguard the interests and rights of individuals. The online 

prostitution in India has not developed in a single day, the development has been 

emerged in late 60‘s with the advancement of the print media and in late 90‘s with the 

invention of the internet it has become a full-fledged business with advertisement as 

its main concern. Previously it was done secretly in four walls but now it is well 

advertised and has access to anyone.
427

 There is one thing which is very much evident 

that despite of the illegal work, the prostitution is running in India as an occupation 

and this can‘t be possible without the collusion with the government agencies. So, it is 

not incorrect to say that the agencies are corrupted in this regard. Any nation whether 

developed or developing is depend on its younger and future generation. This social 

problem has the ability to destroy the present as well as the future generations.  

The country like India has more threat because India is the 2
nd

 largest population and 

most young population in the world and still India is lacking in the better enforcement 

of law against prostitution. The internet has not only made the prostitution safe from 

police but it also restricts the elements of humiliation in the society. This social 
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problem, not only destroyed the physical health of the population but also destroying 

the very nature of the Indian societal structure that is the marriage system and the 

respect to the women. The government has to think and do something in this regard as 

soon as possible.  

 

6.7 Position in Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is one of the most important countries in south Asian region and it is one 

of the most important allies of India because of the language and the culture, which it 

is sharing with India and especially with states Indian like West Bengal, Orissa. 

Bangladesh is basically a poor country and under-developed in South Asian region 

and not so developed in enhancing the rights of the women in their country. If we talk 

about the Internet prostitution in this country then it is not incorrect to say that the 

Bangladesh is not very much well-worse in the technology and this is basically 

because Bangladesh mostly follow the Islamic law and in Islam the technology is 

considered as against the Islam as it was what happened in Middle- East in 14
th

 c 

when the printing press has been invented there.   

In Bangladesh basically men dominate and exploit women with the help of public and 

private patriarchy. The Private patriarchy basically believes to be within the family 

and public patriarchy is in the society. The one more problem with the Bangladeshi 

community is that of the teaching of Islam by Malawi is presented in a very distorted 

way in Bangladesh in most part of Bangladesh, which not only delivered women as 

the mere object of the men in the society but it also gives right to harass and exploit 

women if she argues against the words of their husbands. 

The participation in social networking websites in Bangladesh had increased 

drastically with the advent of social networking websites like face book and Instagram 

in Bangladesh. However, the report says that it effects the more male citizens then a 

female citizens like the white collar crimes, specially related with the finance has 

increased drastically but the other crimes like sexual offences against women had also 

increased in Bangladesh and specially the revenge porn and personal information on 

website out of revenge by the ex- bf and husband has increased at a very fast rate in 

Bangladesh. The social media like face book has vast information about the user and 

this might sometimes lead to cause of harassment. This social networking websites 

has opened its arms for the identity creation and relationship building to every people 

all over the globe and Bangladesh is not an exception to this. 
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These social media websites have given opportunity to connect to any people of this 

globe, it has made a global village to whole globe but at the same time it has the risk 

of privacy breach and especially to the women because of the large information 

available on these websites. According to the authors Jones and Soltren,‖ Facebook is 

undermined by three principal factors: users disclose too much, Facebook does not 

take adequate steps to protect user privacy, and third parties are actively seeking out 

end-user information using Facebook‖
428

The Facebook should take more important 

decisions to make understand the users about their rights and duties on social media. 

It has been observed from the Facebook research that women are more active on the 

Facebook and they want to share more photos, videos, and their thoughts on face 

book. So, they are the most vulnerable sections of the society. In Bangladesh, the 

women 90% of women doesn‘t know the terms and conditions of the women and they 

even didn‘t read at least once before making her account and 75% of the women 

didn‘t know about the private setting of the account a key feature provided by 

Facebook.
429

 

If we talk about the online prostitution or pornography in Bangladesh then most of the 

pornography is revenge porn or MMS like in other part of South Asian country. Many 

a times the partners post their photos and videos to take revenge or sometimes it‘s a 

business deal also to take money out of the photos and videos by uploading on the 

porn websites. Bangladesh is facing massive destruction of privacy rights to their 

most vulnerable class that is women. As a result of this, victim become weak, 

harassed, mentally ill and sometimes lose their control on their life and tried suicide 

attempt or elope from their home and community.  

The nastiest thing about this is the Bangladeshi society who does not considered this 

as a crime and the parents or the guardians are not with the girl child, they don‘t 

accept that it is a crime against their girl child and it is better for the women or girl if 

she get support from their family and community. It helps in getting justice and 

mentally normal for that girl or women. The society in Bangladesh is still very much 

depended on the traditional methodology and most of the families are running with 
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the traditional mind-set and it is very difficult to understand the technological 

advancement.  

Most of the families in Bangladesh has not adopted technological advancement in 

most of the parts in the country and most of the family in Bangladesh are with 

traditionally Islamic mind set, this not only disallow but also felt shame for the 

children to share their stories of harassment with the parents which they had faced. 

The posting of photos with Photoshop technology
430

 on Facebook is very common in 

Bangladesh and most of the girls have never complain about this because of the non-

supportive nature of society, parents and law enforcing authorities. The problem in 

Bangladesh is the society which is hard course patriarchy society and their literacy 

and due to this the women are not very much open for the frequent report to 

cybercrime because of the humiliation of the family by the society and law 

enforcement agencies. 

However, like most of the European countries, cyber prostitution is not done by the 

mafias or by organised gangs but the process is almost same. Firstly, the male person 

started saying sexy or attractive, which is actually more like a food for fish on the 

social media website which is actually the beginning of the cyber harassment but this 

doesn‘t understand by the women and girl. The men then slowly take the women into 

the confidence by sharing his personal problems which are basically illusory in nature 

and then start making them feel special by saying exaggerated things to the women or 

girl. In many of these occasions they successfully take the internet friendships into the 

strong bond among them and gradually proceeds to send the obscene messages and 

the obscene photos and videos and if sender get into the real love and support a little 

bit then it became easier or it will be continued for longer times. The most drastic 

irony is that the women doesn‘t understand in many of the cases or realise very late 

that the men to whom she is talking is making money from their private photos and 

videos by uploading on websites. 

However, in my research I had found that the bringing prostitution through internet is 

not very much common in Bangladesh and advertisements of Scott services are also 

not very much common in Bangladesh. However, the capital city old Dhaka is more 

or less influenced by this but the most of the users is the foreigners basically Indians 
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who Found Bengali women attractive. The sex work either continues through Brothel 

(daulatiya) or through massage parlour which is not allowed. 

 

6.8 Online Prostitution and pornography In Bangladesh 

The Information and communication technology of Bangladesh had come into force 

in 2006 and according to section-57 of the amendment act in 2013, if any person 

deliberately publishes any material in electronic form that causes to deteriorate law 

and order, prejudice the image of the State or person or causes to hurt religious belief 

then the offender will be punished for maximum 14 years and minimum 7 years of 

imprisonment. It also suggested that the crime is non-bailable in its nature. In the 

original act, the imprisonment is of 10 years which is now increased up to 14 years. In 

the recent ICT law in Bangladesh, it is a crime to publish any obscene photos and 

videos of any person without his/her permission but in most of the cases the girl or 

women are not ready to go to the enforcement agency because of the various reasons 

and societal humiliation is one among many of them.  

In 2013, with a motive of making drastic change in this regard, the Bangladesh 

government had established the special court with the motive to try the cases of cyber-

crimes within 6 months. However, the government had not completely failed with his 

motive but still in Bangladesh, the work in this regard has to be made from the ground 

level and the government had to change the mentality of the people and teach them 

with the internet ethics and the awareness among the people and specially among the 

women internet users and what they will do in a situation where their internet rights 

has been hampered. With the increasing technology and the advancement of the 

communication system, theBangladesh has emerged towards the development but this 

development process has also ignored the basic socio-equal rights, expression, privacy 

rights of the women and many more.  

The internet has not only victimised the women and teenagers of the Bangladesh but 

also it stops their mental growth in order of more socially responsible. In one way the 

internet technology has proved a successful development indictor in Bangladesh but 

in other way the technology has exploited more women in the society. The other 

phase of internet prostitution in Bangladesh unlike in India is that the girls used 

webcam to show their body to the different people sitting in different parts of Arabs 

or European countries. This is basically because they are very poor, this is a different 
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way of prostitution in Bangladesh which not only depend on the clients but also on 

the agents. The agents who get connected to these girls are the many suppliers and 

they keep most of the money what they get from the websites. The websites like 

Hamster.com are very popular in Bangladesh for cam live sex. In most of the parts of 

the Dhaka, this is a common phenomenon in cyber cafes and the most ironical part is 

that everyone knows this fact and even the enforcement agencies.  

Access to internet in Bangladesh is growing very rapidly, and most of these internet 

users are connected with the internet through their smart phones. According to one of 

the surveys the total number of internet subscribers has reached 85.918 million at the 

end of April, 2018. More than 93 percent of these subscribers use internet on mobile 

phones, rest of them are ISP or PSTN users.
431

Among this percentage at least one-

third of the users will be women in Bangladesh. Unwanted and wanted exposure of 

online pornography among the young population led to other associated risks such as 

image-based abuse of users, where women are highly disproportionately targeted in the 

Bangladesh. In 78% of these cases related with digitally manipulated images with 

pornographic materials, the victim is found to be a woman. It may be noted that, 

almost 77% of the country‘s teenagers watch pornography on a regular basis.
432

  

Bangladesh National Women Lawyers Association has claimed that the online 

harassment is one of the major crimes against the women in Bangladesh and the poor 

law enforcement mechanism makes it easier for the wrong doers. The police officers 

hardly understand the nature of the graveness of the cyber-crime because they are not 

trained in this direction and they hardly investigate the matter and if they investigate 

also, they didn‘t get the technicalities of the crimes, which generally lead to the poor 

investigation and the inappropriate delivery of the justice. The court a directive like 

formation of committees to this regard and the installation of a complaint box in this 

regard in every educational institution and at workplace have been hardly observed 

and in the condition in rural area is worst then it can be ever thought.
433

 

The hacking of social account and uploading of private photos originally or photo 

shops are the common phenomena of Bangladesh information technology. However, 

in Bangladesh unlike in European and other Asian countries, the internet has not been 
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widely used to make the real-world prostitution. The Scott services or the 

advertisement on internet is not very common phenomena in Bangladesh and other 

than Dhaka which is the capital city of Bangladesh; no other big cities are influenced 

very much by the advertisement on internet. Still visiting the Brothel homes are the 

most common way of getting prostitutes services. However, face book is the most 

important platform in Bangladesh to approach a girl for prostitution or for the 

prostitutes to advertised or be in connect with the clients. Basically, there are two 

patterns which are noticed cyber prostitution in Bangladesh, firstly the women have 

been raped and recorded and blackmailed for the submission of her and for other 

reasons like money and ego satisfaction. The other type is the recording of the video 

through spy camera in hotel rooms or in some other private places. 

However, it is not incorrect to say that the legislation had not played its best role in 

Bangladesh and Bangladesh has not a proper law to fight against the Violence against 

women on Internet. However, few of the major laws in Bangladesh dealing with 

Information Technology are as follows-  

1. Provisions in the Penal Code 1860 (sections 302-326, 375 and 509)  

2.  Women and Children Violence Repression Act, 2000: (Sections 14, 9K and 10)  

3.  Information Communications Technology Act 2006 (section 57)  

4. The Pornography Control Act 2012  

5.  Bangladesh Telecommunication Control Act, 2001 (section 69)  

6.  Children‘s Act 2013 (sections 28(1), 54(3) a, b, 81(1)  

7.  National Broadcasting Policy 2014 (Section 4.4.6)  

8.  Proposed Digital Security Act 2016  

9.  Metropolitan Police Ordinances (Section 76 and78 of Dhaka and Chittagong 

Ordinances)  

10. Guidelines by Supreme Court of Bangladesh in many different important cases.
434

 

Other than these laws, the police department has their cyber cell in every district, 

especially for the investigation and solving the cyber security matters. The 

Bangladesh telecommunication regulatory commission is also working towards the 

monitoring and blocking of the websites in the Bangladesh, but it is commonly blame 

by the citizens that the government is actually curtailing their freedom of expression 
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right by blocking the websites which basically review and challenge the policy of the 

government. The best example is sec-57 of the act which not only punishes the person 

who sends or posts derogatory messages, pictures or post against women but it also 

punishes those people who post or comment against the government.  

However, country like Bangladesh has many loopholes in their laws and especially in 

the enforcement mechanism like varieties of cybercrimes like cyber bulling is not 

recognised and mentioned in the IT act of Bangladesh, the matter of consent and data 

protection is not recognised by any of the Bangladeshi laws. Lack of clear direction to 

the enforcement agencies and protection in social media is also missing in every laws 

of the Bangladesh. However, it is reasonable to have less laws but it is never 

reasonable to have week enforcement mechanism, So this is the major problem on 

which the Bangladeshi government have to think and in most of the cases it was 

found that the enforcement officials are corrupt, they take bribes and doesn‘t 

investigate properly and help the wrong doer also sometimes to destroy the evidences.  

In my view the most important think which Bangladesh has to take in this regard is 

create awareness, which they need to communicate among their society members and 

specially to their younger generations. Strong implementation of the laws and the 

strong implementation of guidelines is also need of the hour. The Bangladeshi agency 

is also lacking behind in the technological aspects which need to be uplifted in every 

aspect, whether judiciary or enforcement agency, everyone should be well trained and 

well equipped with the technology to solve the cases. The government has to work 

more towards the changing attitude of the people of the society by organising 

workshops and by organising awareness programs. The religions gurus should play a 

major role in this regard.  

So, government should think in this direction. The role of the parents has to increase 

and this can be only done by the government with different schemes. The society as 

Bangladesh is very much different and traditional in its nature from the European 

society. The society in Bangladesh is very intact and everyone is related with 

everyone. So, everyone should need to try together to combat this social issue.  

 

6.9 Comparative Analysis - USA, India and Bangladesh  

The laws in USA, India and Bangladesh have almost identical with respect to the 

online prostitution. However, there are few points of distinction which is discussed in 

brief as follows- 
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1. The word Cyber Crimes has nowhere defined in IT act 2000 in India, nor in IPC and 

in the laws of USA it is defined in prevention of computer crimes act 1994 and not in 

Bangladesh in the act of Information technology act 2006.  

2. The USA has not provided any categorisation of Cyber Crime in his IT act, while in 

Indian IT act 2000, chapter XI of the IT act under the head of offences dealt with this, 

however, in the Bangladeshi IT act 2006 also doesn‘t provide for any categories of 

crimes. 

3. The offence hacking is illegal in India and well covered under Sec-66
435

 of the IT act, 

Indian laws doesn‘t discriminate in any private hacking and public hacking but in the 

laws of USA, the America computer and fraud act 1986, hacking is only illegal per se 

if it is done with those computers which are used by the federal government in rest of 

the personal computer normal fines are there only. In the laws of the Bangladesh, like 

in the case of India, there is no difference between public and private hacking. 

4. The term cyber pornography is very common in all these countries. However, in India 

there is no special act to deal with this social issue. In India the IT act 2000 is the only 

laws for all the IT related issues particularly section- 66E,
436

67A
437

, B
438

,E
439

 and 

292
440

 and 294
441

 in IPC dealt with this act but in the case of USA and Bangladesh 

they have separate pornography act like Child pornography prevention act 1998 and 

the pornography control act 2012 respectively. 

5. In India and Bangladesh, there are separate agencies like cyber cell in both the 

countries for the investigation purpose but in USA, there is no separate agency for 

investigating the cyber security issues. FBI
442

 is primarily responsible for the 

investigation in cyber security matters in USA.  

6. Cyber stalking is the first step for cyber prostitution or for the pornography. In India, 

cyber stalking is not a separate offence, it is covered under 66A, 72
443

 and 72 A
444

 of 

IT Act, 2000. In Bangladesh, there is no mention of the cyber stalking, cyber stalking 

includes in the sharing of obscene messages and pictures. However, unlike in India 
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and Bangladesh, USA has all total a separate law on cyber stalking, Anti-cyber 

stalking, slander and harassment act. 

7. The term cyber Privacy has been used in the IT act in section section-66E after the 

amendment in 2008, the cyber privacy is punished in three stages in India capture, 

publication and transmission, in USA the online privacy protection act 2000 as a 

separate laws for the privacy matters but in Bangladesh there is no privacy laws or 

even word privacy has been used in their IT act. In short there is no concept of 

privacy in Bangladesh. 

8. The judicial system all these countries are same, in India, USA and Bangladesh, no 

proper training is they‘re for the judges to decide the matter, the judges know 

minimum of the technicalities of the IT act in all these countries. However, there are 

attempts in India, to appoint only trained persons as a judge in cyber court but it has 

not at all implemented seriously till now in India.  

9. In India and Bangladesh, there is no matter of jurisdiction because the problem is 

dealt by the central act and states are not really divided unlike in USA. In USA, every 

state has their own primarily federal laws on IT act, which create issue about the 

jurisdiction sometimes.  

10. If we talk about the dependency of judiciary then the Indian judicial system is 

dependents on the precedents of USA cases, and the Bangladesh judiciary depends on 

the Indian cases.  

11. The term cyber prostitution is total an alien concept for all the three countries and 

there is no specific provision in this regard but one thing is very clear that all these 

three countries are very much concern about the advertisement of prostitution and the 

girls who are indulge in cyber prostitution. However, all the three countries have 

provisions or laws on child prostitution.  

Whatever, the different process these countries follow in order of the provisions or 

acts or the safeguards measures but one thing is common in all these countries is that 

they don‘t ignore this social issue. However, the development for this is very slow in 

all these three countries but with the growth of technology, it is also moving in a 

correct direction. The one very important thing which needs to be taken care is the 

mentality of the people in all these countries. The people are not ready to understand 

that this problem may hamper the lives of their child and this must be taken care on an 

urgent basis.  
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The one more important thing which the society as a whole can understand is that it is 

acceptable to take pictures of the private moments but it is not acceptable to publish 

them for whole world, the girl or women are the real victims in this regard. So, there 

is no point in humiliating their family as well as the girl child. The most required 

think will be change in the mentality of the society and for this governments should 

take a serious initiative because this social problem has the capacity to destroy their 

generations. 

 

6.10 Conclusion 

The prostitution in these developed, developing and under developed countries is 

almost same. The role of the government is not up to the mark and the advancement 

of the technology regarding the same has been taken in a very positive way. Whether 

it is USA or the Bangladesh, the country has to go far way in this direction. The 

countries like USA has been dealing with the territorial aspects, India is dealing with 

the enforcement basis and in the Bangladesh, the absence of proper provisions is 

absent in the regard is absent. However, the basic problem lies in the rapid 

technological advancement in this regard. With the passing of every year the 

technology has been advanced in the online prostitution and the watch dogs of the 

society have failed to effectively monitor and implement the provisions in the society. 

The prominent obstacles are that the conventional approach towards crime and 

criminality is rendered ineffective in the wake of technological advancement which 

very often than not results in exploitation of the victim and easy rescue option for the 

criminal.  It is the need of the hour to stream line the existing legislative framework 

and the law enforcement machinery in the light of evolving concepts like online 

prostitution and to ensure sensitisation and awareness on every level of the society.  
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND 

SUGGESTED MODEL LAW 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

Prostitution is one of the oldest professions in the world it is as old as human 

civilisation, where women are merely treated immorally for the purpose of men‘s 

physical pleasure. Sexual activity is a manner to satisfy the needs of an individual by 

psychologically and physically. The main problem behind prostitution is how it 

should be analysed or defined such that whether as sin, crime, enslavement, or a 

productive work as because during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya, his famous 

economist of that time Kautilya levied tax on it, for the upliftment of their economy. 

It has its traces from Ancient India also, since the time of Indus valley Civilization. 

From time to time rulers had given them their prerogative rights and duties, even the 

state at that time protects the interest of sex-workers and considered them as a source 

of governmental revenue and there were the important players of states in terms of 

political aspect.
445

 

During the medieval period, concept of Devadasi came into existence, where at that 

time temples were considered as the employer of large number of religious and non-

religious functions, as they were the owner of major portion of land property. The 

parents offered their girls for religious purposes of god but due to unavailability of 

morals and incompetency among priests they started misusing the temples girls, the 

sun temple of Multan is the best example of this custom at that time. Later during the 

Islamic period, many temples were destroyed due to which status of temples starts 

falling and also temples lost their kings, the Devdasis working there has no place left 

for them to go and hence they became poorer and were forced into prostitution.
446

 

While in earlier days it was always argued that prostitutes were doing a social work 
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and prostitution was treated as important and necessary evil practice because it helps 

in retaining the modesty of other women of the society and it was treated important to 

make a social balance between the societies at that time. But as time passes, 

conditions change and it starts getting commercialized and turned into trafficking of 

women and girls of the society and results in making it the third biggest money-

making crime. As this profession has been practised since time immemorial in the 

society but still it has neither any status nor it had any legal recognition in the Indian 

society. So, to deal with these problems there are basically three systems which were 

being used to deal with sex work, these are as follows- 

(a) Suppression,  

(b) Regulation and  

(c) Abolition.   

System of Suppression: Suppression refers to complete prohibition, it imposes 

complete prohibition on prostitution and all other activities related to prostitution. The 

system of Suppression or Prohibition makes Prostitution a heinous offence and also 

penalises very rigorously all over the country. It also punishes all those who are 

somehow associated with the same, such as all the parties including sex workers and 

those who make profit out of it like traffickers, managers, pimps, etc. It also punishes 

the prostitutes and the clients even if they are adults and committing sexual act in 

private places. It also punishes land lords who lend their buildings or any private 

premises, with the knowledge that sphere are being used for prostitution.
447

It also 

covers act of taxi drivers and cab drivers who provide their services for transportation 

either to the prostitute or the customers for the purpose of committing such acts. 

Hence this system of suppression or prohibition make each and every act punishable 

irrelevant of fact that whether it is directly or indirectly related with the prostitution. 

The major motive behind application of this system is to prohibit the spread of 

Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD), states following this system have established 

separate health centres and departments to find out such persons and quarantine them 

until they are cured.  Countries like United States, China, Philippines, Romania, Sri 
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Lanka, and Vietnam follow this system of suppression in dealing with system of sex 

work.
448

 

System of Regulation:  This system is of the view that that prostitution is a never-

ending act, so under this scheme to protect the health of sex workers and public at 

large they decriminalize prostitution by setting up a series of regulations, it basically 

aims to protect the health and safety of sex workers and the public at large. It also 

limits the operations of brothels at limited places and eliminates the sexual 

exploitation of children.
449

This system requires mandatory and compulsory 

registration of sex workers with the local government and also takes their consent in 

submitting themselves to a regular check-up for vulnerable disease or sexually 

transmitted disease at government health centres. If a woman is found to practice 

prostitution without registration then she will be liable for punishment and mandatory 

registration, whether voluntarily or involuntarily. This registration includes a 

complete check and balance on the work and will only be provided to work, if the sex 

workers has attained the age of majority, it refers to decriminalization with controls. 

Countries like Australia, Austria, Netherlands, Europe, Germany, Greece, and 

Switzerland follow this system of regulation.   

System of Abolition: This system was adopted in United Nation Convention of 1949, 

it has been described as the middle ground between prohibition and legalization, 

under this scheme prostitute may allow choosing the trade of prostitution as long as it 

does not infringe the public safety and order. Under this system neither the prostitute 

nor the client is punished for participating in acts of prostitution in private spheres. 

Such that prostitution per se is not illegal but soliciting in public places, operating 

brothels, or services of middlemen who controls prostitutes and arranges clients for 

them, and taking percentage out of their earnings in return are illegal.
450

 

Owning and managing the work of brothels are illegal but it is not illegal to work as a 

sex worker because a sex worker plays no role in maintaining brothels. According to 

this system, laws are organized in such a manner that a prostitute can carry on her 

profession in private sphere without any offence being committed, such that decency 

must not be violated, disorder must not be created and the neighbours should not 
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disturb either mentally or physically by any act of there. This system is mostly 

followed in England under their sphere of Sexual Offences Act, 2003.
451

 

India stepped in globalisation and digitalisation in almost same time, people explore 

more and more advanced way of communication to make their life easy and wants to 

bring their close one closer. The intention of the internet makers is to use the 

communication system in case of emergency and make the life of citizens more 

comfortable and easier but today this purpose has failed and now person using it as a 

fun game and attended almost every strange people on the internet with zero 

protection measures. Digital space has not opened door only for technological growth 

but also to the criminal minded people. The easiest target is women and teenage girls 

and online prostitution is one among the cyber sexual exploitation against women. 

The condition of Asian countries especially the under-developed is very pathetic in 

controlling the cyber based sexual harassment to the women and specially 

prostitution.
452

 

However, there is no doubt that government is not serious about developing the safety 

measures in new technology and as a result it is more flexible in usages than before 

without any firm safety measures. Cybercrime has emerged as the most controversial 

issue in the today‘s world and the most vulnerable class in this regard is the women 

and children. The enforcement agencies of any country have major role to play in this 

regard but it is also correct to say that due to the technicalities of cybercrimes, the 

enforcement agencies have not succeeded up to the mark.  

However, there is a need for the constant evaluation in the cyber laws, technology and 

procedure due to the safety of the women and the teenage girls and they also need to 

take a precise safety measures like changing of password at a regular intervals, read 

the safety measures carefully before downloading any software or application in their 

smartphone or personal computer. However, according to my view the basic problem 

lies in the way of doing things and the perseverance of cybercrime. There is need for 

the change in solving the cases of traditional crime and the cybercrime. The 

government has to change the technique to solve the cases as the enforcement 

agencies are solving it and as the judiciary is deciding it. There is need for special 
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training especially to the investigating agencies and judicial officers at least the initial 

level training, so that, they will understand the technicalities of the matter at least.
453

 

It is the primary responsibility of the enforcement agencies and the judiciary to keep 

the pace of the society and these new technologies can‘t become a tool for the 

explicator to exploit the most vulnerable class of the Indian society that is women. In 

the country like India, the role of Judiciary and executive is not only to protect the 

citizens but also to educate and communicate about the rights to the citizens in the 

digital world and especially with the privacy rights and the rights of expression and 

thin line between them.
454

 At the same time, individuals are also responsible to know 

about his rights and take a good care while exploiting the online resources and must 

know where to go and what to be done in the case of infringement of their rights. 

There are several difficulties in dealing with cyber-crimes like loss of evidence, un-

real identity and others. However, most of the difficulties are taken care in the 2018 

amendments but still there are few important measures which need to be taken care of 

like need of the cyber savvy judges are still a major issue in the Indian judiciary 

system.
455

 

Cyber-crimes in India are still in its infantry stage in India; in my view the main issue 

is not the cyber-crime but the attitude of the society. Still in India, posting a picture of 

someone else without the permission is not considered as crime. The situation is even 

worse that the society and even parents posts all the liability on the women, when she 

was humiliated on the internet. The India as a country now has a more responsibility 

because it is the second largest country in the globe population wise and second 

largest country to use the internet after China. 

This is the most crucial time of the Indian society; people have to understand the 

rights of the other and people have to understand that what constitutes as crime and 

what not. The people have to understand that every one‘s private space should be 

respected and we have duty not to disturb any one‘s private space. This can be done 

from very childhood and by the parents only. The child has to be taught that they must 

respect women both in the society as well as in the virtual world also. In short there is 

a requirement of complete social advancement in the Indian society. Hence in order to 
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combat the problem of cybercrime and specially the sexual exploitation of women in 

cyberspace, the only stricter penal provisions will not suffice the cause but side by 

side there is huge requirement to change the whole education system and the societal 

monitoring of a child and this change will not come in a day and not by one person or 

by institution. Everyone is important to bring this change, every block should be 

worked together like government, Ngo‘s, parents, religious gurus and many more 

blocks has to come together to fight this social problem.
456

 

It has been rightly said that sex work is the oldest profession of this world and we 

can‘t deny that it has taken many forms since its existence. Any provisions or laws 

who is controlling their behaviours must recognise the modern trend in this profession 

and only those laws should be enforce or recognise, who gives the best solution for 

the modern trend of this profession. The online prostitution is not a new concept for 

many countries and specially for the European countries but the best solution can still 

not be found by any countries and in this ever-growing internet presence, every 

country is struggling in some way or other to combat the technicalities in the 

cybercrime and specially sexually motivated crimes against women. The ever-

growing society prostitution system is now move to the internet, the growing of the 

dating websites and most popular social media websites like face book is now not 

only shifting the prostitution from dark stage to main stream but also legitimisation 

for younger generation. It gives opportunity for the prostitution to come deepen in our 

culture.
457

 

Internet has given a boost to this business, brothels still exists but the internet has 

given the opportunity to advertise, work from home and sometimes screen their 

clients on the internet only. The internet has taught the professional behaviour and 

ethics to the sex workers and above all it provides safety from prison and humiliation. 

Now the sex workers have understood that the in order to run the business 

successfully, they need to advertised properly and behave properly with their clients. 

The prostitution is not only an exchange of sex in lieu of money but it is more than a 

sex now. The role of clients has been changed from sex to pleasure, now the client 

come for physiological peace and emotional support also. There are many other 
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elements also which is related with the sex like dance, drink, massage and many more 

which also sometimes satisfy customers and bring back to them.
458

 

The internet has not only given an enhancement to the prostitution but it has changed 

this profession all together. There is no longer existence of the shady streets and the 

customers are also known where to go directly, there is very much less chance to 

getting caught and humiliation. It has made this profession more attractive and 

charming. However, it is not good for government agencies because it will be very 

difficult to track down the internet prostitution. The prostitution are now increased 

from location base to the global now. Any person sitting in any corner of the globe 

can have access to any girl in this globe.
459

 The next issue is, due to the increase in the 

digital money, it is also very difficult for the agencies to track down the money 

because now every sex workers is accepted the online payment mode, which became 

very easy to transfer the money from prostitution to any drug business or to any 

terrorism business.   

The prostitution is now not only concentrated to the 4 walls of a room, internet has 

not only changed the mode of doing this business but it has also changed the sex 

workers completely. Now the part time workers are more in this business, the college 

going girls and house wife‘s are also engaged in this business, they are registered with 

any of the city escort services and working 1 or 2 hours a day and make money for 

their personal necessity or family necessity. The internet has not only changed the 

previous model of the brothel visit but it has also enhanced the business of hotel 

industry.
460

 

Like everyone knows that the hotel like most of the OYO rooms is inviting the couple 

without valid documents and most of these couples are not the actual couples but the 

sex workers. The prostitution business is now in a new phase and the countries have 

to think about their strategies to combat this problem.  

According to the McKeganey and Barnard (1996) identified five aspects that 

motivated clients into 'paid sex'.  

1. These were the capacity to specify particular acts that they wished to perform, or have 

performed on them;  
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2. The capacity to have sex with a range of different women;  

3. The ability to seek out women with specific physical attributes or displaying 

particular images;  

4. The thrill of doing something that was socially frowned upon and the limited; and  

5. Unemotional nature of the contact with the prostitute.
461

 

These aspects are looking very satisfying if we look on today‘s perspective with 

internet prostitution. Actually, internet prostitution not only gives adventure of real 

time but it is also creating a habit of prostitution because it is very much available 

with you in your personal computer.  

Sadly, internet has turned heaven to some and hell to others; sadly it is women who 

have been harmed in a long run more than men in losing their reputation. 

Furthermore, we have to understand that the physical crimes such as rape, sexual 

molestation has given a new significance due to development of new cyber 

communication technology. There are incidents of rape and molestation or revenge 

sex after breakup or divorce by ex-bf or husband and these incidents have been taped 

and circulated by the wrong doers and they are also uploaded in a form of porn movie 

on an adult site. This has not only hampered the basic fundamental rights that are right 

to life and right of privacy but it has also hampered the basic confidence of that girl or 

women.The society has to become more adoptive and more generous towards that 

women and girl. They have to understand that the victim is the girl and they need 

more support and care and the wrong doer has to punish.
462

 

Also, the patriarchal society in India plays a vital role in the harassment because the 

wrong doer knows that the girl will never tell about the harassment to their parents 

because the parents will never support her and due to the societal harassment they 

even restrict the girl for not using the internet and smart phone or not to talk to any of 

her friends.
463

  The societal norms are always pressurising and play a very bad impact 

on the victim‘s emotions. There is a psychology in the Indian society that the whole 

reputation of the family in India depends upon the character of a girl and if she is 

unmarried then this will have more impact and the person who is doing wrong knows 

these things very well and he knows that the publication in the cyber space will not 
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only destroy the reputation of the girl but it also destroy the reputation of the 

immediate family members like father, mother, brother, husband.  

Basically, in India the Information Technology act 2000 and Indian Penal Code plays 

a vital role in crime against women in India. However, the punishments which are 

given in these crimes are not very much stringent and not having a very wider impact 

on the wrong doer. So, in my view punishment for these types of crimes must be 

increased because the impact of the crimes is more heinous in nature and the 

punishment is the only thing which bought the deterrence among the wrong doer. It is 

interesting to share that IT act was never made for protecting the common people 

right in digital world, it was coming into operation to suffice the interest of e-

commerce.  

If we talk about the IT act before the 2008 amendments then it has only two sections 

which talk about the sexual offences against women. Section-67
464

 and 72
465

 of the IT 

act. After the amendment of the act in 2008, section 66E has been added, but it also 

doesn‘t cover every aspects of the cyber prostitution.
466

This section reads as follows-

‗‘Whoever, intentionally or knowingly captures, publishes or transmits the image of a 

private area of any person without his or her consent, under circumstances violating 

the privacy of that person, shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to 

three years or with fine not exceeding two lakh rupees, or with both’’. So, as I was 

discussion in my above paragraph that the punishments need to be increased and my 

first hypothesis the Cyber Prostitution needs a separate act stands correct. 

However, prior to the amendment of IT act 2008, Indecent Representation of women 

(prohibition) of 1986, was used along with the section-293
467

 and 509
468

 of IPC and 

for pornography and obscenity section-67 of the IT act 2000. 

The next big thing is the anonymity in the internet, most of the cybercrimes against 

the women has been done with the wrong IP address, anonymous account and 

diverted servers. In India, there is no protocol to follow this instruction. In China, it is 

compulsory that you must register with your own mobile number even if you are 

opening a Facebook account. In China no person has more than one social media 
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account but in India as we can see one person has many numbers of Facebook 

accounts and again referring to China, India must follow the strict model policy for 

the liability of intermediaries, that intermediaries are liable, no matter they had acted 

negligently or not. 

The government has to make new policies or need to substitute the old policies 

regarding cyber prostitution because with every increasing computer this crime will 

increase. The government need a better and advanced technological aspect and a 

better law to keep a sharp look on this issue and to save their most vulnerable section 

of society that is women. 

Here it is important to analyse section 67 to get the correct meaning of internet 

obscenity- 

1. Anything which is transferred either audio and video or both. 

2. The material which is transferred must be in an electronic form. 

3. The material must reveal the sexual feeling or desire. 

4. The material either read, seen or heard.  

5. The material must be sexually explicit material. 

It is also important to analyse section-67A of the IT (amendment) act 2008 in order to 

get the true meaning of the obscenity in cyberspace- 

1. The file which is transferred must contain sexually explicit material, which is not 

covered under the right of expression. 

2. It must cover uncensored act like sexual intercourse.  

3. If not covered sexual intercourse then the private parts must be revelled. 

4. Act must be published or transmit on the web.  

It is being observed that both the section talks about the prohibition and 

communication of both the obscene and sexually explicit material. Indian laws don‘t 

cover the selling and distributing the obscene and sexually explicit material under the 

Fundamental Right of Expression. As we can observe from the word of the provisions 

that these sections have broader perspective and cover almost every aspect of 

publication or communication but still in a larger interest these laws do not covered 

every crime against women in cyberspace.
469

 

In my observation till now, the primary role of the judiciary system is not only to 

punish the wrong-doer but also to build a confidence among the people that the laws 
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are well capable in protecting us. If anything happened, you have to follow the 

process and you will get the justice. For say murder, people have faith in Indian 

justice system that if anyone murdered me or my family then I will get justice and I 

know what I have to do and where I have to go and what justice I will get and this 

believe has come by a proper and clear law on murder and of course by the precedents 

set by the courts of India to punish the wrong doers in murder cases, but if we see the 

cases of cyber-crimes in India, women doesn‘t have any faith in the judicial system 

and they don‘t realise what happened next. The justice system should make believe to 

them that the government is very much protective with their rights in the cyberspace. 

The women are the most vulnerable sections of the Indian society and now in the 

cyberspace also. Generally, the crime against women is the sex-based crimes like, 

targeting young girls for prostitution, online harassment, online stalking bulling and 

many more. These crimes have a pattern in India, the wrong-doer generally follows, 

they targeted their clients with emails or they messaged or published on social 

networking websites. So, basically India need a separate act to tackled the problems 

of women in the cyberspace and the punishments should be higher in nature because 

they crimes are very much heinous in nature and secondly government should  follow 

strict policy as followed in China with the intermediaries instead of Safe harbour 

policy with the intermediaries because they are well capable in eliminating the illegal 

content on the internet and also as an internet service provider they have more 

responsibility towards the society. There must be some strict rules for opening a social 

media account also in every country because it is seen that the wrong doer generally 

used these social media platforms to attract their teenage customers.
470

 

Generally, in India, the sexual crime against women include the revenge porn, leaked 

videos by ex-bf; s and husbands in order to defame the girl and their immediate 

family members like father, mother, brother, husband. In India, the behaviour of the 

cyber criminalsarealtogether different from the Europe countries. In European 

countries the cyber prostitution includes mafias and they have fixed pattern to target 

the girls to indulge in pornography, this is more professional then Asian countries.
471

 

it‘s all together a full-fledged business in the European countries but in India, this 

happens on a personal levels by small groups because in India, there is still many 
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restrictions on the girls to use the social media sites and the age of marriage is also 

very less in most of the cities and villages in India. 

Another type of the cyber prostitution is the actual advertisement which the prostitutes 

or the escort‘s service members do. In every city there is an escorts services and it is 

very easy to find a girl for one night in any part of the Indian cities.
472

 All you have to 

type escort agency near me on a Google, then you get everything. Actually, it is like 

ordering pizza or renting a car. As we all know that it is very difficult to curtail the 

rights of the intermediaries but it is the work of the government that they will make a 

balance between the intermediary‘s right of broadcast and the citizen‘s right of 

expression and privacy. It has been generally seen by me when I was doing research 

on this topic that not only the Indian government but also the government of the USA 

has compromised many times with the citizen‘s fundamental rights like right of 

expressions and right of privacy. The main reason for giving benefit to the 

intermediaries in India is the advertisement policy of the governments and the 

elections. The government only want that the intermediaries always do a good 

campaign about their government. This is a very common phenomena, the 

presidential election in USA in 2016 is the best example for this. Generally, in India, 

when any matter taken to the intermediaries for defamation of women‘s rights or any 

hate speech against the women community, then they receive a very cold response 

from the intermediaries and generally not promising note to take action against that 

writer or artists.
473

 

However, in India intermediary‘s liability is not a main concern, in India first of all it 

needs a separate law for this type of offence, and we have to still depend on CRPC 

and IPC for these types of crime. Secondly, the major problem lays with the collection 

of electronic evidence which need an altogether different approach of investigation in 

which India is not proved to be a very generous player. There must be cooperation 

between the intermediaries and the police in regards to the collection of 

evidence.
474

The more times take in investigation the less chance of getting good 

evidence. What I mean to say is that every blocks of Information technology like 

cyber cafés, ISP‘s, internet providers, social media persons, police have to be 

connected through a single platform in order to curtail this problem and thirdly of 
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course there is an issue with the jurisdiction, however, this jurisdiction problem is 

more with the USA rather than India.  

However, one thing must not be ignored here, there must be a requirement of 

confidence building and make them comfortable (girls) about loading F.I.R in the 

police station, there should be awareness among the police, victims, society and other 

society members in order to tackle with the cybercrime against women in India.
475

 

Cyber laws have emerged in India in 2000 and from then, it has changed a lot but the 

irony is that still after the 20years of evolution of our first IT act, Indian laws are not 

very much prejudiced in undertaking the problems in society. The most important 

issues like cyber prostitution has no were used in the act and of course less reporting 

and less awareness plays a very important role in this regard. It is important to 

mention here that the orthodoxies approach in the Indian society is almost the one of 

the biggest reasons for the cyber-crimes in India against women and cyber prostitution 

is one of them among the cybercrimes against women in the society. 

In my view India need broader aspects in covering these crimes. India needs laws on 

stalking, emotional cheating, grooming, harassment and many more. In India unlike 

USA and other European countries, the problem is not only simulated till law making 

but it goes wider. In India implementation is bigger issue than making the laws and 

also the problem of   awareness among the society regarding the cyber-crimes and 

especially against the women is much lesser than any European countries.
476

 The 

problem of cyber prostitution is not a new concept for many countries and the 

countries which I took for my observation doesn‘t have a law or even a single 

provision which dealt with this problem. However, what I believe is that the sexual 

crime against women is all start with the gender based insults, which is done by the 

male to the female and the most ironical thing is that the liberals of European as well 

as the Asian countries call it as the right of personal expression and this gender based 

comments turned into abusive harassment and harassment into defamation and so on. 

So, there must be a clear embarkation between the harassment and personal 

fundamental freedom of expression. Every porn websites have a column of leaked 

MMS, in which almost 99% of the videos are uploaded by not taking the consent of 

the girl and most of the cases even they don‘t know that they had been filmed. So, if 
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government is allowing the porno movies then they must have to see and pressurise 

the intermediaries not to promote the online prostitution vis-s vis rape on internet. In 

order to tackled this problem every blocks of the society should be important and 

strong and the primary role of the government to make this bond among every blocks 

of the society.  

Internet and social media have played a vital role in prostitution in India. The old days 

of brothels has been finished now. According to the report of 2019 India is the second 

largest state in terms of internet usage
477

 after China and this makes India a great 

place for advertisements in Prostitution. The rapid growth of the information 

technology and specially the internet has been both good and bad impact in many 

ways in the society and online prostitution is one of the bad impact due to the internet. 

There is no doubt that internet has not only changed the communication style but it 

has also changed the life style of almost every people of this country and with the 

coming of the smart phones, the people whatever wants to do is everything now in 

their pockets. The people are much more dependent on their mobile phones and with 

the evolution of their school groups, sports group, colony groups and many more they 

don‘t have even need to go outside their mobile phones.  

Like any other crimes in India, the prostitution is also gone internationally through 

internet; everybody has access on any prostitution from anywhere. Prostitution is now 

not a closed business which is only restricted to some filthy places in the city. Now, 

prostitution is more than a work now, it is a work with brand, now proper 

advertisement, membership card, offers, services, registration cards and what not, 

everything is available on the internet. The only thing which a person has to do is to 

pick a girl and paid her the correct price and she is at your doorstep and it is very safe 

and harmonious because of less change to be caught by police agencies and less 

chance of societal humiliation.   

According to Charles Soukup in Little John, cyber space has given a pseudo meeting 

place which creates a new social world.
478

 It creates a new knowledge of assets and 

provides a place to share the views widely. The new media has not face to face 

interaction, but it has more personal relation than in a physical world.  The internet 

has not only changed the face of the prostitution but it has also changed the face of 
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human trafficking. The girls who are trafficked are photographed and advertised on 

the internet. By the end of 2010, the internet has grown widely for the advertisements 

in prostitution. Most of the prostitution advertisement is done by the agents and it was 

also used widely by the customers.
479

 

One thing which I found commonly is that in every Indian city, there is a Scott service 

in their names like Mumbai Scott services, Delhi Scott services. However, I failed to 

find out that whether, this all belongs from same clown or this is just a coincidence. 

Internet has also given an opportunity to the sex workers individually; there is no role 

for the whole brothel system. They just make an account and post pictures and videos 

on the websites with her details and she can work individually. The internet has not 

only given a growth in the prostitution business but it has also given a growth in the 

part-timer sex workers. These sex workers are generally the single mothers or college 

going girls who work individually and only for one or two clients in a day.  

However, there is no doubt that the business of the internet has emerged at a very 

influential level due to the internet, so some of the pros of advertising prostitution 

business on internet as follows- 

1. Advertising on the internet has no doubt a cheap process and it is almost free in India.  

2. Online media is considered as the most forward media, in online media there is a 

change of editing, it can be done anywhere and the evidences of the transactions will 

be easily erasable. 

3. The internet has provided a safe house because it has very less chance to be caught by 

the police agency and very less chance of facing societal humiliation.  

4. The actors (sex-workers and customers) in this business they don‘t have to come upon 

from the homes. 

5. The internet prostitution has not only provided the safe mode of transaction but it also 

has a wider aspect in terms of quality and quantity of sex-workers.  

6. There is no requirement of the middle man in this business now. 

7. The sex workers have more time to analyse the customers now. 

8. The sex workers will decide that they will sleep with this person or not.  

9. The internet also helps to dominate the market because; it has more power to reach to 

the rich customers. 
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10. The internet has made business competitive which makes shift the prostitution 

business to the small brokers, which ultimately decreased in the cases of prostitution 

and number of sex workers. 

The internet has not only made the transaction easy but it has also made the whole 

new chain of demand and supply. The prostitution is not like that as it was before 

coming of the internet. The internet prostitution is not about only sex now, but it also 

about the fantasies, other activity other than sex like massage etc. it is whole together 

a different level of business. It has not only made the promotion of business cheaper 

and easier but it has also made more available than before.
480

 The customers have 

more idea and more availability to choose among themselves according to their 

demands and needs in which sometimes money plays a good role in deciding. 

The customers also don‘t need to come to the brothels, they can also come directly to 

the hotels or the prescribed centres and the payment of these arrangements can be also 

be done online. However, the fooling around on these websites is also increased day 

by day. The photos are generally different on the internet as it doesn‘t match with the 

real face of sex workers. There is always threat to robe the customers by these sex-

workers and by their agents at any hotels or prescribed places. There are many fake 

agents also which not only charge the amount in advance and then elope but they also 

give a continuous threat of societal humiliation and make more money out of these 

treats.  

Sometimes, the person who if not used the payment mode carefully while dealing on 

the internet, then it might lead to the deduction of all the money from their account. 

The online prostitution is not only sexual offence but it has also conducting more 

offences like if you have to play a sexual game which are very common in India on an 

adult website then you have to open an account and deposit some money through your 

credit or debit card and once you shared your bank information your money will 

disappear. So, it is basically leading towards other crimes.  

These types of cyber-crimes are very common and normal in the online prostitution 

and the person to whom this type of crime has been committed, rarely go to the police 

station because, the chance of humiliation from police and in the society is more and 

never get his position back.
481

In the society in terms of societal values as it was before 

going to the police and the persons who are doing these types of crimes knows very 
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well about this. However, the Indian society has not opened to the internet prostitution 

as it is in the European countries. The brothels are still the foremost home of the sex 

workers and they are increasing day by day. India as a country has also seen the 

increase in another types of prostitution that is the car-picking, it is also very famous 

now a days and the cities like New Delhi and Mumbai is quite famous for the car-

picking.  

However, it is very limited in numbers and not approached by the customers due to 

costly affairs and not approached by the prostitutes also because this is a highly 

perilous to go with someone strange in car. The prostitution in now a days is more 

than a need, till the mid-70‘s and 80‘s only those persons are the regular visitors of 

the brothels who had a sex addicted or to those persons who are living far from their 

wife‘s or girlfriends but now it becomes a show of thing then a habit among the 

teenagers. Every adolescent boy wants to try at least once in his life times, sometimes 

to show off to their friends or sometimes for the life time experience.
482

 

It is no more a taboo for the Indian society that to have sex with the prostitute and the 

person who belongs to good family never does that thing. The generation has changed 

a lot and with every changing generation the taboo has decreased in the Indian 

society.
483

 The teenagers or adults of this generation doesn‘t consider it as a taboo 

now, they considered this as an amusing game and this only became due to the online 

prostitution because they know that in online prostitution there is a less chance of 

humiliation by the family and society and of course there are very little chance that 

the police agency will caught them.  

Till the late 80‘s prostitution is a business which is run by the most ethical ways like 

the school boys are not allowed in the brothels and the persons who are drunk are not 

allowed in the brothels and Prostitutes will never charge extra amount other than their 

usual rates but with changing time and the market of competition, brothels have 

become a hell on the land. The cheating with the customers and the robbery are 

became the common face of the brothel homes. The people are not comfortable to go 

with their costly affairs in the brothel homes like with their gold chains and rings or 

with extra money other than the amount which will be paid the sex worker.
484
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However, the second thought is that if the prostitution will be legalized it will at least 

solve the problem of exploitation, rape but it is not a correct thought in my view in 

this regard as legalisation will give a boost in human trafficking. India has the world 

second largest population that will also play a very crucial role in increasing the 

prostitution. In my research the countries like New Zealand and Australia were 

prostitution has been legalised has hardly changed the position of prostitutes or their 

children, they had only increased the revenue of states and the gangs who are indulge 

in this business are not afraid of the agency now. Due to the legalisation, it also 

became very difficult to make difference between the prostitution by own will and the 

prostitution by exploitation and it will also increase the exploitation rather to decrease 

the exploitation. The pimps will become businessman with tax card, else everything 

will same. It is a big fairy-tale that by legalising the prostitution, the situation will 

change. The societies like India, which is driven by its own values and customs, were 

the honour killing is a normal phenomenon in a name of inter-caste marriage. We 

can‘t imagine the market of flesh trade and backed by sanctions of government. The 

legalisation of the prostitution not only destroy the basics customs and values of any 

country but it also brings number of STD‘s
485

 

The legalisation of the sex industry is very much demining for the female because it 

promotes specially male persons to buy sex for dollars and this gives a notion in their 

mind that the girls are made for the pleasure of a man only and we can buy them as 

just a commodity and they are nothing more than a commodity. This not only 

increases the disparity between the two genders but it also violates the basic family 

structure of the society. There are increases in the human trafficking cases after the 

legalisation of prostitution in Australia.
486

 

The government should think about the future of the children of the prostitutes and the 

prostitutes who want to come to a main stream society should be given a proper 

facility to do so. However, Supreme Court in Gaurav Jain vs UOI, the court has given 

a guidelines and directions to the central government to take necessary steps for the 

livelihood of the children of sex workers but many guidelines are still not followed till 

now.
487

So, my second hypothesis, de-criminalization never solve the problem of 
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prostitution is stand correct and it is rightly researched that the problem of prostitution 

is only solved by strict legislation and controlled administration by the enforcement 

agencies and above all, the society needs an awareness about prostitution and 

specially about the cyber prostitution. The Judges and investigating agencies should 

need some more technical knowledge and capacity building training to solve the 

matter of cyber prostitution. Hence, every block of the society including government, 

NGO; s, Society, Judiciary, legislature should work together to combat this social 

issue.    

 

7.2 Suggestions/Recommendations 

Crime in any form shall affect the society as a whole, in every country whether 

developing or developed cyber-crime is increased at an alarming rate with the advent 

of internet in every place starting from country economy to glossary shops for billing. 

Now, especially in India, the penetration of the technology and particularly 

smartphone is so much high among the younger generation in India is that a person 

especially younger generation can‘t think his life without the smartphone for a single 

day.
488

 

Furthermore, it has to be understood that the traditional crimes like prostitution has 

get net mode due to the development of the Information technology. There are other 

crimes also such as rape is now recorded and circulated on the mail and other social 

media platform and last on the porn websites. So, information technology not only 

gives boost to these crimes but produce a new crime in these physical crimes.
489

 

Moreover, the present patriarchal society plays a major role in making women week 

in the society. Honour, pride and reputation of the society all depends on the women 

and many a times the wrong doer takes the advantage of this opportunity and 

blackmail the girl and demands money and sex in the favour of compromise. This is 

also one of the reasons for the low report of the sexual offences against women in 

cyberspace.  

The questions and debates are relatively same in India for the prostitution that 

whether it would be legalized because after legalization the exploitation will be 
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reduced or whether it is not legalized because it may destroy culture, values and 

family structure. The question remains the same and the debate holders are also the 

same. However, the Supreme Court from time to time tries to solve the matter but this 

is something which can‘t be settled in the court room, it is the societies which have to 

decide that what type of future they want for themselves. 

India is a country were Gang Rape, Domestic Violence and other crimes against 

women    are common thing to the society and when the question arises for women 

who are engaged in prostitution the situations are more miserable. The question here 

arises, that why not India should stand with those countries who established this as a 

real or legal profession. The conditions of women who are engaged in this profession 

are becoming wretched day by day. They are forced to live like animals and even the 

larger part of their income is taken by the pimps. They are suffering from much 

communicable or sexual disease like STDs and even they are not allowed to walk 

outside their four walls and even not to talk with the strangers.   

In my view at least the legalization of prostitution will solve the problem of Human 

Trafficking to some extent because it will give freedom to walk in and out to the 

women and the person who buys sex can also feel safe to these brothel homes which 

will give freedom to many aspects like the society at least start talking to them in open 

air and thinking about them. The legalization will also lead to increase of health 

conditions to these prostitutes. No doubt legalization will increase the working 

condition and brothel homes became safer home to them. The women who are 

commercial sex workers can do easily their business and they can also take an account 

to the amount which is taken by their pimps. We can also say that it can also reduce to 

violence. Due to the legalization of the prostitution, when the prostitution as a 

profession came under the main stream industry then obviously there is a tax 

implement system which will obviously increase the profits of Indian revenues.  

This will also lead to acceptance of prostitutes in the Indian society and up liftmen of 

their quality of life. The legalization not only solve the issue of up liftmen but it also 

gives strength to the prostitutes to raise a voice against the exploitation and directly go 

to the police. They will come to the main stream of the society which will improve 

their education, medical facility and many more.  The other most important benefit for 

de-criminalization is that the prostitutes were not exploited in the hands of the 

authorities. Not only the pimps or the other male exploiters but it also gives a blow to 

the police authority because liabilities also arise to these authorities because they also 
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take their income forcefully and exploited them physically also sometime. It will also 

give rights to prostitute to approach to proper authority in case of exploitation.   

The prostitution will be legalizing because it will separate the Legal prostitution and 

illegal prostitution and it will give a setback to most of the persons engaged in this 

industry. The future of children to these prostitutes will also safe and the human 

trafficking for the purpose of sex will decreased too few extents at least. It is beyond 

any doubt that the prostitution is running as billion-dollar industry in India. These 

industries are very well carried out in almost every cities of India. In the above 

discussion we can conclude that the criminalization of prostitution is never a solution 

for the Indian society.  

It is regulated and recognized as a form of work. In my view the prostitution has not 

only given the legal profession status but also required the free education guaranteed 

by the Government like as it is given in Fundamental Rights under Srticle-21A. More 

important legalization of prostitution will bring these persons to main stream and give 

their rights or chance to live their normal lives. But of course, it will only happen 

when government legalize the rights of sex workers, which will give them protection 

to their work and dignity. 

Prostitution is always a blistering topic for the Indian democracy, many scholars are 

in the favor of legalizing many are against the legalization but the subject matter is 

remaining the same, whether it should be legalizing or not. However, there is no 

evidence that the situation will change for the prostitutes and their children but there 

is one thing which will certainly happen is that there will be an increment in 

government and sex industry revenues. It is a big myth that overnight the things will 

change after legalizing the prostitution.  

The only change will happen is that the illegal act became legal and the pimps will 

turn into businessman. The real change will come when Government will think out of 

the box and actually think about increasing the quality of life to the prostitutes and 

their children. If Government will legalize prostitution then the enforcement 

mechanism should become more active because the risk of exploitations and other 

sexual diseases will increase. Actually, if we say then it‘s a reward to the pimps, 

traffickers and sex industry. Everything will do under the legal banner of prostitution 

and it becomes the easy money-making market for both pimps and young ladies.  

The countries like India were moral values and morality takes prior place then the 

laws. How can we image a situation where flesh trade is everywhere and supported by 
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Government? Besides the morality ground it also increased the Human trafficking and 

it helped in expanding sex industry. Not only this due to legalization of prostitution 

other type of exploitation like dancing, pornography, phone sex, pip shows etc will 

expand and increased in much more profitable way then it was before.
490

 

If we talk about countries like Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, Denmark, and Sweden 

the sex industry is now became the integral part of the tourism. It will also increase 

the street sex, and absolutely there will be a problem relating to the health issues of 

the prostitute. One of the bad countenances of prostitution is the child prostitution. It 

will also increase the child prostitution. In courtiers like India were corruption is 

highly observed by the Indian Bureaucrats, it will very difficult to stop child 

prostitution in countries like India and this child prostitution is never accepted and 

especially in Countries like India. The countries like Australia were Prostitution is 

legalized in one part of the state and criminalized in another part of the state. 
491

 

In Australia, the states like Victoria have already decriminalized the prostitution. It is 

observed that there is increase in Child prostitution. Legalization of the prostitution 

will increase the demand for sex and it will promote the male customer to buy female 

for sex in a most promising social and legal setting. It gives an open message to the 

young men and boys that the women are the buying commodities and anyone can buy 

them and do whatever they want to do. They will take sex as a harmless game. It will 

definably degrade the social values of women. The Government should think of their 

health, children and future rather than depending on the revenues of the prostitute 

industry by legalizing it. It is very much needed to take them in the main stream of the 

society by creating opportunity to them because no one wants to be a prostitute. It‘s a 

big question were this industry should legalize or not. However, the discussions are 

on and the question is still pending.   

In India, ITPA, IT act and IPC are primarily responsible for the prostitution in India, 

however these laws are also not self-sufficient in dealing with the online prostitution 

in India, even the word online prostitution is not defined anywhere in these laws. It is 

totally new and different mode of prostitution for India. Online prostitution on fake 
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web servers and IP address, advertisement through the fake identity is a normal 

phenomenon of this crime. The government should take major steps in this regard.
492

 

The Indian society must change his perspective of seeing a woman as a commodity, 

there must be awareness among the society regarding the rights of the women 

especially in the small towns of India. This will not only lead to the increase in the 

report of number of Internet sexual abuse cases but also women feel them safe in the 

society.
493

However, from the above discussion it has been seen that there are many 

loopholes in the Indian laws regarding the online prostitution, it is no were mentioned 

in the IT act.  

 

On the basis of my research following points are suggested in this regard as 

follows. 

1. There is no mentioning of the Women cell or the women investigating agencies in the 

IT act 2000, it is very important to have a women centric investigating agencies or the 

women centric police station in every district for the sexual crimes against women in 

cyber space and especially when it comes to the matter of the cyber prostitution then 

the matter became more important to have a women centric investigating agency or 

police station. Everyone knows that women are more open with women and they can 

share all the details very easily and especially if the matter is of sexual harassment 

then they can share easily with the women like in the rape case. There is a provision 

in the IPC that the medical examination can be only done by the women. So, if there 

is a provision for examination of prostitute victim or the other sexual harassment 

victim by the women then it will be easy for the women to approach the police agency 

and come with more cases rather to avoid and tolerate the abuse. There is a social 

stigma, due to which women don‘t want to talk to the police and to the judicial 

officers. So, it is required to have women wing in the police station especially for the 

women who are victims of sexual exploitation in cyberspace.  

2. There is a requirement of all together a different act regarding the sexual exploitation 

of women in cyberspace and there will be a separate chapter for cyber prostitution in 

it because according to my study till now, every crime against women are related to 

each other in some or other ways and above all crimes such as cyber stalking, 

morphing, spoofing, cyber prostitution are not mentioned in the IT act. There is also 
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need to amend the ITPA act in this regard, if any person who use video camera in 

brothels then what happen and if any person makes an MMS with any sex worker in 

brothel. So, these issues must be dealt in the separate provisions. 

3. The responsibility of the intermediaries is clarified in a very first instance. This is one 

of the most important and essential aspects in combating the cyber prostitution in 

India. However, section-79 gives a light on the role of intermediaries but this section 

is very confusing and ambiguous in its part. Section-79 of the IT act gives immunity 

to the intermediaries on the same line as the US federal provisions give in section-

512(c).
494

The due diligence has been dealt by the S.C in the Shreya Singhal case
495

 

but one thing which we have to be understood is that the intermediaries are the first 

barrier in the case of illegal content on the internet. In my view it is also wrong to put 

a strict liability on them like in China because many a time the content is not in the 

hands of the intermediaries but it is also true that there is need of more compelling the 

liabilities on the intermediaries with proper sanctions from the government. It is also 

important to note that the most of the illegal content is transmitted from the server of 

Google and yahoo, which include private chat rooms or emails, or most of the time 

the social media like facebook, twitter, Instagram and dating app like tinder. More 

over the responsibility in hosting the adult websites in any country is very important 

like the categories of child pornography, rape or MMS should not be encouraged by 

the porn intermediaries. Unless the role and liabilities of the intermediaries in India 

will be fixed the victimization of the women and especially online prostitution will 

never stop.  

4. There is a requirement of separate penal laws for cyber prostitution in India, because 

the investigation and the preservation of the evidence require the special knowledge 

of the technicalities in Information technology. This is a most unique type of cyber-

crime because one of the oldest crimes of the civilization has got a new taste that is 

technology. So, the investigating officers are of such level that he knows everything 

about the prostitution as well as technically sound in dealing with the technological 

matters. The penalties are much harsher than it was ever before, this can not only 

work as daren‘t but it has also like a real sanction of the society because most of cases 

are not reported in these crimes.  More-over, as I suggested we require a new all 

together a different law for this but not only this we require a comprehensive totally 
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different laws, which made in comparison with other developed countries. Many 

cyber-crimes which will leads to the cyber prostitution is need to be included in the IT 

act also as we all know that the Indian IT act was a by-product to fulfil the e-

commerce requirement of the country. However, in my view firstly, it is more 

important to define the words properly, there is no definition of cyber-crime in IT act, 

cyber prostitution, cyber mopping, cyber stalking and many more.  

5. There is a need for the more sensitization in every blocks of the society and every 

block has to face this together. There is no NGO‘s in India who are working against 

online prostitution. They are working for prostitution but not for the online 

prostitution or the girls who are brutally trafficked in online prostitution, no one is 

thinking about them. Next is the police official there must be special training for this 

subject to the police officer in the academy. So, they became more sensitized towards 

this matter and they feel the pain of these girls. The police officers have to understood 

that they have a very bad image that why the women and girls doesn‘t want to see 

them in police station. So, they have to work in this regard and they have to change 

that image and show the soft corners of their work to these victims‘ girls or women.  

Next the mentality that the women have done something wrong that why they are 

trapped by the trafficker, this is the wrong mentality of the society and unfortunately 

most of the enforcement agents think in the same direction. The parents also have to 

adopt the changing trends of the society, they have to believe that this can happen to 

anyone and this is not a sin that their child obscene image is in the internet and this is 

not a parameter to live with honour and pride in the society. They have to understand 

that this is an organised crime and this can be only corrected if we fight for the 

punishment of the wrongdoer together and specially in support of the victims. Last but 

not least the intermediaries should also take some serious measures to identify the 

illegal content in their servers because they are the first who dealt with the illegal 

content. Hence intermediaries should be more responsible. Every blocks of the society 

should work together to combat the problem of cyber prostitution. However, the 

government has major role to unite every blocks of the society through the awareness 

and strict legislations and by prescribing duties on every block. 

6. The brothels and the red-light areas should be specially taken care off in this regard. 

From time to time, the investigating agencies need to visit the places and make a list 

of all the sex workers there. With the help of drone, it can be also taken. The agencies 
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have to tap out generally the teenager girls or the child girls because they are 

generally the cases of online prostitution.  

7. There must be an awareness camps and through the pamphlets or through any other 

means especially to the parents that they must keep a track of the online work of their 

children and specially to the girl child‘s. There must be an awareness in a larger scale 

like in ―Maan ki Baat‖ by Prime minister of India or a must campaign by every 

District Magistrate in every district and this campaign must be target based. So that 

every District magistrate reach to the largest number of the people and every 

campaign should be in the hands of the Chief Minister in every state. 

8. There must be a need of a special helpline number in which, every girl or every 

parents of their child should ask question in any complexity regarding the online 

harassment or bullying or any other crimes, which leads to online prostitution and that 

helpline number should be free and must be attendant by a lady and the service will be 

24/7. The helpline number should be connected to the local police station and if the 

victims want to make complaint online or at her home place then, she would get this 

facility. The concept of zero FIR must be there in this case as it is in the case of rape 

victim. So, from any place in India, the victim can file the FIR. 

9. Now, it‘s time to view the crime of cyber prostitution very seriously and all together a 

different crime other than prostitution because this problem has a tendency to destroy 

the whole societal structure of India. So, there is a need for a separate Ministry all 

together like Ministry of online sexual crime (OSC) in which the cyber prostitution is 

a separate and important department because if we have to combat the issues of cyber 

prostitution than we have to understand that it will required a whole new approach of 

sexual offences against women in cyber space. Now, the ministry of Information 

technology or the ministry of women and children has not undertaking the issues of 

sexual offences against women in cyberspace separately and if ministry is not serious 

about this crime then how we can expect from the enforcement agencies.  

10. There must be a review committee which at least in every 6 months review the work 

of the police station, NGO; s, intermediaries and others and present a report to the 

government and the government must review the area where there is a special 

attention needs to be taken off. This review committee will work under the opposition 

leader of Lok Sabha. The government should always need to change the policies 

regarding this because the technology is the most dynamic area which is changing 

every day, so government need to plan accordingly. For e.g. The virtual mode of 
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payment is very much famous among the prostitutes now a days, so due to the cash 

less business, it is now very difficult to take a track on them. So, government has to 

take track on their account numbers. Now, the bitcoin is also very much famous 

among the prostitutes.
496

 However, there is no evidence in India that the prostitutes 

are taking the bitcoins. So, the government should always make new tracking devices 

and software‘s and other machines to keep track on them and this committee will help 

to keep update about the emerging dimensions in online prostitution. 

11. Cyber cell needs to be set in every districts of the state and in every union territory for 

reporting and investigation of the cybercrimes and there must be a separate 

department in that cyber cell, which relates with the online prostitution. However, 

there are guidelines for the setup of cyber cell but it is not taken seriously yet by the 

most of the states and especially states like Bihar, Jharkhand, and Uttar Pradesh are 

lacking behind. These cyber cells must act in the control of the highest rank of police 

in that state and not under the Supernatant of Police of that district because the S.P 

has always tendency to show the less crime in their district and for that reason they 

might not report many of the cases. There must be also a separate Superintendent of 

Police in every district for the cyber-crimes and specially to deal with the online 

prostitution. The S.P must have a special knowledge about the investigation and 

evidence in their training period itself and for this post there must be all together 

separate post in the UPSC exam by the government.  

12. The process of the online FIR should be relaxed and made it very simple, like now the 

requirement of email account is mandatory to lodge the FIR. So, these things should 

be taken care of and relaxed by the government. 

13. For the purpose of training and investigation to the judiciary and investigating 

agencies, the state should set-up forensic training and investigating labs in every state. 

14. There is a need for the special police in this regard, the cyber police like CBI, CID, 

ED and other specialised agencies. The cyber police will be altogether different posts 

by the government and the young people who have special interest in the information 

technology can come under this scenario and served the nation. 

15. There should be ―no contact order‖ as a civil remedy to restrict the stalker from 

contacting the victim for a considerable period as contained in US and U.K laws.
497
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16. Punishment needs to be increased for persons keeping or managing brothels from 1 

year to 3 year and in the event of second or subsequent conviction it must not be less 

than 7 years.   

17. The interstate trafficking is still not a major issue for the states but it has been seen 

that the trafficking is also a major cause for the online prostitution. The girls who are 

indulging in the brothel prostitution are also indulging in prostitution through internet. 

In one way or other they are indulged in the cyber prostitution. The prostitution has 

changed its way but the trafficking is still the same. Hence government should make 

strict provisos in this regard.  

18. India needs to sign the international treaties regarding the cybercrime, the first 

international convention on cybercrime or the convention of Budapest on cyber-crime 

address the cyber-crimes such as illegal access, illegal interception, data interference, 

system, misuse of devices, computer-related forgery, computer-related fraud, offences 

related to child pornography, and offences related to copyright and neighbouring 

rights. The convention has been effective from 2004 and the optional protocol to this 

convention is from 2006 but India has not become a party to this convention till now. 

The reasons are not so much clear till now but India is not a party to this convention. 

The most and foremost reason why India should join is that when India ratified this 

convention then many European as well as American countries has same laws as it 

will be in India after the amendment in the IT act 2000. So, the problem of inter-state 

law has been solved to the few extents. Next the signatory countries will help in 

extraditing the offender if present in different states. It is very logical to say that this 

is a cross-border and can‘t be neutralise without the help of the cooperation with other 

countries. There is no country in this globe who wins the war against wrong doer in 

cyberspace alone.   

19. The today‘s technology world is all about technological loopholes. The wrong doer is 

only playing by these loopholes and the agencies will never caught them, when they 

are one step above them in the technology and this can be only done when the 

enforcement agencies have a good relationship with global service providers and for 

this government has to take front seat and try to make a good relation with service 

providers and between investigating agencies.  

20. The cybercrimes against women and specially the cyber prostitution will need to be a 

part of the syllabus in school, there must be a special class and specially for the girls 

that how the strange persons on the internet commit crime against them and specially 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_pornography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Related_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Related_rights
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how the strange people slowly attract them towards the internet abuse. There must be 

a special class to boys also that they must respect the girls not in the physical world 

but also in the virtual world. There must be a special training session for the girl child 

by the local cyber cell in the school. So, they know what they have to do to combat 

this problem. There must be an involvement of guardians or parents in those exercise 

so that they will also know the seriousness of the cybercrime and how they will keep 

their daughters and there family away from this problem.  

21. The ITPA act has not talk about the religion-based prostitution like the Devadasi 

system. There is a report which revealed that there are around 450000 devadasis in all 

over India
498

 and alone in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana only there are more than 

80000 devadasi women.
499

 These are evidences that these devadasis are still working 

as a part time in the scott services or personal services. So, there is a need to curtail 

this problem from the society and the government has to think about this issue very 

seriously. However, there are state laws in the states but these state laws are not 

sufficient. So, there is a requirement of the special central laws or the special 

mentioning in the ITPA act.   

22. Establishment of Anti-trafficking bureau, we all know that the major problem of 

prostitution lies in the human trafficking, so there must be an establishment of the 

anti- trafficking bureau in India. So that the government will be modernised and make 

himself up to date in this regard. The problem of trafficking need some special 

attention and the problem will be taken seriously. The traffickers are using different 

ways for kidnapping or trafficking like now the concept of love and elope is very 

common in India and specially, in the rural village, where the person became friends 

to teenagers and elope with her with the intention of selling her in brothels in Mumbai 

or New Delhi and it is very shocking that the whole racket system is working behind 

this.  

23. There is a need of the special fast track courts to combat the problem of the 

prostitution and there is also need to have fixed time and there is also need to make all 

the crimes related to prostitution non-baliable and more harsh in the punishment and 

there is also requirement of taking clients or customers in the purview of the 

prostitution, if they are using the services of the sex workers and specially for the red 
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light areas there must be a committee who will take care and make a report and 

submit on the situation of red light areas time to time. 

24. There is need to create the special funds for the upliftment of the sex workers and 

their children‘s. 

25. There will be a different special scheme and especially in the budget for the sex 

workers and specially the retirement schemes, policy schemes, housing schemes, loan 

schemes and any yearly fund for the sex workers because we can‘t ignore the mass 

population for our society as because they are not the vote banks for the states. 

The internet is not a new concept for the Indian civilization. India is the second largest 

country to use the internet after China.
500

 So, this mass interaction of Indian people on 

internet has resulted into the large number of contents on the internet including 

videos, photos, and many more. The internet is full of advertisements on the 

prostitution, all you have to do is to pick one of them and paid the correct price then 

in few hours she will be in your bedroom. The internet has a wider scope for the 

prostitution and it is in an unthinkable manner and it is more than an experience now. 

The businessmen or the other elite people including politicians and others are using 

this service very much. According to my research up to 30% of the prostitution 

business has been increased in the last 10 years in India.
501

 The average age to use the 

sex workers service in India has gone from 25 to 15 due to the internet services. The 

teenagers are using it as an experience to their life but when they will get into the 

addiction of this fun game, it is hard to understand. 

The one and only thing which attract the prostitution through online is the availability 

of the information‘s about the sex workers and the less chance of humiliation and 

arrest. These online messages designate prices, locations, personal characteristics, 

preferences about the sex positions, services they are trained with and other 

information that is useful for the customers to arouse. However, these messages and 

information‘s are basically fake in nature; it is only for the customers to not go to 

some other agency.  

The unregulated internet rules and technological advancements have opened a door 

for the men to use the new services or what we can say exploit the women or girls for 

their own pleasure. The sex industry has used every means to give access to the 
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women and girls to those men who are ready to pay. The role of the government is 

important here and especially the police agencies but it has been always seen and 

especially in India that the police are charging from the brothel owners and from other 

pimps to continue their business.
502

 However, the role of the government and 

legislature is very important here. There is no strict rule against these crimes and most 

of the issues are not touched by the legislation yet. Say for example the ITPA act is 

silent about the customers, who are using the sex workers services. We can‘t assume 

that the prostitution will end in the society without punishing the customers who is 

using the services of sex workers. 

We as a society can‘t deny that the relationship of the prostitution and the internet has 

proved very beneficial and important to the sex workers. The internet has opened the 

new advent for the sex workers like online strip shows, internet voyeurism, sex shows 

and most importantly the advertisement on the internet is almost free and reach to the 

last men of the society. These internet websites who contain the high rate of nudity 

and violence, these forms not only increase the exposure of girls and women to the 

large extent but also justify the act of men on the websites by sharing the experience 

and the review of the services. 
503

 

These forums normalise the exploitative and abusive behaviour of man these all new 

combination of the internet and the sex are giving tremendous fun to many of the 

users both to the pimps in terms of money and to the customers in terms of new sex 

experience. The viewing and having a sexual description of private parts on the 

internet through camera has not only ruined the family relations in the society but it 

has also lost the empathy of being a normal human being. Women‘s are exploited in 

the internet as the same way as in the normal brothel but with a new experience and 

charm. Sometimes, this abuse and exploitation became worse than the real sex. 

However, it is the least classified research for government till now in India but this is 

the most rising issue of the younger generation in India which requires immediate 

attention by the government and specially by the legislature and by the police 

agencies. 

The sex industry had used very wisely to the new technology and they have given out 

of best result from this and in some cases, they had invented the technology also as I 
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had discussed about the VIP escort services of London which use Bitcoin as the 

virtual currency coins for their transactions in the prostitution services.  There are 

many transmission devices that transfer the files like emails, chat rooms, dating apps 

and many more. However, the most common and the most usable is the private video 

calling and it can be used and share with the other customers also who can‘t afford the 

personal online chats. In these types of personal chat shows, the girls and boys are 

basically seen their private parts and the girls have to perform certain moves on 

demand of the boys or men.  

These girls are basically from the lower-class family, who even can‘t afford their 

personal computers. So, either they have to depend on the cyber cafes or to their 

pimps or managers who provide the computers with internet. Websites and specially 

the WWW
504

 has been facilitated the pimps and mangers to advertised the sex 

workers on the internet. Now brothels are also on the internet, the prostitution 

business is no more the customer-based business, it is all about the marketing and 

your skill that how you market your commodity and attracts others customers. 

The pornography industry is one of the elements of the online prostitution in whole 

globe and India is not an exception to this. Once the photographs or the videos are 

captured and gone viral, the women have no control over this and due to the internet, 

a boy sitting in some village of Bihar, know everything about the model sitting in 

New York. Now the game is different in the online prostitution, the customers in the 

online prostitution now demand the online pornography. Two couples are doing the 

real sex and the person who is controlling them on a webcam directing them about the 

positions and about the other thing he wants to see and for which he is paying. This is 

very common in the Arabian countries.
505

 

The government is also equally responsible for the emerging dimensions of the online 

prostitution because anyone has its fake account on the internet and there is no 

requirement of any documents other than fake information to have a social media 

account, to have an email account, to have a dating account and what not on the 

internet.
506

There is no requirement of any documents and we all know that only one 

account say for social media account will not only hampered the hundreds of others 

fundamental rights but it has also capacity to do cyber terrorism.  
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Internet is prevalent because it not only gives the wide access to the men but it also 

gives a control over the body of women and they also give ultra-privacy to the 

customers. Previously, they have to visit videos parlours and DVD parlours to visit 

the pornography but now everything is on your figure tip. The increased privacy and 

anonymity on the internet have not only gives the open field to increase their heinous 

work but it has also given protection from social stigma and law enforcement 

agencies both to the customers and to the sex workers. 

The internet has not only provide the women and the girls for the sex but also 

provided the like-minded girl or women for the people who wants to go beyond one-

night stand. They also provide the women or girls for other services like for gf, 

marriage, long relationship and many more. The information is very much logical and 

supportive in nature. For example, if the customers prefer soft sex then the girl‘s 

women who had registered with soft sex will appear in the private space of the 

client.
507

 

We can assume from the very basic concept that how women are miserable in the 

world of prostitution. These websites have rating system so, if any women want to get 

the 5-star rating then she has to comply with all the directions of the clients then only 

she will get 5-star rating and on the basis of these ratings her next customers will 

choose her. So, the basic identity of being a human being has lost to these women and 

there is no option to say no to these customers. They are no more than a street dog for 

the society. There is also a wide range of the customers who are using these services 

starting from the lonely customers who is bachelor in life to the person who wants to 

betray his wife.
508

 

The prostitution is not the product of the other sexual offences against women in the 

society. After the deep research in this topic, I had reached to the conclusion that the 

other sexual offences against women like cyber stalking, cyber abuse and others are 

totally different thing and are not dependent upon each other. The online prostitution 

is all together a different crime which originates in the following forms in India- 

1. The advertisements for the brothels and the Scott services(basically sex) 

2. The advertisements for the massage parlours and strips show and others. 

3. The online voyeurism and command or instructions for sex. 
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4. The paedophiles or the whole racket is working to attract the adolescent girls and drag 

them in the online prostitution in lieu of money or love. 

5. Pornography.
509

 

So, basically these are the things which are going in the Indian internet space 

regarding the online prostitution and the sexual offences against women are totally 

different in India. In India, it is basically the revenge porn or the revenge voyeurism. 

The ex- bf or ex-husband is spreading the photos or videos on the internet with the 

intention to defame the women and their immediate family like Father, Mother, 

Brother, Husband and others. In India, as I already discussed the honour of the family 

in India is all depends on the character of his daughter in the family.  So, in my study 

it was found that the cyber against women in India is totally different thing and not 

have any connection with online prostitution.  

Basically, in India the online prostitution is the modern version of the brothel 

prostitution and with more spice of modernity in it. However, the internet has been 

started as a shield for prostitution, basically to protect them from the enforcement 

agencies but now it became a necessary evil because the persons specially teenagers 

never visited the brothels but they dovis its these websites and booked the scott 

services at his place and above all it provides protections from the enforcement 

agencies and from the humiliation from the society and there are numbers of story that 

the person who visited the brothels has been robbed.
510

 So the persons who are not a 

hard core addict never prefer to visit the brothels and with the increase in the part time 

sex workers basically college girls for their fess and the house wife‘s working from 

home for 1 or 2 clients in a day have changed the scenario completely and this market 

has been emerged as a very competitive market, the demand and supply because 

almost equal now. So, in order to be in a game, the internet prostitution is a necessary 

evil. 

However, the government is taking steps from time to time like blocking these 

websites but these steps is not sufficient as number of cases is increasing every day. 

This is being a social problem slowly in our Indian society and in order to curtail this 

problem every blocks of the Indian society including Police, Government, NGO‘s, 
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Parents, ISP and many more have to fight together against this possible social 

problem.   
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SUGGESTIVE STRUCTURE OF A MODEL LAW 

The Prevention of Sex Work in cyberspace Act, 2022 

 

Chapter-1 

Preliminary 

1. Short title, Extent, Commencement 

2. Definitions 

 

Chapter-2 

Types of advertisements in online Prostitution 

3. Digital Evidence 

4. Advertisement for the purpose of online prostitution for the purpose of sex. 

5. Punishment for the advertisement for the 1
st
 time offender and 2

nd
time offender. 

6. Advertisement for the massage parlour and strip shows. 

7. Punishment for the advertisement of massage parlour and strip shows. 

8. Advertisement for Advertisement for Sex chats and Online Voyeurism. 

9.  Punishment for advertisement of sex chats and online voyeurism. 

10. Convincing for showing the private parts of body on internet. 

11. Punishment for convincing to show private parts of body on internet. 

12. Punishment for sending emails and messages 

 

Chapter-3 

Other Sexual offences against women 

13. Punishment for Child Pornography 

14. Revenge Porn 

15. Punishment for revenge porn 

16. Punishment for cyber stalking 

17. Punishment for Cyber bulling 

18. Punishment for cyber morphing 
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Chapter-4 

Punishments and warrants 

19. Role of intermediaries 

20. Search without warrant 

21. Cognizable and non-bailable 

22. Punishment for Pimps 

23. Punishment for customers 

24. Punishment for abetment  

 

Chapter-5 

Jurisdiction and establishment 

25. Jurisdiction 

26. Establishment of Training Schools for Judges and investigating officers 

27. Separate exams for the posts of investigating officers and judges by PSC 

28. Separate cyber tribunal in every district 

29. Composition of Cyber Tribunal 

30. Powers of cyber Tribunal 

31. Resignation and Removal 

32. Powers of Chairperson 

33. Salary and allowances 

34.  Appeal to High Court 

 

Chapter-6 

Powers and Identifications 

35. Power of Central government to establish special court 

36. Power to make Rules 

37. Punishments for using some other computers and networks 

38. Compulsory identifications before logging in any social media or emails. 

 

Chapter-7 

Other Provisions 

39. Extradition 

40. Constitution of Advisory Committee 

41. Removal of Difficulties 
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Chapter-1 

Preliminary 

Section-1 

Short title, extent, commencement 

a. This act may be called as The Prevention of Prostitution in Cyber Space Act, 2020 

b. This act may be applied to whole of India including Jammu and Kashmir 

c. It shall come into force on………... by the central government in his official gazette. 

Section-2 

Definitions- 

In this act, unless the context otherwise requires. 

(a) Cyber Crime means the crime in the cyberspace, which is carried out with the help of 

computer or network or which is specially carried out to target the computer. 

(b) Cyber Prostitution means obscene and indecent act carried by two people basically 

male and female generally through message, photos, videos out in virtual world with 

the main purpose to stimulate the sexual feelings and fantasies. 

(c) Cyber harassment means the publication of hate speech, making sexual remarks, 

posting rumors or posting the personal information about the victim and this 

information is not meant for the public, especially on the internet or some social 

media platform. 

(d) Cyber Stalking means harassing, stalking or humiliating someone in cyberspace 

through repeated use of cyber communications with the purpose of threaten, harass or 

embraces.  

(e) Cyber Morphing means the change of the pictures using the morphing technology in 

the cyber space with the intention of defaming women.  

(f) Intermediaries mean the network providers which act as a link between consumers 

and the information providers. Generally, the internet service providers, WWW and 

Links providers are the intermediaries in India. 

(g) Internet Pimping means the person who is advertising on behalf of a woman and 

generally he is the person who manages cash in her behalf. 

(h) Appropriate government means 

(i) Investigating Agency in thus act means the police official specified for the 

investigation of online prostitution. 
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(j) Tribunal means special tribunal appointed by state government in every district for the 

purpose of Online Prostitution. 

(k) Private area means the private body parts of men and women for this act. 

(l) Capture means any photos or videos captured by any person in any private moment 

between them which specially revels their private body parts. 

(m) Publish means publication of any photo or videos on the internet without the 

knowledge of permission of the women and that photos or videos specially revels the 

in appropriate body structure of the women. 

(n) Privacy in cyberspace means not in faring the internet rights of any person. 

 

Chapter-2 

Types of advertisements in online Prostitution 

Section-3 

Digital Evidence 

Digital Evidence basically means the photos, videos, sound recording, letters or 

emails transferred by electronic evidence and it is used as a data by the investigating 

agencies. 

Section-4 

Advertisement for the purpose of online prostitution for the purpose of sex. 

Any Person referred under this act, who is advertising any audio or Video clips 

including photographs of any girl who is minor or major solely for the purpose of sex 

in any print media including newspaper, magazines, radio, or television or through 

internet then he or she will be liable to punish under this act.  

Section-5 

Punishment for the advertisement for the 1
st
 time offender and second time offender. 

The person who is caught for the 1
st
 time in advertising any women profile with or 

without permission for the prostitution then he shall be imprisoned up to 3years and 

fine up to 50 thousand or both and if the person is caught for the second time or more 

than up to 7years and fine upto1 lakhs or both and in case of minor the punishment 

may be extent up to 15 years or 5 lakhs or both for 1
st
 time and life imprisonment or 

10 lakhs fine or both. 
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Section-6 

Advertisement for the massage parlour and strip shows. 

If any person advertised in any print media or in any television including radio or any 

internet including private chat rooms or social media with the purpose of arousing 

sexual enticement but not for the purpose of sex then he shall be liable for the 

punishment in this act. 

Section-7 

Punishments for the massage parlour and strip shows 

The person who is caught for the 1
st
 time in advertising any women profile with or 

without permission for the massage parlour and strip shows then he shall be 

imprisoned up to 2 years and fine up to 25 thousand or both and if the person is 

caught for the second time or more than up to 5 years and fine upto1 lakhs or both and 

in case of minor the punishment may be extent up to 10 years or 2 lakhs or both for 1
st
 

time and 20 years or 5 lakhs fine or both. 

Section-8 

Advertisement for Advertisement for Sex chats and Online Voyeurism. 

Any person advertised in any print media or in any television including Newspapers, 

radio, magazines or any internet including private chat rooms or social media with the 

purpose of arousing sexual enticement but not for the purpose of sex then he shall be 

liable for the punishment in this act. 

Section-9 

Punishment for Advertisement for Sex chats and Online Voyeurism. 

The person who is caught for the 1
st
 time in advertising any women profile with or 

without permission for the massage parlour and strip shows then he shall be 

imprisoned up to 2 years and fine up to 25 thousand or both and if the person is 

caught for the second time or more than up to 5 years and fine upto1 lakhs or both and 

in case of minor the punishment may be extent up to 10 years or 2 lakhs or both for 1
st
 

time and 20 years or 5 lakhs fine or both. 

Section-10 

Convincing for showing the private parts of body on internet. 

Any Person who is found to convince any girl or women to show the private body 

partsor sex chats on the internet through any of the electronic platform including 

social media, emails or private chat rooms or more than he shall be punishable in this 

act. 
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Section-11 

 Punishment for showing the private parts of body on internet 

The person who is caught for the 1
st
 time in convincing any women to show his 

private body parts or do sex chats to him then he shall be imprisoned up to 5 years and 

fine up to 50 thousand or both and if the person is caught for the second time or more 

than up to 10 years and fine upto1 lakhs or both and in case of minor the punishment 

may be extent up to 10 years or 2 lakhs or both for 1
st
 time and 20 years or 5 lakhs 

fine or both. 

Section-12 

Punishment for sending Emails and Private messages for the purpose of prostitution 

Any person who caught approaching any girl or women on the cyberspace for the 

purpose of prostitution then he shall be punishable up to 5 years of imprisonment and 

2 lakhs of fine or both and in the case of minors he shall be imprisoned for the 

purpose of 10 years and fine up to 5 lakhs or both. 

 

Chapter-3 

Other Sexual offences against women 

Section-13 

Punishment for Child pornography 

Any person who is related with the acts which primarily means possession, 

transportation, receipt, distribution and possession with intent to distribute child 

pornography shall be punished with upto 10 years of imprisonment or 2 lakhs of fine 

or both for their first time offence and 20 years or 5 lakhs fine or both for their 2
nd

 

time offence or more.  

Section-14 

Revenge Porn  

Revenge porn generally included the distribution of intimate photos and videos, 

generally by the ex bf and ex-husbands of any person generally women without her 

permission. The images and videos are distributed with the intention of blackmailing, 

end up relation, silence them or punish them for ending relationship or with any other 

reason. The photos and videos are made with or without permission is immaterial 

here. 
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Section-15 

Punishment for Revenge Porn 

Any person who print or cause to print in any hard copy, post on websites or cause to 

post the photos or videos on website primarily with the intention in above mentioned 

section and which primarily causes the harm of the reputation of that women and her 

family members. Any person who indulge in doing this thing may be punished with 

the imprisonment up to 7 years or fine up to 5 lakhs or both and any person who is 

abetting this may be punished with 3 years‘ imprisonment and 1 lakh of fine or both.  

Section-16 

Punishment for cyber stalking 

Whoever stalk any person generally women for the purpose of online prostitution 

generally through social media, emails, SMS, dating sites, mobile app or any other 

ways through pictures, videos, contacts or any other way then that person is punished 

for 3years and 1 lakh or both for 1
st
 time offence and 5 years and 3 lakhs for 2

nd
 time 

offence.   

Section-17 

Punishment for Cyber bulling 

Any person with the intention of online prostitution send any message (through a 

computer or a communication device) which he knows false, but with the intention of 

insulting her, annoyance, criminal intimidation or any more shall be punished with up 

to 5 years of imprisonment and 2 lakhs of fine or both. 

Section-18 

Punishment for cyber morphing 

Whoever changes any person‘s image, generally women from one image to another 

image without any corrections using morphing tools available on internet with the 

intention of taking advantage from that image by exploiting the pictures of 

women, morphing and misusing them to promote online sex chats, scott services and 

pornographic content. The person who does or cause to done this crime shall be 

punished for up to 7 years or 10 lakhs or both. 
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Chapter-4 

Punishments and warrants 

 

Section-19 

Role of intermediaries 

The role of the intermediaries in this regard will be the strict liability or the Notice 

and Take Down and after notice from any person the intermediaries has been given 15 

days‘ time and in during 15 days, they have to either take down the content or the 

written reason for not taking down the content. Any intermediaries who don‘t follow 

this rule shall the liable for the compensation according to the committee which 

review the complaint. 

Section-20 

Search without warrant 

Any person which is not below the rank of Senior Inspector or any person authorised 

by central government or state government in consultation with central government 

may enter and search the computers or personal data in any public place and search 

and arrest without warrant any person found therein who is reasonably suspected of 

having committed or of committing or of being about to commit any offence under 

this Act.   

Section-21 

Cognizable and non-bailable 

The offences under this act are cognizable, non-bailable and triable by Court of 

Session. 

Section-22 

Punishment for Pimps 

Whoever indulge in printing, publishing or posting the pictures, videos or any other 

information of women generally for sex or other form of online Prostitution and 

whoever living on the income of the women who is indulged in online prostitution 

(excluding aged parents, husbands, bf or any medical problem of any family 

members) will be considered as pimps for regard of this act and shall be punished 

with imprisonment up to 5 years and fine up to 2 lakhs or both.  
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Section-23 

Punishment for customers 

Whoever buys the service of these girls either for sex or other types of online physical 

pleasure, and then he shall be punished with 3 years of imprisonment and 1 lakh of 

fine for 1
st
 time offenders and up to 5 years and 3 lakhs of fines for second time and 

onwards. This offence is non bailable and compoundable in nature.    

Section-24 

Punishment for abetment  

Any person who found to be abated in any offences either advertisement, getting 

customers, collecting cash or any other help which facilitate the online prostitution 

shall be punished with up to 3 years of imprisonment and 2 lakhs of fine or both. 

 

Chapter-5 

Jurisdiction and Establishment 

Section- 25 

Jurisdiction 

The state to which IP address belongs that state have the primary jurisdiction over the 

cases, however the jurisdiction may be changed according to the direction of the 

central government. 

Section-26  

Establishment of Training Schools for Judges and investigating officers 

For the smooth function and to bring the technical advisement in this crime, it is the 

duty of the central government to establish training schools in every state with 

consultation with the state government for judges and investigating officers to help in 

getting technicalities in the advances of Information Technology.  

Section-27 

Separate exams for the posts of investigating officers and judges by PSC 

There will be appointment of separate investigating officers and judges for this 

purpose by the exam process conducted by the PSC every year. 

Section-28 

Separate cyber tribunal in every district 
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The central government by notification in the official gazettes shall appoint a separate 

cyber tribunal for the purpose of sexual offences against women cyber space which 

also includes online prostitution. 

Section-29 

Composition of Cyber Tribunal 

The cyber tribunal must consist of one chairman and one vice-chairman and such 

other numbers of members as notified by the central government from time to time in 

their official notification. The vice-president will act as a president in the absence of 

president. The president must be qualified as a judge of High Court and the members 

must be qualified as a district judges and will retired at the age of 65 or 5 years 

whichever is earlier.  

Section-30 

Powers of cyber Tribunal 

The Cyber Appellate Tribunal shall have, for the purposes of discharging their 

functions under this Act, the same powers as are vested in a civil court under the Code 

of Civil Procedure, 1908, while trying a suit, in respect of the following matters, 

namely –  

(a) Summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person and examining him on 

oath;  

(b) Requiring the discovery and production of documents or other electronic records;  

(c) Receiving evidence on affidavits; 

 (d) Issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses or documents;  

(e) Reviewing its decisions;  

(f) Dismissing an application for default or deciding it ex parte 

(g) Any other matter which may be prescribed 

However, the tribunal is not fully guided by the laws of the CPC they are only bound 

by Natural justice in this regard.  

Section-31 

Resignation and Removal 

The chairpersons or other members of the tribunal shall not the removed by the any 

authority except by the central government and if he particularly proved mis-

appropriate or incompetent then by the inquiry of the judge of SC. If any member who 

wants to resign from his post, he may send it to the chairperson and if chairperson 
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wants to resign, he may resign in his hand and seal to the ministry of Information 

Technology. 

Section-32 

Powers of Chairperson 

Chairperson has primarily 4works- 

1. Powers of Supersets and other directions to the members. 

2. Distribution of work among members. 

3. Filling of vacancies temporally. 

4. Powers to transfer cases 

Section-33 

Salary and allowances 

Salary and other allowances of chairman is as the salary and allowances of HC judges 

and members as the salary and allowances of District judges or may be decided by the 

central government from time to time and published in their official gazettes. 

Section-34 

Appeal to High Court 

Any person aggrieved by any decision or order of the Cyber Appellate Tribunal may 

file an appeal to the High Court within ninety days from the date of order of the 

decision. 

 

Chapter-6 

Powers and Identifications 

Section- 35 

Power of Central government to establish special court 

The central government in consultation with the state government can establish more 

than one court in the district of any state all over India as from time to time as 

situation require and consulted. The information must be notified in the official 

gazette of the central government. 

Section-36 

Power to make Rules 

The central government is the appropriate authority for this act and the primary role to 

make laws in this act lies with the central government. However, the state government 

may from time to time as instructed by the central government through his ordinance 
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may make any bye-laws for the smooth functioning of this act. In the case of 

contradiction, this act will prevail on the laws which are made by the state 

government.  

Section-37 

Punishment for using some other computers and networks 

Whoever, uses some others computers or network without his permission shall be 

punished be punished up to 20 thousand of fine.  

Section-38 

Compulsory identifications before opening in any social media or emails 

Whoever, opens any account in any social media websites or email account, any 

dating app, any marriage app, and any other online platform then everyone shall have 

to do a compulsory identification through mobile number and adhar number.  

 

Chapter-7 

Other Provisions 

Section-39 

Extradition 

It is the duty of the central government to make a treaty and agreements in this regard 

with the other nations to improve the extra-territorial jurisdiction of India stronger and 

more durable in this regard.  

Section-40 

Constitution of Advisory Committee 

It is the duty of the central government to establish an advisory committee with the 

purpose of making a yearly report of every states and submit to the central 

government and to advise the state government whenever required, it is basically act 

as a bridge between Central government and the state government in this regard. 

Section-41 

Removal of Difficulties 

If any difficulties arise in this regard shall be discussed by the central government 

from time to time in their official gazette. However, the matter must not be under the 

observation of any High Court and Supreme Court. 
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OBSERVATION STUDY 

The survey of 641 UK sex workers 

The study by academics at the universities of Leicester and Strathclyde found that 

more than 80 percent of the sex workers had used the medium of internet to find their 

client in 2018, it not only give them control over the clients but also faced less 

violence from the clients humiliations from the police personals. Only 5 percent of 

these girls have faced the abuse in the form of physical violence. Teela Sanders, 

professor of criminology speaking to BBC Radio 4‘s Today programme, she said: 

―One of the really interesting findings is that the types of crimes that sex workers are 

experiencing have changed. So there was a much lower incidence of violent crime, 

sexual and physical assault than in other studies. But there were high levels of 

digitally facilitated crimes – harassment by email and text, for example.‖
511

 

Almost 80 percentage of sex workers have chosen that their working conditions have 

improved a lot they can choose the clients wisely with the support from the peer 

groups. The reports have also clarified that there are agencies like National Ugly 

Mugs
512

 which provide them a complete data base of the clients and sex workers can 

choose among them. Almost every third has chosen that they had less stress in the 

work and more almost 50 percentages has chosen that they had earned more in the 

online sex work. Charlotte Rose, a sex worker, said the internet had made her job 

much safer. She told Today: ―It still doesn‘t take away the dangers that sex comes 

with, but as a sex worker I feel a lot safer knowing that I can vet my clients. 
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CASE STUDY-1 

 

Nicki Minaj Anaconda song in 2014 

Nicki Minaj is one of the famous favourite rapper of all times, but the most 

controversial video she had released in the year 2014, in which she sing a song in her 

lust voice and repeatedly saying o my gosh, look at her butt, with the girls around in 

her videos dressing swim suits to biknies. The song ends up walking from that person 

to whom he has given a lap dance in all through her video. The question arises here 

whether it‘s a music video, pornography or a sex work in the online mode because 

there are male character also in all through this video. There is not a hard and fast 

forward rule to determine that whether it‘s a porn video or just a music video or 

something else. The question here arises that who will demarcate these lines. Society, 

government or someone else. The debate was simple but although very complex what 

is sex work in online mode, it indicates that something has crossed an invisible line, 

it‘s gone from being art, literature, music videos. It is beyond the acceptable digital 

interactions to being something quite else or something which exists in excess beyond 

the society morality.  
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CASE STUDY-2 

 

Cyber Sex trafficking- A 21
st
 century scourge 

Story of Andrea- A Philippian Girl 

Andrea was in her 14 in 2013 when she 1
st
 faced the mark of cyber-sex trafficking in 

her life. She first heard the voice of any person on the internet asking her to remove 

her clothes on webcam when she was 14. As stated to CNN, dated-18 July 2013-―I 

was so embarrassed because I don't want others to see my private parts," she said. 

"The customer told me to remove my blouse and to show him my breasts."
513

Andrea 

is from high flung area of mountains in Philippines, her city is known for the scenic 

beauty of mountains and rivers but she doesn‘t have the beauty of the glance but these 

things never mind in the online sex work. The only thing which matters is the 

revealing nature of the girls and women and how much she adore the clients with her 

role play on webcam.  She was promised a good life and highly paid job of baby sitter 

in the city by her cousin but ended up living the life of misery and another victim of 

cyber-sex trafficking newest but not less sinner exploitation of modern days or we can 

say it as a modern day slavery.  
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For the few days Andrea is one among the many girls who served their clients on the 

webcam, performing various acts as demanded by their clients all over the world and 

sometimes clients force them to watch the acts which is performed by the clients on 

the webcam like biting themselves, cutting their hands and other body parts. Analea 

was forced to live a life of misery for almost 5 years. Whenever, she asked from her 

uncle and cousins to left him to him village, they beat her to death, locked her in a 

dark room and tell her that the police would kept him in a jail if she escape from here. 

She was convinced by her uncle and cousins that this is the only way that she can end 

the poverty of her family and support her family in the village. She forced herself to 

work in all the situation round the clock. But "doing whatever the customer asked" 

eventually took its toll. "I wanted to cry but I could not. I wanted to cover myself with 

a blanket. I had goose bumps because of the shame. I would feel like I was floating," 

she recalled.
514

 

Andrea is one of the story among the many through out the world, the major concern 

for these types of girls are that they never come back in their life from the agony they 

faced during this period. The rampage of widespread of these types of exploitation is 

due to lack of education, poverty, and health security and above all the law which is 

not only in the moribund state but also its implementation due to highly corrupt 

officials.  
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CASE STUDY-3 

Mr.Ankit from Banglore 

Mr.Ankit is a middle aged single man of aged,40 living alone in Banglore and 

working in some MNC‘s. Mr.Ankit had received some porn in his watsup freinds 

group chat, he started seeing the pornography on a regular basis to curtail his free 

timings and boredom. Initially it was for 20-30 minutes in the late evening in twice or 

thrice in a week but eventually it increased to the 7 days a week and always ended up 

in masturbation. The timing for watching the porn has also increased to 2-3 hours a 

day sometimes trice in a day. It not only hampered him health wise but it also harm 

him emotionally, it felt that he was attracted towards the hard core porn and the 

respect for the females colleagues in her office decreased to few extent. He always 

imagined his female colleague in his office naked, ethic not only curtailed his memory 

but also his family values. He always felt guilty about it but could not able to leave it. 

The situation become even worsed when he get to know about the women working 

through webcam and do as per the instructions of the clients. Firstly he used the 

websites who are free then he started paying for the same and eventually it ends in 

loss of his all savings. He always skip the timing to chat with his family and chat with 

the models. Mr.Ankit had scored 84 out of 100 in his internet addiction which is quite 

a good number. He tell the researcher that it took 6 months to come to the normal 

phase of life and enhance his working ability. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Annexure-1(A) 

RELEVANT EXTRACT FROM IMMORAL TRAFFIC (PREVENTION) ACT, 

1956 

Section-3: Punishment for keeping a brothel or allowing premises to be used as a 

brothel. 

Any person who keeps or manages, or acts or assists in the keeping or management 

of, a brothel shall be punishable on first conviction with rigorous imprisonment for a 

term of not less than one year and not more than three years and also with fine which 

may extend to two thousand rupees and in the event of a second or subsequent 

conviction, with rigorous imprisonment for a term of not less than two years and not 

more than five years and also with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees.  

Section-4: Punishment for living on the earnings of prostitution. 

Any person over the age of eighteen years who knowingly lives, wholly or in part, on 

the earnings of the prostitution of 
22

 any other person shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine which may 

extend to one thousand rupees, or with both 
23

 and where such earnings relate to the 

prostitution of a child or a minor, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term of 

not less than seven years and not more than ten years.  

Section-6:Detaining a person in premises where prostitution is carried on. 

Any person who detains  any other person, whether with or without his consent, 

(a)in any brothel, or 

(b) in or upon any premises with intent that such person may have sexual intercourse 

with a person who is not the spouse of such person, 

shall be punishable on conviction, with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which shall not be less than seven years but which may be for life or for a term which 

may extend to ten years and shall also be liable to fine: 

https://www.indiacode.nic.in/show-data?actid=AC_CEN_13_14_00002_1956104_1517807321227&sectionId=25704&sectionno=6&orderno=7
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Provided that the court may, for adequate and special reasons to be mentioned in the 

judgment, impose a sentence of imprisonment for a term of less than seven years. 

Section-7: Prostitution in or in the vicinity of public places. 

Any person, who carries on prostitution and the person with whom such prostitution 

iscarried on, in any premises,— 

(a) which are within the area or areas, notified under sub-section (3), or  

(b) which are within a distance of two hundred metres of any place of public religious 

worship, educational institution, hostel, hospital, nursing home or such other public 

place of any kind as may be notified in this behalf by the Commissioner of Police or 

magistrate in the manner prescribed, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to three months. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Annexure-1(B) 

 RELEVANT EXTRACT FROM INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT, 2008 

Section- 66A: Punishment for sending offensive messages through communication 

service, etc 

Section-66B: Punishment for dishonestly receiving stolen computer resource or 

communication device 

Section- 66C: Punishment for identity theft 

Section- 66D: Punishment for cheating by personation by using computer resource 

Section- 66E: Punishment for violation of privacy 

Section- 66F: Punishment for cyber terrorism 

Section- 67: Punishment for publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic 

form.  

Section- 67A: Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material containing 

sexually explicit act, etc., in electronic form 

Section- 67B: Punishment for publishing or transmitting of material depicting 

children in sexually explicit act, etc., in electronic form 

Section- 67C: Preservation and retention of information by intermediaries 
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APPENDIX-I 

Annexure-1(C) 

RELEVANT EXTRACT FROM THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION, 1950 

Article 23- Trafficking in humans and forced labour is prohibited and is punishable in 

accordance with law. 

Article 24- It states that any child under the age of fourteen years shall not work in 

any hazardous employment like factories or mines. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Annexure-1(D) 

RELEVANT EXTRACT FROM THE INDIAN PENAL CODE, 1860 

Section- 372: Selling minor for purposes of prostitution, etc 

Section- 373: Buying minor for purposes of prostitution, etc 
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APPENDIX –II 

 

Research Paper Publications: 

1. Specialusis Ugdymas, ISSN-1392-5369, The Upwing of Online Prostitution in 

India, Scopus Indexed Journal. 

2. Journal of Positive School Pschology, ISSN-2717-7564, Scopus Indexed 

Journal, Cyber Sex trafficking-A new way of Exploitation 

3. Kala Sarovar, ISSN-0975-4520, 2021, UGC Care Journal, Rights and liabilities 

of Internet Service Providers in Online Prostitution: A question on Digital 

World. 

4. International Journal of Recent Research and Aspects, 2017, vol-4, issue-4, pg 

no-34-37, ISSN-2349-7688, Legalisation of Prostitution in India-A question for 

Indian Society. 
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APPENDIX-III 

Details of the Seminar Paper Presented 

 

1. Paper Presented in 3
rd

 world conference on Human Rights by All India Law Teachers 

congress on the topic- Online Prostitution- A modern day slavery in ILI, 2019. 

2. International E- conference on Criminal Justice System and International Aspects, 

Intermediaries liability in cybersex work, organised by SGT University, 2020  

3. Paper Presented in International conference on human Rights & Criminal Justice 

system in contemporary world held in School of law, Sharda University, 2021. 
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